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Ecosystems and their component organisms are being destroyed at an

unprecedented rate today by the space and resource demands of an

exponentially growing human population. Ethical theories developed for

addressing environmental problems have generally followed one of two different

lines. Individual-centered theories that expand moral consideration to include

some nonhumans draw support from traditional ethical thinking but encounter

difficulties with defining the limits of moral considerability, with countenancing

such natural processes as predation, and with according relevance to the

extinction of species. Ecocentric theories accommodate species interactions but

show a relative lack of historical grounding and are often unclear about the moral

status accorded human and nonhuman individuals, facing charges of

"environmental fascism" to the extent that the good of individuals may be

subordinated to the good of the ecosystem. Current ecocentric views have

further problems of consistency, since the human being is seemingly still

VI



accorded special privileges within the ecosystem, leading them to collapse into

merely enlightened versions of anthropocentrism, and of effectiveness, since as

yet they have demonstrated little of substance in addressing population

problems. Anthropocentrism is rejected as incongruent with our empirical picture

of the world, which shows evolutionary continuity, rather than sharp gaps,

existing among living organisms, and hence individual-centered approaches that

accord nonhumans continuity of consideration appear preferable. Of these

approaches, the utilitarian theories of Singer and Attfield have the advantage of

an ongoing dialogue concerning population, but at least one utilitarian view

appears to encourage additional human population growth. I argue that it may

be possible to develop an individual-centered ethic according equal respect for

the equal interests of all living beings that, in the process of concretizing the

content of the interests of those beings, reflects the coarse-grained,

interconnected kinds within the ecosystem and thereby discovers limits on the

numbers of those beings there should be. We find we humans have choices to

make with respect to accommodating those interests as we discover our own

coarse-grained niche within the ecosystem, and a very important choice is the

extent to which we ourselves should procreate.



CHAPTER 1
SETTING THE STAGE: TWO DIFFERENT ETHICAL

APPROACHES TO ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES

Ecosystems and their component organisms are being destroyed at an

unprecedented rate today as a result of expanding human activities. A growing

concern over this state of affairs has been responsible for the emerging effort

within philosophic circles to generate an adequate environmental ethic, one

capable of framing an appropriate response to the situation. Two different

general approaches have been taken to date: one "extends" traditional ethical

thinking that centers on human individuals "outward" to include nonhuman

individuals of various sorts within the sphere of moral concern, while the other

emphasizes a holistic focus on the ecosystem itself over and above its individual

components. In evaluating the different approaches that have been taken, one

concern of mine will be the extent to which the ethical accounts lend themselves

to congruency with our overall empirical understanding of the world and, in

particular, the place of human beings in relation to other lifeforms. The primary

reason why a need for an environmental ethic exists, however, is that human

beings are exerting an increasing impact on their environment, an effect that can

in large part be related to rapidly increasing human numbers, and therefore an

important measure of the adequacy of an environmental ethic will lie in its ability

to address issues of human population growth.

1
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In this chapter, we will consider very briefly some of the differences between

the individual-centered and the ecosystem-centered approaches in order to

frame the major points of debate. Perhaps the best known schemes to extend

moral consideration beyond the boundaries of the human species along

individualistic lines have been those of Peter Singer, utilizing a utilitarian ethic,

and Tom Regan, who has developed a "rights view." Singer draws on the

tradition of Jeremy Bentham in emphasizing the capacity of many nonhuman

animals to experience pleasure and pain, and he thus identifies the possession of

sentience as the relevant characteristic qualifying an individual organism for

moral consideration; since different animals apparently exhibit different degrees

of sentience, Singer accepts a kind of graded hierarchy that permits a weighing

of the interests of different kinds of animals, with harms to some permissible if

outweighed by the greater good of others.1 Regan, on the other hand,

recognizes the "equal right" of every "experiencing subject of a life" to be "treated

with respect" rather than simply as a means to an end; he notes that "where we

draw the line" between rights-holders and those that are not may be

"controversial," but rights clearly extend to all mature mammals, and those that

have rights have them absolutely-infringements are not to be countenanced for

presumed benefits to others.2

1 Peter Singer, Practical Ethics. 2d ed. (Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 1993), 57-61; Singer, Animal Liberation, revised ed. (New York: Avon
Books, 1990), 176.

2See Tom Regan, The Case for Animal Rights (Berkeley: University of
California Press, 1983), 77, 145, 243, 248, 266.
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Much of the attention of both Singer and Regan has been focused on the

treatment of domestic animals, primarily within the domains of factory farming

and animal experimentation. Two other philosophers who utilize an individual-

centered paradigm, Robin Attfield and Paul Taylor, have focused their attention

on environmental issues, and their views will be examined in detail in chapter 3.

However, the theories of Singer and Regan have been given more attention by

the ecocentrists in defining their own differing point of view, and this brief

introduction to Singer's and Regan's positions should suffice to illuminate the

contrasts.

With respect to environmental issues, Singer fails to find intelligible

answers to questions about the morally significant interests of nonsentient

animals or plants, species, and ecosystems,3 and the only reasons he can

accept for according greater concern to members of endangered species than

to comparable nonendangered creatures have to do with the indirect benefits

that sentient beings might reap from their preservation.4 Regan, likewise,

sees membership in an endangered species as conferring no additional moral

weight upon an animal beyond what it may have already as an individual

bearer of rights,5 and he rejects the subordination of individuals to "the greater

biotic good," an implication he finds in the Leopoldian land ethic or ecosystem-

3Peter Singer, Practical Ethics. 2d ed. (Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 1993), 276-84.

4See Peter Singer, "Not for Humans Only: The Place of Nonhumans in
Environmental Issues," in K. E. Goodpaster and K. M. Sayre, eds., Ethics and
Problems of the 21 st Century (Notre Dame, IN: University of Notre Dame Press,
1979), 203-4.

5Regan, The Case for Animal Rights, 245-46, 362-63, 359-61.
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centered approach, as a view deserving of the term '"environmental fascism.'"

At the same time, however, Regan "does not deny the possibility" that species or

ecosystems "might have inherent value" not reducible to that associated with

individuals, and he also considers the possibility of a "rights-based environmental

ethic" that would recognize such value in "individual inanimate natural objects,"

such as particular trees.7 Though he notes that such an ethic is "far from being

established," he asks,

Were we to show proper respect for the rights of the individuals who make
up the biotic community, would not the community be preserved?8

This is a question to which we will return, in general form, in a later chapter.

J. Baird Callicott uses this rhetorical question of Regan's, as quoted and

criticized by Mark Sagoff,9 as a focal point for attack on the problems

encountered by extensionist approaches to an environmental ethic. Extending a

traditional ethical framework developed for dealings among human individuals,

he has claimed, cannot suffice for application to the environment, and the debate

is not "polar," between those who value only humans and those who are also

concerned with sentient nonhuman animals, but rather "triangular," including

also, separately, those who place the locus of value at the level of the entire

biotic community as a whole, the "ethical holists" or "ecocentrists," for whom he is

6lbid., 361-62.

7lbid., 362-63.

8lbid., 363.

9J. Baird Callicott, In Defense of the Land Ethic: Essays in Environmental
Philosophy (Albany, NY: State University of New York Press, 1989), 43, referring
to Mark Sagoffs criticism of this quotation from Regan in "Animal Liberation and
Environmental Ethics: Bad Marriage, Quick Divorce."
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a prominent spokesperson.10 Callicott is joined by others, notably Bryan Norton,

whose primary focus has been on the moral justification for the protection of

endangered species, in criticizing such extensionist approaches for their

apparent flouting of the way ecological systems function.11 A "rights" approach

to protecting the ecosystem such as Regan proposes above, for example, would

leave no room for predation, if, as Callicott observes, the individual whitetailed

deer has a "right" "to live unmolested,"12 yet predation is a necessary part of the

ecosystem and a process essential for the survival (and thus perhaps the "right")

of the wolf or the cougar as well.

Sagoff notes an early historical precedent for such an objection to humans

having corresponding obligations to postulated animal "rights" not to suffer: in

1916, D. G. Ritchie raised the question, with sarcasm, "Are we not to vindicate

the rights of the persecuted prey of the stronger?"13 While Regan rejects the

idea that humans should intervene to prevent acts of predation by nonhuman

animals because these "animals are not moral agents,"14 Callicott counters that

10The essay that is probably best known for demarcating the ecocentric view
in contradistinction to the individual-centered or "extensionist" approaches
is Callicott's "Animal Liberation: A Triangular Affair," Environmental Ethics 2
(1980): 311-338.

11 See, for example, Bryan G. Norton, Why Preserve Natural Variety?
(Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1987) and Toward Unity Among
Environmentalists (New York: Oxford University Press, 1991).

12Callicott, In Defense of the Land Ethic, 43.

13Mark Sagoff, "Animal Liberation and Environmental Ethics: Bad Marriage,
Quick Divorce," Osgood Hall Law Journal 22 (1984): 310, citing D. G. Ritchie,
Natural Rights.

14Regan, The case for Animal Rights, 357.
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such a consideration is not relevant to protecting the rights of a moral patient not

to be harmed by any of a variety of causes, moral agents or otherwise,15 if

indeed such rights could be said to exist. And indeed, the proposal that we

actually eliminate predators from the biological community for the protection of

their potential prey has been considered and found not to be absurd, though

perhaps to be beyond practicality,16 while a case has been made for refraining

from reintroducing predators back into the wild, on the grounds that the human

who does so is a moral agent, and the prey who thereby suffer "arguably have a

claim against the person who set this evil in their midst."17

Another aspect of the problem is brought out by the focus of many

utilitarians from Bentham to the present day on the avoidance of pain and

suffering. Callicott takes this orientation to task by countering that pain, far from

being an "evil," is "primarily information," serving as an indicator of "the degree of

exertion needed to maintain fitness" or a stimulus without which an animal might,

for example, be unaware of an injury and in fact sustain further harm through

inattention.18 He goes on to claim that the doctrine holding "that the happiest life

conceivable is one in which there is continuous pleasure uninterrupted by pain is

biologically preposterous" and to charge that "the value commitments of the

humane movement seem at bottom to betray a world-denying or rather a life-

15Callicott, In Defense of the Land Ethic, 45.

16See Steve F. Sapontzis, "Predation," Ethics and Animals 5 (1984): 27-36.

17See Daisie Radner and Michael Radner, Animal Consciousness (Buffalo,
NY: Prometheus Books, 1989), 221.

18Callicott, "A Triangular Affair," 333.
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loathing philosophy," one not only ecologically uninformed but also

"uncourageous" in attempting to extend to the nonhuman world the wish of

humans "to exempt themselves from the life/death reciprocities of natural

processes and from ecological limitations in the name of a prophylactic ethic."
19

Norton, too, agrees that on this point also the "welfare of individuals" appears to

diverge from the good of the species, referring to an observation of Mark

Sagoff s to the effect that "the best means to protect individual members of

nonhuman species from pain and death is to remove them from the wild and

place them in zoos and botanical gardens."20 Norton notes that, if the protection

of endangered species is grounded wholly on a concern over the pleasures and

pains of individual animals, developers might be all too happy to so collect the

last survivors of an endangered species, painlessly sterilize them, and let them

"live out their natural lives in luxury," though by doing so they would not be

protecting the species itself as an "ongoing entity. ..21

Norton raises what he sees as another (but intimately related) problem for

an extensionist ethic insofar as one might be appealed to in underwriting the

preservation of rare or endangered species, his main area of concern. He points

to the practice of "culling" certain populations of species, such as African

elephants, whose numbers overall may be dramatically reduced but whose

confinement to small protected areas can produce habitat degradation that

19lbid.

20Norton, Why Preserve Natural Variety?. 167; Norton refers to a "private
conversation" with Sagoff, but also cites Sagoff, "On Preserving the Natural
Environment."

21 Ibid., 168.
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threatens the well-being of those that remain to the point of putting the existence

of the entire population in jeopardy. In discussing the possibility of recognizing

rights or interests of a "collective" entity such as a species (which he ultimately

rejects), he notes that "they cannot be generated simply from the interests of

individual members because the interests of individuals will often conflict with

procedures most likely to perpetuate the species, which must survive the death

of its members."22 The same sort of point has been made with respect to

species that are not endangered; without a predator at the top of the food chain

to keep a prey population in check, many kinds of animals may suffer the effects

of becoming too numerous. Ultimately, "the good of the biotic community" may

be at stake, the consideration that prompts Callicott to observe "thus, to hunt and

kill a white-tailed deer in certain districts may not only be ethically permissible, it

might actually be a moral requirement, necessary to protect the local

environment, taken as a whole, from the disintegrating effects of a cervid

population explosion."23

At this point in the discussion, it is important to distinguish a population or

species considered as a collective entity, the "interests" of which would be

reducible to those of its component individual members, and a species as a

biological entity in its own right. A species exists beyond the births and deaths of

its individual members, but it too comes into and passes out of existence, and it

may change in various ways over time; as construed by Holmes Rolston III, a

22lbid„ 170.

23Callicott, "A Triangular Affair," 320.
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defender of the notion that species in this biological sense are the sorts of things

toward which humans may have duties,24 a species is "a living historical form,

propagated in individual organisms, that flows dynamically over generations."25
Can such an entity be said to have "interests"?26 Some of the kinds of things

that might possibly be said to be "in the interests" of a biological species,

considered as different from its instantiating individuals, can be gleaned from the

following questions:

Would it be in the interest of the species [declining in population size] to
come under steady adaptational pressure that both fuels its decline in
population and, simultaneously, increases the likelihood that it will speciate
before it becomes extinct? ... Is a species "better off' if it has a larger
population? Or is a small, robustly healthy population preferable? Is it better
for a species to be moving toward more specialized adaptations, or are
more opportunistic adaptations preferable from its point of view?27

After engaging in the above speculations, Bryan Norton concludes that these are

"odd questions," of "unclear" relationship to the likelihood of the species'

perpetuation, and that "without guidance concerning the 'interests' of species,

there is no sense of how to proceed toward an answer" to such questions; he

goes on to express skepticism over the efficacy of attributing "rights" or "intrinsic

value" to such entities as species on such a basis in the hopes of thereby

preserving them.

24See Holmes Rolston III, Environmental Ethics: Duties to and Values in the
Natural World (Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 1988), 145.

25lbid., 135.

26The notion of "interests" will be discussed in detail in chapter 5.

27Norton, Why Preserve Natural Variety?. 171.
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The issue of what might constitute the "good" or the interests of an

ecosystem or "biotic community" deserves closer scrutiny as well. While a set of

conditions might be identified, within certain fairly broad boundaries, as being "in

the interests" of human and sentient nonhuman beings, and also perhaps of

nonsentient animal life and plants if something like "being conducive to their

continued living and reproducing" is used as a criterion for inclusion, defining a

particular set of conditions as being "in the interest" of an ecosystem seems

wrongly to introduce an unsatisfactorily static conception of ecosystemic

functioning. The kind of biotic community that could exist on a particular site may

be determined roughly by considerations of soil type, available moisture, large

landscape features, prevailing weather, and other such conditions, but there still

may be many different possible states in which the "system" might be found,

along a temporal scale of successional stages, for example, or in terms of

species composition and abundance as possibly determined by a host of factors,

many of them incompletely understood at present. Recent ecological research is

showing that there are no simple statements to be made about relationships

between terms like "complexity," "stability," "integrity," and "balance," and indeed

such terms are generally greatly in need of clarification.28 Our present lack of

knowledge should signal caution in following a course of action that will tend to

push ecosystems away from overall patterns that have prevailed, even as the

relationships between certain of their components may have varied within a

28See, for example, the thorough examination of the nature and relationships
of such concepts by Stuart L. Pimm, The Balance of Nature?: Ecological Issues
in the Conservation of Species and Communities (Chicago: University of Chicago
Press, 1991).



broad range, for millennia and toward new patterns, some of which have never

before been the case. Trying to claim that we should avoid doing so because

11

such actions would be contrary to the interests of ecosystems themselves,

however, would seem a difficult task.

Callicott takes his notion of the "good" to be sought by an ecocentrist from

Aldo Leopold, who, he claims, "provides a concise statement of what might be

called the categorical imperative or principle precept of the land ethic":

'A thing is right when it tends to preserve the integrity, stability, and
beauty of the biotic community. It is wrong when it tends otherwise.'29

In the original formulation of his "land ethic," Callicott looks to Plato for "a similar

holistic posture"; the "goodness" of the human body or soul and of human society

"is a function of its structure or organization and the relative value of the parts or

constituents of each is calculated according to the contribution made to the

integrity, stability, and beauty of each whole."30 On this formulation, the

precedence taken by the entire land community (which includes soils, waters and

plants as well as animals31) over any particular component is clear:

The land ethic manifestly does not accord equal moral worth to each
and every member of the biotic community; the moral worth of
individuals (including, take note, human individuals) is relative, to be
assessed in accordance with the particular relation of each to the
collective entity which Leopold called "land."32

^Callicott, "A Triangular Affair," 320, quoting Leopold, A Sand County
Almanac.

“Ibid., 328.
31 Ibid., 313.

32lbid., 327.
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However, in response to a challenge that he might be operating on a static or

organismic model of ecosystems or biotic communities,33 Callicott makes it clear

that he does not "think that biological communities have 'interests,'" nor is he

principally concerned with "interest-safeguarding."34 In a later defense of the

land ethic, "Animal Liberation and Environmental Ethics: Back Together Again,"

he draws on the thought of Charles Darwin and David Hume in grounding our

moral proclivities in the evolved social feelings toward others of the social

communities of which we may be a part;35 such an approach yields "a holistic as

well as an individualistic moral orientation," since "we care, in other words, for our

communities per se, over and above their individual members."36 He also steps

back from an apparent earlier disdain for domestic animals (he refers to them as

"living artifacts" in "A Triangular Affair"37) to embrace Mary Midgley's notion of
IIthe mixed community" of human societies and their associated nonhuman

animals as a satisfactory complement to Leopold's "biotic community," allowing

that, on a view of "nested overlapping community entanglements," we may still

be "subject to all the other more particular and individually oriented duties to the

members of our various more circumscribed and intimate communities," and,

33See Kristin Shrader-Frechette, "Biological Holism and the Evolution of
Ethics." Between the Species 7 (1990), 185-92.

34Callicott, "Reply," Between the Species 7 (1990): 193.

35Callicott, "Animal Liberation and Environmental Ethics: Back Together
Again." In In Defense of the Land Ethic. 53-54.

“Ibid., 57.

37Callicott, "A Triangular Affair," 330.
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"since they are closer to home, they come first."38 Thus, for example, "one

should not allow a wild predator to help herself to one's free-range chickens,

members of one's immediate mixed community," but "neither should one

interfere, other things being equal, in the interaction of the wild members of the

biotic community."39

Since, as will be documented in considerable detail later in this dissertation,

the rapidly increasing human population is, in many parts of the world, having a

devastating effect on the nonhuman individuals, populations, and in many cases

species that make up biotic communities or ecosystems, an effect that seemingly

could be construed as working against the preservation of "the integrity, stability,

and beauty" of such communites, if not as negatively affecting their "interests,"

does the ecocentric ethic of Callicott, or the similar view of Norton, offer anything

of substance with which we may address the problem?

On this particular point, two different interpretations of a "holistic" or

"ecosystemic" orientation can, I think, begin to be discerned most clearly. On

one view, the message to be gleaned from the interrelatedness of all members of

the biotic community is the appropriateness of a respectful humility on the part of

human beings: as put by Aldo Leopold, a land ethic '"changes the role of Homo

sapiens from conqueror of the land community to plain member and citizen of

it."'40 For an ecocentrist consistently holding this perspective, the integrity of the

38Callicott, In Defense of the Land Ethic. 58.

39lbid.

40Callicott, "A Triangular Affair," 313, quoting Leopold, A Sand County
Almanac.
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larger whole, the functioning ecosystem, takes precedence over that of any

individual part of it, and this rule applies equally to human and nonhuman beings

alike; thus, if human beings become so numerous that the "good" of the

ecological community is threatened, the situation is at base no different than if it

were deer that had overpopulated, and we should so acknowledge the fact and

take corrective action. A second possibility, however, is that the human

organism is still considered somehow special and not equally held to the

demands of living within the bounds appropriate to the species’ niche within the

ecosystem; value is ascribed to the integrity of the functioning system, but

ultimately only insofar as this functioning tends to serve human interests. In

other words, such "ecocentrism" is really just a relatively enlightened form of

anthropocentrism, enlightened only to the fact that dysfunctional ecosystems,

past a certain point, cannot continue to serve human interests.41

In "A Triangular Affair," Callicott appears to be aware of the potential risk of

an ecocentric position collapsing into a merely anthropocentric one, noting that

41This second, degenerate form of "ecocentrism" is, in my experience, often
what is embraced by conservationists originally schooled in the "wildlife
management" approach to dealing with nonhuman animals; it is decided,
sometimes with apparent relish, that the lives of individual nonhuman animals
must be "sacrificed" for the benefit of the ecosystem at large, whereas a
corresponding "sacrifice" on the part of humans, even of some very inessential
human desires, is rarely asked, even when such a sacrifice might do far more
toward maintaining an ecosystem's "integrity." Couching the proposal in
ecocentric terminology may merely serve to provide a convenient cover for
actions that serve to reinforce the established dominance of humans over the
nonhuman members of the community, an effect that may even be, as a subtext,
desired for its own sake in the face of perceived threats to the anthropocentric
order from concerns deriving out of an individual-centered nonanthropocentrism.
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some suspicion may arise at this point that the land ethic is ultimately
grounded in human interests, not in those of nonhuman natural entities.
Just as we might prefer a sound and attractive house to one in the
opposite condition, so the "goodness" of a whole, stable, and beautiful
environment seems rather to be of the instrumental, not the intrinsic,
variety.42

He denies that such is the position he is presenting, however, maintaining that

"Leopold insists upon a noninstrumental value for the biotic community and

mutatis mutandis for its constituents."43 On the first formulation of his land ethic,

Callicott thus does not appear to embrace anthropocentrism, showing instead

evidence of interspecific consistency in his ecocentrism. He acknowledges

If the land ethic were only a means of managing nature for the sake of
man, misleadingly phrased in moral terminology, then man would be
considered as having an ultimate value essentially different from that of
his "resources."44

In contradistinction to such a position, Callicott maintains that "the biospheric

perspective does not exempt Homo sapiens from moral evaluation in relation to

the well-being of the community of nature taken as a whole."45 Furthermore, he

recognizes, "a global population of more than four billion persons" (now

approaching six billion-in little over a decade past his writing!) is "a global

disaster... for the biotic community."46

In some of his later writings, however, Callicott's position with respect to the

moral status of human beings becomes less clear. In "Back Together Again," for

42Callicott, "A Triangular Affair," 325.

43lbid„ 325-26.

44lbid„ 326.

45lbid.

46lbid.
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example, in addition to adopting a more conciliatory position in regard to

domestic animals, he clarifies that "the acknowledgement of a holistic

environmental ethic does not entail that we abrogate our familiar moral

obligations to family members, to fellow citizens, [or] to all mankind,"47 a position

that would not necessarily herald the return of anthropocentrism; in "Moral

Considerability and Extraterrestrial Life," however, the last essay included within

In Defense of the Land Ethic, he speaks of "the practical primacy of human life,

human needs, and human right," and appears to endorse the "weak

anthropocentrism" of Bryan Norton, to be considered shortly.48 Perhaps more

importantly, he seems to have relatively little further to say about the moral

implications of continued human population expansion, insofar as it might be

construed as running counter to the precepts of his land ethic.

Callicott's views on human diets as outlined in his early essay should be

mentioned here in passing, since they also bear upon his views with respect to

the human population. While he acknowledges that, strictly speaking, humans

are not carnivores, he judges that widespread adoption of a vegetarian diet

would be "tantamount to a shift of trophic niche from omnivore with carnivorous

preferences to herbivore."49 If this should happen, he predicts that "the human

population would probably, as past trends overwhelmingly suggest, expand in

accordance with the potential thus accorded" for an increase in available food

resources, on ecological principles (as will be examined in chapters 4 and 5), and

47Callicott, In Defense of the Land Ethic. 58.

^Ibid., 265.

49Callicott, "A Triangular Afffair," 335.
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he thus concludes "a vegetarian human population is therefore probably

ecologically catastrophic."50

Bryan Norton, in contrast to the early Callicott, explicitly shies away from the

implications of what he terms "monistic holism," a position that places ultimate

value on ecosystems, over and above all individuals; on this view, he asserts:

Monistic holism seems committed to valuing humans only insofar as they
contribute to ecosystem functioning. Assuming, as most environmentalists
now do, that human activities have on the whole a negative effect on
ecosystem functioning, individual human lives would be negatively valued. A
member of an ecologically important endangered species would be worth
many human lives.51

Interestingly, Callicott and Norton both point to Edward Abbey's avowal, in Desert

Solitaire, that he would "sooner shoot a man than a snake"52 as an example of

the sort of "misanthropy" or "antihumanistic consequences" that they respectively

believe must accompany a consistently ecocentric position, but Callicott ("A
%

Triangular Affair") does so with what seems to be at least an approval of Abbey's

bluntness, while Norton reacts with apparent discomfort at the position's "highly

unusual and sure to be widely rejected system of ethics."53

In earlier essays, Norton has denied the possibility of grounding an

environmental ethic on the rights or interests of individual nonhumans and has

instead argued for the "adequacy" of a "weak anthropocentric" position to support

“Ibid.

51 Norton, Why Preserve Natural Variety?. 178.

“Callicott, In Defense of the Land Ethic. 27.

“Norton, Why Preserve Natural Variety?. 178.
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human actions that would protect, rather than damage, the environment.54 In

Why Preserve Natural Variety?, he affirms that the "weak anthropocentrism" he

endorses "is a form of anthropocentrism because it attributes no intrinsic value to

nonhuman species."55 He examines anthropocentrism and nonanthropocentrism

of two varieties, one valuing nonhuman as well as human individuals and the

other valuing "collectives" such as species and ecosystems, as he searches for a

rationale to undergird a policy of preserving threatened and endangered species.

Of the former variety of nonanthropocentrism, a nonanthropocentric stance such

as that of Peter Singer, which is based on the "positive" analogy with human

beings insofar as the objects of his moral concern or loci of "intrinsic value" share

the possession of sentience, is rejected because it cannot offer a basis for the

protection of nonsentient animals and plants, nor can it lead to a special concern

for endangered species. Individual-centered positions such as that of Paul

Taylor (which will be examined in chapter 3) are accused of "a retreat into

vagueness" because their case for attributing "intrinsic value" to nonhuman

entities relies primarily on "denying the disanalogy," or showing that there is no

^He holds that anthropocentric positions are those "which treat humans as
the only loci of intrinsic value" and defines the two forms, weak and strong, ás
follows: "A value theory is strongly anthropocentric if all value countenanced by it
is explained by reference to satisfactions of felt preferences of human individuals.
A value theory is weakly anthropocentric if all value countenanced by it is
explained by reference to satisfaction of some felt preference of a human
individual or by reference to its bearing upon the ideals which exist as elements
in a world view essential to determinations of considered preferences." The basic
idea, more simply put, is that "weak anthropocentrism provides a basis for
criticism of value systems which are purely exploitative of nature." See Norton,
"Environmental Ethics and Weak Anthropocentrism," Environmental Ethics 6
(1984): 134-35.

55Norton, Why Preserve Natural Variety?. 12.
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relevant difference between human and nonhuman with respect to such value

attributions (rather than building a positive position for the nonhuman possession

of a particular characteristic on which such value turns).56 While such positions

can extend our moral consideration, or postulate "intrinsic value," with respect to

the nonsentient, furthermore, they still cannot generate reasons for according

additional moral concern to members of endangered species. (Strangely

enough, no rigorous demand is made of the proponents of anthropocentrism to

set forth an equally positive case for why humans should be said to possess

intrinsic value, the widespread but largely unexamined assumptions of our culture

presumably being taken to provide support enough, even though Norton's

cursory look into anthropocentrism finds this position, also, to be at least as

deficient in philosophic underpinning.57)

Manifesting a high degree of concern for practicality, Norton lists among the

reasons that he finds the individual-centered nonanthropocentric positions

unsatisfactory their implications for the "management" of populations of certain

species and the potential analogy that could be drawn with respect to our own

population:

If species have intrinsic value because of the intrinsic value of their
members on analogy to the intrinsic value of human individuals, then
severe limitations must be placed on the management techniques
available to preservationists. For example, herd culling could be
justified according to this approach only if we were equally well
prepared to exterminate human individuals when populations exceed
their carrying capacity. Since this policy would be decried as absolutely

56lbid, 153-65.

57lbid„ 135-50.
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immoral in the case of humans, it could not be applied to other species,
given Taylor's analogy.58

He finds that attributing "intrinsic value" to a species over and above that

attributed to its member individuals, while perhaps possibly compatible with an

individual-centered view, will not be a viable approach because "the value of the

members will often be in conflict with the value of the species," with respect to

such management decisions; on this basis, Norton holds, seemingly with

approval, that "when one justifies differential treatment of individuals because of

the status of their species, one treats individuals as means to the preservation of

species and denies that they are ends-in-themselves."59 Norton thus concludes

that "all theories that generate the intrinsic value of species from the intrinsic

value placed on individuals can be eliminated from serious consideration as a

support for species preservation."60 He appears to flirt with the idea of

recognizing intrinsic value in species and ecosystems, to the extent that this is

taken to be "the real task at hand" for nonanthropocentrists "rather than" basing

their theories on the valuing of individuals.61 But his own overall position, if it is

holistic to the extent that species and ecosystems figure largely in its focus, is

clearly an anthropocentric one, based on a great divide existing between

“Ibid., 164-65.

59lbid., 165-66.

“Ibid., 168.
61 Ibid., 182.
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humans, the only "locus of intrinsic value,"62 and everything else that surrounds

them.

Interestingly enough, later in Why Preserve Natural Variety? Norton

recognizes "two great ideas" that come together in shaping the "ecological world

view": "Darwinian biology has taught us that humans are, basically, evolved

animals," while "ecology has taught us that evolution works within almost

unbelievably complex and interrelated organic systems on interlocking levels."63

He observes that those who hold this "ecological world view" see the

environmentally destructive actions in which humanity is now engaged as

"symptomatic of a deeper crisis," "a rejection of a deep truth about ourselves--

that we differ from other living things only in the nature of our adaptations." With

respect to this "deeper crisis," he finds that "if we do not know who we are, it is

unlikely that we will adopt a rationally justifiable value system."64

Later in this dissertation I will attempt to develop an individual-centered ethic

that may, I think, take us a bit further than those of Singer, Regan, Taylor, and

the other individualistic thinkers who have begun addressing environmental

problems toward meeting some of the challenges that have been raised by the

ecocentrists considered here. I also will evaluate its capability to address the

problem of human population growth that Callicott and Norton seem to have

abandoned. First, however, I will present my own case for rejecting

anthropocentrism. I submit that truly "knowing who we are," as Norton would

62lbid., 135.

63lbid., 204.

^Ibid., 212.



have it, will carry us far beyond anthropocentrism in our dealings with our

coevolutionary partners, as well as enlightening us about the way in which we

might more properly fill our niche within the larger "biotic community" or

biosphere.



CHAPTER 2
EVOLUTIONARY CONTINUITY:

THE BASIS FOR REJECTION OF ANTHROPOCENTRISM

One underlying theme of this dissertation is that, whatever the moral

framework we will ultimately adopt with respect to environmental issues, it should

be in overall congruence with our empirical understanding of the origins and

interrelationships of the lifeforms currently inhabiting the planet, not

fundamentally at odds with this basic picture. In this chapter, I will examine some

of the current thinking pertaining to our planet's history of the evolution and

extinction of lifeforms and certain elements of the Darwinian theory of evolution

through natural selection. The material is presented to provide an empirical

background against which various ethical approaches may be evaluated.

A Snapshot of Life on the Planet

Present evidence indicates that the Earth, along with the rest of the solar

system, came into existence about 4.6 billion years ago. The first living things in

the fossil record are bacterial forms dating from somewhere around 3.4 billion

years ago,1 including cyanobacteria ("blue-green algae") capable of carrying out

the photosynthesis that ultimately produced an oxygen-rich

1The overview of the fossil record presented in this and the following
paragraphs is derived from Douglas J. Futuyma, Evolutionary Biology
(Sunderland, MA: Sinauer Associates, 1986), 319-43.

23
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atmosphere, needed by later forms for respiration and for shielding from

ultraviolet radiation. The first eukaryotes, organisms with true nuclei and other

cellular organelles, seem to have appeared around 1 billion years ago and the

first multicellular animal forms just under 650 million years ago. During the

Cambrian period, roughly between 600 and 500 million years ago,

representatives of most of the major phyla capable of leaving fossilized remains

seem to have appeared rather suddenly, in what has been called a veritable

"explosion" of diversity. The first vertebrate fossils (phylum Chordata), of

jawless, finless fishlike animals, date from 510 million-year-old marine sediments.

Vertebrate evolution proceeded over subsequent geologic time periods,

bony and cartilaginous fishes arising and diversifying during the Devonian, 3.5 -

400 million years ago, with amphibians, bryophytes and some vascular plants

emerging to colonize the land. Reptiles first appeared in the Pennsylvanian,

around 300 million years ago, with the arrival of the amniote egg, a shelled

structure enclosing its own water and nutrients that freed them from dependence

on environmental water for embryonic development. At the end of the Permian,

around 250 million years ago, came the greatest extinction event ever known on

the planet, with more than half the families of fossilizable marine invertebrates,

and possibly as many as 96% of the total number of species, plunging into

extinction; one theory attributes its cause to loss of the shallow seas as

continents drifted together to form the Seesupercontinent of Pangaea.2

2See, e.g., Stephen Jay Gould, Ever Since Darwin: Reflections in Natural
History (New York: W. W. Norton & Company, 1977), 134-38.
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Vertebrate life was relatively less affected by these changes, and reptiles

flourished during the Mesozoic era, extending from 248 to 65 million years before

the present. The reptilian ancestors of the mammals appeared in the Triassic,

about 200 million years ago, and the earliest bird fossils date from the Jurassic,

around 180 million years ago. The first flowering plants appeared a little over

100 million years ago, a major increase in their diversity paralleling a

simultaneous diversification of insect pollinators in the Cretaceous. The second

greatest extinction event occurred at the end of the Cretaceous, around 65

million years ago, the causes of which remain controversial, one theory relating it

to Earth’s impact with an asteroid; about a quarter of extant families disappeared

at this time, including, most prominently, the dinosaurs.

During the Cenozoic era, spanning the last 65 million years, most of the

families of plants and animals with which we are familiar made their first

appearance. Placental mammals began to differentiate in the Paleocene, with

forerunners of the horses, camels and elephants appearing in the Eocene 55-38

million years ago and those of most modern even-toed ungulates in the

Oligocene 38-25 million years ago. Carnivores are known from the Paleocene

but most modern forms diversified in the Eocene and Oligocene, seals in the

Miocene and bears in the Pliocene. The primates, "one of the morphologically

most primitive of mammalian orders,"3 arose from insectivoran stock during the

Paleocene. The earliest representative of the modern apes and humans is

thought to have appeared in the Oligocene, with the first true hominids, the

australopithecines, arising in the Pliocene, a little less than 4 million years ago.

3Futuyma, Evolutionary Biology. 342.
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Fossils identified as Homo sapiens date from around 200,000 years ago, though

some specimens with modern features can be found as far back as 400,000

years.4 Most of the plants and animals extant today thus coevolved over the past

65 million years, with our own species being one of the latest arrivals on the

planetary scene. The many of the lifeforms of the Cenozoic are now facing what

may be considered the third greatest extinction event in planetary history, with

biological diversity again dropping at a rate approaching that attained at the

termination of the Paleozoic and Mesozoic eras. This time around, however, the

nature of its cause is not at all controversial: our fellow species are rapidly being

extinguished as a direct result of our own human activities.

The Third Great Extinction Crisis

There is paleontological evidence for our early human ancestors being

responsible for the extinction of a number of large vertebrate forms from several

continents in the distant and not-so-distant past. As recounted by Jared

Diamond, these include at least 28 species of birds, including the moas and a

large duck, coot, goose, pelican, swan, raven, and a "colossal eagle"

exterminated from New Zealand by the Maoris between 1000 and 1800 A.D.,5

elephant birds, two species of giant land tortoises and a dozen species of lemur

ranging in size up to that of a gorilla eliminated from Madagascar by the

Malagasy arriving between one and two thousand years ago,6 and, more

4lbid., 514-16.

5Jared Diamond, The Third Chimpanzee (New York: HarperCollins, 1992),
319-24.

6lbid., 326-27.
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controversially, the extinction of 73 percent of North America's and 80 percent of

South America's biggest land mammal species-mammoths, mastodonts,

camels, horses, giant ground sloths, sabertooth cats and other beasts-by the

Clovis hunters entering the New World through the Bering Strait 11-12,000 years

ago.7 Dramatic as such exterminations may have been in the past, what remains

is now undeniably at threat as a result of our having both far greater power to

exterminate combined with there being far more of us than have ever existed

before on the planet. The impact of the summation of human activities, including

but not limited to habitat destruction, on nonhuman species is resulting in a rate

of anthropogenic species extinction presently estimated to be from 1,000 to

10,000 times what the nonanthropogenic "background" rate would be and rising

rapidly, threatening to assume proportions rivalling the rate of loss at the time of

the demise of the dinosaurs, 6.5 million years ago.8 Predictions of loss of up to

50% of the planet’s species within the next several decades have been made

primarily as a result of the increasingly rapid rate of disappearance of the

species-rich tropical forests, with a large percentage of what is to be lost

consisting of insect species.9 If present trends continue, however, included

within the loss will be many of the charismatic coevolutionary partners we are

more accustomed to identifying with, as will be discussed later. One team of

7lbid., 341-47. See also Diamond, "Overview of Recent Extinctions," in David
Western and Mary Pearl, Conservation for the Twenty-first Century (New York:
Oxford University Press, 1989), 37-41.

8See, e g., E. O. Wilson, "The Current State of Biological Diversity," in Wilson,
Biodiversity (Washington, DC: National Academy Press, 1988), 11-13.

9lbid., 11.
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researchers has estimated that virtually all nonhuman primates and large

carnivores and most hoofed mammals may become extinct in the wild over the

next hundred years, to say nothing of many, many smaller vertebrates,

invertebrates, and plants.10 The planetary changes we are facing are so

enormous that some scientists have begun discussing a possible end to

evolution, at least for a time. Conservation biologist Michael Soulé assesses the

situation as follows:

At best, the planet's macrobiota is entering a kind of pause, an evolutionary
lacuna, caused by the human usurpation of the land surface. For the
survivors, the pause will last until the human population declines to a
biologically tolerable level--a level at which land appropriated by humans is
returned to nature, and extinction rates return to the (paleontological)
background level.11

It should be made clear that what is going on today, the loss of species

through anthropogenic extinction, is for the most part quite different from the

"natural" extinction process. Over evolutionary time, species that are less well

adapted to their environments become replaced by others that are better

adapted. The process is generally quite slow; if environmental conditions are

gradually changing, there is time for individuals with slightly more favorable traits

to be selected out of a population and to pass on their genes to progeny that will

be increasingly suited to the new complex of conditions. With human-created

10Michael Soulé Michael Gilpin, William Conway, and Tom Foose, "The
Millennium Ark: How Long a Voyage, How Many Staterooms, How Many
Passengers?," Zoo Biology 5 (1986): 103.

11Michael E. Soulé, "Conservation Biology in the Twenty-first Century:
Summary and Outlook," in David Western and Mary Pearl, Conservation for the
Twentieth Century (New York: Oxford University Press, 1989), 303.



habitat alterations, however, there is no time for the processes of natural

selection to operate, as Frankel and Soulé explain:

There is simply no way that evolution in large plants and animals can keep
up with the rate [at which] man is modifying the planet's surface. The
damming of a river may take a decade, but the evolution of fishes adapted
to lakes rather than rivers may take thousands of generations.12

The same kind of operative principle holds in regard to organisms adapted to

terrestrial systems, when such complex natural habitats are converted into crop

monocultures or "developed" to provide residential housing, they note, and they

are explicit about the human causal role: "In historical time, not a single species

of plant or animal is known to have become extinct except by the direct or

indirect hand of man."13 Holmes Rolston emphasizes the marked difference

between the two processes in their implications:

Anthropogenic extinction has nothing to do with evolutionary speciation.
Hundreds of thousands of species will perish because of culturally altered
environments that are radically different from the spontaneous environments
in which such species were naturally selected and in which they sometimes
go extinct. In natural extinction, nature takes away life--when it has become
unfit in habitat or when the habitat alters--and supplies other life in its place.
Artificial extinction shuts down tomorrow because it shuts down speciation.
Natural extinction typically occurs with transformation either of the extinct
line or related or competing lines. Artificial extinction is without issue. One
opens doors; the other closes them. In artificial extinctions, humans
generate and regenerate nothing; they only dead-end these lines.14

My first snapshot was thus of the long, slow process of evolution of the

lifeforms that we know today on Earth, the second of their rapid demise now

120. H. Frankel and Michael E. Soulé, Conservation and Evolution
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1981), 26-27.

13lbid., 29.

14Holmes Rolston III, Environmental Ethics (Philadelphia: Temple University
Press, 1988), 154-55.
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occurring at our hands, both pictures as drawn by our current scientific

understanding. Let us take a quick look at some of the theorizing that goes on in

the biological sciences, and then return for a closer inspection of certain

particular aspects of these pictures, before turning to a discussion of ethical

issues.

Evolutionary Biology: Some Theoretical Points

I'm also going to proceed on the understanding that the theory, or set of

theories, first formulated by Charles Darwin continues to underlie the

preponderance of work ongoing in the biological sciences today, and, while

recognizing that Darwinism has its detractors, refrain from offering any kind of

defense in its favor. Charles Darwin did not have available to him as much of the

fossil record as we do today, but such evidence as he did have, in conjunction

with the evidence of biogeography, morphology, embryology, observations of

animal behavior, and his knowledge of domestic animal breeding led him to offer

an explanation for why we see what we see in the natural world that still prevails

today. Ernst Mayr divides Darwin's thinking into five separate theories, providing

a helpful clarification of evolutionary themes, some of which will be of more

significance than others for our purposes here.15

The first is the theory that evolution as such has occurred, the "fact" of

evolution as outlined above, and that steady change, not constancy or cyclicity

prevails on the planet, which is of considerable age. Second is the theory of

common descent, holding that organisms of similar morphology can be grouped

15Ernst Mayr, One Long Argument: Charles Darwin and the Genesis of
Modern Evolutionary Thought (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1991),
38-39.
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together as having been derived from a common ancestor, the relationships

among living organisms represented by a branching diagram, ultimately tracing

all life to a common origin. Darwin's third theory is identified as that of

multiplication of species, explaining the origin of the great diversity of species

over space at a single period of time, what Mayr calls "horizontal evolutionism" as

opposed to the "vertical evolutionism" focusing on changes within a taxonomic

group over time; Darwin held that single species can give rise to two or more new

species (and potentially higher taxa), either through the geographical isolation of

"founder" populations that go on to evolve separately into new species or by

splitting into lines that differentiate without geographical isolation to occupy

different environmental niches. Gradualism is the fourth theory attributed to

Darwin, the view that changes occur slowly and gradually within species rather

than suddenly and drastically as the saltational view would have it. And, finally,

natural selection is named as the fifth Darwinian theory, explaining evolutionary

change by the differential survival and reproduction of individuals that possess

the most advantageous combination of heritable characteristics in a population;

characterized as a two-step process, variation occurs within each generation,

with environmental conditions then "selecting" from it those favorably-endowed

individuals which will go on to contribute their heritable traits to the next. Many of

Darwin's peers had reservations about the latter three theories, and natural

selection, Darwin's mechanism for evolutionary change, was not widely accepted

until almost the midpoint of the twentieth century, when developments in

population genetics and other areas were integrated into Darwinian thinking as

the new "evolutionary synthesis."
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The key Darwinian theory for my purposes is that of common descent, and I

hope to explore shortly certain issues of similarity and difference, or continuity

and differentiation, with this in mind. First, however, I'd like to note a couple of

points related to Darwinian evolution as currently understood. One obstacle that

hindered the acceptance of Darwin's theories in the nineteenth century, as

detailed by Mayr (and one that may still constitute a problem for certain current

concerns), was the domination of the science of Darwin’s day (and perhaps of

the popular worldview to the present time) by physics and mathematics,

accompanied by commitments to mechanism, determinism, and in particular

essentialism. Mayr traces essentialist or "typological" thinking back to Plato's

notion of the eidos. the "idea" that is reflected only imperfectly in the variable and

temporary things of the world; according to the essentialist view, the entities of

the natural world may be classified as falling into a limited number of natural

kinds, each with its own distinctive and unchangable essence, with the ideal

scientific theory providing a mathematical formulation of a universal law

applicable to all entities of a given kind.16 One subscribing to essentialism would

resist the notion of species evolving at all, or at best would have to construe

evolution as occurring in saltatory leaps from one natural kind to another, with

any selective process acting in an all-or-none fashion to weed out

disadvantageous new types. Darwin's theory of natural selection, however, was

based on what Mayr terms "population thinking," an understanding that "all

organisms and organic phenomena are composed of unique features and can be

16Mayr, One Long Argument. 40-42; see also Mayr, "Typological versus
Population Thinking," in Elliott Sober, ed., Conceptual Issues in Evolutionary
Biology. 2d ed. (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1994), 157-60.
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described collectively only in statistical terms."17 The "populationist" is free to

conceive of variation as occurring in hundreds or thousands of traits of each

individual in every generation, with a slow change in the statistical distribution of

certain traits within a population coming about as individuals with a greater

number of favorable traits survive to reproduce in succeeding generations.

Recognition of the uniqueness of the individual is thus critical to a grasp of

natural selection, and, as Mayr states, "it was Darwin's genius to see that this

uniqueness of each individual is not limited to the human species but is equally

true for every sexually reproducing species of animal and plant."18

The relevance of the Darwinian rejection of essentialism will become

apparent, I hope, later in this discussion, but perhaps the role it will play should

be indicated briefly now. Mayr, in his examination of the two types of thinking,

uses the example of race within the human species: "the typologist [or

essentialist] stresses that every representative of a race has the typical

characteristics of that race and differs from all representatives of all other races

by the characteristics 'typical' for the given race," while the population thinker

recognizes that, if no two individuals are the same with respect to a myriad of

traits, then no two groupings of individuals can be the same in this regard, and

refers to groupings of individuals within all plant and animal species as different

races simply if the average difference between each group "is sufficiently great to

be recognizable on sight."19 Mayr goes on to state, with respect to the

17Mayr, "Typological versus Population Thinking," 158

18Mayr, One Long Argument. 42.

19Mayr, "Typological versus Population Thinking," 159.
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essentialist view, that "all racist theories are built on this foundation."20 One

might add all sexist and speciesist theories to his list as well-including the

"wildlife management" school of thought that holds the nonhuman individual to be

completely expendable, irrelevant within the scheme of things except insofar as it

is a representative of its species-and note that "this foundation" is not supported

by Darwinian evolutionary theory.

Secondly, I'd like to clarify briefly that the process of evolution, as we

currently understand it, has no direction or purpose, and organisms are not to be

ordered in hierarchical fashion as if ascending a ladder toward "perfection." While

some evolutionists, past and present, may express views linking evolution to

certain notions of "progress," such views are controversial at best and need to be

made explicit in relation to a defined standard of reference.21 In the words of

Stephen Jay Gould, "organisms become better adapted to their local

environments, and that is all"; "the 'degeneracy' of a parasite is as perfect as the

gait of a gazelle."22 Thus Darwinism presents an opposing view to the following

picture drawn by Aristotle:

We may infer that, after the birth of animals, plants exist for their sake, and
that the other animals exist for the sake of man, the tame for use and food,
the wild, if not all, at least the greater part of them, for food, and for the
provision of clothing and various instruments. Now if nature makes nothing

^Ibid.

21See Francisco J. Ayala, "Can 'Progress' Be Defined as a Biological
Concept?" in Matthew H. Nitecki, ed., Evolutionary Progress (Chicago: University
of Chicago Press, 1988), 75-96.

22Stephen Jay Gould, Ever Since Darwin: Reflections in Natural History (New
York: W. W. Norton, 1977), 13.
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incomplete, and nothing in vain, the inference must be that she has made all
animals for the sake of man.23

In contrast with the above passage, Darwin writes, in On the Origin of

Species. "What natural selection cannot do, is modify the structure of one

species, without giving it any advantage, for the good of another species; and

though statements to this effect may be found in works of natural history, I cannot

find one case which will bear investigation."24 Gould is even more direct about

the way in which Aristotle, in the above, got it wrong:

I suggest that the true Darwinian spirit might salvage our depleted world by
denying a favorite theme of Western arrogance-that we are meant to have
control and dominion over the Earth and its life because we are the loftiest
product of a preordained process.25

It is Darwin's second theory, however, the theory of common descent, that I

believe is, or should be, of greatest import in our effort to see our place within the

scheme of things. Mayr holds that the theory of common descent "has been

gloriously confirmed by all researches since 1859"; "everything we have learned

about the physiology and chemistry of organisms supports Darwin's daring

speculation that 'all the organic beings which have ever lived on this earth have

descended from some one primordial form, into which life was first breathed'."26

Mayr also states that "perhaps the most important consequence of the theory of

common descent was the change in the position of man"; while, prior to Darwin,

^Aristotle, Politics. Bk. I, Ch. 8 1256, 15-27, in Richard McKeon, ed., The
Basic Works of Aristotle (New York: Random House, 1941), 1137.

24Charles Darwin, On the Origin of Species. A Facsimile of the First Edition
(Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1964), 87.

25Gould, Ever Since Darwin. 13.

26Mayr, One Long Argument. 163; the quotation is from On the Origin of
Species. 484.
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philosophers and theologians were united in believing that "man was a creature

apart from the rest of life," Darwin and his followers "demonstrated conclusively

that humans must have evolved from an ape-like ancestor, thus putting them

right into the phylogenetic tree of the animal kingdom."27 Mayr concludes, far too

hopefully in my opinion, that "this was the end of the traditional anthropocentrism

of the Bible and of the philosophers."28

A Search for "Gaps" in the Empirical World

My perception, however, is that anthropocentrism, the view that human life

is indeed separated from nonhuman life by some sort of wide gap that

underwrites recognizing an exceedingly divergent moral status between the two,

is still widespread and continues to be propagated as a cultural phenomenon,

even within the ranks of scientists and philosophers who otherwise profess an

allegiance to Darwinism. In light of my perception, I would like to recount some

of the great mass of evidence against anthropocentrism and in favor of

evolutionary continuity uniting human beings with all other lifeforms that I believe

has indeed accumulated since 1859. The separation of human life from all other

life can, of course, be construed in purely valuational terms without necessitating

any factual separation, but, as I hope to explore further later (though perhaps not

here), I think there must be some sort of correspondence between the way one

cuts the physical world at its joints and the way one cuts the moral world if one is

to hold a coherent worldview. A brief search is on, therefore, for the

27lbid., 24.

28lbid„ 24-25.
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human/nonhuman "gaps." What kinds of "gaps" can be postulated as existing in

the natural world on the basis of the evidence we now have?

One sort of "gap" that can be supported by evidence, a clearcut division of

the world around us in terms of similarity and difference, is a gap between the

living and the nonliving. A critical point that Mayr makes much of (though many

others strangely fail to acknowledge it in their discussions of, say,

servomechanisms) is that of the unity of the genetic code. Not only can we

attempt to characterize living organisms by their propensity for self-maintenance

and reproduction, tendencies not generally exhibited by nonliving entities, we

now know that all organisms are united in their possession of "a historically

evolved genetic program,"29 encoded in nucleic acid (DNA or RNA), that

underlies and accounts for such propensity. "Perhaps there was an intermediate

condition at the time of the origin of life," Mayr notes, "but for the last three billion

years or more this distinction between living and nonliving matter has been

complete."30

Beyond this strikingly major "gap" dividing the world, can we point to further

significant subdivisions within the group of living things? "Plants and animals"

may come readily to mind, but in fact a more recent and what seems to be the

preferred way of carving up the organic world nowadays is a division into 5

kingdoms: (1) the Prokaryotae (formerly the Monera), the bacteria, single-celled

organisms lacking a nucleus and other organelles; (2) the Protoctista, a

^Ernst Mayr, Toward a New Philosophy of Biology (Cambridge, MA: Harvard
University Press, 1988), 16.

“Ibid.
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heterogenous group of eukaryotic organisms, possessing nuclei and organelles,

often unicellular; and (3) the Fungi, (4) the Animalia, and (5) the Plantae,

eukaryotes representing the three principal modes of obtaining nutrition:

absorptive, ingestive, and photosynthetic.31 The four groups of eukaryotes differ

markedly from prokaryotes in both structure and biochemistry. In prokaryotes,

DNA is not organized into chromosomes and not combined with protein, cells

divide by binary fission, not mitosis or meiosis, mitochondria are absent, and a

great variety of metabolic pathways are exhibited within the group as a whole;

the eukaryotes, on the other hand, all have membrane-bound nuclei containing

chromosomes made of nucleic acid and proteins and show cell division with

mitotic spindle formation, most exhibit meiosis and sexual reproduction, all have

the same basic metabolic patterns: Embden-Meyerhof glucose metabolism,

Krebs cycle oxidations, cytochrome electron transport chains.32 If it is a "gap"

within the living world that we are looking for, to quote the originator of the "five

kingdom" classification, "these contrasts between the prokaryotic cells of bacteria

and blue-green algae, and the eukaryotic cells of other organisms, define the

clearest, most effectively discontinuous separation of levels of organization in the

living world."33

31 See Lynn Margulis and Karlene V. Schwartz, Five Kingdoms: An Illustrated
Guide to the Phyla of Life on Earth (New York: W. H. Freeman, 1988).

32lbid„ 8.

33R. H. Whittaker, "New Concepts of Kingdoms of Organisms," Science 163
(1969): 151.
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If we wish to seek out evidence for further subdivisions within the animal

kingdom, we might turn to embryology.34 Excepting the sponges, the kingdom

Animalia comprises multicellular eukaryotes whose embryonic development is

characterized by three germ layers, ectoderm, endoderm and mesoderm. The

mesoderm layer is rudimentary in animals with radial symmetry, such as jellyfish,

corals and comb jellies. Most animals, however, exhibit bilateral symmetry, and

the three germ layers are distinct. Within this group, the Bilateria, a sharp

division can be drawn between the protosomes, including invertebrate phyla of

the molluscs, arthropods and worms, in which the mouth regions are the first to

form, with the body cavity arising from the hollowing out of a solid block of

mesoderm, and the deuterosomes, encompassing the echinoderm and chordate

phyla, the latter including all vertebrate animals; in the latter group, the mouth

region is the second to form, following the anal region, and the body cavity

results from mesodermal outpouching from the gut. Additional clear

developmental differences exist between these two major groups of bilaterally

symmetric animals: protosomes exhibit spiral cleavage in the course of cell

division, while deuterosomes show radial cleavage; furthermore, deuterosomes

can regulate development such that, if a single blastomere is removed from a 4-

cell embryo (be it sea urchin or human), it and the remaining 3-cell embryo can

each go on to form an entire organism of normal morphology, whereas the same

procedure in a protosome would result in formation of partial organisms, each

lacking the parts formed by the other.

34The discussion in this paragraph is taken from Scott F. Gilbert,
Developmental Biology. 2d ed. (Sunderland, MA: Sinauer Associates, 1988), 24-
27.
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Within the phylum Chordata, what we are accustomed to thinking of as

vertebrate animals are now grouped as the Cramata, chordates having a brain

enclosed by a skull, and placed in the subphylum Gnathostomata, as animals

having jaws and (usually) paired appendages; though many of us have probably

been unaware of it, the traditional vertebrate/invertebrate dichotomy has been

superseded, since (in the words of Five Kingdoms authors Lynn Margulis and

Karlene Schwarz) "we now realize that, from a less species-centered point of

view, characteristics other than backbones are more basic and reflect much

earlier evolutionary divergences."35 And what kinds of "gaps" do we find within

the "vertebrates," or Gnathostomata? With all the focus these days on the life of

the fetus, one would think that members of the religious right would have

discovered by now some interesting facts that might provide them with some

food for thought. All "vertebrate" embryos (I will continue to use the term

"vertebrate" for the sake of convenience here) are very similar, virtually

indistinguishable, at the early stages of their development. To take the case of

the human embryo, since it it such a focus of controversy, by the fifth week after

fertilization—in other words, about three weeks after a missed period, around the

time the vast majority of women would be discovering their pregnancies and

making the decision whether or not to continue them-the embryo, about a

quarter of an inch in size, shows undifferentiated paddle-shaped limb buds, a

rudimentary facial structure and the same kind of skin all vertebrates initially

share; it has the type of kidneys that are functional only in fish and amphibians,

and it displays a set of pharyngeal pouches and "gill slits" very like the structures

35Margulis and Schwartz, Five Kingdoms. 171.
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that develop into the actual functional gills of adult fishes.36 While indeed

possessed of a beating heart, at this stage the heart is two-chambered, like that

of a fish, and its brain little more than a simple tubular structure that is much the

same in all developing amphibians, reptiles, birds and mammals. Darwin

considered the developmental similarities discovered in the study of embryology

to be some of the strongest evidence for his theory of common descent:

"community in embryonic structure reveals community of descent. . . .

Embryology rises greatly in interest, when we thus look at the embryo as a

picture, more or less obscured, of the common parent-form of each great class of

animals."37

So, thus far I'm still looking for the empirical basis for the great gap that

must exist somewhere, on which we base the great moral gulf we recognize

between human life and nonhuman life. It is true that, despite its similarities to

other vertebrates, the developing human embryo is genetically identifiable as

human. It is also now known, however, that humans are strikingly close in their

genetic makeup to chimpanzees, sharing 98.4% of their DNA with them; in fact,

as pointed out by Jared Diamond in The Third Chimpanzee, some taxonomists

are proposing a reclassification such that humans and the two chimpanzee

species all share the same genus, Homo.38 To illustrate both the closeness of

the relationship and the artificiality of the way we tend to divide up the world

^See Jan Langman, Medical Embryology (Baltimore: Williams and Wilkins,
1963), 44-58.

37Darwin, On the Origin of Species. 449-50.

^Diamond, The Third Chimpanzee. 23-25.
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through the action of what he terms the "discontinuous mind"~the kind of thinking

that propels us into essentialism-Richard Dawkins enjoins us to imagine setting

up a "human chain" holding hands along the equator in Africa, the continent on

which humans evolved. Instead of presently living persons, however, Dawkins

asks that we imagine each person turns to grasp the hand of her mother, taking

us back in time a generation at every step. We would meet the common

ancestor we share with the chimpanzees in "a surprisingly short way"~less than

300 miles.39 And if a line of chimpanzee ancestors were formed back again in

the same way, right down to one of the present day, "you would nowhere find any

sharp discontinuity"--"daughters would resemble mothers just as much (or as

little) as they always do," and "mothers would love daughters, and feel affinity

with them, just as they always do."40

Ah, but the real difference, the "gap," as it were, has to do with language

and conceptual thought, it may be said. In Descartes’ view, after all, nonhuman

animals lack "the rational soul," which must be "specially created"; their lacking

speech, while often having the necessary speech-organs, shows "not merely that

the beasts have less reason than men, but that they have no reason at all," since

"it patently requires very little reason to be able to speak," and a superior

specimen of monkey or parrot should surely be able to do so "if their souls were

39Richard Dawkins, "Gaps in the Mind," in Paola Cavalieri and Peter Singer,
eds., The Great Ape Project: Equality Beyond Humanity (New York: St. Martin's
Press, 1993), 84.

40lbid., 84-85.
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not completely different in nature from ours."41 It must be that the property of

having language or thought is an all-or-none phenomenon sufficient to underwrite

the great moral gulf postulated by the proponents of anthropocentrism.

It is in this area, I will grant, that we probably find many of the results of the

differences made possible by our 1.6% genetic difference from the chimps;

Diamond speaks of our "great leap forward," and it does have a great deal to do

with language.42 He details three changes that propelled us along the way

toward our present position, assumption of an upright posture at around 4 million

years ago, development of a lighter skull and smaller teeth in one line of

Australopithecus, the line that survived and eventually grew into a larger brained

form, now designated Homo (habilis and then erectus), by about 2 million years

ago, and the increasingly regular use of stone tools by around the same time.

Even as developed by the Homo sapiens of 500,000 years ago, who was

sufficiently similar to us in appearance to be classified in our own species, these

changes did not, in themselves, result in the great behavioral advantage

displayed by the first "anatomically fully modern people," the Cro-Magnons, who

appear around 100-50,000 years ago in Africa and seem to displace the

Neanderthals living in Europe and Western Asia rather abruptly around 40,000

years ago. Diamond identifies the "great leap forward" with the "magic twist of

behavior" that followed shortly upon development of the structure of the "larynx,

41 René Descartes, "Discourse on the Method of Rightly Conducting One's
Reason and Seeking Truth in the Sciences," in John Cottingham, Robert
Stoothoff, and Dugald Murdoch, eds., The Philosophical Writings of Descartes
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1985), vol. 1, 140-41.

42For details of the following discussion, see Diamond, The Third
Chimpanzee. 45-56.
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tongue and associated muscles that give us fine control over spoken sounds,"43

allowing the beginnings of complex spoken language to emerge. Chimpanzees,

gorillas and our other primate relatives seem not to be physically capable of

producing anything like the varied vocal sounds we humans are able to generate.

The advantage of the ability to speak, of rapid, easy, complex auditory

communication in coordinating group behavior, is readily apparent. And once

this capacity for fine differentiation of sound production arose, thousands of years

remained for the evolution of the natural languages as we know them,

accompanied by concomitant evolution in culture and conceptual thought.

How much of a "gap" does the development of language present within the

overall scheme of things? Obviously, in some ways, a very great deal; in one

respect, for instance, power wielded in the world per individual, a very great deal

indeed. Recent ethological studies have gone a long way toward bridging this

particular "gap," however. Modern equipment to record and analyze the sounds

made by nonhuman animals of a variety of species are revealing much more

complexity to animal vocal communication that was ever appreciated just a

decade or two ago, from birdsong to the songs of the humpbacked whales. One

of the best-studied primate species is the vervet monkey of Africa. The work of

Dorothy Cheney and Robert Seyfarth has shown that vocalizations of vervets are

semantically distinguishable calls referring reliably to objects and events in the

immediate environment; specific vervet alarm calls, for instance, are given in

response to leopards, eagles, or pythons, and the hearing of each results in a

different behavioral response (jumping into the trees at a leopard alarm call,

43lbid., 55.
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looking up or leaving trees to hide in bushes at an eagle alarm, standing up and

looking toward the ground at a snake alarm call). 44

On the basis of such recent work, much contemporary discussion has been

generated, not only in regard to animal "language" but nonhuman "mental"

activity generally, as is being evaluated in the emerging field of cognitive

ethology. The issue of whether or not at least some nonhuman animals can be

said to have mental states is a topic that must be reserved for another

discussion, but it can be said that there exists a growing literature devoted to

examining the possibility of a "philosophy of mind" for nonhumans. Andrew

Whiten and Richard Byrne, for instance, have complied reports from over a

hundred primatologists on the observed incidence of "tactical deception" in their

subjects, such as carefully positioning their bodies to be out of the line of

another's gaze, apparently to conceal an erection (in chimpanzees) or forbidden

grooming behavior (by a hamadryas baboon), inhibiting directing one's visual

attention toward a certain delicacy until others are out of sight of it (by a mountain

gorilla) or leading others away from food in order to return alone to it (in

chimpanzees), inhibiting copulatory vocalizations (in gelada baboons), distracting

threatening conspecifics by giving alarm calls and looking as if toward a potential

predator (in guenons, vervets, and chimpanzees), and even using one's fingers

to push one's lips back over bared teeth, concealing this indication of fear from a

dominant conspecific (by a chimpanzee), to list a few.45 The capacity for

44See Dorothy L. Cheney and Robert M. Seyfarth, How Monkeys See the
World (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1990).

45See Andrew Whiten and Richard W. Byrne, "Tactical Deception in
Primates," Behavioral and Brain Sciences 11 (1988): 233-44.
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pretense or deceit is taken by Whiten, Byrne and others as evidence of an

animal's being able, at least to some extent, to represent the state of mind of

another individual, and thus to have, not only mental states of its own, but some

sort of "theory of mind" about another's mental states, thus consitituting, by the

classification system of Daniel Dennett, at least a "second-order system," having

beliefs and desires about things including beliefs and desires, its own and

others.46

Some philosophers, such as Donald Davidson,47 have rejected the notion

that nonhuman, nonlinguistic animals can have mental states at all, but the great

majority of philosophers who attend to such questions seem to accept that they

can (at least mental states, beliefs and desires, about some things, such that

they would constitute "first-order" intentional systems were they to employ

Dennett's terminology); the list in favor of granting mental states to nonlinguistic

animals--or, alternatively, denying them to humans no less than to animals--

includes Tyler Burge, Paul and Patricia Churchland, Dennett, Fred Dretske, Jerry

Fodor, Ruth Garrett Millikan, W. V. 0. Quine, John Searle, and Stephen Stich, to

name a few.48 In an essay entitled "Do Animals Have Beliefs?" Stich illustrates

46See Daniel Dennett, "Intentional Systems in Cognitive Ethology: The
Panglossian Paradigm Defended," in Dennett, The Intentional Stance
(Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1987), 237-68.

47See Donald Davidson, "Rational Animals," in E. LePore and B. P.
McLaughlin, eds., Actions and Events: Perspectives on the Philosophy of Donald
Davidson (New York: Basil Blackwell, 1985), 473-480, and "Thought and Talk," in
S. Guttenplan, Mind and Language (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1975), 7-23.

^As discussed in some detail in R. Hawkins, "'Rational Animals'
Reconsidered" and "Nonhuman Animals in Contemporary Theories of Mind,"
unpublished manuscripts.
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the typical way in which thinking has divided on the issue: those in favor of

attributing beliefs to nonlinguistic animals are generally concerned with explaining

behavior, and find that some sort of belief-desire psychology provides the best

explanation we currently have available, while those against it basically tend to

be worried about just how we will be able to express the content of what an

animal believes if we grant that he or she has a belief.49 Granted that coming up

with an adequate account of such content may be difficult (it seems to be,

indeed, most taxing even in the case of human beings); but if we do not attribute

beliefs and desires (or advert to whatever general sort of mechanism we

postulate as obtaining in human beings), how are we to explain the behavior of

nonhumans? Dretske poses the problem quite graphically in considering what

sort of notion a wolf might have of a lame caribou it is pursuing:

Does the wolf really represent the caribou as caribou? Sick and lame
caribou as sick and lame? . . . Perhaps the wolf merely represents caribou
as large animals of some sort. Or merely as food. But the point is that
unless the wolf has some means of representing comparatively defenseless
caribou-a way of commenting on these creatures that is, for practical
wolfish purposes, extensionally equivalent to being a (comparatively)
defenseless caribou-its relentless and unerring pursuit of a comparatively
defenseless caribou is an absolute mystery.50

Given the anatomical similarities in the structure of vertebrate nervous

systems, many seem to agree with Patricia Churchland that "if belief-desire

psychology is an adequate theory for human behavior, then it should be

49Stephen Stich, "Do Animals Have Beliefs?" Australasian Journal of
Philosophy 57 (1979): 15-28.

^Fred Dretske, Explaining Behavior (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1988), 71.
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adequate to [explain] lots of nonhuman behavior,"51 in accord with what has been

termed "Darwin's continuity postulate."52 Darwin himself put it thus in The

Descent of Man: "the difference in mind between man and the higher animals,

great as it is, certainly is one of degree and not of kind."53 Similarity of painful or

pleasurable experience, at least within certain broad boundaries, might also be

assumed in accord with such a principle, though I will not attempt to discuss work

that has been done in this area.54

On the Far End of Several Spectra

If I reject the existence of a "gap" between humans and nonhumans even in

the realm of mental activity, where, then, does this leave us? The way I would

put it is this: not separate and "unique" in our splendid isolation, but at the far end

of the spectrum when it comes to certain particular traits. Linguistic ability, and

no doubt other sorts of cognitive abilities that could be linked to it, would

constitute one area wherein we are undoubtedly superior to-though not

absolutely separate from--most if not all other beings. Other characteristics have

been identified as distinctively human as well-though again, in the sense of

being at one side of the scale, not abruptly set apart-and, I think, instructively so.

The noteworthy feature identified by Francisco J. Ayala is that "the ability to

51 Patricia Churchland, "Dennett's Instrumentalism: A Frog at the Bottom of the
Mug," Behavioral and Brain Sciences 3 (1983): 359.

52Bernard Werner and Susan Landes, commentary on "Cognition and
Consciousness in Nonhuman Species," Behavioral and Brain Sciences 4 (1978):
606.

53Darwin, The Descent of Man (New York: Simon & Schuster, 1945), 122.

^See, for example, Marian Stamp Dawkins, Animal Suffering (New York:
Chapman and Hall, 1980).
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perceive the environment, and to integrate, coordinate, and react flexibly

(emphasis added) to what is perceived, has attained its highest development in

mankind,"55 and I will hope to talk further about that flexibility later in this

dissertation. Darwin, however, made the judgment that, "of all the differences

between man and the lower animals, the moral sense or conscience is by far the

most important."56

Darwin traced the moral sense to its root in "the social instinct" possessed

by many animals, of which "sympathy" formed the "foundation-stone." With the

development of language, "the wishes of the community could be expressed,"

and serve to guide our actions;57 in humans, he believed, "the social instincts,

. . . with the aid of active intellectual powers and the effects of habit, naturally

lead to the golden rule."58 Others have viewed the origin of our ethical nature

somewhat similarly; Hume, for instance, recognized a linkage between morality

and sentiment,59 as is noted by Baird Callicott among others.50 Examples

abound of "altruistic" acts in the nonhuman world, from the care given by group¬

living canids to offspring other than their own to the warning of others about

approaching predators by giving alarm calls at some risk to oneself in a variety of

55Ayala, "Can Progress be Defined?" 91.

“Darwin, The Descent of Man. 94.

57lbid., 96.

“Ibid., 122.

59See David Hume, A Treatise of Human Nature (Baltimore: Penguin Books,
1969), 522-27. It should be noted that Hume also held that "no truth appears to
me more evident than that the beasts are endow'd with thought and reason as
well as men," 226.

“See, e g., Callicott, In Defense of the Land Ethic. 52-54.
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species, and notions of kin and reciprocal altruism are frequently invoked to flesh

out the explanation of the development of such actions, in other species and also

in our own. Humans are not "unique" in taking actions that could be broadly

construed as altruistic or "moral," though, again, in this they may be on the far

end of the spectrum (or then again, maybe not) and, to the extent that their

"moral" behavior is guided by language and conceptual thought, some of it may

be distinctive.

No "Ought" from an "Is": Humans Make Choices

The ethical decision-making that we humans engage in as linguistic beings,

however, involves our making a choice about what to do or not do, and we can

make choices quite independently of how things are believed to be according to

a factual description of the world, including independently of how we came to be

able to make such choices. The time-honored "general logical point, that facts

do not entail evaluations," sometimes referred to as "Hume's Guillotine," in

recognition of David Hume's observation of the illegitimacy of attempting to

derive conclusions about the way things ought to be from statements about the

way the world is, without the benefit of additional linking premisses,61 may be in

large part responsible for the indifference many philosophers have shown toward

Darwin's ideas--Wittgenstein, for instance, held that "the Darwinian theory has no

more to do with philosophy than any other hypothesis of natural science."62

James Rachels, however, one contemporary philosopher who does attempt to

61See Hume, A Treatise of Human Nature. 521.

62l_udwig Wittgenstein, Tractatus Logico-Philosophicus. trans. D. F. Pears and
B. F. McGuiness (London: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1961), 49.
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"take Darwin seriously," particularly in regard to implications his thinking might

have for our ethical judgments, finds that Darwinism does bring our culturally

widespread anthropocentrism seriously into question. While an evolutionary view

does not entail that what he calls "the idea of human dignity" (a notion critically

linked to the existence of a wide gap prevailing between human and nonhuman

life) is false, Rachels points out that

matters are more complicated [than that] . because our beliefs are often
tied together by connections other than strict logical entailment. One belief
may provide evidence or support for another, without actually entailing it. As
evidence accumulates, one's confidence in the belief may increase; and as
evidence is called into question, one's confidence may diminish. This is a
common pattern.63

Darwinism, on his view, and on mine, thus can be understood as severely

undermining the central assumptions of anthropocentrism, if not logically

entailing their falsity.

The reason why I earlier labored the point of searching for "gaps" in the

natural world is because I believe a postulated moral "gap" ought to correspond

closely to some factual discontinuity that we can discover scientifically. If we are

to hold a coherent worldview, ideally we should strive to see to it that both our

moral universe and our empirical conception of the world come as close as

possible to "carving nature at the joints." A clear message I read from the

evolutionary story is that what "gaps" there are to be found in the biological realm

do not correspond very closely to our presently customary ways of assigning

moral worth-and that the overriding message is that what we find, overall, is not

"gaps" but rather evolutionary continuity. Hence, in view of this reading of

63James Rachels, Created from Animals: The Moral Implications of Darwinism
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1990), 92-93.
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evolution, while it may be that we cannot proceed directly from what is to what

ought to be. it would seem that, if two beings are very similar, for example, with

respect to morphology, embryological development, behavioral responses to

environmental stimuli, and a host of other factors, then our moral orientation

toward them both as potential recipients of the effects of our actions should also

be quite similar, or, alternatively, a well-developed explanation as to why our

orientation should be dissimilar should at least be in the offing. Furthermore, this

conclusion holds at the level of the individual organism for creatures of all

species; evolutionary thinking provides us with no reason to suppose that a

relevant justification exists for considering human beings as distinct individuals

but other organisms as merely representatives of essentialistic "natural kinds."

At the same time, again in the interests of holding a coherent worldview, our

moral judgments should not lead to conclusions that would be absurd in the

ecological realm-we should not end up advocating ends that run contrary to "the

way the world works," as will be discussed in upcoming chapters.



CHAPTER 3
AN EXAMINATION OF CONTEMPORARY

INDIVIDUAL-CENTERED THEORIES

On the basis of the material presented in the preceding chapter, I conclude

that we must reject anthropocentrism, at least any strong version that would

consider humans so differently from other organisms that a substantial "gap"

between ourselves and other lifeforms could be said effectively to pertain. Nor

do we have any scientific endorsement for the view that individuals are unique

only within the human realm; if anthropocentrists are to try to make the case for

respecting humans as individuals but treating nonhumans only as

representatives of species or populations and not also as individuals in their own

right, they should realize that they may find themselves appealing to Plato rather

than to Darwin for support of this particular asymmetry. There may be other

legitimate levels of concern, over and above those focused centrally upon

individual organisms, that become relevant to our considerations about how to

conduct ourselves within the larger environmental realm, but I see such

considerations as additive or complementary rather than oppositional to an ethic

placing primary concern on the individual organism. It is hard to see how we

could dispense with an individual-centered ethic in favor of something else

entirely within our human sphere of interaction, and tacking on to our present

human ethics a different and unequal system for considering individual

nonhuman beings, a likely upshot of the adoption of some form of "pluralism,"

53
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runs the same risk of collapsing down Into anthropocentrism for all practical

purposes as the supposedly ecocentric approaches appear to do. An individual-

centered approach is, therefore, taken as ultimately the most promising for

development of an ethically adequate way of dealing with the different sorts of

beings that make up our environment. Anthropocentrism is all too likely to crop

up in some form if our ultimate intention, acknowledged or not, is to justify the

ongoing practices of today's societies; certain prevalent patterns of human

behavior will have to alter, however, if we are to eliminate the ways in which we

are negatively affecting nonhumans. The challenge that will be undertaken here

will therefore be to find a system, not too cumbersome or complicated and

thereby readily accessible to the nonphilosopher, for according appropriate moral

consideration to human and nonhuman individuals alike, while retaining overall

congruence with both evolutionary and ecological insights. In the search for such

a workable ethical system, several of the leading "extensionist" ethical theories

will be examined in this chapter in light of this general goal.

The best-known of the individual-centered approaches thus far taken to

extending moral considerably to nonhumans, those of Peter Singer and Tom

Regan, have focused on the institutional practices that affect domestic animals,

most prominently factory farming and laboratory animal research, and the

discussions have been predominantly cast in terms of the harms to or suffering of
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sentient beings.1 Considerably less, comparatively, has been said by these

philosophers about the suffering of wild nonhuman animals living in the

"environment," and of what has been said, most of it has been concerned with

hunting, trapping or other forms of direct exploitation that can easily be seen to

produce such effects. However, the major process that brings about not only

harm, suffering and death to many individual organisms but also results in the

extinction of entire species is habitat destruction, understood broadly to include

degradation and fragmentation of habitats as well as their complete devastation,

a process that is estimated to be responsible for at least 67% of actual,

impending or threatened extinctions.2 Two philosophers who have more directly

considered wild creatures to be of moral concern individually, and who have

addressed environmental issues, including habitat destruction to some degree,

are Paul Taylor and Robin Attfield, and their ethical frameworks will be

considered here in somewhat greater detail.

Peter Singer's Animal Liberation

Peter Singer's utilitarian approach to granting moral consideration to

nonhuman animals points is presented in his groundbreaking book, Animal

Liberation. Singer points to Jeremy Bentham's rhetorical question, "Can they

1See, e g., Peter Singer, Animal Liberation, rev. ed. (New York: Avon Books,
1990), 21: "the conclusions that are argued for in this book flow from the principle
of minimizing suffering alone"; Practical Ethics, 2d ed (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1993), 55-61. Tom Regan, The Case for Animal Rights
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1983) presents a more extended
argument against harming a being that qualifies as an experiencing "subject-of-a-
life."

2Walter V. Reid and Kenton R. Miller, Keeping Options Alive: the Scientific
Basis for Conserving Biodiversity. (Washington, DC: World Resources Institute,
1989), 45.
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suffer?" as indicative of the critical characteristic determining whether or not a

being should be considered in our moral deliberations.3 In conjunction with the

"principle of equality," elaborated by Bentham in his famous formula, "each to

count for one and none for more than one," Singer finds that "the interests of

every being affected by an action are to be taken into account and given the

same weight as the like interests of any other being,"4 and hence suffering

should "be counted equally with the like suffering-insofar as rough comparisons

can be made--of any other being."5 Singer uses the term sentience "as a

convenient if not strictly accurate shorthand for the capacity to suffer and/or

experience enjoyment."6 He also holds that "the capacity for suffering and

enjoyment is a prerequisite for having interests at all, a condition that must be

satisfied before we can speak of interests in a meaningful way."7 Singer does

not here attempt to define "interests," though he illustrates his point by comparing

a stone and a mouse with respect to their "interests" in "not being kicked along

the road"; a stone has no interests "because it cannot suffer," and "nothing we

could do to it could possibly make any difference to its welfare," whereas such

statements could not be made about the mouse.8 Since presumably neither

plants nor possibly certain animals have the capacity to suffer, Singer would

3Singer, Animal Liberation. 7.

4lbid., 5.

5lbid., 8.

6lbid.

7lbid., 7.

8lbid., 7-8.
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deny that these nonsentient beings can have "interests" about which we should

be concerned.9 He holds that "one way of establishing that an interest is morally

significant is to ask what it is like for the entity affected to have that interest

unsatisfied,"10 and, in the case of a forest being impacted by the building of a

dam, for example, he maintains "there is nothing that corresponds to what it is

like to be a tree dying because its roots have been flooded."11 As will be seen,

he differs from Taylor and even fellow utilitarian Attfield on this point.

Singer is clear that pleasurable or painful subjective experiences are key to

his position regarding nonhuman animals: "the conclusions that are argued for in

[Animal Liberation] flow from the principle of minimizing suffering alone."12 A

focus on such experiences, with an overall aim of increasing the total amount of

pleasant experiences in the world, is central to classical or hedonistic

utilitarianism, of which Singer recognizes two versions, the "'total' view" and the

'"prior existence' view." According to the "total" view, the total amount of

pleasure in the world may be increased not only by making the lives of beings

that already exist happy but also by increasing the number of happy beings there

9ln the first edition of Animal Liberation. Singer stated that a reasonable place
to "draw the line," at least with respect to tailoring our diets so as not to be
contributing to the suffering of sentient beings, might be "somewhere between a
shrimp and an oyster," 179; in the revised edition, he acknowledges the difficulty
in being sure that mollusks such as "oysters, scallops, and mussels" do not feel
pain, and he observes, "since it is so easy to avoid eating them, I now think it
better to do so," 174. In a footnote, he credits R. I. Sikora for his change of
opinion.

10Singer, Practical Ethics. 283.

111bid., 277.

12Singer, Animal Liberation. 21.
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are in the world. On the "prior existence" view, only beings that already exist,

independently of decisions regarding their pleasure, can be considered. Since it

is at least theoretically possible to cause death without the infliction of suffering,

at least the "total" view of classical utilitarianism cannot find a direct wrong in the

painless taking of a life that results in a greater overall balance of pleasure over

pain, and looks to indirect considerations, such as the suffering of those close to

the victim or the fear and worry that might be produced in a human population

subjected to random killings to provide reasons for the wrongness of the act.13

Singer acknowledges this fact, using some of the terminology that Tom Regan, to

be discussed shortly, finds objectionable:

The total version of utilitarianism regards sentient beings as valuable only
in so far as they make possible the existence of intrinsically valuable
experiences like pleasure. It is as if sentient beings are receptacles of
something valuable and it does not matter if a receptacle gets broken, so
long as there is another receptacle to which the contents can be
transferred without any getting spilt.14

He does note, however, that the "metaphor should not be taken too seriously,"

because "experiences like pleasure cannot exist independently from a conscious

being," and hence such beings cannot be thought of "merely" as receptacles.15

By the "prior existence" view, taking the life of a being that, on balance, leads a

happy life is wrong in depriving the world of the amount of pleasurable

experience the continuation of that life would yield; on the "total" view, however,

13See e.g., Regan, 202-205.

14Singer, Practical Ethics. 121.
15 Ibid.
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the painless killing of, for example, nonhuman animals to be consumed for food

would not be wrong if those killed were replaced by more equally happy animals.

However, Singer distinguishes from both versions of hedonistic utilitarianism

a contrasting view, "preference" utilitarianism, which "judges actions, not by their

tendency to maximise pleasure or minimise pain, but by the extent to which they

accord with the preferences of any beings affected by the action or its

consequences"; according to preference utilitarianism, "an action contrary to the

preference of any being is, unless this preference is outweighed by contrary

preferences, wrong."16 Preference utilitarianism provides a direct reason for not

taking the lives of certain beings-those that are "rational and self-conscious"

beings, which Singer designates as "persons"17-because these beings "are

highly future-oriented in their preferences." He maintains "to kill a person is,

therefore, normally, to violate not just one, but a wide range of the most central

and significant preferences a being can have."18 However, the preference for

continued existence apparently does not provide a "right to life" in any absolute

or inviolable sense (while Singer is "not convinced" that a "moral right" is a

"helpful or meaningful" notion, he does acknowledge it may be "used as a

shorthand way of referring to more fundamental moral considerations"19), since

he notes that "the wrong done to the person killed is merely one factor to be

taken into account, and the preference of the victim could sometimes be

16lbid„ 94.

17lbid., 87.

18lbid„ 95.

19lbid„ 96.
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outweighed by the preferences of others."20 Since beings that are conscious but

not self-aware, sentient beings that are not "persons," "cannot have any

preferences about their own future existence,"21 preference utilitarianism, like

classical utilitarianism, yields no direct wrong associated with killing them

painlessly. An animal for which we may have reason to doubt its self-awareness,

such as a fish, may appear to struggle against whatever forces may ultimately

bring about its death, but such behavior "indicates no more than a preference for

the cessation of a state of affairs that is perceived as painful or frightening."22

Presumably, on a preference utilitarian view, satisfaction of these sorts of

preferences will have the same force as the aim of minimizing suffering on a

classical view.

Where do we draw the line between nonhuman "persons" and animals that

are merely sentient? Singer notes that "the great apes" are likely to provide "the

clearest cases of nonhuman persons,"23 and most of his discussion of evidence

for future-regarding preferences in such nonhumans centers around experiences

with great apes, in and out of the wild; Singer has also recently taken part in

formulating a declaration recognizing the great apes as "members of the

community of equals," for which "the right to life," "the protection of individual

liberty," and "the prohibition of torture" are held to apply.24 A larger list of

20lbid., 95.
21 Ibid.

22lbid.

23lbid., 118.
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nonhuman "persons" may also include, however, "whales, dolphins, monkeys,

dogs, cats, pigs, seals, bears, cattle, sheep, and so on," and perhaps even "all

mammals," if we give them the "benefit of the doubt"25-- much the same set, in

fact, that is taken in by the "subjects-of-a-life" central to Regan's position, as will

be discussed shortly.

In what will be seen as a marked contrast to Regan, however, Singer does

not hesitate to assign different degrees of "value" to the lives of different kinds of

animals (though, it should be noted, Regan speaks relatively little of those

animals that might not qualify as "subjects-of-a-life"). Singer asks us to imagine

being in a position to compare "what it is like" to be different sorts of beings, for

example, a human and a horse; he maintains that he believes he can "make

some sense of the idea of choosing from this position," and that "from this

position, some forms of life would be seen as preferable to others."26 If we can

make sense of choosing between forms of life in this way, then, he maintains,

from this "intersubjective" stance "we can make sense of the idea that the life of

one kind of animal possesses greater value than the life of another."27 He thus

denies it is "speciesist" to rank the lives of different beings in a hierarchy of value,

since generally "the more highly developed the conscious life of the being, the

greater the degree of self-awareness and rationality and the broader the range of

24See Paola Cavalieri and Peter Singer, The Great Ape Project (New York: St.
Martin's Press, 1993), 4.

25Singer, Practical Ethics. 132.

26lbid„ 107.

27lbid.
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possible experiences, the more one would prefer that kind of life, if one were

choosing between it and a being at a lower level of awareness."28 Singer looks

for support in making this kind of hypothetical choice to John Mill's comparison

between a pig satisfied and Socrates dissatisfied, but acknowledges the

objection that Socrates may not really know the pleasures of a pig or a fool, and

thus not really be judging fairly with awareness of "both sides"; he also notes that

ill's example "is difficult to reconcile with classical utilitarianism" because "it just

does not seem true that the more intelligent being necessarily has a greater

capacity for happiness," and even if it were found to be true, "this capacity is less

often filled."29 For preference utilitarianism, we would be confronted with

comparing "different preferences, held with differing degrees of awareness and

self-consciousness" in attempting to rank the values of different kinds of lives, a

task Singer believes "does not seem impossible," though he leaves our present

ability to do so an "open" question. 30

With respect to environmental issues, Singer examines the example of

damming a river to provide energy and economic benefit for humans, drowning

many plants and animals, including some rare ones, in the process. He

observes that the amount of suffering experienced by nonhuman animals in

being so destroyed should be "given no less weight" than an equivalent amount

of human suffering, and maintains that "this will significantly increase the weight

28lbid.

^Ibid., 108.

^Ibid., 109.
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of considerations against building the dam."31 Furthermore, since, if plans for

building the dam are given up, "animals will presumably continue to live in the

valley for thousands of years, experiencing their own distinctive pleasures and

pains," utilitarians will have to consider, in addition to the animal suffering upon

the flooding of the valley, "the loss of all their future existence, and the

experiences that their future lives would have contained."32 Singer observes,

however, that "one might question whether life for animals in a natural

environment yields a surplus of pleasure over pain, or of satisfaction over

frustration of preferences," and he notes that "at this point the idea of calculating

benefits becomes almost absurd," though this doesn't mean we should leave

such considerations out of our consideration altogether.33

Singer does recognize "intrinsic value," taken to mean that something

possessing it is "good or desirable in itself." as distinguished from being merely of

"instrumental value," having value "as a means to some other end or purpose."34
In considering whether or not the destruction of the trees and other vegetation

effected by the flooding of the valley is morally significant, Singer asks, "once we

abandon the interests of sentient creatures as our source of value, where do we

find value?"35 He considers the possibility of regarding the "flourishing" of plants

as "good in itself," but finds that "we have no way of assessing the relative

31 Ibid., 275.

32lbid., 275-76.

33lbid„ 276.

34lbid., 274.

35lbid., 277.
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weights to be given to the flourishing of different life forms," such as that of an

ancient tree versus a "tussock of grass."36 Moreover, Singer maintains that, with

respect to "plants, rivers, and guided missiles, it is possible to give a purely

physical explanation of what is happening," and hence, "in the absence of

consciousness, there is no good reason why we should have greater respect for

the physical processes that govern the growth and decay of living things" than for

those of the nonliving; he suggests that positions such as those of Albert

Schweitzer or Paul Taylor (the latter to be discussed shortly) may be misguided

or at least "misleading" in using words normally associated with consciousness,

such as "seeking" or "yearning" in relation to the activities of the nonsentient

without making clear that such language is simply "metaphorical."37 With respect

to aggregate entities such as species or ecosystems, Singer also indicates that

claims for their having "intrinsic value" are "at best, problematic," and he

observes that claims for the "equal intrinsic worth" of of all organisms in virtue of

being "part of an interrelated whole," as suggested by the "biocentric

egalitarianism" of Arne Naess or Bill Devall and George Sessions, remain to be

demonstrated, since many individual such organisms may only be of worth "for

the existence of the whole," which may in turn "be of worth only because it

supports the existence of conscious beings.' 38

Singer recognizes, however, that an "environmental ethic" is needed, an

ethic that "would regard every action that is harmful to the environment as

“Ibid.

37lbid., 278-80.

“Ibid., 280-82.
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ethically dubious, and those that are unnecessarily harmful as plainly wrong."39

One concern he identifies as "a new threat to our survival" is "the proliferation of

human beings, coupled with the by-products of economic growth," noting that,

unfortunately, "no ethic has yet developed to cope with this threat"; indeed, he

observes, "some ethical principles that we do have are exactly the opposite of

what we need."40 An aspect of the needed environmental ethic will include

discouraging "large families," at least on the part of city-dwellers, he maintains,

thus standing in "sharp contrast" to ethical beliefs that "are relics of an age in

which the earth was far more lightly populated" and offering "a counterweight to

the implication of the 'total' version of utilitarianism" discussed earlier.41

Tom Regan's Case for Animal Rights

Standing in contrast to Singer's utilitarian position, Tom Regan's The Case

for Animal Rights, a thorough and scholarly development of a rights-based

framework for granting moral consideration to nonhuman animals, in his

terminology "borrow[s] part of a phrase from Kant"42 in determining that at least

the sorts of nonhumans that Regan terms "subjects-of-a-life" must be considered

to have "inherent value" and on this basis "must never be treated merely as a

means to securing the best aggregate consequences." Defining characteristics

of such "subjects-of-a-life" include, among other things, having beliefs and

desires, memories and "a sense of the future, including their own future, "the

39lbid., 285.

40lbid.

41 Ibid., 286.

42Regan, The Case for Animal Rights, 249.
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capacity for experiencing pleasure and pain, and both "preference- and welfare-

interests."43 Regan's notion of "inherent value" holds that it is a kind of value that

certain individuals have "in themselves,"44 a value that is possessed by both

moral agents and moral patients since Regan believes that efforts to limit such

value to moral agents alone, "most notably" by Kant, are arbitrary.45

Furthermore, the "inherent value" he postulates is said to be held "equally" by the

beings that possess it.

Regan considers and rejects both utilitarian and perfectionist theories on the

basis of the way in which such theories assign "inherent value." Perfectionist

theories (Regan mentions both Aristotelian and Nietzschean varieties46) risk a

differential assignment of inherent value, to the extent that such value is

estimated on the basis of "possession of certain virtues or excellences"; on such

a view, those individuals with greater artistic talent or intellectual abilities could be

recognized as having more inherent value than those lacking in such

characteristics. Regan finds that such asymmeties in valuing "pave the way" for

a "perfectionist theory of justice": "those with less inherent value could justly be

required to serve the needs and interests of those with more, even if it is not in

the interests of those who serve to do so."47 Regan finds this interpretation of

justice, along with any moral theory that could underwrite such an interpretation,

43lbid., 243.

44lbid., 235.

45lbid., 239; see also 185-93.

46lbid., 233-34.

47lbid„ 237.
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to be "unacceptable," and rejects the view that "moral agents have inherent value

in varying degrees."48

Regan also differentiates his view of inherent value from what he terms "the

utilitarian-receptacle view of value."49 Paraphrasing Singer, Regan notes that

hedonistic utilitarianism views both moral agents and moral patients as "mere

receptacles of what has positive value (pleasure) or negative value (pain)."50

Regan draws the analogy that individuals, on this view, are like cups holding

sweet or bitter liquids, with the ultimate aim of hedonistic utilitarianism being to

achieve "the best total balance of the sweet over the bitter," whether or not the

contents are redistributed among the different "cups" or a given "cup" is even

destroyed in the process.51 As Regan notes, H. L. A. Hart pointed out that even

preference utilitarianism has the same sort of implication, since individuals may

be viewed as receptacles for the satisfaction of preferences just as easily as for

experiences of pleasure or pain.52 Regan's own notion of "inherent value" is said

to be "conceptually distinct" from "the intrinsic value that attaches to their

experiences," whether of "pleasures or preference satisfactions," and thus such

value of individuals cannot be determined "by totaling the intrinsic values of their

experiences"; "those who have a more pleasant or happier life do not therefore

^Ibid.

49lbid., 236.

“Ibid., 205.
51 ibid., 205-206.

52See Hart, "Death and Utility," The New York Review of Books. 15 May 1980,
30; noted in Regan, 209.
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have greater inherent value than those whose lives are less pleasant or happy,"

nor do those having "more 'cultivated' preferences."53

Regan takes note of utilitarian Jeremy Bentham's famous statement of

equality, "each to count for one, no one [sic] for more than one" as "a breath of

fresh egalitarian air" in contrast to the perfectionist theories.54 He questions,

however, the grounding of this principle in the central notion of utility.55

According to Regan, when Singer refers to "the basic moral principle of equality,"

Singer's term "basic" must mean either that it "cannot be derived from any other

moral principle" or that "though it is derivable it is of especially crucial moral

importance."56 Regan points to a claim made in Singer’s "Utilitarianism and

Vegetarianism" holding that "utilitarianism presupposes this principle"57 and

concludes that Singer seems to align himself with the former alternative, that "the

principle of utility depends on the more basic moral principle of equality."58 But,

Regan asserts, "no consistent utilitarian can believe this," and, he maintains, in

the same essay Singer states that "utility is the sole (moral) basis of morality."59

Regan himself finds the second alternative initially to appear "more attractive,"

but upon examination declares this appearance "illusory" since the equality or

53 Regan, The Case for Animal Rights. 235-36.

54lbid., 235.

55lbid., 212-14.

“Ibid., 212.

57Singer, "Utilitarianism and Vegetarianism," Philosophy & Public Affairs 9
(1980): 329.

^Regan, The Case for Animal Rights. 213.
59 Ibid.
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inequality of two individuals' interests would then depend upon how the interests

of others (other than the two particular individuals in question) would be affected,

such that the same two interests might be "regarded as equal at one time and as

unequal at another," a result that is, in effect, "to make a shambles of the notion

of equality as it applies to interests."60 Regan's conclusion is that "the equality

principle," viewed as a moral principle, "can find no home within utilitarianism."61

Regan's position holds that "individual moral agents themselves have a

distinctive kind of value, according to the postulate of inherent value," but, as he

puts it, in contradistinction to the utilitarian view, "it's the cup, not just what goes

into it, that's valuable."62 Regan recognizes a "principle of respect for individuals"

that holds "We are to treat those individuals who have inherent value in wavs that

respect their inherent value."63 The negative implication of what respect for such

inherent value requires is that such individuals "must never be treated merely as

a means to securing the best aggregate consequences,"64 or, in other words, to

allow harm to befall certain such individuals in order to increase the total sum of

pleasure or preference satisfaction across all individuals. It also carries the

positive implication that we have a "prima facie duty to assist those who are the

victims of injustice at the hands of others."65 Harms, for Regan, can take the

“Ibid.

61 Ibid., 214.

62lbid., 236.

63lbid., 248.

64lbid., 249.

65lbid.
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form of deprivations of "opportunities for satisfaction" as well of experiences of

pain and suffering, and can thus include being kept under "unnatural conditions"

as well as painless death.66 Unlike the many utilitarians (though not Mill, it is

noted) who are critical of the notion of moral rights, Regan accepts the idea that

moral rights are valid claims; in the case of individuals with inherent value, they

are valid claims to respectful treatment as outlined above. If harm to innocent

rights-holders is unavoidable, however, Regan recognizes two principles that can

be invoked to help with our decision-making: the "miniride principle," holding that,

when harms are prima facie comparable, "we ought to choose to override the

rights of the few in preference to overriding the rights of the many,"67 and the

"worse-off principle," which holds that "when the harm faced by the few would

make them worse-off than any of the many would be if any other option were

chosen, then we ought to override the rights of the many."68 On this basis,

Regan justifies our assumed "prereflective intuition" that, in a case where one of

five survivors, four humans and a dog, must be put out of a lifeboat, it is the dog

that must go. While all the survivors have equal inherent value and "an equal

prima facie right not to be harmed," Regan maintains that the harm of death "is a

function of the opportunities for satisfaction it forecloses," and "no reasonable

person would deny" that the death of a human brings about a greater such loss

and thereby a greater harm than death for a dog.69 Furthermore, since

66lbid., 96-103.

67lbid„ 305.

“Ibid., 308.

69lbid., 324.
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"aggregative considerations" are to be rejected, on Regan's rights view even a

"million dogs should be thrown overboard" in order to save four humans.70

The focus of Regan's "case for animal rights" is not on environmental issues,

but Regan does address such matters briefly. In an early essay, "The Nature

and Possibility of an Environmental Ethic," he rejects the limitation of moral

considerability to those beings with sentience, finding that an adequate

environmental ethic must recognize not only that "there are nonhuman beings

that have moral standing" but that the class of such beings "includes but is larger

than the class of conscious beings";71 in this essay he also implies that what is

needed is a way of recognizing "inherent value" in natural objects, and that the

class of beings possessing it should not necessarily be limited to "living

beings."72 In The Case for Animal Rights, he makes it clear that, while his

position is supportive of efforts to save endangered species, the reason

underlying such efforts is "not because the species is endangered but because

the individual animals have valid claims," one example of which is a claim

"against those who would destroy their natural habitat"; he maintains that, "on the

rights view, the same principles apply to the moral assessment of rare or

endangered animals as apply to those that are plentiful, and the same principles

70lbid., 325; see Peter Singer's criticism of Regan on this point in "Ten Years
of Animal Liberation." The New York Review of Books (17 January 1985): 48-50,
and Regan's reply and Singer's rejoinder in "The Dog in the Lifeboat: An
Exchange," The New York Review of Books (25 April 1985): 57-58.

71 Regan, "The Nature and Possibility of an Environmental Ethic," in Regan,
ed., All That Dwell Therein: Animal Rights and Environmental Ethics (Berkeley:
University of California Press, 1982), 187.

72lbid., 202.
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apply whether the animals in question are wild or domesticated."73 Regan rejects

the notion that "the individual may be sacrificed for the greater biotic good,"

dubbing this sort of holistic view '"environmental fascism,"' since "it denies the

propriety of deciding what should be done to individuals who have rights by

appeal to aggregative considerations."74 His view "does not deny the possibility

that collections or systems of natural objects might have inherent value," though

he finds it "unclear" how the notion of rights might be applied with respect to such

objects; an extension of his rights approach to "individual inanimate [sic] natural

objects" such as redwood trees, however, "remains a live option" that "merits

continued exploration."75 At the end of this discussion, he asks, as noted earlier,

"were we to show proper respect for the rights of the individuals who make up the

biotic community, would not the community be preserved?"76

Paul Taylor's Respect for Nature

A philosopher who contrasts with both Singer and Regan in considering at

great length the proper moral stance to be taken with respect to environmental

issues and entities is Paul Taylor. Taylor's position, as presented in his book

Respect for Nature: A Theory of Environmental Ethics, is a rather intricately

interconnected system that is less easily summarized than the views of Singer

and Regan, but a condensation of his views will be attempted here. Taylor, like

Regan, takes a deontological approach toward nonhuman nature, holding that,

73Regan, The Case for Animal Rights. 360-61.

74lbid., 361-62.

75lbid., 362-63.

76lbid., 363.
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"in addition to and independently of the duties we may have to each other as

human beings, "we also have duties that are owed to wild living things in their

own right."77 He grounds these duties in "their status as entities possessing

inherent worth," a kind of value "that makes it wrong to treat them as if they

existed as mere means to human ends."78 Taylor recognizes two systems of

ethics, "human ethics," governing the relations between human beings, and

"environmental ethics," "concerned with the moral relations that hold between

humans and the natural world."79

Like Singer, Taylor uses the word "person" in a very specific way, but, as

befitting his different ethical framework, his definition of "person" is also

somewhat different: a person is "a center of autonomous choice and valuation."

able not only to conceive of itself and its future life but to choose that life on the

basis of a value system, also self-chosen, characterized by certain rules and

standards.80 Taylor leaves "open" the question as to whether some nonhumans

may also be considered "persons" by his definition, allowing that "some levels of

personhood" may be attained by "chimpanzees, monkeys, gorillas, and other

primates," and possibly also by "dolphins and whales" and even perhaps

extraterrestrial beings, but his position is not dependent upon any nonhuman

animals being recognized as "persons."

77Paul Taylor, Respect for Nature: A Theory of Environmental Ethics
(Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1986), 13.

78lbid.

79lbid„ 3.

“Ibid., 33-34.
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For such persons, a system of "human ethics" is held to apply, which, to be a

"valid normative ethical system," satisfies such widely accepted "formal

conditions" as having rules general in form and applicable universally and

disinterestedly to all moral agents; it also satisfies the "material condition" that he

terms "respect for persons."81 In order for all moral agents to be willing to adopt

the norms of such an ethical system, those norms must respect the autonomy of

each person to choose and live by his or her own value system, as befits the

definition of a person. A valid ethical system thus is "a set of moral rules and

standards that embody the principle of respect for all persons as persons."82

Following this "principle of respect" entails such actions as recognizing the

personhood of others as "having a worth or value in itself," seeing other persons

"as one sees oneself," and allowing others "to pursue their true good as they

conceive of it." To allow others to develop their capacities as persons, the

principle imposes rules against killing or harming persons, making resources

available to meet their needs, leaving them free from interference with their

pursuit of their own goods, and "rules of fidelity, nondeception, and reciprocity,"

"defining a social order" in which such persons can develop and the "attitude of

respect" can thrive.83 Taylor's schema for human ethics is thus made up of three

interdependent components, "the belief-system, the ultimate moral attitude, and

the set of rules and standards,"84 such that acceptance of the conception of other

81 Ibid., 26-27.

82lbid., 38.

83lbid„ 39-40.

84lbid„ 42.
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moral agents as persons leads to the attitude of "respect for persons," which in

turn generates the norms that foster a community in which persons can manifest

their individual autonomy.

Having outlined a "valid system" of human ethics, Taylor constructs his

system of "environmental ethics" on an analogous tripartite plan. Whereas, in

the system of human ethics, perceiving others as persons entails recognizing

them as autonomous beings with respect to their capacity for making choices,

the belief system that undergirds Taylor's environmental ethics is "the biocentric

outlook on nature," which entails, among other things, perceiving each individual

living organism as "a teleological (goal-oriented) center of life, pursuing its own

good in its own unique way."85 Other aspects of the biocentric outlook include

understanding one's self as a member of "the Earth’s Community of Life,"

"providing a common bond with all the different species of animals and plants

that have evolved over the ages," and rejecting "the idea of human superiority

over other living things." "The biocentric outlook precludes a hierarchical view of

nature," Taylor tells us, and to accept such a belief-system is "to commit oneself

to the principle of species-impartiality."86 The "biocentric outlook" is what leads a

moral agent to adopt "the attitude of respect for nature," a disposition "to give

equal consideration to all wild living things and to judge the good of each to be

worthy of being preserved and protected as an end in itself," and this in turn

851bid., 45.

86lbid., 44-45.
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leads to acceptance of a set of moral norms governing our conduct in regard to

the natural world that is consistent with such an attitude.87

A key distinction for Taylor is that between entities "having a good of their

own" and those that do not. One way to distinguish the two, he informs us, is "to

see whether it makes sense to speak of what is good or bad for the thing in

question," without needing to refer to the good of any other entity; if it does make

sense to do so, then that entity has a good of its own.88 Taylor distinguishes

"having a good of its own" from "having interests" "in the sense of having ends

and seeking means to achieve" those ends;89 consciousness, subjective

experiences, desires and satisfactions are not necessary for having a good of

one's own, though the capacity for "being benefited or harmed" is.90 Taylor notes

that one can always question whether such "subjective value concepts" are

applicable to nonhuman organisms, but the notion of having a good of one's own

constitutes an "objective value concept," and it is this sort of concept, applicable

to nonsentient as well as sentient animals and also to plants, that is central to his

theory.91 "All organisms," he maintains, "whether conscious or not, are

teleological centers of life in the sense that each is a unified, coherently ordered

system of goal-oriented activities that has a constant tendency to protect and

87lbid., 46.

“Ibid., 61.

89lbid„ 62.

“Ibid, 63.
91 Ibid., 65-66.
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maintain" its own existence.92 Taylor terms judging what things will or will not

promote an organism's good "taking the standpoint of' that organism; learning

"how the organism develops, grows, and sustains its life according to the laws of

its species-specific nature" will be necessary if one is to do an adequate job of

taking its standpoint and determining its good.93 Only individual organisms have

such goods of their own, but Taylor recognizes the possibility of speaking

"statistically" of "furthering the good of a whole species-population" or of an entire

"biotic community," though such a good "can only be realized in the good lives of

its individual members"; he observes that such goods may be distinct, since

"what harms an individual," such as a member of a prey species being eaten by

a predator, "may not harm but actually benefit the community."94

Taylor utilizes the term "inherent worth" to indicate "the fundamental value-

presupposition of the attitude of respect," a property postulated both for persons

(without which "we will not have respect for them simply in virtue of their being

persons") and for nonhuman living things.95 He distinguishes this term from

"instrumental value" and from the terms "intrinsic value," which he uses to refer

to the kind of value found in a subjective experience enjoyable in itself without

regard for any possible consequences that might follow from it, and "inherent

value," the value attributed to works of art, historical sites and the like which are

valued by people as the things they are without regard to their usefulness or

92lbid., 122.

93lbid„ 67-68.

94lbid., 69-70.

95lbid., 71.
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market price, in contrast, "inherent worth" applies only to entities having a good

of their own, and is possessed by them independently of a human valuer.96 The

implications of being said to possess inherent worth include being considered a

moral subject "to whom duties are owed," on an equal footing with all other moral

subjects; not to be treated "as a mere means to someone else's ends"; and to

have one's own good protected and promoted "as an ultimate end," and "as a

matter of moral principle."97 Taylor maintains that the possession of inherent

worth is established for persons "by showing that only this wav of regarding

persons is coherent with the conception of every person as a rational, valuing

being-an autonomous center of conscious life." and he hopes to establish its

possession by nonhumans "by showing that only this wav of regarding them is

coherent with how we must understand them when we accept the belief-system

of the biocentric outlook on nature."98

Taylor identifies four "core" beliefs making up the biocentric outlook:

(a) The belief that humans are members of the Earth's Community of Life in
the same sense and on the same terms in which other living things are
members of that community.
(b) The belief that the human species, along with all other species, are
integral elements in a system of interdependence such that the survival of
each living thing, as well as its chances of faring well or poorly, is determined
not only by the physical conditions of its environment but also by its relations
to other living things.
(c) The belief that all organisms are teleological centers of life in the sense
that each is a unique individual pursuing its own good in its own way.
(d) The belief that humans are not inherently superior to other living things.99

“Ibid., 72-75.

97lbid., 78-79. The quoted phrases are used by Taylor specifically in
application to "persons" of inherent worth, but apply in parallel fashion to
nonhumans.

98lbid., 79-80.

"Ibid., 99-100.
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Taylor maintains that moral agents "will find these beliefs acceptable" to the

extent that they are "rational, factually informed, and have developed a high level

of reality-awareness";100 among other things, he points to our common

evolutionary origin and our common ecological situatedness as considerations

supporting the adoption of such beliefs.

Taylor acknowledges that acceptance of the biocentric outlook entails a

"radical change in our view" of our relations with the natural world, and he

recognizes that the fourth core belief, denial of human superiority, is "the key" to

realizing why this outlook leads to taking the stance of "respect for nature."101 In

showing why we should deny the notion of human superiority, Taylor considers

and rejects three "historical" arguments in favor of human superiority, the Greek

essentialist view, the traditional JudaeoChristian idea of the Great Chain of

Being, and the dualism of Descartes, for reasons that cannot be considered in

detail here. He also rejects one "contemporary" argument, offered by Louis G.

Lombardi, holding that "although animals and plants have some inherent worth,

they have less worth than humans."102 A large part of Lombardi's argument turns

on the point that "the greater the range of an entity's capacities, the higher the

degree of its inherent worth," and humans, having "a greater range of capacities"

than nonhumans, thus have greater inherent worth. Taylor acknowledges the

likelihood that the human range of capacities probably is the greatest, but he

replies that it is not capacities themselves that establish the ground of the

100lbid.

101 Ibid., 134.

102lbid., 147.
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inherent worth of organisms, but rather "the fact that those capacities are

organized in a certain way," that "they are interrelated functionally so that the

organism as a whole can be said to have a good of its own, which it is seeking to

realize."103 Lombardi also appeals to the idea that humans have capacities that

make it possible for them to be moral agents, and as such only they have

"rights"; Taylor agrees that nonhumans, at least all those not construed as

"persons," do not, strictly speaking, have "rights," since "what it means" to have

"rights," and thus to be able to "press claims against others and demand that the

legitimacy of those claims be acknowledged is simply incompatible with what it

means to be an animal or a plant."104 Taylor finds Lombardi's argument

"illegitimately moves" from considering "rights" overriding all other sorts of claims

within "a system of human ethics" to what Taylor sees as a separate but parallel

ethical system in which such "rights" play no role.105

Taylor concludes this "contemporary" argument for human superiority has

also failed to make its case, and, in light of the "groundlessness" of the claim of

human superiority taken in combination with the acceptance of the "first three

elements of the biocentric outlook," he asserts its denial.106 "It is within the

framework of this conceptual system that the idea of human superiority is found

103lbid., 148.

104lbid., 247. Taylor does, however, allow that a "modified concept of moral
rights" could make it conceivable for nonhuman animals and plants to possess
them; if moral agents come to accept that they have duties to nonhumans in
accord with the principle of respect for nature, then it is "but a short step" to
construing these duties as being correlated with some form of rights.

105lbid., 151.

106lbid., 153.
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to be unreasonable," he tells us, and furthermore, the rejection of this idea

"entails its positive counterpart: the principle of species-impartiality," holding that

"every species counts as having the same value in the sense that, regardless of

what species a living thing belongs to, it is deemed to be prima facie deserving of

equal concern and consideration on the part of moral agents."107 The "principle

of species-impartiality" thus means that every entity having a good of its own

should be regarded as possessing "the same inherent worth," and treated as

such. It is thus "through the denial of human superiority (and of the superiority of

any other species) along with the correlative affirmation of the principle of

species-impartiality," Taylor concludes, "that the biocentric outlook is linked to the

attitude of respect for nature."108

The "system of standards and rules" that follows from the attitude of respect

for nature includes four "rules of duty": the "Rule of Nonmaleficence," a duty not

to harm any natural entity having a good of its own; the "Rule of

Noninterference," both prohibiting restriction of the freedom of individual

organisms and also "requiring a general 'hands off policy with regard to whole

ecosystems and biotic communities" as well; the "Rule of Fidelity," which forbids

breaking "a trust that a wild animal places in us," such as the "deception with

intent to harm" that is involved in a hunter carefully stalking his prey or a trapper

concealing his traps; and "the Rule of Restitutive Justice," which "imposes the

duty to restore the balance of justice between a moral agent and a moral subject

when the subject has been wronged by the agent," a rule that may entail such

107lbid., 154-55.

108lbid.
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acts of reparation as setting up additional nature preserves if an entire species-

population or ecosystem has been damaged.'09 Taylor notes that, as consumers

who have benefited from the economic and technological features of our society

that have in many cases inflicted great harm on nonhumans, "all of us who live in

modern industrialized societies owe a duty of restitutive justice to the natural

world and its wild inhabitants."110 Since, as he recognizes, in practice these rules

may at times conflict with one another, Taylor draws up a set of "priority

principles" as a guide indicating "the relative precedence" of duties, resulting in

such judgements as allowing a moral agent to break the "Rule of Fidelity" in order

to "remove" some animals from a park if their "overabundance" would result in

harm to themselves and the rest of the ecosystem, which would otherwise

constitute a break with the "Rule of Nonmaleficence."111 Taylor also discusses

"virtues" or character traits that "make it possible for a moral agent to regularly

comply with the four rules."112

Taylor devotes the final chapter of his book to examining "competing claims"

between human interests and nonhuman interests. He notes that, for this

discussion, he will use the term "interests" "to refer to whatever objects or events

serve to preserve or protect to some degree or other the good of a living thing,"

with no implication of conscious desiring or experiencing being linked to the word

109lbid., 169-91.

110lbid., 191

1111bid., 192-98.

112lbid., 198-218.
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"interest."113 Taylor distinguishes "basic" from "nonbasic" interests, holding that

"one interest is of greater importance than another to the extent that the

nonfulfillment of the first will constitute a more serious deprivation or loss than the

nonfulfillment of the second," with the "most important interests" being "those

whose fulfillment is needed by an organism if it is to remain alive."114 Since we

can "take the standpoint" of nonhumans, we can generally estimate "how

seriously they would be harmed" if certain interests were not fulfilled. In the case

of humans, Taylor defines "basic interests" as "what rational and factually

enlightened people would value as an essential part of their very existence as

persons": such interests will be those they "have a right to have fulfilled."

Nonbasic human interests, on the other hand, are "the particular ends we

consider worth seeking and the means we consider best for achieving them that

make up our individual value systems." "The nonbasic interests of humans thus

vary from person to person," Taylor tells us, "while their basic interests are

common to all."115

Having thus distinguished basic and nonbasic interests, Taylor proposes five

principles for resolving competing claims among human and nonhuman, basic

and nonbasic interests:

a. The principle of self-defense.
b. The principle of proportionality.
c. The principle of minimum wrong.
d. The principle of distributive justice.
e. The principle of restitutive justice.116

113lbid., 270-71.

114lbid., 271.

115lbid., 272-73.

116lbid., 263.
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Taylor recognizes that, "in order to share the Earth with other species," "we

humans must impose limits on our population, our habits of consumption, and

our technology."117 However, "we may regard all wild animals and plants as

possessing inherent worth, yet still believe that we are entitled to pursue our

interests in the advancement of knowledge, the creation and appreciation of the

arts, and many other aspects of civilized life," and also that each person has the

right to exercise individual autonomy in choosing the way to live; conflicts of

interest, therefore, are inevitable.118 The above-listed principles are thus

designed to help in making judgements among these inevitable conflicts. The

first principle, that of "self-defense," applies against "harmful and dangerous

organisms," those "whose activities threaten the life or basic health" of moral

agents; it generally holds that moral agents may cause harm to other beings if

there is no other alternative for protecting their own "basic interests."119 The

other four principles apply in cases where the nonhumans under consideration

are not potentially harmful to moral agents. In cases where nonbasic interests of

humans "which are intrinsically incompatible with the attitude of respect for

nature" are in conflict with the basic interests of "harmless" nonhumans, including

such activities as hunting and fishing for pleasure, private collecting of rare

wildflowers, capturing birds or reptiles for commercial trade and the like, the

"principle of proportionality" applies, holding that "greater weight is to be given to

basic than to nonbasic interests, no matter what species" is under consideration;

117lbid., 258.

118lbid., 258-59.

119lbid., 264-69.
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the principle therefore "prohibits us from allowing nonbasic interests to override

basic ones,"120 and we must find such practices "wrong."IZ1 In cases where the
121

human interests that conflict with those of nonhumans are "not intrinsically

incompatible with respect for nature," on the other hand, but "the human interests

involved are so important that rational and factually informed people who have

genuine respect for nature are not willing to relinquish the pursuit of those

interests even when they take into account the undesirable consequences for

wildlife," the "principle of minimum wrong" applies, holding that "it is permissible"

for moral agents "to pursue those values only so long as doing so involves fewer

wrongs (violations of duty) than any alternative way of pursuing those values."122

Examples of such interests that are not "intrinsically incompatible" with but that

ncidentally take a toll on nonhuman interests include destroying natural habitat

for the construction of an art museum, damming a river to provide hydroelectric

power, and "landscaping a natural woodland to make a public park."123 In

considering the coherence of this principle with his notion of nonhumans

possessing equal inherent worth, Taylor contrasts the "utilitarian calculation of

consequences" with "a deontological or nonconsequential view of minimizing

wrongdoings," finding that harming several beings of inherent worth "is not

merely to bring about a certain amount of intrinsic disvalue in the world, to be

balanced against whatever value might also be produced," but rather "is to

120lbid., 278.
121 Ibid., 275.

122lbid., 280-83.

123lbid., 280.
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commit a number of violations of duty, corresponding to the number of creatures

harmed."124 It is "the number of cases" of wrongs rather than "the aggregate

amount of disvalue" that makes up the "central consideration" underlying the

"principle of minimum wrong," and this in turn is the reason why "it is worse to

harm a species-population than an individual organism, and still worse to harm a

biotic community as a whole": "we cannot do harm to a species-population," or a

biotic community, "without doing harm to a great many of the organisms that

make up the population."125

Since Taylor seems to be accepting that wrongs will be done in cases such

as those illustrated by this latter set of examples, he notes that "even though we

may have acted in accordance with the principle of minimum wrong, at least

some creatures possessing inherent worth equal to our own have been unjustly

treated," and consequently a "principle of resitutive justice" is needed to help

restore "the balance of justice between ourselves and them";126 restitution may

be made by restoring or "setting aside certain natural habitats," with the amount

of compensation required to be made proportional to the amount of harm done,

and the compensation chosen to center around biotic communities rather than

individual organisms because "this is the most effective means for furthering the

good of the greatest number of organisms."127 Though Taylor here appears to

be resigning himself to the fact that there will be inexorably continued destruction

124lbid , 284.

125lbid., 284-85.

126lbid., 287.

127lbid., 305.
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of natural creatures and habitats by humans, and hence a perpetual need for

"restitutive justice," it is unclear to what extent he thinks we humans will be able

to even the tally sheets; as one example of his "misanthropy" to be found within

an otherwise relatively restrained treatise, for instance, while observing the

asymmetry between our ecological dependence on other beings and their lack of

dependence on us, he remarks that "it seems quite clear that in the

contemporary world the extinction of the species Homo sapiens would be

beneficial to the Earth's Community of Life as a whole," and, if that Community

could express its true feelings, "the ending of the human epoch on Earth would

most likely be greeted with a hearty 'Good riddance!"’128

Taylor's fourth principle, that of "distributive justice," arises out of conflicts

between basic interests of humans and nonhumans, and also generally requires

restitutive justice as well, since justice would require equal shares of whatever

good is available be allotted to each individual of equal inherent worth, and we

"cannot guarantee perfect equality of treatment" to each of them; an example he

gives "arises from the necessity of humans to consume nonhumans as food." He

decides that "it is morally permissible" for humans, living in environmental

conditions where plants cannot readily be grown for food, such as the Arctic, to

kill and consume wild animals if, in refraining from doing so, "they would in effect

be sacrificing their lives for the sake of the animals," a judgment that follows from

"the equality of worth" between their lives.129

128lbid., 114-15.

129lbid., 292-94.
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Under other conditions, Taylor maintains that, "even if no greater wrong is

committed in eating animals than in eating plants," "the factor of animal suffering

does raise important considerations" in that "such a being’s good is not fully

realized when it is caused to suffer in ways that are not contributory to its overall

well-being," and thus "it will be less wrong to kill plants if animals are made to

suffer when they are taken for food."130 The "main point," however, in favor of

vegetarianism from the standpoint of environmental ethics is that vegetarians will

require a smaller "amount of arable land" be used to meet their needs, and "the

less humans use for themselves the more there is for other species."131

In this and other cases of conflict in basic interests, then, Taylor finds that

humans can "make certain adjustments" in their relationship with the natural

world to better serve the requirements of distributive justice. He offers four

"methods" for doing so, including "permanent habitat allocation"; "common

conservation," an expansion of a "human practice of sharing the use of a

resource with others"; "environmental integration," the fitting of human buildings

and artifacts into the landscape so as to minimize ecological disturbance; and

"rotation," allowing human activities to occur in certain areas only on a time-

limited basis, "taking turns" with allowing nonhumans exclusive access, an

example being permitting only limited mining of an area, to be followed by

restoration of the natural ecosystem.132 Taylor concludes the outline of his

schema by noting that "there will always be some cases of conflict in which the

130lbid., 295.
131 Ibid., 296.

132lbid., 297-303.
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right thing to do is undecidable," and suggesting that we settle these "by referring

to our total picture or vision of what kind of world order would be ideal according

to the structure of normative principles we have accepted," an ideal he describes

as "a world order on our planet where human civilization is brought into harmony

with nature."133

Robin Attfield's Ethics of Environmental Concern

In addition to Taylor's system, one more approach to an individual-centered

environmental ethic remains to be considered, that of Robin Attfield. As a fellow

utilitarian, Attfield's framework resembles that of Peter Singer in some ways, but

there are differences of focus as well as of substance. Most of this summary will

be taken from Attfield's latest comprehensive work, A Theory of Value and

Obligation, with certain sections supplemented by The Ethics of Environmental

Concern and other works.

A central concept for Attfield is that of "intrinsic value," which he differentiates

from instrumental value as being "what is of value in itself."134 The kinds of

things that are said to be of "intrinsic value" "are not objects, people or other

creatures, but experiences, activities and the development of capacities; or, more

generally, states of affairs."135 Attfield claims that such states of affairs that are

valuable in and of themselves "will supply a reason for action which is

independent of other desirable end-states or values," and thus "will be ones

133lbid., 307-308.

134Robin Attfield, A Theory of Value and Obligation (London: Croom Helm,
1987), 25.

135lbid., 31.
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which there are nonderivative reasons for fostering, desiring, or cherishing"; there

is said to be "a necessary connection between intrinsic value and reasons for

action."136 He bolsters this view by referring to the point made by Kenneth

Goodpaster, with whom he generally agrees as to the proper objects of morality,

concerning "the centrality in morality of beneficence."137 Since Attfield purports to

be objectivist, cognitivist, and naturalist as well as consequentialist with respect

to metaethical matters, he construes intrinsic value as "an objective property,"

something that can be intersubjectively known.138

On his definition of intrinsic value, it can be seen that what Attfield calls "the

constituency of morality" takes in more than just sentient beings, since he agrees

with Taylor (and others) that a nonsentient living creature can be said to have "a

good of its own" and "can flourish after its own kind."139 Unless morality's domain

is construed more broadly, he believes, it runs the risk of falling into an "elitism of

the sentient," of simply setting up "another equally irrelevant limit" equivalent to

the customary break between human and nonhuman.140 In his famous essay,

"The Good of Trees," arguing against Joel Feinberg's expressed doubts as to

whether trees could be said to have "interests" or "a good of their own," since

136lbid., 25-26.

137lbid., 18, 29; see also Robin Attfield, The Ethics of Environmental Concern.
2d ed. (Athens: University of Georgia Press, 1983), 141.

13Slbid., 26; see also Part Three of A Theory of Value and Obligation, a
discussion of metaethical issues.

139lbid., 15-16.

140lbid., 16.
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such concepts are commonly linked to the possession of conscious aims or

desires, Attfield maintains

latent tendencies, direction of growth and natural fulfilment do jointly
seem, as Feinberg himself apparently suggests, sufficient conditions of
having interests. . . . [This] does, however, imply, contrary to Feinberg's
subsequent conclusions, that all individual animals and plants have
interests. For all have latent tendencies at some time or other, all have a
direction of growth, and all can flourish after their natural kind.141

Attfield traces the position he takes against Feinberg to "the Aristotelian principle

that the good life for a living organism turns on the fulfilment of its nature," a view

he notes has also been adopted recently by Stephen Clark.142 According to

Attfield, "a creature's interests consist simply in the ways in which it can be

benefited or can avoid harm; the use of 'interests' in no way implies the presence

of desires, or even of awareness."143 Determination of what is "the good of the

creature," furthermore, can be through "impersonal or interpersonal talk," with

such judgements in themselves being "'nonmoral' judgments."144 Attfield notes

that "we count the sentience of creatures as a sufficient condition of their having

moral standing,"145 and he arrives at the "moral standing" of trees and other

nonsentient beings by drawing "analogies between the flourishing of sentient and

of other creatures," coupling these "together with the belief that there is

141Attfield, "The Good of Trees," in Donald VanDeVeer and Christine Pierce,
eds., People. Penguins, and Plastic Trees (Belmont, CA: Wadsworth Publishing
Company, 1986), 97.

142lbid., 99.

143A Theory of Value and Obligation. 81.

144lbid., 34.

145lbid., 29.
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something of value in the lives of the former."146 "Many capacities are shared,"

Attfield maintains, "by trees and by sentient organisms (respiration, ingestion,

growth, self-maintenance, reproduction), and if the flourishing of the sentient is of

value, it is hard to deny that the flourishing of trees is of value also."147 He claims

to reinforce this position by the "intuitions" many people express to the effect

that, in a series of thought experiments, worlds exhibiting nonsentient life are

found preferable to those that are lifeless, and the cutting down of a tree by the

"last man" on such a nonsentient world, even though said tree will never again be

appreciated by any sentient creature, is found to be wrong.148

Flourishing, in Attfield's Aristotelian sense, "is a species-dependent notion,"

something done not "as such" but "as a member of one's species or natural

kind"; it involves "developing or having developed all or at least most of the

essential capacities of that species or kind, to the point of the ability to exercise

them."149 Such "essential capacities," he notes, contra Aristotle, need not be

distinctive capacities, but can include the capacities that all living things share, as

on the analogy above.150 He also observes, contra Sartre, Oakeshott and

others, that human beings can indeed, like other lifeforms, be said to possess

"essential capacities"; such capacities would include such things as the capacity

146lbid., 17.

147lbid.

148lbid., 17; see also "The Good of Trees," 103-104, and The Ethics of
Environmental Concern. 155-56.

149lbid., 45.

150lbid., 42.
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for "linguistic communication," "the capacity for autonomous choice," the capacity

for "meangingful work," as maintained by Marx, as well as capacities for resoning

and memory, sensory capacities such as vision, and the shared capacities

common to all forms of life.151

Attfield claims that "what is centrally of intrinsic value in life ... is the ability to

exercise various powers" or, as he otherwise puts it, to develop these essential

capacities. 152 Life itself, he holds, is not in itself of intrinsic value, but rather a

precondition of what is of such value, as are "the necessities which sustain it."

His system thus places key emphasis on needs, "where needs are understood as

whatever is necessary for a human to live and to live well as a human, or for a

member of another species to live well as a member of that species"; therefore,

"the connection between needs and value, though not always a direct one, is

strong and crucial."153 Basic needs, moreover, which, for the human, include

such "survival-related needs" as "food, clothing and shelter" and also such things

as autonomy, needed for a human to live well, are said to form a "crucial subset"

of "things which it is rational to want, whatever is wanted."154 Health is said to be

both "a contingent need" and also "of intrinsic value";155 "pleasure and enjoyment

are of intrinsic value," pleasure consisting "not only in sensations but also in

activities performed for their own sake," with "pleasures as pleasures" not

151 Ibid., 42-47.

152lbid., 74.

153lbid., 62.

154lbid., 62-63.

155lbid., 63.
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necessary for "living well" but, being of intrinsic value themselves, enhancing "the

quality and worthwhileness of a life."156 Happiness, "a subtle and pervasive form

of pleasure," Attfield holds to be related to being "pleased" with one's self and

circumstances, and thus is experiencable only by "self-conscious" beings;

"creatures which are conscious without being self-conscious would be capable of

happiness only in an attenuated form," perhaps as "the secure habit of enjoying

successive experiences," yet such should "not lightly be denied them," since this,

too, "would also serve to enhance life's quality."157 "The concept of a life worth

living," moreover, "can be applied to the lives of living creatures in general," and

a "parallel account" can be given of their flourishing, "involving the enjoyment of

activities and experiences, where the species is one capable of consciousness,

and involving the development of essential capacities both among the sentient

and among the insentient."158

In order to deal with cases of potential conflict, Attfield assigns priorities to be

operative among different sorts of needs, and among "values" generally. On his

"Oversimplified Theory" (which he later modifies to avoid an apparent

overemphasis on life to the exclusion of quality of life) "the satisfaction of needs

. . . takes priority over the satisfaction of wants and preferences," and basic or

survival-related needs "take priority over needs related to flourishing or to the

living of a worthwhile life but not related to survival."159 The "saving of life" thus

156lbid., 67.

157lbid., 68.

158lbid.

159lbid., 73.
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s awarded a "high priority," and, while "length of life is not required for a life to be

worthwhile or flourishing," he notes that "where life is of intrinsic value," "more

means better."160 Accordingly, if there is a choice between two lives to be saved,

one should save "the life which promises to be the longer."161

Attfield also attempts to work out "priorities between species," in effect by

relating different capacities for development or flourishing to different amounts or

degrees of "intrinsic value." He finds, for example, that "in conflicts of interest

between sentient creatures there will often be reasons for preferring those which

are self-conscious, and this because they stand to gain or lose much more than

the merely conscious."162 Death, for example, is a deprivation of the fulfillment of

capacities for both humans and nonhumans, but "the greater the extent to which

creatures are capable of plans and projects, of self-respect through meaningful

work, or of the development of conscious relationships, the more they stand to be

deprived of by death, and the more of value there is in the kind of lives which

they lead. ..163 On the basis of such apparent disparities, Attfield concludes,

"different capacities and vulnerabilities provide for different degrees of value in

different forms of life."164 Hence he arrives at the following scheme of priorities in

cases of intraspecific conflicts of interest:

160lbid., 68.
161 Ibid., 73.

162lbid., 84.

163lbid.

164lbid., 85.
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Where the basic needs of creatures with relatively complex and
sophisticated characteristics ... are in conflict with the interests, however
basic, of creatures with less complex and sophisticated characteristics,
the basic needs of the former take precedence. Similarly where the
lesser interests of the former are in conflict with the lesser interests of the
latter, the interests of the more sophisticated and complex are again to
be preferred. Where, however, the the basic needs of a sentient creature
conflict with the mere preferences, rather than with the needs, even of a
relative sophisticate among creatures, the sentient creature's basic
needs, because of the greater value-difference involved, should be given
priority.165

Attfield notes that his system of priorities is quite similar to that put forth by

Donald VanDeVeer in his essay "Interspecific Justice,"166 one difference being

that Attfield has reversed VanDeVeer's ranking of the "serious but non-basic"

interest of the more sophisticated creature over the basic interests of one that is

less so, a ranking system that might sanction such practices as modern factory

farming methods.167 On the other hand, priority systems granting equal value to

each individual organism regardless of complexity, such as that of Paul Taylor,

Attfield claims, lead to counterintuitive conclusions. In illustration of this, he gives

the example of having to make the choice, during a time of water scarcity, of

giving what minimal water is available to "a dying person" or "a dying plant." "If

there would be a stronger reason" to give the water to the human being, he

concludes, "and this reason depends on nothing but the good of the beings

concerned, then it must be coherent to talk of the person’s good being of greater

intrinsic value than that of the plant." 168

165lbid., 86.

166Donald VanDeVeer, "Interspecific Justice," Inquiry 22 (1979): 55-79.

167Attfield, A Theory of Value and Obligation. 87.

168 Ibid., 82.
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Attfield's ranking scheme, then, implies that, while "when other

considerations are equal," plants and nonsentient animals "should not be harmed

or killed as if their good were a matter of total indifference," on the other hand

"their capacities are so limited that the main value in their lives consists in their

instrumental value for creatures of other kinds."169 While Attfield, like

Goodpaster, agrees that such living creatures have "moral standing," he also

agrees with Goodpaster that their "moral significance" may be small in relation to

sentient beings.170 "Plants and bacteria," for example, "could have a moral

standing and yet have an almost infinitesimal moral significance, so that even

large aggregations of them did not outweigh the significance of sentient beings in

cases of conflict."171 Thus it is "the inherent and instrumental value," rather than

the intrinsic value, of such organisms that constitute "the main reasons against,

for example, eliminating a species,"172 just as "ecosystems should be preserved

rather for the sake of the creatures which they support"173 than for any postulated

intrinsic value of their own. On the other hand, the "intrinsic value of healthy

plants could still add slightly" to such considerations,174 and, since Attfield

considers the value of potential future creatures also to count morally (to be

discussed in more detail later) and to be a significant disvalue to "the elimination

169lbid., 86.

17Qlbid., 18; The Ethics of Environmental Concern, 140.

171The Ethics of Environmental Concern. 154.

172lbid., 154.

173lbid., 193.

174lbid., 154.
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of a species,"175 these sorts of considerations, "considered cumulatively, supply

a strong argument for the preservation of particular ecosystems, and particular

species."176

Attfield holds that "the common and peculiar feature" of consequentialist

theories is in effect "the claim that what makes the moral moral is exclusively the

nonmoral good brought about, or rather the balance brought about of nonmoral

goods over evils."177 As a consequentialist, therefore, Attfield considers that it is

"morally right, and perhaps even morally obligatory, to maximize intrinsic value"

in light of the system of priorities just outlined.178 Such a consideration leads him

to endorse a qualified version of the utilitarian "total view" mentioned earlier in the

discussion of Singer's views or, as he terms it, the "Total Theory," since "the

obligation to bring into existence people with worthwhile lives is derivable" on the

basis of maximizing the balance of intrinsic value.179 (Population issues of this

sort will be discussed at length later on in this dissertation; here I will simply

attempt to summarize the salient points of his position, particularly as they have

implications for nonhuman animals). Because Attfield holds that "satisfaction of

people's basic needs does much more good than does increasing the happiness

175lbid., 151.

176Attfield, A Theory of Value and Obligation. 86.

177lbid., 96.

178lbid„ 95.

179Attfield, The Ethics of Environmental Concern. 133.



of those whose basic needs are satisfied already,"180 he reaches the following

general conclusion:

Thus the value-theory accepted above requires the kind of equalisation of
resources and opportunites which satisfies basic needs as a priority over
most other social policies and certainly over most population increases. . . .

Once there remain no avoidably unsatisfied basic needs, the theory does
indeed commend an increase of population, but only where the basic needs
of numbers of nonhumans would not be subverted ... or where the increase
in worthwhile lives would not be outweighed by the considerable negative
value of new avoidable deprivations and avoidably unsatisfied basic needs
among any significant proportion of human beings. Before this point was
reached, the population increase would have to be halted.181

With respect to the consequences of an increasing human population on the

nonhuman world, Attfield recognizes that "at some very high levels of human

population, planetary life-support systems could be fundamentally disrupted both

for humans and for all other forms of life," and that "there must be somewhat

lower levels of population than these which would be bound to threaten a great

number of wild species and their habitats without the biosphere as a whole being

ruined."182 He notes, for example, that "the increased area which would need to

be put under cultivation if population were, say, trebled could displace most of

the larger nonhuman animals," and maintains that "on the theory presented

above, the interests of nonhumans count for enough to curtail the growth of the

human population before that point is reached."183 He rejects the view of "radical

biotic egalitarianism" holding that "there is no more value ... in human than in

180lbid.

181A Theory of Value and Obligation, 174.

182Attfield, The Ethics of Environmental Concern, 189.

183 Ibid.
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nonhuman lives," a view that, granting "similar population densities for humans

and nonhumans" and using an additional "inherent value of diversity" as a "tie¬

breaker," would conclude "we should halt population growth before any animal

species became extinct," or even "reduce the human population so as to avert

the extinction of further species."184 Though he is "not committed to

vegetarianism," Attfield finds "the possibility of feeding the earth's current human

population" to be "a central reason for the widespread adoption of a much more

vegetarian diet."185 Attfield takes note of Baird Callicott's claim to the effect that

the present human population is "a global disaster for the biotic community" and

should be reduced to "roughly twice that of bears" in his rejection of holistic

theories of environmental ethics, wherein he also notes that, in light of Callicott's

"Leopoldian" position, any apparent misanthropy in this holistic position is "not

gratuitous";186 Attfield's opposing position appears to be found in his statement

"On not disparaging life." where he maintains that "the existence of each extra

person is not the curse which some ecological writers purport to believe."187

Discussion and Criticism

Having sketched the above four theories that might be said to represent

frontrunning candidates for an individual-centered environmental ethical

framework, I find much to agree with in each of them. However, each also

184lbid.

185lbid., 190.

186lbid., 180-81.

187lbid., 136.
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incorporates certain points with which I disagree, and I must now subject them all

to a certain set of criticisms.

In my preceding chapter, I examined contemporary biological thinking and

discovered not "gaps" but rather continuity within the living world. I therefore

rejected anthropocentrism in moral orientation largely out of a concern for there

being congruence between our empirical worldview and our ethical worldview.

This same general approach leads me to make twin demands of a framework for

environmental ethics: simplicity and seamlessness. The preferred framework

should be simple, a virtue unto itself, I believe, in a moral theory as in a scientific

theory and additionally a characteristic that facilitates the application of the theory

in the world. The framework should also be seamless in its fit with empirical

considerations, both with respect to its potential to encompass all lifeforms, in

keeping with the continuity postulated by a Darwinian worldview, and in regard to

its ultimate conformity with our understanding of the form and function of

ecosystems, to be explored at length in the following chapter.

On the criterion of simplicity, the utilitarian views generally have the

advantage over the deontological, in light of the latter's heavier dependence on

conceptual furniture such as "rights" and "duties." As Regan himself

acknowledges, in order to obtain what he himself considers "the most adequate

theory, all considered," he arrives at "a less simple theory" than, for instance,

utilitarianism,188 and the intricately interwoven components of Taylor's system

pose a daunting challenge to attempts at summarization.

188Regan, The Case for Animal Rights. 264.
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In contrast, Singer, focusing on the need to minimize the suffering of sentient

beings, presents us with a clearly defined goal, the desirability of which is easily

graspable on analogy with ourselves, with little need for additional intermediary

constructs.

Singer states that he is "prepared to speak of 'animal rights'... as a

shorthand reference" to indicate our moral obligations toward nonhuman animals,

just as he might speak of "'human rights,"'189 but he indicates that he has a

problem "with the kind of right" that is proposed to extend to both humans and

animals in the substantive philosophical sense, since such a right cannot be one

"arising from tacit acceptance of a social contract, or from an ability to

understand a concept of justice and act in accordance with it," or resulting from

other such capabilities possessed by humans alone.190 As noted previously,

Paul Taylor also denies that nonhumans can be said to possess "rights" in the

traditional sense, without modifying or extending the meaning of the term;191

although he sketchs such an altered sense of "rights" in his book and also

suggests a possible modification of Regan's view in a critical essay,192 he

concludes that "it would be less misleading if we simply dropped the language of

moral rights" when speaking of our obligations to nonhuman organisms.193

189Singer, "Animal Liberation or Animal Rights?" The Monist 70 (1987): 3.

190lbid., 4.

191Taylor, Respect for Nature. 225, 250-51.

192Taylor, "Inherent Value and Moral Rights," The Monist 70 (1987): 15-30.

193Taylor, Respect for Nature. 254.
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In an essay entitled "Animal Liberation or Animal Rights?" Singer traces

Regan's basis for asserting the existence of animal rights to the possession of

"inherent value," finding that "to this point there is nothing with which a utilitarian

194need disagree," and that, on the basis of this alone, a utilitarian would be led

to give equal consideration to equal interests; he maintains that Regan simply

has been "unable to provide adequate grounds for moving beyond the equal

consideration stance, to a view based on rights."195 Singer considers Regan's

delineation of several ways in which we may fail to treat individuals with proper

respect for their "inherent value," by implication failures of the utilitarian position,

of which the "most crucial"196 consists in "harming individuals so that we may

bring about the best aggregate consequences for everyone affected."197 Singer's

reply to this objection is to contrast two possible societies, one wherein "no

individual is ever harmed to secure the best aggregate consequences for

everyone" and where individuals can be harmed, after "careful scrutiny," to attain

the best aggregate, with the harm "included in the calculation" of consequences,

reaching the conclusion that he himself would choose the latter society.198 The

situation of the first society, in which a rights-concept prohibits all such possible

harms but may not provide the best overall welfare, and other examples Singer

considers elsewhere, such as a difficulty he identifies in Regan's ability to

194Singer, "Animal Liberation or Animal Rights?" 6

195lbid„ 13.

196lbid., 10.

197lbid., 7.

198lbid., 11.
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separate his "dog-in-a-lifeboat" example from cases in which experimentation on

humans versus dogs might be at issue,199 lead him to judge such rights-based

theories to be "too inflexible" for purposes of practical moral reasoning. 200

agree with Singer on this point; if, in cases of conflict of interest, there is

"weighing" to be done, it is certainly simpler, clearer, and, indeed, more

amenable to flexibility to "include it in the calculation" from the start than to

postulate an "equal inherent value" that subsequently, in application, becomes

modified by a differential in "opportunities for satisfaction" or some other such

device.

And, as long as what Singer means by agreeing with Regan's finding of

"inherent value" in his "subjects-of-a-life" is basically only that they are entitled to

equal consideration of equal interests, his theory can thus also be said to be

simpler than that of fellow consequentialist Attfield's, since Attfield threads his

discussion through the needle's eye of "intrinsic value," which he construes as an

"objective property" that can not only be "known" but quantified and "maximized."

To the extent that such constructs as "intrinsic value" and other sorts of "value'

that may or may not be found to inhere within certain entities have become rather

widely postulated, particularly within the realm of environmental ethics, I have

grown increasingly skeptical of their usefulness.

199Singer, "Ten Years of Animal Liberation." The New York Review of Books
(January 17, 1985): 48-50, and "The Dog in the Lifeboat: An Exchange," The
New York Review of Books (25 April 1985). 56-57.

200Singer, "Animal Liberation or Animal Rights?" 13.
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As recently noted by Thomas H. Birch,201 such terms are at best dependent

for their content on other considerations, such as the experiences of sentient

beings, and to cash out our ethic predominantly in such terms is to risk filling our

moral space with epicycles. When "value" is used primarily as a verb, on the

other hand, our use of it can be seen to fit simply and seamlessly within the world

of nature. We humans may be performing a linguistically sophisticated act when

we say we value each other or nonhuman natural entities "in themselves," but

the underlying attitude can be understood to correspond in certain ways to that

one mountain gorilla might have for another member of its troop, and, in a sense,

constitute an elaboration, if many evolutionary steps removed, of the amoeba's

"valuing" a particle of food in its close vicinity. If different degrees of

instrumentality infect these different cases of valuing, we may construe our own

position as privileged in being somewhat freer than that of most nonhumans to

value what is not strictly instrumental to the end of our immediate survival. On an

evolutionary view, "valuing" does not spring full-blown into the world with the

arrival of language-possessing human beings-however one might propose to

date that "arrival." Our accepting the possible prelinguistic roots of human acts of

valuing allows for a seamless meshing of our use of this verb with the activities of

other lifeforms while leaving quite open, however, what sorts of properties or

things might be valued by us, and without introducing a need for proposing a

mysterious sort of value existing independently of a valuer but just waiting to be

discovered and measured by an environmental ethicist.

201Thomas H. Birch, "Moral Considerability and Universal Consideration,"
Environmental Ethics 15 (1993): 319-20.
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With respect to the criterion of seamlessness regarding the objects of our

moral consideration, the theories of Taylor and Attfield have the advantage over

those of Singer and Regan in extending moral considerability to all living things,

sentient and nonsentient alike. As noted earlier, central to Taylor's view is the

rejection of belief in human superiority and the assertion of "its positive

counterpart: the principle of species-impartiality," which holds that "every species

counts as having the same value in the sense that, regardless of what species a

living thing belongs to, it is deemed to be prima facie deserving of equal concern

and consideration on the part of moral agents."202 Attfield, on the other hand,

recognizes a kind of "sliding scale" of value. His estimation of the amount of

"intrinsic value" a being possesses is related to his judgment of its capacities for

development or flourishing; self-conscious beings, for instance, are accorded

more value than those that are sentient but not aware of themselves as entities

having a past and a future because the former "stand to gain or lose much more

than the merely conscious,"203 and, on the basis of such apparent disparities, he

grants priority to the interests of "creatures with relatively complex and

sophisticated characteristics" over those of creatures having less elaborated

traits.204 Singer, it must be remembered, though not as concerned with beings

on the lower end of the scale of sentience as is Attfield, also has committed

himself to such a hierarchical ranking scheme, since "we can make sense of the

idea that the life of one kind of animal possesses greater value than the life of

^Taylor, Respect for Nature. 155.

203Attfield, A Theory of Value and Obligation. 84.

204 Ibid., 85-86.
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another,"205 as has Regan to the extent that he recognizes a differential in the

magnitude of the harm resulting from the death of different kinds of beings arising

out of different numbers of "opportunities for satisfaction" in their lives.206

Taylor has been criticized for attempting to uphold the fundamental equality

of individual members of different species, and he himself acknowledges, upon

presenting his position in Respect for Nature, that it "at first glance may have

appeared to be absurd."207 While he does not explore the implications of his view

in the detail of forced-choice situations, it is not clear that, given a situation of

having to choose between saving the life of a human being, a bear, an

earthworm, or a tree, Taylor would automatically prefer to save the human, and if

not, his response would probably be found counterintuitive by the majority of

philosophers, even those concerned with environmental issues. Like Regan,

Taylor rejects the calculation of an aggregate sum of pleasant and unpleasant

consequences; his "principle of minimum wrong" does allow for the weighing of

the number of cases of wrongdoing to individual organisms, but he offers no

concrete examples of how an accurate count of, for example, the number of

earthworms wronged by the building of a parking lot might be taken into

consideration. However, in a move that he leaves unexplained in its relation to

his insistence on numerical equality for individuals of different species, he

ultimately finds that "it is permissible" for humans to satisfy interests that are

205Singer, Practical Ethics. 107.

206Regan, The Case for Animal Rights. 324; see also "The Dog in the
Lifeboat: An Exchange," The New York Review of Books (25 April 1985) 56-57.

207Taylor, Respect for Nature. 303.
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"essential to a whole society's maintaining a high level of culture" or an

individual's living a life that is "most worth living," carrying out such projects as

building art museums or power plants, for instance, if these are so construed, "so

long as doing so involves fewer wrongs (violations of duties) than any alternative

way of pursuing those values."208 The relationship between continuing a high

level of consumption or a high population growth rate and what is to be

considered essential to "maintaining a high level of culture" is left largely

unexplored.

Taylor acknowledges that "any form of conscious suffering is an intrinsically

bad occurrence in the life of a sentient creature," and hence he does find "it will

be less wrong to kill plants if animals are made to suffer when they are taken for

food"209 (though eating animals is "permissible" for subsistence where humans

cannot raise plants210). Painful or pleasurable experience plays a relatively small

role in Taylor's overall argument, however; his overt denial of anthropocentrism,

and indeed, his general reluctance to grant preferential consideration to the more

sentient over the less sentient, derives from the body of beliefs that he terms "the

biocentric outlook on nature," a worldview which he argues would be acceptable

to "ideally competent evaluators"211 who are scientifically informed,212 one which

involves our being willing to "see ourselves as biological creatures,"

208lbid., 280-83.

2C9Taylor, Respect for Nature. 295.

210lbid., 293.

2111bid., 167.

212lbid., 161.
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understanding our human values "against the wider background of our natural

environment and evolutionary change."213 For Attfield (and other utilitarians) on

the other hand, the experiences of sentient beings are of central concern;

anthropocentrism is rejected for the most part just to the extent that nonhuman

beings can also experience pain and pleasure, with those interests deriving from

the "good" of the nonsentient counting for relatively little in the overall calculus.

Attfield is thus in no danger of receiving the kind of criticism Taylor does for his

"absurd" viewpoint, and he engages in considerable discussion of possible

choices between saving one or another different forms of life.

In light of my earlier examination of our evolutionary place within the scheme

of things, I must acknowledge my appreciation of Taylor's "denial of human

superiority"-his stand in many ways parallels my own reasoning in rejecting

anthropocentrism. On an evolutionary view, there is certainly a sense in which

all species can be said to be "equal." Darwinism runs directly counter to the

notion of a "great chain of being" culminating in its supreme product, the human

being: evolution through natural selection has no purpose or direction, with, as

discussed in chapter 2, "the 'degeneracy' of a parasite" being "as perfect as the

gait of a gazelle."214 From a Darwinian perspective, intelligence, say, or the

capacity for experiencing pain and pleasure to any extent, should be considered

characteristics that yielded certain advantages to their possessors in terms of

survival and reproduction, but there exists no objective scale upon which

possession of such traits can be judged "higher" or "better." Taylor manifests a

213lbid., 156.

214Stephen Jay Gould, Ever Since Darwin. 13.
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concern very like my own in striving for compatibility of his moral view with the

current scientific worldview, and the theory he has developed is, in these

respects, relatively seamless.

However, when we are making decisions as moral agents, the suffering of

sentient beings must count for something, and count importantly. If ecologists

consider animal rights activists misguided when they oppose, say, the snaring of

wild hogs because of the suffering it will cause and find the extermination of rare

plant species the hogs may bring about to be preferable insofar as no pain will be

involved in the extinction, a morally concerned individual may also be

confounded when encountering discussions about altering the relative

abundance of individuals of different species in which no thought at all is given to

the means to be used or the experiences of the animals to be eliminated.

Sentience is a morally significant dimension; it may not be among the axes

utilized in current population modeling, but it should not be left out of the

decision-making process that determines the actions we take with respect to the

nonhumans in our environment.

Attfield, Singer, and the other utilitarians are thus quite right in emphasizing

the experiences of sentient beings. And, to the extent that sentience is not

marked by a sharp threshold but rather appears to exist along a graded spectrum

(and most likely found to some degree outside as well as within the limits of

vertebrate life), merging imperceptibly with life that lacks awareness but

continues to have the interests of self-maintenance and reproduction, Attfield's

"sliding scale" could also be considered consistent with a seamless view of

things. Taylor himself admits in a later essay that the view assigning different
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levels or degrees of value (he speaks here of "inherent value") to different forms

of life is "perfectly clear and coherent," and that it, indeed, is probably the view

that many people hold, though he disagrees with it.215

My objection to both Attfield's and Taylor's positions on this point is this: I do

not believe that either one is sufficient in itself, nor are they sufficient in

combination with one another; a third ingredient is still needed here, to be

introduced shortly. While Taylor is correct in insisting that we see ourselves at

one level as existing on an equal footing with other forms of life, Attfield would

also be correct in holding that there are important differences to be taken into

account when comparing bears with earthworms or trees. But while sentience

counts for a great deal, I do not think it can be the sole consideration underlying

our moral judgments, nor appropriately linked directly to an amount of "value"

that we should ultimately attempt to maximize, divorcing it from other

considerations in the process. Attfield's example given in partial justification of

assigning differential quantities of value to humans and plants can serve to

illuminate my objection to some extent: "If there would be a stronger reason" to

give water to a dying person rather than to a dying plant, he maintains, "and this

reason depends on nothing but the good of the beings concerned, then it must

be coherent to talk of the person's good being of greater intrinsic value than that

of the plant"216 (emphasis added). In this statement, "depends on nothing but the

good of the beings concerned" sorely needs unpacking. There are many

215See Taylor, "Inherent Value and Moral Rights," The Monist 70 (1987):
17-18.

216Attfield, A Theory of Value and Obligation. 82.
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differences between humans and plants that, even utilizing a "sliding scale" of

sentience, might have little to do with one’s being said to be of greater "value."

Many plants can do without water for longer periods of time than can most

animals, for instance, and hence giving limited water to an animal (in this case a

human being) preferentially, assuming more water would become available in the

future, might be a way of keeping both organisms alive--in this case the

difference of treatment would derive from a difference in the kinds of organisms

under consideration, without requiring that one be judged of more "value" than

the other, and more will be said in regard to this distinction shortly. Such

differences might indeed be construed as being packed into the "good" of the

organisms involved, but, if so, it would not necessarily lead to the conclusion that

a value differential was also inherent within the two "goods" (though, of course, it

could still be "coherent" to speak of such a differential).

At this point, a second set of objections needs to be mentioned briefly. Much

time and effort has been expended within the field of environmental ethics

inventing examples of forced binary choices: the proponent of a particular theory

is frequently expected to use his or her framework to deal with examples having

to do with deciding to save or kill an individual of one or another form of life.

These sorts of examples, however, simply are of little relevance to the real work

of environmental ethics: it's not often that some fanatic holds a gun on both a

human hostage and a bear and forces the local academy's ethicist to choose

between them; it’s all too common, on the other hand, that state legislatures,

county voters and individual property owners must decide whether or not to

bulldoze a block of wildlife habitat, just as it's an everyday occurrence for families
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to decide whether or not to have another child, a decision that will, if not

immediately then surely within the time period of a human generation, be of

enormous impact upon a multitude of nonhuman individuals. I think that such

issues, having to do with the changing large-scale relationship between human

beings and the ecosystems they are modifying, are what should be brought to

the forefront of environmental debate.

When it comes to eschewing the distracting binary choices in favor of taking

the wide-angle, long-range view, Taylor at first looks as though he will score

much higher than Attfield--who appears considerably less aware of or less

concerned about the severity of the impact of habitat destruction on wildlife—only

to drop the ball in the final seconds of the game. Instead of standing on his

platform of species equality and asking what kind of justification humanity could

possibly offer for its ongoing takeover of the planet, Taylor accepts its

continuation and judges it "permissible" as long as long as it is done in a certain

way, with attempts made to reduce the number of nonhumans wronged and to

make "restitution" to them. Perhaps this move is his attempt at reconnecting with

the intuitions of the many, and it must be noted that even most of the ecocentrists

have been unable to address this most critical problem of the global human

impact adequately; but whatever the underlying motivations, failing to pose this

question makes his position fall short of what, I believe, is needed if urgent

issues in the environmental realm are to be adequately addressed.

Neither Taylor nor Regan speaks significantly to the increasing size of the

human population, and its increasing demands, as importantly taking a growing

toll on nonhuman forms of life. If problems of number are left largely
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unaddressed by deontologists, however, the way in which such problems are

addressed by consequentialists could lead directly to exacerbated environmental

problems as a result of basing ecologically relevant decisions solely on

estimations of quantities of sentient experience. For example, a value-ranking

scheme such as that used by Attfield, Singer, and other utilitarians could lead to

environmental conclusions paralleling the "Repugnant Conclusion" drawn with

respect to human population size. If value is to be maximized, and creatures that

are believed to be relatively more sentient are judged to be of greater value than

those that are less so, then we may find ourselves enjoined to seek a relative

increase in the numbers of the more sentient at the expense of the less sentient

or the less "efficiently" sentient, even though following such an injunction could

lead to animal communities structured in a way that runs counter to our empirical

understanding of the way functional ecosystems are constituted. I believe such

an outcome would be seriously problematic if we aim to achieve a seamless "fit"

between our moral theories and our scientific ones, and hence a conclusion of

this sort would be a potential drawback of the contemporary utilitarian theories

under consideration, a drawback to be avoided in the formulation of any

proposed alternative view. The relation between sentience, considering its

pleasure-generating aspect in the form of "utility," and numbers, with respect to

both humans and nonhumans, will therefore be explored in detail in the upcoming

chapter.



CHAPTER 4
POPULATION ISSUES:

NUMBERS AND UTILITY FOR HUMANS AND NONHUMANS

Just as the theories of Regan and Taylor, perhaps in keeping with

deontological theories generally, seem to have relatively little to say in regard to

the size of the human population,1 the theories of Singer and Attfield incorporate

many of the difficulties encountered by utilitarian theories in general when

attempting to address issues of human numbers, difficulties that may become

even more prominent when nonhuman creatures are introduced into the

condiderations. As Singer sketches it, the basic problem arises from the fact that

"there are two ways of increasing the amount of pleasure in the world: one is to

increase the pleasure of those who now exist; the other is to increase the number

of those who will lead pleasant lives."2 In this chapter I will consider some of the

implications of utilitarian considerations of problems of number as they pertain to

both humans and nonhumans. Some empirical evidence will be introduced to

indicate that the conclusions of at least some versions of utilitarian thinking in this

area point us in the wrong direction, when the likely consequences of continued

1Michael Bayles, in Ethics and Population (Cambridge. MA: Schenkman
Publishing Company, 1976), notes that "one should pause to consider why
nonutilitarian theories have not been considered in this context," suggesting one
possible reason might be "that they do not imply anything about an optimum
population size," in which case, he judges, "these theories have a serious
defect," xvn.

2Singer, Practical Ethics. 102.
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growth of the human population, particularly with respect to its impact on

nonhuman organisms, are brought into the picture.

Utilitarian Problems of Number

As noted by Singer3 and also by Jan Narveson4 in an early examination of

this topic, a distinction between two possible approaches to attaining the

utilitarian goal was first drawn by Henry Sidgwick in his Methods of Ethics. As a

matter of historical interest and one that may also help clarify some points later in

this discussion, I will provide the major portion of the relevant passage:

Assuming, then, that the average happiness of human beings is a positive
quantity, it seems clear that, supposing the average happiness enjoyed
remains undiminished, Utilitarianism directs us to make the number enjoying
it as great as possible. But if we foresee as possible that an increase in
numbers will be accompanied by a decrease in average happiness or vice
versa, a point arises which has not only never been formally noticed, but
which seems to have been substantially overlooked by many Utilitarians. For
if we take Utilitarianism to prescribe, as the ultimate end of action, happiness
on the whole, and not any individual's happiness, unless considered as an
element of the whole, it would follow that, if the additional population enjoy on
the whole positive happiness, we ought to weigh the amount of happiness
gained by the extra number against the amount lost by the remainder. So
that, strictly conceived, the point up to which, on Utilitarian principles,
population ought to be encouraged to increase, is not that at which average
happiness is the greatest possible,--as appears to be often assumed by
political economists of the school of Malthus-but that at which the product
formed by multiplying the number of persons living into the amount of
average happiness reaches its maximum.5

3Singer, "A Utilitarian Population Principle," in Bayles, Ethics and Population.

4Jan Narveson, "Moral Problems of Population," in Bayles, Ethics and
Population.

5Henry Sidgwick, Methods of Ethics (New York: Dover Publications, 1966),
415-16. As will be illustrated by a quotation of the opposite sentiment, one must
wonder if Sidgwick principally had Mill in mind as one of the "political economists
of the school of Malthus."
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On the "average" view, in keeping with Sidgwick's distinction, one is enjoined

to seek the greatest average balance of, hedonistically construed, pleasure or

happiness over pain or misery per individual, whereas on the "total" view one is

to aim at the greatest happiness "on the whole," rather than "any individual's

happiness."

According to the "total" view, as Singer explains, a healthy couple living in a

relatively affluent region of the world, having reason to believe that any children

they might produce would be likely to live, on the whole, pleasant lives, would

find themselves under a moral obligation to increase the total sum of happiness

in the world by bringing such happy offspring into being.6 Singer believes that

most people's intuitions run counter to their having a moral obligation of this sort,

falling more in line with what he terms the "prior existence" view, that only beings

existing prior to or independently of our particular moral decisions should be

counted when totaling the sum of happiness to be thereby attained.7 However,

such a view has its own problem explaining the "asymmetry" that arises from

denying an obligation to bring a happy child into the world while recognizing an

obligation, which Singer believes is intuitively embraced by many, not to bring a

child into the world if he or she will live an exceedingly painful or otherwise

miserable life.

6Singer, Practical Ethics. 103.

7lbid., 103-104. Singer uses the term "prior existence" in preference to Derek
Parfit's term "person-affecting" in order to avoid making "special reference to
persons, as distinct from other sentient creatures," as discussed in the notes to
chapter 4, p. 365.
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A second possible problem for the "prior existence" view has been pointed

out by Derek Parfit, a philosopher who has explored such issues in great detail.

He contrasts the case of a woman pregnant with a child who will develop a

significant handicap unless she undergoes a certain treatment with that of a

woman, not yet pregnant, who is told she has a temporary medical condition

such that if she conceives a child now it will suffer a similar, but irreversible,

handicap, whereas if she waits three months to conceive the child will be

normal.8 Just as most people would judge it wrong for the woman in the first

case to refuse the treatment and thereby allow her already-conceived child to go

through life with the handicap, most would find it wrong for the second woman to

proceed with the conception of a child during the period of time that would result

in its becoming handicapped--yet in the second case the child so produced could

not claim to have been harmed, since, had she waited the three months, she

would not have had that child, but rather a different one. Such considerations

lead Parfit to be skeptical of "prior existence," or what he calls "person-affecting,"

views. Similarly, he considers two sets of social policies, one of which will be

more appealing in the short run but which will have long-term consequences that

will be much worse than those of the other; since the differences between the

policies will lead to differences in the details of people's lives, including their

marriages, however, different people will be born under the two policies, such

that "there will never be anyone who is worse off than he would otherwise have

8See Derek Parfit, "Rights, Interests, and Possible People," in S. Gorovitz,
ed., Moral Problems in Medicine (Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice Hall, 1976),
373-75, and "On Doing the Best for Our Children," in Bayles, Ethics and
Population. 100-104.
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been," and hence the "Short Term Policy harms no one."9 The difficulty of

explaining why there are moral reasons not to make such choices, which in this

way will be "worse for no one," Parfit later terms "the Non-Identity Problem."10
Parfit formulates "impersonal" utilitarian principles that are able to avoid

linking moral deliberations to the particular people to be affected by our actions.

The "Impersonal Average Principle" holds that "If other things are equal, the best

outcome is the one in which people's lives go, on average, best."11 An

implication of the "average" principle, however, is that it would be wrong to bring

into existence a child that will be only slightly less happy than the societal

average, even if the addition of the child makes no previously existing person

less happy, a view that many have found unacceptable.12 A contrasting position

would maintain that "it is always better in itself if an extra life is lived that is worth

living."13 This view is based on what Parfit terms the "Impersonal Total

Principle." holding, on its hedonistic version, other things being equal, "the best

outcome is the one in which there would be the greatest quantity of happiness-

9Parfit, "On Doing the Best For Our Children," 102.

10See Parfit, Reasons and Persons (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1984), 358-78.
11 Ibid., 386.

12See, e.g., Parfit, Reasons and Persons. 420-22; Bayles, Morality and
Population (University, AL: University of Alabama Press, 1980), 105; Attfield, A
Theory of Value and Obligation. 156-57; Richard Hare, "Possible People," in
Essays in Bioethics (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1993), 69.

13Parfit, Reasons and Persons. 386.
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the greatest net sum of happiness minus misery,"14 or, nonhedonistically, "one in

which there would be the greatest quantity of whatever makes life worth living."15

According to Parfit, an implication of this principle is "The Repugnant

Conclusion." which he formulates as follows:

For any possible population of at least ten billion people, all with a very high
quality of life, there must be some much larger imaginable population whose
existence, if other things are equal, would be better, even though its
members have lives that are barely worth living.16

Much effort has been invested by Parfit and others in attempting to avoid

reaching the Repugnant Conclusion, or, alternatively, in demonstrating that the

Conclusion is, in fact, not so repugnant after all. Parfit himself carries out such

maneuvers as placing an upper limit on the value to be found in the quantity of

happiness but not on that of misery, generating the "Ridiculous" and "Absurd"

Conclusions thereby, and discovering the "Mere Addition Paradox," paradoxical
%

value claims inherent in situations where additional people whose presence does

not affect preexisting people or involve social injustice are added to populations,

but he is unable to find "Theory X," which would revise the "Principle of

Beneficence" so as to solve the "Non-Identity Problem" while also providing firm

grounds for rejecting the Repugnant Conclusion. Both Robin Attfield and Richard

Hare take a somewhat different tack, conceptually accepting the "total" theory

and the conclusions deriving from it but finding a number of practical

14lbid., 387.

15lbid.

16lbid., 388.
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considerations that would place strict limits on the degree to which the human

population could be further expanded.

Richard Hare is led to acceptance of the "total" version of utilitarianism by

virtue of the structure of his own moral theory, holding moral judgments to be

"universal prescriptions," which must exclude time references such as restrictions

to present and future times and references to individuals, such as to individuals

who actually exist;17 all possible "people or sentient beings," therefore, "whether

or not they have or will have actual existence,"18 will constitute the class whose

utility must be considered when making moral decisions. Since most people,

having lives of "greater than zero happiness," are glad that they exist, existence

being a necessary condition for enjoying life, most would willingly prescribe,

timelessly, that they themselves be brought into existence rather than not.19 If

we are to give equal weight to the preferences of all such possible people, the

preferences of presently nonactual people to be so brought into existence must

be recognized, and this seemingly will lead to the "total" view.

Hare is careful to distinguish the position that he accepts from the view that

leads Parfit to his Repugnant Conclusion. While Parfit's argument, he notes, is

based on the notion that "for any given population with a given quality of life, it is

possible to conceive of a higher population with a lower quality of life that is

compensated for by the increased numbers enjoying it," Hare argues that "in

practice enough disutilities would be created by the transition" to the end-state

17Hare, "Possible People," 71-72.

18lbid., 68-69.

19lbid., 71.
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that would result "to cancel the balance of advantage."20 "The conclusion which

most people find repugnant," Hare maintains, "is one about what we ought now

to do in our actual situation," and this conclusion, which holds "that we ought now

to take steps to increase the population until the end-state," which he agrees is

conceivable, "is actually realized," he names "the Counterintuitive Conclusion," to

distinguish it from Parfit's conclusion.21 Hare observes that "when the question is

what we ought to do, the distinction between what is conceivable and what is

practicable is of the highest importance."22

Hare first maintains, as an objection that "does not depend, or not so much,

on practical considerations," that it will always be open to an opponent of his

Counterintuitive Conclusion to claim that his or her life, even if led "in the lap of

luxury," may really be "only just above the critical point at which we stop

preferring to exist."23 He considers the possibility of increases in the efficiency of

food production that might allow much higher populations to be accommodated,

perhaps stacking people in space to attain densities as high as one person per

square meter; for people who greatly value having much space to walk around in,

or "the ability to get away from our neighbors," such an existence might well not

be worth maintaining.24 In addition, he notes that the "process of transition" from

a relatively happier life to one that is less so is likely to introduce additional

“Ibid., 68.
21 Ibid.

22lbid.

^Ibid., 74.

24lbid., 74-76.
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disutilities.25 His "most powerful argument" against the Counterintuitive

Conclusion, however, concerns the issue of unequal distribution: as a result of

such considerations as the need for incentives for doing one's best or for social

benefactors and patrons of the arts, it is assumed that some degree of inequality

will exist in the society under consideration, and as the transition is made to one

in which the average life will be only barely worth living, those members of

society who have the least under the given distribution will be forced to live below

this minimum level, a situation Hare believes will "produce disutilities (mass

suicide, rebellion or slavery) which will cancel out the gains" to be achieved by

the population increase.26

Hare's recommendation thus is that, starting with a society that is relatively

affluent and has a relatively small population, an "optimal (i.e., utility-maximizing)

distribution" should be sought for the existing population, following which the

population should be increased, "thereby diminishing the average but increasing

the total utility, without altering its proportionate distribution," until the least

fortunate segment of the society "comes below the break-even point at which life

is just worth living," at which point "we shall have to stop."27 He believes there is

room for reducing the present inequities and then further expanding the

populations, according to such a scheme, in such countries as Britain, America

and Australia, but even in these cases, "the scope for increased population would

probably be rather small, and CC would not after all be so counter-intuitive"; it

25lbid., 76-77.

26lbid., 78-80.

27lbid„ 81.
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would, rather, "be simply what any moderate egalitarian who wanted to make

best use of the available resources would wish us to do."28 Hare notes, however,

that his discussion has made "two gross oversimplifications": if we go beyond

consideration of such relatively wealthy societies and consider "the world as a

whole," "we should have to go into the extremely intractable problem of the just

distribution of wealth between nations," and, in addition, "a defensible population

policy would have to take account of the interests of sentient non-human

animals," an effort that would require us to make "very difficult judgments about

the relative quality of life of humans and other animals in the circumstances that

alternative policies would produce."29

Robin Attfield considers Parfit's examples at length in his A Theory of Value

and Obligation, and he reaches many of the same conclusions as does Hare,

though on the basis of his own somewhat different ethical system. Attfield

recognizes "intrinsic value" not only in happiness or pleasure but in the

"flourishing" of a wide range of creatures, including the nonsentient, and in those

cases "where life is [or makes possible that which is] of intrinsic value," he notes,

"more means better."30 On his theory, it is right, if not obligatory, for moral

agents to act so as to "maximize intrinsic value, or to bring about an optimal

balance of intrinsically valuable states of affairs over intrinsically undesirable

28lbid„ 82.

^Ibid., 82.

30Attfield, A Theory of Value and Obligation. 68-69; he credits Thomas Nagel
and Jonathan Glover with pointing this out.
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ones."31 He thus accepts that Parfit's "Impersonal Total Theory," stated to hold

that "if other things are equal, the best outcome is the one in which there would

be the greatest quantity of whatever makes life worth living," is an implication of

his own theory of value, and he goes on to observe, without reservation:

The Total Theory implies the Repugnant Conclusion because if there are
enough people (or other living creatures), then even if their lives are barely
worth living, what is of value in their lives will exceed what is of value in the
lives of a much smaller population with quite a high quality of life.32

Instead of Hare's argument for the granting of equal consideration for the

interests of "possible people," Attfield holds that the flourishing of "future people"

through the development of their "essential human capacities" is to be valued

equally with that of presently existing people, and, though we may not be able to

anticipate the ways in which those capacities will be developed, his theory "in

principle" grants the same priority to meeting the "basic needs" of all such future

people; this move will "set limits to the numbers which should be brought into

being by people now alive," since even the basic needs of millions of people

already in existence are presently going unrealized.33 Attfield refers to the

objection raised by Hare to increases in the population beyond the point where

one might walk freely or find solitude, but where Hare found the limit "below

which non-existence becomes preferable" on the basis of such considerations to

be "a highly subjective matter" for any given individual,34 Attfield finds a similar

31 Ibid., 95.

32lbid„ 155.

33lbid„ 79.

34Hare, "Possible People," 75.
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limit, not in the "subjectivity" of different people's estimates of the limits to life's

worthwhileness, but in the fact that "the development and exercise of several

essential human capacities . . . would have become impossible."35 Future

nonhumans are judged to be "of similar value in their lives" as presently existing

nonhumans, and "this value adds to the reasons against an increase in the

human population, an increase which might preclude their existence."36

At the same time, Attfield opposes any "sizeable reduction in human

numbers" in order to reduce the amount of misery in the world, given "the high

positive value of flourishing lives, and the positive value of lives which are as

much as marginally worth living"; a great deal of misery must be threatened

before the future existence of a "whole population" should be ruled out, for "to

conclude otherwise would be to neglect the intrinsic value of each worthwhile

life," as well as the value each life has for others.37 Attfield thus observes that

"there is nothing intrinsically amiss with large populations," but rather only with

"high population density at a particular time and place, and this is because the

satisfaction of human and nonhuman needs depends on humans not living in too

great a concentration."38 Given such considerations, Attfield concludes that "the

Repugnant Conclusion becomes easier to accept" "when its limited application is

35Attfield, A Theory of Value and Obligation. 170.

“ibid., 86.

37lbid„ 80.

“Ibid., 171.
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remembered," and it is understood that, thus, "no increase in population is called

for where the necessary space and resources are unavailable."39

What Makes the "Repugnant Conclusion" Repugnant?

For Attfield, when the limitations of the Repugnant Conclusion are

understood, "it loses its repugnancy and its sting,"40 just as Hare finds that his

"Counterintuitive Conclusion," when worked out in light of practical

considerations, "would not after all be so counter-intuitive."41 One might then

ask, why has the Repugnant Conclusion been held to be "repugnant" at all?

Hare offers a very down-to-earth explanation of why "our intuitions do indeed find

repugnant"42 the enormous increase in population that some believe, he thinks

erroneously, is being urged upon us:

It is easy to understand why people who enjoy a relatively high standard of
living should find this counter-intuitive, if it required them to increase the
world population until everyone was reduced to the standard of living of the
average Indian villager, provided only that the increased numbers of people
who enjoyed this decreased average utility were enough to make the total
utility greater than it is now.43

Certainly (though this may not be exactly what Hare had in mind in writing this

passage), the typical affluent American is not likely to embrace such a scenario

with open arms if she thinks through what its consequences will be for her own

lifestyle or that of her children or grandchildren, and small comfort is likely to be

39lbid„ 175.

40lbid„ 175.

41 Hare, "Possible People," 82.

42lbid„ 69.

43lbid.
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gained from contemplating the additional numbers of possible people made

actual as she struggles to do without her car, her air conditioner, and her

refrigerator. But do the philosophers who clearly are troubled by the Conclusion

have additional reasons for seeking to avoid it beyond concerns that some might

see as rather narrowly self-interested?

Michael Bayles details two "objectionable features" of the "total view," the first

being "the addition implication." that "the addition of a happy person is always

desirable," assuming that it doesn't reduce the happiness of any other person,

and the second "its sacrifice implications." which include both that "significant

sacrifices by those already alive are justified to bring additional happy persons

into existence," and that "adding miserable people . . . may be justified if they

increase the happiness of those already existing by an amount greater than their

net unhappiness."44 Now, the first of these "sacrifice implications" appears to

reflect largely the concern described by Hare, while the second seems a more

technical matter. Bayles, however, fails to spell out further why the "addition

implication" is objectionable in itself; presumably he shares Singer's belief that

most people would reject the notion that their having an additional child should

always be considered desirable, just as they would resist the idea that giving

birth to a child who would be slightly less happy than average would be wrong,

the "converse"45 objection that applies to the "average" view. Attfield mentions

Richard Sylvan's complaints regarding the disregard of nonhuman interests and

44Bayles, Morality and Population Policy. Appendix 1, 104.

45lbid., 105.
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the apparent advocation of overpopulation,46 and he introduces some more

general concerns, such as that the "total theory" may "give too much weight to

numbers" or accord "value only to quantity," seeing Parfit's struggle as, in part,

"to find a theory which will give due place both to quantity and to quality."47 None

of these objections as presented, however, strike me as quite deserving of the

adjective "repugnant" for the conclusion they object to. Parfit himself seems

rather unduly reticent about his own reservations, stating at the point of

formulating his "Repugnant Conclusion" only that his choice of name suggests he

finds the Conclusion "hard to accept."48

Though he chooses not to speak too explicitly about it, Parfit's concerns are

likely, of course, to arise out of the intuition that it will be, in general, a bad thing

if, broadly speaking, the quality of life of future people deteriorates. He does not

hesitate to judge that a "Risky" social policy, or the social policy he calls

"Depletion," which could lower the quality of life for many centuries into the future

by depleting certain kinds of resources much faster than alternative policies,49

would be "bad," and his concern is "to explain why we have a moral reason not to

make these choices."50 To greatly oversimplify things, the opposing intuition

seems to be (as Attfield obligingly put it, if in a more limited context) that, when

speaking of things generally considered good, things in some way manifesting

46Attfield, A Theory of Value and Obligation. 154-55.

47lbid„ 157-58.

48Parfit, Reasons and Persons. 388.

49lbid.t 361-62.

“Ibid., 378.
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his notion of "intrinsic value," "more means better." If the lives of normal,

reasonably satisfied human beings are construed to be good in this way, at what

point can we say we have "too much of a good thing," and on what basis?

Parfit states his belief that the Repugnant Conclusion "is intrinsically

repugnant," and hence his struggle is to find reasons for rejecting this conclusion

wholly from within the ethical system that generates it. I must confess that I do

not plan even to attempt such a feat. However, I believe that criticisms can be

raised from a viewpoint extrinsic to the system that may be helpful to an

understanding of some of the problems of that system and perhaps of some

solutions. The "Repugnant Conclusion" is repugnant to me on several counts: it

underscores the fact that our theory (moral and otherwise) is inadequate in

certain ways, not the least of which being the ways in which we perceive our

relationship to the planet we live on and to other forms of life, and it carries the

threat that, if we do not correct our theoretical understandings within the

subsequent relatively short interval of time and adjust our actions in the world

accordingly, the quality of life is indeed quite likely to drop, for all inhabitants of

the planet, an intuition that I believe a number of other philosophers share with

me at some level.

For all its repugnancy, however, the Conclusion serves an important function

in bringing what should be rather obvious points to the fore, points that deserve

to be stated explicitly. One is the impossibility of maximizing more than one
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variable at a time.51 As Peter Singer explains in differentiating between the

"total" and "average" views, "utilitarianism is relatively straightforward when

applied to a fixed population," directing that the "population be made as happy as

possible," and the two views come to the same thing; it is only when "we consider

actions which may influence the size of the population" that "these two

interpretations diverge."52 What has been done, of course, is to introduce a

second variable, the number of people, in addition to the amount of happiness

per individual. On the "receptacle" view of utility, which attends only to the

"amount" of painful or pleasurable experience and not to the ways in which such

experience might be packaged,53 this distinction is obscured; the amount of

"utility" may sound like a single variable undergoing change, but when changes

are made, it is not surprising that apparent paradoxes are the result. The

problem was laid out clearly at the time of its introduction by Sidgwick, who

correctly identifies the quantity at issue to be "the product" (emphasis added) of

"the number of persons living" and "the amount of average happiness" but

mistakenly speaks of aiming for "its maximum." Since Hare arrives at his "total"

view through a different reasoning process other than simply attempting to

51See, for example, Herman Daly, "The Steady-State Economy: Toward a
Political Economy of Biophysical Equilibrium and Moral Growth." in Herman E.
Daly and Kenneth N. Townsend, eds., Valuing the Earth (Cambridge, MA: MIT
Press, 1993), 360; Garrett Hardin, "Paramount Positions in Ecological
Economics," in Robert Costanza, ed., Ecological Economics: The Science and
Management of Sustainability (New York: Columbia University Press, 1991), 55.

52Singer, "A Utilitarian Population Principle," 81.

53See, e g., Singer, Practical Ethics. 121; see also the quotation from
Mackaye's The Technology of Happiness as provided by Parfit, Reasons and
Persons. 393.
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maximize an undifferentiated amount of "utility" (at least in his argument for

considering "possible people"), he appears to be quite clear about the need to

hold one variable constant while maximizing a second: for example, his plan for

accommodating additional "possible people" is "first to get an optimal (i.e., utility-

maximizing) distribution [of material wealth] among the existing population" and

"after we have done that," "to increase the population" (emphasis added). 54

Parfit's discussion leading to his "Ridiculous" and "Absurd" conclusions, on the

other hand, is quite unclear about the relationship between "quality of life" and

"quantity of happiness" and "of whatever else makes life worth living," not to

mention the relation of each of these to numbers of people and to "suffering"

(quality or quantity?); are the same sorts of things being measured under these

different terms, or are we speaking of separate variables, and, if so, to what

degree are they linked?55 Perhaps more clarity on this point will help in future

examinations of these issues.

A second crucial observation that needs to be made is that the reason why, on

the originally formulated Repugnant Conclusion, for our practical purposes, the

lives of the members of the "much larger imaginable population" would be "barely

worth living" is that they would all be living on a finite planet (this is why, in other

words, the two variables have a negative correlation). With an ultimate limit to

the amount of any given "resource" and an ultimate limit to the space available

overall, continued increase in the number of people inhabiting the planet must

eventually lead to a situation in which individual human beings experience

54Hare, "Possible People," 81.

55See Parfit, Reasons and Persons. 401-412.
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disutilities as a result of scarcities in any of a number of such items. In other

words, with a given pie and a very large number of people, each person's slice is

bound to get pretty thin. Just how we are to balance our intuitions that, in

general, human life is a good thing and "more means better" against the reality

that, past a certain point, there cari be "too much of a good thing" when it exists

within a finite system is, I think, what makes the problem interesting. It is, of

course, possible to disengage, conceptually, the linkage between disutility and

finitude by postulating an infinite supply of space and resources; something of

this sort is, in fact, what Parfit does in reaching his "Ridiculous" and "Absurd"

conclusions by imagining human beings spread out onto an unspecified number

of Earth-like planets,56 making these examples far less interesting, in my opinion,

with the relationship between numbers of people, "quality of life" and other such

variables seemingly becoming rather arbitrary Without the limitation of finitude,

there would be no reason for the quality of life of some much larger population to

be diminished. If we were freed from this limitation—if we did have available an

almost infinite number of Earthlike planets to colonize, for instance, with no prior

inhabitants to consider-and continued to believe, with respect to human beings

living pleasant lives, that "more is always better," why indeed should we even

question the desirability of continuing to increase the number of people that

exist?

^Ibid., 407-411. Parfit seems to dismiss the limitations placed on the size of
the population by "some finite stock of resources" as making the proposed
enormous population increase "merely technically impossible," 389-90; if the
population is not broadly resource-limited, however, one must question why the
lives in this population are supposed to become "barely worth living."
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Since our present situation is that we do live within a finite system, however,

and since, following Hare, "when the question is what we ought to do, the

distinction between what is conceivable and what is practicable is of the highest

importance," I will assume that we can speak meaningfully of overpopulation as

something that is linked to increasing disutility for human beings. Parfit does

touch on, all too briefly, the "Intergenerational Prisoner's Dilemma" that may in

part be a driving force behind overpopulation in many regions of the world:

population growth may have "transitory good effects, and cumulative bad

effects."57 Among the "transitory good effects" he lists are the possibilities "that

larger families tend to be somewhat happier," "that many people prefer having

more children," and that such growth may be considered good for a country's

economy; he quotes an economist's remark that, if population growth might be

said to have both good and bad effects on an economy, "'what would be . . . most

convenient is a population which is always growing, but never getting any

bigger."'58

It is true that such "transitory good effects" often figure prominently in our

perceptions. In the less industrialized regions of the world, it is often said to be

the case that "many people prefer having more children" because more hands to

work seem to bring benefits in the short run. In the countries of the industrialized

North and West, "growth" in the population has often been linked politically with

"growth" in the economy, and an attitude of "more is better" frequently fostered

with respect to both processes. Parfit assumes that, in such cases as he details

57lbid„ 382.

^Ibid., citing Sir D. Robertson, Lectures on Economic Principles. 460.
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in his example, "growth would always be better both for existing people and for

the next two generations," and hence the "the quality of life will continue to

decline."59 However, if the rate of decline is, in some places, itself speeding up,

or perhaps more importantly, if the way in which people perceive their situations

is altered, there may be room for questioning this assumption. Surely in many

parts of the world, both more and less industrialized, growth-related declines in

the quality of life can be responded to even within the scope of a "prior existence"

or "person-affecting" principle as the lives of people--and other beings-even now

are affected for the worse.

Fortunately, a new awareness of the fact of finitude that might hasten such

altered perceptions is beginning to emerge within the economic community of the

industrialized nations, at least among a handful of thinkers. Herman E. Daly, an

economist with the World Bank, has challenged the oxymoron "sustainable

growth" as is commonly used in economic parlance. "In its physical dimensions

the economy is an open subsystem of the earth ecosystem, which is finite,

nongrowing, and materially closed"; "as the economic subsystem grows it

incorporates an ever greater proportion of the total ecosystem into itself and must

reach a limit at 100 percent, if not before," hence "its growth is not sustainable."60

Daly differentiates between "to grow," meaning '"to increase naturally in size by

the addition of materia! through assimilation or accretion,"' and "to develop."

meaning "'to expand or realize the potentialities of; to bring gradually to a fuller,

59lbid„ 383.

60Herman E. Daly, "Sustainable Growth: An Impossibility Theorem," in
Herman E. Daly and Kenneth N. Townsend, eds., Valuing the Earth (Cambridge,
MA: MIT Press, 1993), 267.
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greater, or better state"'; he recommends that, in place of the familiar oxymoron,

we carefully substitute the term "sustainable development," meaning "qualitative

improvement of a physical economic base that is maintained in a steady state by

a throughput of matter-energy that is within the regenerative and assimilative

capacities of the ecosystem."61 Daly is an advocate of "steady state" or

"stationary state" economics, meaning "a constant stock of physical wealth

(capital), and a constant stock of people (population)," "maintained by a rate of

inflow (birth, production) equal to the rate of outflow (death, consumption)."62 In

his recommendations, he avoids what he sees as the economists' mistaken

attempt to maximize two variables at the same time, attempting to obtain "the

greatest number of goods for the greatest number of people," by following a two-

step process somewhat reminiscent of Hare's: first, "for one of the 'greatests,' we

must substitute sufficient": second, the "'greatest number'" should "be understood

as greatest number over time"; thus his revised principle "becomes sufficient per

capita product for the greatest number over time."63 Interestingly, Daly looks

toward John Stuart Mill, "the great synthesizer of classical economics," as a

spokesperson for the steady-state economy "in words that could hardly be more

relevant today," quoting from his Principles of Political Economy at length:

It must always have been seen, more or less distinctly, by political
economists, that the increase in wealth is not boundless: that at the end of

61 Ibid., 267-68.

62Daly, "Introduction to Essays toward a Steady-State Economy." in Herman
E. Daly and Kenneth N. Townsend, eds., Valuing the Earth (Cambridge, MA: MIT
Press, 1993), 29.

63Daly, "The Steady-State Economy," 360.
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what they term the progressive state lies the stationary state, that all
progress in wealth is but a postponement of this, and that each step
in advance is an approach to it. . . if we have not reached it long ago, it
is because the goal itself flies before us [as a result of technical
progress], . . .

. . . It is only in the backward countries of the world that increased
production is still an important object: in those most advanced, what is
economically needed is better distribution, of which one indispensible means
is a stricter restraint on population.

There is room in the world, no doubt, and even in old countries, for a
great increase in population, supposing the arts of life to go on improving,
and capital to increase. But even if innocuous, I confess I see very little
reason for desiring it. ... A population may be too crowded, though all be
amply supplied with food and raiment. . . Nor is there much satisfaction in
contemplating the world with nothing left to the spontaneous activity of
nature; with every rood of land brought into cultivation, which is capable of
growing food for human beings; every flowery waste or natural pasture
plowed up. all quadrupeds or birds which are not domesticated for man's use
exterminated as his rivals for food, every hedgerow or superfluous tree
rooted out, and scarcely a place left where a wild shrub or flower could grow
without being eradicated as a weed in the name of improved agriculture. If
the earth must lose that great portion of its pleasantness which it owes to
things that the unlimited increase of wealth and population would extirpate
from it, for the mere purpose of enabling it to support a larger, but not a
happier or a better population, I sincerely hope, for the sake of posterity, that
they will be content to be stationary, long before necessity compels them toit.64^

Mill's grasp, well over a century ago, of some of the implications of finitude

should be somewhat humbling to the subsequent generations of economists who

seem to have overlooked these insights. To finish detailing those of my concerns

that have to do with the effects of continued human population growth directly on

human beings, however, before focusing on the nonhuman creatures that the

passage from Mill has already introduced into our discussion, I would like to

outline some of the salient facts relating to exponential growth, as a process, and

64
Daly, "Introduction to Essays toward a Steady-State Economy. 27-28,

quoting John Stuart Mill, Principles of Political Economy, with omissions.
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then sketch briefly where we humans currently stand in relation to the ongoing

growth we are experiencing in our own numbers.

A Primer on Exponential Growth

Exponential growth is growth (of anything) occurring at some fixed

percentage of its size per increment of time. In contrast to linear growth, wherein

the amount of increase is constant over a given time period, the amount added to

a quantity growing exponentially increases with each subsequent time period

because its increase is proportional to the amount that is there at the beginning

of each time period. In this way, very large numbers or quantities may be

attained very rapidly in the last few increments of time.65

A simple mathematical relation holds for determining the amount of time it

takes, say, a population of organisms growing exponentially to double in size: the

doubling time is equal to 70 divided by the growth rate. In the early stages of

exponential growth, when the number of organisms is low, the space they take

up within whatever system they occupy is slight in relation to the total, overall

growth occurs slowly and the process may not attract a great deal of attention.

Once a sizeable reproducing population base is attained, however, that number

is replicated with each doubling time, and enormous numbers may be attained

within the last few doubling times, until the process is ultimately terminated by a

shortage of food and/or a buildup of wastes if no other controls are brought to

bear.

65A good discussion of the mathematics of exponential growth can be found in
Albert A. Bartlett, "Forgotten Fundamentals of the Energy Crisis," Focus 1
(1992): 26-40, and also in Donella H. Meadows, Dennis L. Meadows, and Jorgen
Randers, Beyond the Limits (Post Mills, VT: Chelsea Green Publishing Company,
1992), 14-20.



A bacterial monoculture growing in a Petri dish is a classic example of

exponential growth. So, too, is exotic vegetation growing unchecked in an

ecosystem where it has no natural controls. To illustrate the dramatic

suddenness of exponential growth, Donella Meadows et al offer the following

riddle about a "water lily" growing exponentially in a pond:

Suppose you own a pond on which a water lily is growing. The lily plant
doubles in size each day. If the plant were allowed to grow unchecked, it
would completely cover the pond in 30 days, choking off the other forms of
life in the water. For a long time the lily plant seems small, so you decide not
to worry about it until it covers half the pond. On what day will that be?66

The answer is: "On the twenty-ninth day. You have just one day to act to save

your pond." They continue:

On the twenty-fifth of the month the plant covers just 1/32nd of the pond; on
the twenty-first it covers just 1/512th of the pond. For most of the month the
plant, though it is steadily doubling, is invisible or inconsequential. You can
see how exponential growth, combined with inattention, can lead to
overshoot!

In addition to the human population itself, many other associated quantities have

been growing exponentially in recent times: agricultural output and world food

production, for instance, as well as fossil fuel consumption and release of certain

pollutants into the oceans and atmosphere. Human alteration of the land surface

can also be understood as growing exponentially; when one gazes upon what

seem to be vast amounts of greenspace from the windows of an airplane, one

should recall how quickly the remaining open area of the pond was covered by

the growing water lily in the last few increments of time.

With respect to human beings, from a population comprising less than one

billion people throughout all our previous history, around the start of the last

^Meadows et al., Beyond the Limits. 18.
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century our numbers began to swell rapidly. In 1650 we numbered about half a

billion and were growing at a rate of about 0.3% per year, with a corresponding

doubling time of 250 years. By 1900, we had reached 1.6 billion, growing at

0.5% per year and doubling in 140 years. In 1970 the world population had

attained 3.6 billion and was growing at 2.1% per year,67 a doubling time of 33

years. We now number some 5.6 billion and are currently growing at about 1.6%

per year.68

This figure may sound modest in light of the fast-paced economic growth

rates which we have become accustomed to expect. If birth rates don't fall

appreciably, however, or unless death rates rise, our present 5.6 billion can be

expected to double in 70/1.7 or a little over 43 years, yielding 11.2 billion by

2037. Moreover, if the growth rate were to hold steady through two more

doubling times, we could expect over 22 billion people on the planet by 2080 and

over 44 billion by 2123-just a little past the end of the coming century. Only a

few of the most wildly optimistic believe that anything like such figures can really

be attained, but current hopes for our "leveling off' at 12-14 billion, a level that in

itself may be difficult or impossible to sustain, may also be overly optimistic in the

opposite direction, incorporating assumptions about falling birth rates for which

67This and preceding figures are from ibid., 23; it should be noted that the
growth here was "superexponential,” since the rate of growth itself was
increasing over time.

681994 World Population Data Sheet, Population Reference Bureau,
Washington, DC.
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we have as yet very little evidence.69 Much has to change, one way or another, if

we are not to swell to around 40 billion people in the next 100 years or so.

The predicted growth in the population will not be uniform around the world,

however. The more industrialized nations of the world, comprising North

America, Europe, Australia and New Zealand, Japan and the industrialized parts

of the former USSR, have a considerably lower annual rate of increase and

longer doubling time overall than the less industrialized countries, excluding

China (collectively 0.3% and 264 years, as opposed to 2.2% and 31 years70).
These countries underwent a shift from a state of relatively high birth rates and

relatively high death rates to relatively low figures for both rates early in this

century, the so-called "demographic transition." Many of the less industrialized

nations, predominantly of the Southern Hemisphere, experienced a later and

much more rapid fall in the death rate without a corresponding fall in the birth

rate, and thereby developed a large gap between the two rates, resulting in very

rapid population growth. Even if birth rates do begin to fall quickly in all regions

of the world where they are currently high, however, as most predictions for

"leveling off' suppose, populations will continue increasing for decades to come,

due to a phenomenon known as "demographic momentum." As a result of their

recent high birth rates, the age structure of these populations shows a large

proportion of young people relative to other age groups; as these children reach

69The median projection for stabilization has recently been upwardly revised
to 14 billion people, even assuming much fall in birth rates, according to Virginia
Abernethy, "Population Growth Curves, False Comfort?" Population and
Environment 12 (1990): 97.

701994 World Population Data Sheet.
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their reproductive years, the number of families will increase even if the number

of children per family decreases, with fifty to sixty years required after the birth

rate falls to replacement level for the population to actually stop increasing in size

(if the number of children per family fails to decrease, a much greater population

increase will occur). Paul and Anne Ehrlich provide a capsule summary of why

quite a few more billions are expected to be added to the world total within the

next century:

In 1989, 40 percent of the population of the average less-developed nation
was under fifteen years of age. Well over a billion young people in those
nations have yet to enter their prime reproductive years (fifteen through thirty)
and make their contributions to the birthrate. They will then live alongside
their children and watch the births of their grandchildren. It will be a half
century before they reach old age (over sixty-five) and start making large
contributions to the death rate.7''

It is clear that, for the world population as a whole and for these regions in

particular, we are on the steep portion of the population growth curve, the region

where very large numbers are generated very rapidly.

Consequences of Continued Growth for the Human Population

Estimates of the maximum number of people the planet will support with

intensive management vary widely, as do assessments of the quality of life the

majority of people will experience at the anticipated densities. The links between

population growth, poverty, and environmental degradation are becoming

increasingly well documented, however, the combination frequently producing

what has been termed a "downward spiral"--a growing number of poor people are

forced to make a living on increasingly marginal land, resulting in deforestation,

71 Paul and Anne Ehrlich, The Population Explosion (New York: Simon &
Schuster, 1990), 59.
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overgrazing, soil erosion, and an assortment of other environmental problems

that lead them to move on and repeat the process elsewhere.'2 Poverty itself

often encourages the bearing of more children, providing an incentive in the form

of short-term gain from additional labor or income. In 1989, at least 1.2 billion

people were considered to live in absolute poverty, defined as lacking "sufficient

income in cash or kind to meet the most basic biological needs for food, clothing,

and shelter";73 about half of this number were thought to be trapped in a self-

reinforcing process resulting in destruction of the immediate environment

supporting them.74

Direct overburdening of the ecosystem which one inhabits is only one way

that humans are taking a toll on the planet, however. While the industrialized

nations of the world have a considerably lower rate of population increase, their

per capita consumption of planetary resources is generally much higher than that

in the nonindustrialized nations,75 and they are often able to support focally high

population densities only by importing raw materials from other parts of the

globe/6 One group of authors construes population and consumption as

72Alan Durning, Poverty and the Environment: Reversing the Downward
Spiral. Worldwatch Paper 92 (Washington, DC: Worldwatch Institute, 1989), 6

73lbid., 9.

74lbid., 45.

75Estimates of the consumption of world resources have ranged from fifteen to
several hundred times as great per capita for citizens of the more industrialized
countries relative to those of the less industrialized; see, e.g., "Demographic
Facts of Life in the USA," fact sheet prepared by Zero Population Growth,
Washington, DC, 1991.
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intertwined in a multiplicative relationship, such that the total environmental

impact is equal to the number of people, multiplied by the consumption of goods

per person, multiplied by the impact per quantity of goods consumed, or I

(Impact) = P (Population) x A (Affluence) x T (Technology).77 According to this

formula, the environmental toll taken by each human being born within the more

industrialized parts of the world will be very much greater than that of one born

elsewhere, even though relatively fewer are expected to be bom over the coming

decades. By the same token, those of us living in the industrialized nations can

lower our overall destructive impact on the natural world not only by reducing the

amount and environmental demand of our consumption but by reducing the

increase in the number of us that consume the planet's resources.

Using known and likely figures for not only population growth but agricultural

and industrial production, existing quantities and depletion rates for various

natural resources and rates of accumulation for certain pollutants, computer

modelers Donella and Dennis Meadows and Jorgen Randers developed a series

of 14 different scenarios for human life on the planet in the coming decades; their

calculations included food production and consumption of goods and services per

person as well as average life expectancy. In their "standard run," inputing

information as close as possible to the "historical path" of the present world,

"without major policy change," assuming an eventual worldwide demographic

/6See Paul and Anne Ehrlich, The Population Explosion. 39-40 for a detailing
of the amount of imported goods required by the Netherlands to maintain its high
population density; "the Netherlands can support 1,031 people per square mile
only because the rest of the world does not."

77lbid., 58-59.
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transition, improving healthcare, and continued growth in agricultural output,

consumer goods and services, and pollutant emissions. They found increases in

life expectancy and food, goods and services per person into the beginning of the

twenty-first century. Shortly thereafter, pollution levels began to reduce soil

fertility and food production began to fall; roughly simultaneously, the exponential

growth in consumption that had occurred lowered the stock of remaining

nonrenewable resources to the point that much more energy and capital were

required to obtain needed materials. Economic decline resulted, followed

eventually by a population decline as the death rate rose.78

The pattern that emerged on the "standard run" was one that is termed

"overshoot and collapse." "Overshoot" is a matter of "drawing resources or

emitting pollutants at an unsustainable rate," something that is possible only

because of the presence of "accumulated resource stocks that can be drawn

down," such as the "standing stock" of trees in a forest or the large numbers of

fish that used to exist in the seas. The "overshooting" process is a result of

"delays in feedback" indicating that the limits are being exceeded: "If a society

takes its signals from the simple availability of stocks rather than from their size,

quality, diversity, health, and rates of replenishment, it will overshoot."79 If a

system is able to correctly interpret signals indicating overshoot and carry out

corrections, the response is one of "overshoot and oscillation," followed by

eventual reattainment of equilibrium; if the correction is delayed, positive-

78Meadows et al., Beyond the Limits. 131-34.

79lbid., 137.
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feedback "erosion loops" may develop, resulting in the kind of "downward spiral"

that increasingly destroys its own resource base, and the system will collapse.80

Meadows et al subsequently tried several variations on the "standard run,"

doubling the amount of available resources, improving pollution control

technology and agricultural technology beyond what would be expected simply

on the basis of past developments, instituting control of soil erosion, and

implementing a variety of resource-conserving technologies. Collapse was

delayed, but ultimately not avoided; even the run employing the maximum in

improved technology profiled "a society that is using its increasing technical

capacity to maintain growth, while the growth eventually undermines the effects

of those technologies."81 The authors note that, in such scenarios, time becomes

"the ultimate limit"; "the reason that growth, and especially exponential growth, is

so insidious is that it shortens the time for effective action," loading "stress on a

system faster and faster, until coping mechanisms that have been able to deal

with slower rates of change begin to fail."82 Finally, the authors program a

different set of runs-altering the causes of overshoot "over which people have

the most power," "namely those that cause exponential growth in the human

population and the economic system": "the social norms, goals, incentives, and

costs that cause people to want more than a replacement number of children," as

well as "the cultural expectations and practices" that, among other things, "define

“Ibid., 126-28.
81 Ibid., 174.

82lbid„ 180.
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human goals in terms of getting more rather than having enough."83 With a

"desired family size of two children" and a "deliberately moderated" economic

demand in conjunction with some of the improved technologies utilized earlier, a

society that does not "overshoot and collapse" is attained, "7.7 billion people at a

comfortable standard of living84 with high life expectancy and declining pollution

until at least the year 2100."85 The authors believe the time at which the global

society starts making the transition from growth to sustainability is critical. Two

additional scenarios show a vast difference in the societies attainable starting

twenty years earlier or later; beginning to make the needed changes in 2015

rather than 1995 results in roughly an additional billion people, requiring greater

economic output, and resulting in a "pollution crisis," though it is eventually

overcome. Finally, a society starting to change in 1995 but setting a less modest

economic goal proves not to be sustainable.86

It should be pointed out that these modeling attempts are just that, not

"predictions" of what will actually happen in the real world; they also, for the sake

of simplicity, incorporate ideal assumptions very far from reality, treating the

world as a whole and overlooking very significant inequalities between different

regions of the world, as well as the potential political unrest, war, disease, famine

83lbid., 192.

84They assumed consumer goods per capita of $350 in 1968 dollars, which
they believe, in a stabilized society with reduced military expenditures, corruption
and the like, "could perhaps be equivalent in material comforts to the average
level in Europe in 1990," 196.

85lbid., 198.

“Ibid., 202-204.
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and other factors that might arise unpredictably and geographically

disproportionately. They do serve to make somewhat more concrete the

conclusion that should be evident from a consideration of the mathematics of

exponential growth alone, however: when you get on the steep portion of the

curve, "exponential growth can rapidly exceed any fixed limit,"87 and if one limit is

pushed back for a time, you will quickly run up against another limit. Exponential

growth cannot go on forever, or even for very long, within a finite system.

The above delineates some practical reasons why the Repugnant Conclusion

should be repugnant in regard to its consequences for human beings. On the

basis of these considerations, I think it can be said that any theoretical directive

that fosters, or even gives the impression that it fosters, yet more growth in the

number of human beings runs directly counter to what we need for the well-being

of society in the long term. As discussed, the "demographic momentum" already

built into the global population structure insures that human numbers will be

increasing for a long time to come, without any further encouragement, and the

additional population growth is most likely to be increasingly detrimental to the

nonindustrialized societies where most of it will take place. Furthermore, when

the multiplicative relationship between numbers of people and per capita

resource use is considered, it is evident that additional population increase in the

industrialized countries is likely not only to result in an ever more rapid

consumption of land and resources there, which in itself will prove unsustainable,

but to extract an increasing quantity of materials from the less industrialized

areas, whose ecosystems are already being severely drawn down at the present

87lbid., 188.
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rate of resource extraction coupled with immediate human use. It is ultimately an

empirical matter, about which we will surely receive increasing documentation in

the years to come, but my assessment of present evidence is that the world

population (with the extent to which educated choice can overcome its

substantial inherent momentum a great unknown at present), can be assumed to

have already met if not exceeded the number for which an acceptable quality of

life can be sustained. In practice, therefore, a consequentialism even limited to

concern only about human beings will be defeating its professed goal if its effect

is to increase the human population yet further in any region of the globe.

Putting Nonhumans into the Picture

Many utilitarians acknowledge, however, at least in principle, that their theory

should not be strictly limited to human beings, and this consideration brings me

to what I consider the most egregious set of problems, both conceptual and

practical, that are indicated by the drawing of the Repugnant Conclusion.

At a purely practical level, a continuation of the above consideration of

exponential growth of the human population and its consequences usually leads

to a discussion of the accelerating "loss of biodiversity" on the planet, the

massive extinction of species that is ongoing as a result of increasing

encroachment of human activities into the habitats where other organisms

formerly lived out their lives. As mentioned in chapter 2, it is predicted that up to

50% of the planet's species may be exterminated over the next several decades.

Such dramatic figures have been arrived at primarily on the basis of the

increasingly rapid destruction of the species-rich tropical forests, with a large

percentage of what is being lost consisting of insect species; the rate of species
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loss when destruction of the rain forests is taken into account has been

estimated to be 1,000 to 10,000 times the "natural" extinction rate before human

intervention, with the overall reduction in diversity threatening to assume

proportions unequaled since the loss that occurred at the time of the extinction of

the dinosaurs, 65 million years ago.88 If present trends continue, however, we

will lose, in addition to hundreds of thousands of invertebrate species, many of

the large animals we humans have known and interacted with throughout our

history. Within the next hundred years, it is predicted that almost all of the

world's nonhuman primates, the large carnivores, and most hoofed mammals

may become extinct in the wild; altogether about 800 species of mammals are

believed to be under threat, along with several hundred species each of birds,

reptiles and amphibians, making up around 2000 species of large, terrestrial

vertebrates altogether threatened with extinction.89

Anthropogenic habitat alteration, including habitat degradation and

fragmentation as well as virtually complete destruction, is considered the leading

cause of ongoing and impending species extinction; the substantial majority, an

estimated 67%, of all endangered or otherwise vulnerable vertebrate species are

threatened as a result of habitat alteration.90 The work of Meadows et al

provides an explanation for why this massive species loss has seemingly

overtaken us so rapidly. Their examination of land potentially available for

88See, e g., E. O. Wilson, "The Current State of Biological Diversity," 11-13.

89See Michael Soulé et al., "The Millennium Ark: How Long a Voyage, How
Many Staterooms, How Many Passengers?", 103-104.

^Reid and Miller, Keeping Options Alive: The Scientific Basis for Conserving
Biodiversity. 45.
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cultivation shows "how quickly exponential growth in population has moved the

world from a situation of great land abundance to one of impending scarcity":

they show us that "there has been an overwhelming excess of potentially

cultivable land throughout all human history, but within about thirty-five years (the

last population doubling) there has arisen a sudden shortage."91 Approximately

1.5 billion hectares (3.7 billion acres) are being cropped at present, and

estimates of the total potentially croppable range from 2 to 4 billion hectares (5 to

10 billion acres), the latter assuming "the allocation of every feasible bit of land to

food production and no further loss of cultivable land to urbanization or

erosion";92 nothing is said, of course, about land being left for the support of

nonhuman populations.

In order to fully comprehend the scope of the problem, the effects of

exponential growth of the human population must be understood as they occur

not only over time but over space. Even though this work focuses on the

interests of individual nonhumans, in order to appreciate the consequences of

this growth, we must attempt to understand not only its impact on presently

existing nonhuman individuals, but also their "future generations," which must

lead us also to consider, to some extent, their populations, species, and gene

pools, since these different levels of concern are all interrelated.

One of the foundational works of modern conservation biology, Robert

MacArthur and Edward 0. Wilson's The Theory of Island Bioaeoaraohy. which

focuses on the species distributions within islands, examining such processes as

91Meadows et al., Bevond the Limits. 50-51.

92 Ibid.
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dispersal to and colonization of islands by mainland species and extinction of

species on islands of different sizes, can help us to better understand the larger

processes that are occurring. MacArthur and Wilson's formulation of the theory

has proven difficult to test and certain applications of it remain controversial,93

but here we are concerned only with some of the broad outlines that have

emerged from such studies and that are not controversial, though, surprisingly,

they seem not to be very widely known outside the ecological community. One

basic finding is that there exists a statistical relationship between the number of

different species to be found on an island and the size of the island, more

species being present on islands of greater area.94 Another is, as put by

MacArthur and Wilson,

The same principles apply, and will apply to an accelerating extent in the
future, to formerly continuous natural habitats now being broken up by the
encroachment of civilization.95

They illustrate this statement through a series of four maps showing the changes

in forest cover for a township in Wisconsin over the years from 1831 to 1950:

what is first seen as a nearly unbroken expanse of forest becomes reduced to a

scattering of tiny forest "islands" in a sea of land that has been cleared of its

woodland cover. Similar series can be discovered for many areas of the

93See, e g., K. S. Shrader-Frechette and E. D. McCoy, Method in Ecology:
Strategies for Conservation (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1993), 69-
79.

94See, e g., Paul Colinvaux, Ecology (New York: John Wiley & Sons, 1986),
614-24; see also Larry D. Harris, The Fragmented Forest: Island Biogeography
Theory and the Preservation of Biotic Diversity (Chicago: University of Chicago
Press, 1984), 74-80.

95R. H. MacArthur and E. 0. Wilson, The Theory of Island Biogeography
(Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1967), 4.
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continental United States and elsewhere; such sequences are often presented in

documentation of the disappearance of the tropical rainforests, with the time

frame in general greatly accelerated. And the general principle is not just

applicable to forested land: all across the planet's land surface, habitats are

being fragmented and those fragments successively reduced in size while the

area taken up by human activities continues to expand.

To make the dramatic changes that have already been wrought by human

beings even more concrete, however, as well as the likely coming scenarios, let

us consider several representative species of large mammals. Great unspotted

cats (Felis concolorl once roamed North and South America "from the edge of

the sea up through the rising mountain ranges to altitudes of 13,000 feet";96 over

the last century, the cats have been virtually exterminated from all of eastern

North America except for a remnant subspecies (Felis concolor corvi) confined to

a little over 3 million acres in southern Florida, of which 53% is currently in

private ownership and imminently ripe for development.97 Similarly, grizzy bears

have experienced a great loss in available territory over what once prevailed,

only a few decades ago; it is estimated that "the grizzly bear (Ursos arctos)

population in the contiguous United States currently occupies less than 1 % of its

^Ken Alvarez, Twilight of the Panther: Biology. Bureaucracy and Failure in an
Endangered Species Program (Sarasota, FL: Myakka River Publishing, 1993),
23.

S7Todd Logan, Andrew C. Eller, Jr., Ross Morrell, Donna Ruffner, and Jim
Sewell, eds., Draft Florida Panther Habitat Protection Plan (Tallahassee: Florida
Panther Interagency Committee, 1993), 14.
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historic range."98 There are thought to be about 1,000 grizzlies left south of

Canada, and these are confined to six relatively isolated subpopulations, each of

which "in the absence of migration must sink or swim in its own genetic pool,"

according to R. Edward Grumbine; as he observes in Ghost Bears, "it is

important to remember that this situation is new for the grizzly; the animal did not

evolve under the isolated conditions brought on so recently by human usurpation

of its living space."99

Finally, let us consider the African elephant (Loxodonta africana). "Five

hundred years ago, Africa had an estimated 16 million people and 10 million

elephants," according to a recent report, the elephants ranging "over virtually all

of the sub-Saharan continent"; today, however, Africa has a human population of

over 500 million, in some places growing at a rate of almost 4% per year, and

"less than a million elephants now occupy less than one-fourth of Africa's

area."100 Elephant numbers are estimated to have been halved, falling from 1.3

million to approximately 609,000, between 1979 and 1989 as a result of poaching

for the ivory trade; the current ban on trade in ivory remains controversial,

however, with several southern African countries hoping for a resumption of

"controlled" trade as a source of revenue and maintaining that they have "too

many elephants."101 Elephants are often pointed to as an example of

98Hal Salwasser, Christine Schoenwald-Cox, and Richard Baker, "The Role of
Interagency Cooperation in Managing for Viable Populations," in Michael E.
Soulé, ed., Viable Populations for Conservation, 161.

99R. Edward Grumbine, Ghost Bears (Washington, DC: Island Press, 1992),
38.

100Jeffrey P. Cohn, "Elephants: Remarkable and Endangered." BioScience 40
(1990): 10.
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nonhumans animals that must be "culled" "for their own good," since, for

example, an estimated 5900 elephants died of starvation in Kenya's 5 million

acre Tsavo National Park during 1970-71, years of severe drought,102 and

elephants can not only bring about the destruction of mature trees but also

suppress their regeneration and alter the landscape from woodland to grassland,

resulting in an "elephant problem" if they are confined within too small an area,

such as an artificially bounded preserve.103 Different investigators have

proposed hypotheses to account for the observed effects of elephants on their

habitat;104 one view holds that, before the increase in human numbers,

"elephants wandered over a huge range covering the area the size of a modern

state," within which local concentrations of particularly rich resources would be

eaten and might deteriorate but for the animals' ability to move elsewhere, such

that "over the whole range the elephants are constant in number and in balance

with their resources, but in any one high quality region the elephant/plant

relationship is cyclic."105 However the original interactions are construed,

however, the perspective of one experienced researcher, Richard M. Laws, on

101Andrew P. Dobson and Joyce H. Poole, "Ivory: Why the Ban Must Stay!"
Conservation Biology 6 (1992): 149.

102Timothy F. Corfield, "Elephant Mortality in Tsavo National Park, Kenya,"
East African Wildlife Journal 11 (1973): 339.

103See, for example, R. A. P. Pellew, "The Impacts of Elephant, Giraffe and
Fire upon the Acacia tortillis woodlands of the Serengeti," African Journal of
Ecology 21 (1983): 44.

104Graeme Caughley, "The Elephant Problem-An Alternative Hypothesis,"
East African Wildlife Journal 14 (1976): 265-83.

105S. K. Eltringham, Ecology and Conservation of Large African Mammals
(Baltimore: University Park Press, 1979), 226-27.



the relationship between elephants and their habitat in the latter part of the

twentieth century is as follows:

The compression of elephants into parks, caused by human activities,
creates artificially high densities, leading to rapid habitat change and
malnutrition. The resulting deaths, not being one of the natural regulatory
mechanisms, are highly unnatural . . .

. . . over large regions of Africa there is no longer room for elephants to
move about and adjust their densities to changing vegetation patterns. Their
ranges are being further compressed every year. The situation has reversed
from one in which human islands existed in a sea of elephants, to a sea of
people with elephant islands.106

In order to prevent the sort of massive die-off that occurred at Tsavo, "cropping"

is often done in order to maintain elephants within preserve units that are now

too small to contain them. Laws describes the process he took part in in

Uganda: in order to avoid having the elephants develop fear and wariness, the

procedure was accomplished by "taking complete family units," with two hunters

"able to drop a group of up to 29 elephants in under two minutes," a process

Laws found "repugnant" but "necessary work, carried out humanely."107
The problem of fragmenting and diminishing habitat is acute if one's aim is

the preservation of endangered species, and particularly so if the focus is on

those requiring large blocks of land per individual or per pair, because of genetic

considerations. Very simply put, when the number of organisms breeding

together within a population becomes very low, the genetic variability within the

population may drop. Certain genes, influencing the development of particular

characteristics at the level of the organism, may be lost completely from the

106Richard M. Laws, "Experiences in the Study of Large Mammals," in Charles
W. Fowler and Tim D. Smith, Dynamics of Large Mammal Populations (New
York: John Wiley & Sons, 1981), 30-31.

107lbid., 26.
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population, leaving the population less adaptable to environmental changes, and

individual organisms may begin to show various deleterious effects of inbreeding.

Based on experience with domestic breeding, an effective population size (an

ideal number representing the reproductive contribution to the next generation

which may be considerably less than the actual number of mature individuals

present in the population) of at least 50 has been estimated as needed to avoid

most inbreeding effects over the short run, while an effective population size of at

least 500 (likely translating into several times that number in real populations)

has been suggested as a minimum for the long term, in order to allow for

sufficient genetic diversity on which continuing natural selection may act.108 In

addition to problems resulting from changes in their genetic makeup, moreover,

small populations are vulnerable to random fluctuations in the survival and

reproduction of individuals, environmental fluctuations such as changes in the

climate or in food sources, and unpredictable catastrophic events such as forest

fires or hurricanes. Such "magic numbers" are therefore very far from being

universally applicable to all situations,109 but they do serve to highlight some

disturbing realities.

Over the long term, no reserves are large enough to maintain certain of the

more vulnerable species. Only about 3.2% of the earth's land surface has been

legally designated as in some way protected in a natural state, with only about

108See Ian Robert Franklin, "Evolutionary Change in Small Populations," in
Michael E. Soulé and Brian A. Wilcox, eds, Conservation Biology: An
Evolutionary-Ecological Perspective (Sunderland. MA: Sinauer Associates,
1980), 135-49.

109See Michael E. Soulé, "Introduction," in Soulé, ed., Viable Populations for
Conservation (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1987), 1-7.
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1.6% being strictly protected;110 the rest may not have undergone alteration as

yet, but it will be increasingly likely to in the years ahead. Comparing the sizes of

existing parks worldwide with the areas required for particular kinds of mammals

to persist over time, Gary Belovsky has found that, without intensive

management efforts, "the largest mammalian carnivores (10-100 kg) can be

expected to persist 100 years in 0-22% of the current parks but no park is large

enough to guarantee persistence for 1000 years," although "the future is brighter"

for mammalian herbivores, since "4-100% of reserves should permit persistence

for 100 years and 0-22% will permit persistence for 1000 years."111 In the United

States, Christine Schoenwald-Cox determined that "most of our national parks . .

. probably will need some intensive forms of management to support large

vertebrates if the choice is made to forestall their disappearance within the

parks";112 even "Yellowstone, at 898,350 ha [almost 222 million acres], is not

large enough to sustain the migrations of its elk population, nor is it able to

provide adequate protection for its grizzly bear," estimated to number about 180

individuals.113 R. Edward Grumbine summarizes some similar findings made by

110Reid and Miller, Keeping Options Alive: The Scientific Basis for Conserving
Biodiversity. 69; the figure of 1.6% excludes "the world's largest national park," in
Greenland.

111Gary E. Belovsky, "Extinction Models and Mammalian Persistence," in
Michael E. Soulé, ed., Viable Populations for Conservation (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1987), 50.

112Christine M. Schoenwald-Cox, "Conclusions: Guidelines to Management: A
Beginning Attempt," in Christine M. Schoenwald-Cox, Steven M. Chambers,
Bruce MacBryde and Larry Thomas, eds., Genetics and Conservation (Menlo
Park, CA: Benjamin Cummings, 1983), 415-16.

113 Ibid., 420.
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William Newmark for eight of the largest parks and reserve areas in the United

States and Canada:

Newmark's results were extremely disconcerting. Yosemite National Park
was four times too small for fifty wolverines. Olympic National Park, even at
almost one million acres, was not sufficient space for 500 mountain lions.
Even the largest area in Newmark's study, a combination of the biggest parks
in the Canadian Rockies, was six times too small to harbour 500 grizzly
bears over the long term.114

Why, then, is the outlook so grim for so many of the wild creatures with which

we humans evolved, particularly the large vertebrates with which we are so

familiar? S. K. Eltringham, an expert on the large mammals of Africa, is quite

explicit:

Conservation problems exist only because there are too many people. If the
world's population were smaller there would be no pollution, no shortage of
fuel or food and no threat to wildlife. This seems so obvious a comment that
it is incredible that its validity is not generally accepted.115

In common recognition of the problem, conservation biologist Michael Soulé

speaks of a coming "demographic winter," a coming holocaust for wild

nonhumans likened unto a "nuclear winter" but seemingly less preventable, a 200

to 1000 year period during which increasing human takeover of wild lands is

expected and for which plans to propagate representatives of certain species in

captivity are already being made, with the hope that by the end of that time the

114Grumbine, Ghost Bears. 42, citing W. Newmark, "Legal and Biotic
Boundaries of Western North American National Parks: A Problem of
Congruence."

115S. K. Eltringham, Wildlife Resources and Economic Development (New
York: John Wiley & Sons, 1984), 297.
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massive human numbers will recede and some habitats will remain for

nonhumans to return to.116

If these figures are unimpressive to a utilitarian who does not recognize the

moral considerability of the species, a unit in itself incapable of experiencing pain

or pleasure, it should be remembered that many as yet uninvestigated species

may be of great practical importance in meeting future human needs; more

importantly to this discussion, however, it should be understood that the loss of

an entire species is usually the result of the loss of the lives of many, many

individual creatures, a large portion of whom will experience great disutility before

finally yielding to their deaths. It is surprising that so little has been said to date

about the suffering involved in the process of the extermination of populations

and species of nonhuman animals, a topic that will be considered further in the

following chapter. On the basis of the above thumbnail sketch of the spreading

wave of extinctions, however, it should be clear that the process whereby an

increase in the "total" utility of human beings is largely obtained through

increases in human numbers is necessarily linked with a decrease in the "total"

utility of nonhuman beings: a greater number of people deriving their livings from

an increasingly greater land area, especially when coupled with a rise in their

standard of living attained through the utilization of greater quantities of

"resources," translates rather directly into a smaller number of nonhumans

deriving their livings with increasing difficulty from an increasingly smaller amount

116See Thomas J. Foose, "Riders of the Last Ark: The Role of Captive
Breeding in Conservation Strategies," in Les Kaufman and Kenneth Mallory, The
Last Extinction (Cambridge: MIT Press, 1993), 149-153.
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of land, if they are so fortunate as not to be counted among the "resources"

themselves.

To return to the more conceptual, it can surely be seen that this inverse

relationship is the result of "growth" within a finite system: as the space, broadly

defined, taken up by one component increases in size, that remaining for all

others must decrease. Therefore, instead of picturing the situation as one simply

of greater and greater numbers of humans, with additional individuals perhaps

holding smaller and smaller slices of a "utility" pie, but being thought sufficiently

disconnected from one another such that some additional individuals can be held

to "affect no one else," as in Parfit's "Mere Addition Paradox," what should have

been visualized all along was a sphere in which the number of certain kinds of

individuals grows while the number and utility of other kinds diminishes. The

problem was never as simple as converting a long, tall rectangle into a

succession of shorter, wider ones.

Virtually no consideration was given to the diminishing utility of nonhuman

forms of life in early discussions of this problem, however. Michael Bayles finds

that the "keystone" of "morally appropriate population policies" is "the duty of the

present generation to future ones," with the limitation to future human

generations taken so much for granted that it can go unsaid.117 Singer,

surprisingly, engages in considerable rectangle-play without ever introducing

nonhuman existence as another piece of the puzzle.118 Parfit seems to accept

there being a "qualitative gap," on the order of that between us and Nozick's

117Bayles, Morality and Population Policy. 13.

118See Singer, "A Utilitarian Population Principle."
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imagined "Utility Monster," existing between human lives and the lives of "the

lower animals," though the latter class is not clearly defined;119 while oysters

"may" have, and nonfactory-farmed pigs "probably" have, lives that are worth

living, he observes "we can plausibly claim that, even if there is some value in the

fact that these lives are lived, no amount of this value could ever be as good as

the value in the life of Socrates,"120 a judgment that apparently is sufficient to

dismiss all nonhumans from further consideration within his argument.

Later utilitarian writings have attempted to correct this oversight, however.

As noted, Hare has stated that an adequate policy with respect to population will

need to consider the interests of nonhumans, while Attfield observes, for

example, that his theory "does indeed commend an increase in [the human]

population, but only where the basic needs of numbers of nonhumans would not

be subverted."121 Singer says.little about the impact of increasing human

numbers on wild nonhuman animals, though, as mentioned earlier, he

acknowledges that "the proliferation of human beings, coupled with the by¬

products of economic growth," now poses a significant threat even to human

survival, admitting that "no ethic has yet developed to cope with this threat," and

"some ethical principles that we do have are exactly the opposite of what we

need."122

119Parfit, Reasons and Persons. 389.

120lbid., 414.
121 Robin Attfield, A Theory of Value and Obligation. 174.

122Peter Singer, Practical Ethics. 285.
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Hare is perhaps the most explicit about the way in which utilitarian calculation

lends itself to being employed in addressing such issues with respect to

nonhumans. In "Why I am only a Demi-Vegetarian," Hare introduces the term

"QALY," or "quality-adjusted life year," a concept taken from the literature of

medical ethics: "if a treatment will give n years of life of average quality g, it is

assessed at ng QALYs; and if an alternative treatment will give rn years of life of

average quality r, it is assessed at mr QALYs; and the first is to be preferred if ng

is greater than mr."123 When used in regard to nonhuman animals, "the quality-

adjusted life years that an animal enjoys are the number of years lived by that

animal, multiplied by a factor corresponding to the average quality of life enjoyed

during those years." Then, according to Hare, "what we ought to be doing is to

maximize the amount of quality-adjusted life years or QALYs of sentient

beings."124

Hare arrives at this conclusion in the context of examining the question of the

rightness or wrongness of killing animals for human consumption, and he first

poses the question he is addressing as that of "how many live animals, of

different species including the human, we ought to cause there to be."125 He

later asks "the most difficult question of all," which is: "How many animals ought

there to be, and what proportions of these should be allotted to the various

123Hare, "Why I am only a Demi-Vegetarian," in Hare, Bioethics. 227. For an
introduction to the concept of the QALY, see R. Zeckhauser and D. Shepard,
"Where Now for Saving Lives?" Law and Contemporary Problems 40 (1976): 5-
45.

124lbid., 227-28.

125lbid., 227.
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species?" Hare is right to differentiate these as separate questions, since only a

small subset of nonhuman animals actually owe their existence to the animal

husbandry or "livestock production" of human beings (though some discussions

come perilously close to assuming that, without the diligent efforts of human

beings, there would be no other animals at all126). However, in light of the rapid

changes being wrought on the planet as a result of the exponentially expanding

activities of human beings, it seems we might begin to merge the two questions

by adding the words "or cause not to be" to the first. I will examine the factual

aspects of the latter process in some detail later in the discussion, but for now it

is important that we acknowledge what a prominent role we humans are playing

in the determination of how many of the various kinds of nonhumans there will be

in the future, inadvertently as the case may be.

Before continuing with Hare's line of reasoning, I will interrupt the discussion

briefly here to note that this approach would appear to be consistent with the

"receptacle" view discussed earlier in the examination of Singer's theory; as

Singer put it somewhat "metaphorically," sentient beings are "valuable only in so

far as they make possible the existence of intrinsically valuable experiences like

pleasure," and "it does not matter if a receptacle [for such experiences] gets

broken, so long as there is another receptacle to which the contents can be

transferred without any getting spilt."127 Singer explains the "receptacle" view in

126Such as the argument of Leslie Stephen mentioned below: "The pig has a
stronger interest than anyone in the demand for bacon. If all the world were
Jewish, there would be no pigs at all," as quoted by Singer, Practical Ethics. 121.

127Singer, Practical Ethics. 121.
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reference to Leslie Stephen's criticism of vegetarianism, a position Singer terms

'"the replaceability argument'" because it maintains that, since meat-eaters see to

it that more animals are produced to replace the ones they consume, there is no

net loss of such valuable experiences as there would be if all people became

vegetarians and such domestic animals ceased to exist.128 He opposes to the

"receptacle" view two different utilitarian positions, which will be outlined to clarify

that these positions are different from the one proposed here by Hare.

One is the "prior existence" view129 (as explained earlier, Singer's name for

Parfit's "person-affecting" principle), which would not sanction depriving existing

beings of continued pleasurable experiences by killing them, even if death itself

was painless, and they were "replaced." This view accepts the moral asymmetry

inherent within holding it wrong to bring a miserable child into the world but not

obligatory to bring a happy one into it, and, perhaps more to the point, would be

consistent with our intuitions if we were repelled by the activities of "Disposapup

Ltd.," the fictitious company that sells puppies to people, takes them back and

euthanizes them when their owners go on vacation, and supplies them with new

ones upon their return;130 this view would not give rise to the Repugnant

Conclusion, nor be compatible with Hare's line of reasoning as under

examination here.

128lbid.

129lbid., 120.

130An example originated by Christina Hoff in an unpublished paper, "Human
Lives and Animal Lives," as discussed by Michael Lockwood in "Killing and the
Preference for Life," Inquiry 22 (1978): 168. The example is cited by Robin
Attfield in The Ethics of Environmental Concern. 172.
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The second is Singer's view that "persons," beings that are self-conscious

and have some notion of their future existence--which he allows may take in

some nonhumans, including such commonly consumed animals as sheep, cattle,

and pigs, and possibly all mammals131~may have preferences that include the

preference to continue to exist over time, "to aspire to longer life," and hence

"cannot be considered replaceable."132 One problem with attempting to adopt

this view with respect to nonhuman animals is that "self-consciousness," while

apparently evidenced by some of the great apes and quite likely to exist to some

degree within the rest of the mammals and perhaps within other vertebrate

classes as well, is difficult to demonstrate without the ability to use language, as

is the having of a "preference" to continue living. One could say that the

behavioral evidence, of a nonhuman animal seeking food and doing whatever

else it must to continue living, and generally avoiding situations that might result

in its death, could be taken to indicate a "preference" to continue living, but

indeed this would be true of all living beings, and Singer holds that the struggling

of a fish against a hook "indicates no more than a preference for the cessation of

a state of affairs that is perceived as painful or frightening," not one of preferring

the continuation of its "own future existence."133 An anthropocentrist can always

insist on the close linkage of "preferences" with linguistically expressed desires,

reinforcing the common intuition to see only humans as "persons" and

irreplaceable while leaving all other forms of life imminently replaceable (my

131Singer, Practical Ethics. 132.

132lbid., 125.

133lbid., 95.
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choice will thus be to go in the opposite direction, focusing on "interests" rather

than "preferences" and decoupling them from dependence on mental states such

as "desires," so that all life can be considered, as will be discussed in the next

chapter).

With respect to this latter approach, the question has been raised by H. L. A.

Hart as to why the satisfaction of preferences, including even that to go on living,

might not be subject to the "replaceability" argument, if the overall aim is simply

the maximization of total preference satisfaction.134 Singer admits that Hart's

objection has raised "a difficult issue," and he indicates he is not entirely satisfied

with his initial answer that creating new preferences to satisfy is like "putting a

debt in a kind of moral ledger that is merely cancelled out by the satisfaction of

the preference,"135 and hence, supposedly, not sufficient to equalize or outweigh

the original preference to go on living that was cut short. His more considered

response is to view "the lives of self-conscious beings as arduous and uncertain

journeys," in which "various amounts of hope and desire" have been invested at

different stages "in order to reach particular goals or destinations."136 Differing

degrees of wrongness are imagined to inhere in preventing the journey getting

under way, versus stopping it just short of reaching certain important goals,

versus ending it following the fulfillment of most of its major aims, with the degree

134H. L. A. Hart, "Death and Utility," [review of Singer's Practical Ethics] The
New York Review of Books. 15 May 1980, 29-30.

135Singer, Practical Ethics. 128.

136lbid., 130. See also Singer, "Life's Uncertain Voyage," in P. Pettit, R.
Sylvan, and J. Norman, eds., Metaphysics and Morality: Essays in Honour of J.
J. C. Smart (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1987).
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of "replaceability" increasing toward either end of this spectrum. Again, I have a

problem with the degree to which conceptual and linguistic ability are needed for

the visualization of one's "journey," and I am skeptical of there being a good

reason why there should be a greater loss on this basis if I should be struck

down dead in the next instant, painlessly and without warning, than if another

being should be, since my "preference to go on living" would end as abruptly as

any preference we might all share for continuing pleasureable experiences.137

Thus, to return to Hare's suggestions for determining the appropriate

numbers of nonhuman animals, it should be clear that, though he speaks in

terms of "preference-satisfaction" to be had by "beings capable of forming

preferences," he believes the "most defensible" form of utilitarianism is the "total"

view, which stands in contrast to what Singer identifies as the "person-affecting"

approach.138 He also seems not to be blocked from permitting the painless

killing of animals by the possibility that some of them may be self-conscious and

able to prefer the continuation of their lives, perhaps on the basis of a belief such

as that suggested by Hart, that preferences can be replaced as well as

outweighed, since he states that the issue is not the question "whether it is all

right to kill animals" but rather how many of them, in their different varieties, there

137other than, of course, a reason arising out of the fact that this dissertation
would never be completed!

138Hare, "Why I am only a Demi-Vegetarian," 226-27.
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should be.139 In contradistinction to these two approaches, Hare urges us to

"maximize the total amount of preference-satisfaction that is had in the world."140

One problem I have with this formulation, of course, is the same as that I had

with Sidgwick's first presentation of the "total" view: more than one thing is to be

"maximized" here. Indeed, when we consider the actual calculation of the

"QALY" as outlined for use in this endeavor, the "number of years lived by that

animal multiplied by a factor corresponding to the average quality of life enjoyed

during those years," and consider that we should also have to include into our

product the number of animals of that particular kind living at the same time in

order to determine the total amount of preference-satisfaction that type of

creature will be contributing to the total sum to be "had in the world," we find that

what we are considering is not simply an "area" but in fact a "volume" of

satisfaction being incurred by a particular kind of animal within the overall "life-

space," if you will. Indeed, how many years an individual creature would

normally live would seem to be, if anything, of less importance to the calculation

than how many could be supported at any one time, if individuals, on this model,

are imminently replaceable (the situation would seem importantly different in this

respect from the medical use of the QALY, where the question is to compare two

or more discrete therapies for a given individual-seeminqlv a person-affecting

use of the concept).

139lbid., 227.
140 Ibid.
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Some Utilitarian Calculations with Nonhumans

The question of support, of course, throws our attention back to the

ecosystem, and Hare is wise to observe that "ecological considerations will be

very important here."141 A passage that Derek Parfit used to illustrate the

potentially "grotesque" nature of viewing individuals as "mere containers or

producers of value" actually serves well to tie this notion to that of the

environmental resources required to support and maintain those individuals:

Just as a boiler is required to utilize the potential energy of coal in the
production of steam, so sentient beings are required to convert the
potentiality of happiness, resident in a given land area, into actual happiness.
And just as the Engineer will choose boilers with the maximum efficiency at
converting steam into energy, Justice will choose sentient beings who have
the maximum efficiency at converting resources into happiness.142

The "potentiality of happiness in a given land area" might actually be thought a

reasonably apt way of expressing the process of converting the radiant energy of

the sun into the pleasurable experiences of sentient beings: the first step would

be the capture of energy through photosynthesis in the leaves of green plants

growing on the land, the second the eating of some portion of those plants by

herbivorous animals, which will further process the energy obtained into other

forms, at least some of which will include the electrochemical energy moving

through the neurons and synapses of their central nervous systems, and

potential third and possibly higher-order steps would transmit another portion of

the energy obtained through a variety of predators, parasites, and decomposing

organisms, another percentage of which would also set it to ringing through their

141 Ibid., 232.

142From J. Mackaye, The Technology [Economy?] of Happiness, unknown
page reference, as quoted by Parfit, Reasons and Persons. 393.
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neuronal networks, imbuing at least the more sentient among them with

sensations of pleasure.

Though Hare suggests a possible approach for attempting to frame such

calculations, he hazards no figures of his own, noting that "the ecology

determines what combination of various species, and in what numbers, cari

coexist on this planet," and that we would also face, for purposes of such

computation, "the equally difficult question of how we assess the quality of life of

various species under various conditions."143 We might make some very rough

attempts at this sort of calculation, however, in order to follow out some of the

implications of the argument. Suppose we think about what we might term, on

the basis of the above passage, the "happiness-generating efficiency" that might

obtain for different kinds of animals per unit area of land. Rough estimates of

some of the salient variables can be made from field data available in the

ecological literature for certain familiar species:144

143Hare, "Why I am only a Demi-Vegetarian," 232.

144Data presented here is estimated, rather freely in some cases, on the basis
of the following sources: Brian McNab, "Bioenergetics and the Determination of
Home Range Size." The American Naturalist 19 (1963): 134; density, (Florida)
panther, David S. Maehr, "The Florida Panther and Private Lands, Conservation
Biology 4 (1990): 168-69; densities, wolf and bobcat. D. G. Kleiman and J. F.
Eisenberg, "Comparisons of Canid and Felid Social Systems from an
Evolutionary Prespective," Animal Behaviour 21 (1973): 642; density, fox, Ernest
D. Abies, "Home-Range Studies of Red Foxes (Vulpes vulpes). Journal of
Mammalogy 50 (1969): 116; density, deer, Dale R. McCullough, The George
Reserve Deer Herd (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 1979), 149-50;
density, rabbits, Carl 0. Mohr, "Table of Equivalent Populations of North
American Small Mammals," The American Midland Naturalist 37 (1947): 240;
density, mice, Eugene P. Odum, Clyde E. Connell, and Leslie B. Davenport,
"Population Energy Flow of Three Primary Consumer Components of Old-Field
Ecosystems, Ecology 43 (1962): 92, and also on Mohr, Table 1; lifespans, John
F. Eisenberg, The Mammalian Radiations: An Analysis of Trends in Evolution.
Adaptation, and Behavior (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1981), 473-74.
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Table 4.1. Density and Lifespan, Selected Wild Nonhuman Animals

panther wolf bobcat fox deer rabbit mouse

density (individuals per acre)
1/43,520 1/5,372 1/316 1/120 1/15 1/5 6/1
.000023 .00019 .0032 .0083 .067 .20 6

lifespan (years)
9 12 6 6 8 6 2

For purposes of comparison the "density," first expressed as the number of acres

required per animal, has been converted to the fraction of an animal supportable

on one acre of (presumably "average" quality of the appropriate habitat) land,

except in the case of mice, where an average of six animals per acre is

estimated.

Something more is needed in order to make the calculations, however, an

estimate of the "quality of life" enjoyed by the animal in question. Such estimates

have not, to my knowledge, been attempted by biologists. However, empirical

studies of brain sizes and proportions relative to body weight, if such measures

are taken as perhaps somewhat correlative with degree of sentience or capacity

to experience the "happiness" being calculated here, do in a very general way fall

in line with certain common intuitions: "contemporary mammals and birds have

vastly larger brains in proportion to their body weight than do reptiles and
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amphibians,"145 for example, and some "small carnivores . . . and primates . . .

have very large brains for their body size,"146 with carnivores and primates

generally, along with dolphins and porpoises and the elephants, among others,

having high such ratios, or "encephalization quotients."147 Both Singer's and

Attfield's theories incorporate explicit value differentials obtaining among the

different kinds of nonhuman animals: as noted earlier, Singer holds that "we can

make sense of the idea that the life of one kind of animal possesses greater

value than the life of another," since "the more highly developed the conscious

life of the being, the more one would prefer that kind of life, if one were choosing

between it and a lower level of awareness"; Attfield finds that "different

capacities and vulnerabilities provide for different degrees of value in different

forms of life" and hence he grants priority in cases of conflict of interest to the

"creatures with relatively complex and sophisticated characteristics." Suppose

we were to assign some numbers to these supposed "value" differences, in

keeping with a set of possible intuitions that the larger and more carnivorous

mammals might be more "complex" or have a "more highly developed conscious

life"; in considering some different kinds of terrestrial mammals, let's let the lives

of panthers and wolves, say, be "worth" about 60 points on some imaginary scale

of value, bobcats and foxes about 50 points, and deer maybe 40, while those of

rabbits are assigned 30, and mice perhaps only around 10. Now we could

attempt a calculation of "QALYs":

145Eisenberg, The Mammalian Radiations. 275.

146lbid., 277.

147See ibid., 277, 280.
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Table 4 2. Utility-Generating Efficiency, Selected Wild Nonhuman Animals

panther wolf bobcat fox deer rabbit mouse

.000023 x .00019 x .0032 x .0083 x .067 x .20 x 6 x

9 x 12 x 6 x 6 x 8 x 6 x 2 x
60 60 50 50 40 30 10

Utility (QALYs per acre)

.012 .14 .96 2.5 21 36 120

According to the calculations, 120 QALYs, with the QALY taken as a measure of

"happiness" production efficiency, can be generated by 6 field mice living for 2

years on an acre of land,148 whereas the same land area, even when considered

over a longer time period, would only serve to produce 0.012 QALYs of

"happiness" for a Florida panther, clearly a much less "efficient" animal where the

generation of pleasureable experience (or perhaps preference satisfaction,

intrinsic value, or other measure of utility) is concerned, given the assumptions

made regarding relative quality of life. On the basis of such admittedly very

148lt might be noted that an even more "efficient" sentient vertebrate might be
the tortoise, which, with a very slow metabolism and long lifespan can, on an
appropriate habitat in the absence of predators, attain very high densities; giant
tortoises living on Aldabra and other islands in the Indian Ocean have achieved
some remarkable densities, one concentration being over 90,000 animals on a
little over 8,000 acres, or almost 11 tortoises per acre; see M. J. Coe, D. Bourn,
and I. R. Swingland, "The Biomass, Production and Carrying Capacity of Giant
Tortoises on Aldabra," Phil. Transactions of the Roval Society of London B
286(1979): 165. By our calculation of QALYs, allowing for a lifespan of at least
100 years, a not unreasonable figure for tortoises, we could achieve 5500 QALYs
per acre even if the "quality of life" of a tortoise was estimated at only half that of
a mouse, a questionable assumption in itself.
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crude figures, we could arrive at some general conclusions: even though such

small mammals as mice and rabbits might be judged somewhat less "complex"

and hence to have less "value" individually, we can see that, per unit land area,

as "happiness" generators they are far superior to certain larger and arguably

more sentient mammals.

What about animals presumably at the other end of the sentience scale, the

invertebrates of great number and variety? Consider the following calcualtion for

grasshoppers, made from figures supplied in part by a classical paper from the

ecological literature,149 in combination with the assumption that the "quality of

life" of the average grasshopper is only about one ten-thousandth of that of a

field mouse:

Table 4 3. Utility-Generating Efficiency, Representative Invertebrate Animal

grasshopper

6400/acre x

0.5 year x
.0001

Utility (Qalys per acre)

.32

149Odum, Connell, and Davenport, "Population Energy Flow of Three Primary
Consumer Components of Old-Field Ecosystems, 92. This article is, in fact,
reporting on the energy flows through three types of organism, field mouse,
sparrow, and grasshopper, living on abandoned agricultural fields; one finding
was that "at average density levels recorded on the study areas energy flow in
kilocalories/sq meter/year was estimated to be 3.6 for the sparrows, 6.7 for the
mice and 25.6 for the orthoptera" (grasshoppers), the population of grasshoppers
thus utilizing almost 4 times as much energy than that of the mice living on the
same area of land.
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The grasshoppers, and other such presumably much less sentient invertebrates,

are also thus seen to be far less efficient at "happiness" production than are the

smaller herbivorous mammals per unit land area, given the assumption of a very

low "quality of life."

Can anything be concluded on the basis of the above calculations, in keeping

with the "total" view? Although neither Hare nor Attfield nor Singer goes on to do

so, it would seem that a possible implication that might be drawn from the "sliding

scale" hierarchy of value, in combination with the utilitarian "impersonal total

principle," could be along the lines of the following, which I would term the

"Environmentally Repugnant Conclusion 1":

Other things being equal, since the best outcome is the one in which there
would be the greatest total quantity of utility (happiness, preference
satisfaction, intrinsic value of flourishing of more sophisticated beings),
attempting to maximize utility overall will require that the number of more
efficiently sentient beings be increased at the expense of both the less
efficiently sentient and of the less individually sentient kinds of creature.

But what of human beings? Humans should be considered in the

calculations as well, and, to be somewhat in keeping with the common intuitions,

since the lives of normally functioning human beings are generally thought to be

imbued with a greater capacity for flourishing, a higher quality or greater quantity

of pleasure potentially attainable, or a greater value as measured in some other

way in comparison with nonhuman individuals, for the purpose of this example

will be assigned a "quality of life" rating of 100 points. Difficulties arise in

estimating human "density," since human societies can be found across a broad

spectrum of densities, but perhaps these are not insuperable. Contemporary

human gathering-and-hunting societies seldom have densities of more than one

individual per square kilometer (247 acres), with most living in bands of 25 to a
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few hundred people ranging over thousands of acres.150 Humans adopting a

sedentary, agricultural way of life are able to maintain much higher densities; for

example, the density of people living in the "habitable" portions of Africa,

excluding deserts and densely forested regions, has been estimated at about

117 per square mile151 (117 per 640 acres, or 1/5.5 acres), most of whom live an

agricultural lifestyle. The United Kingdom is estimated to be about 5 times as

dense, or 1/1.1 acre, and the Netherlands, at 1031 per square mile, has

approximately 1/.62 acre.152 On the basis of the latter figures, one might be

tempted to conclude that the technological advances of the industrialized

countries have made it possible for humans theoretically to achieve densities on

the order of one person or more per acre throughout the world, but such

appearances are deceptive; as noted earlier, many of the industrialized nations

are drawing on a much larger resource base than their populations actually

occupy, and the additional acres needed for production of such "resources" must

also be reflected in the density calculations. No solid data seem to be available

as yet to make up for this discrepancy, but a rough order of magnitude might be

gotten from two estimates of the greater resource use per capita for people living
in the more industrialized regions as compared with those living in the less

industrialized: one estimate is 15 times,153 leading to an actual land use figure of

150See J. B. Birdsell, "Ecological Influences on Australian Aboriginal Social
Organization," in I. S. Bernstein and E. O. Smith, Primate Ecology and Human
Origins (New York: Garland Press, 1979), and J. H. Bodley, Anthropology and
Contemporary Human Problems (Menlo Park, CA: Cummings Publishing
Company, 1976).

151 Paul and Anne Ehrlich, The Population Explosion. 38.

152lbid.

153F. E. Trainer, Abandon Affluence (London: Zed Books, 1985), 3.
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about 15 x 5.5 acres, the average number of acres utilized per person in Africa,

taken as a representative less industrialized region, or about 1/82.5 acres; the

other estimate is around 100 times,154 leading to a value of 1/550 acres (indeed,

some would challenge even this factor as being very much too low). Accordingly,

we can sketch the spectrum of QALYs resulting from human life, converted as

before, for comparison purposes, to one acre of land:

Table 4.4. Utility-Generating Efficiency, Selected Human Societies

hunter-
gatherers

less
industrialized

industrialized
1

industrialized
2

1/250 1/5.5 1/82.5 1/550

.004 x .18 x .012 x .0018 x
70 x 70 x 70 x 70 x
100 x 100 x 100 x 100 x

Utility (QALYs per acre)

28 1260 84 12.6

Since the main objective of this discussion is to consider the utility generated by

different numbers and kinds of nonhumans in comparison with that generated by

humans generally, for convenience a lifespan of 70 years and a "quality of life"

rating of 100 have been assigned to all human societies; some adjustment of the

above figures might be made if it were to be judged that, say, those living in the

industrialized countries using resources drawn from a proportionally much larger

land area enjoyed longer and much, much happier lives.

154See Paul and Anne Ehrlich, The Population Explosion. 134.
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On the basis of these figures, humans would seem to compare favorably with

the larger terrestrial mammals, particularly those humans living in a fairly densely

settled agricultural society without requiring the input of resources needed to

sustain an industrial way of life, assuming human lives on the whole to be

uniformly far more valuable than those of even the more sentient nonhumans.

One additional correction might serve to even out the human-nonhuman

differences somewhat: if nonhuman lives are held to be replaceable, and if one-

for-one replacement occurs on the same piece of land over the course of a

human lifespan, the "happiness" of several nonhuman lives should be calculated

over the same time period. The following table multiplies QALYs for individual

nonhuman lives by the number of nonhuman lifespans in the 70-year human

lifespan:

Table 4.5. Time-corrected Utility-Generating Efficiency, Selected Wild
Nonhuman Animals

panther wolf bobcat fox deer rabbit mouse

.012 x .14 x .96 x 2.5 x 21 x 36 x 120 x
7.8 5.8 12 12 8.8 12 35

Utility (QALYs per acre)

.094 .81 12 30 185 432 4200

Such should be the amount of total utility generated per acre by these different

kinds of nonhuman animals over the course of a 70-year period, assuming

consecutive replacement of the animals. Taking the two tables together, humans

could be judged to be at least fairly efficient as "happiness" generators, falling

somewhere in between mice and bobcats, depending on their lifestyles, and one
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might feel justified in including human beings with other "more efficiently sentient

beings" and attempting to increase the numbers of some such small subset of

beings, in accordance with ERC 1.

Since, however, humans are generally considered to have a very large

advantage in "quality of life" over nonhumans (perhaps a much larger advantage

than that reflected in the figures used here), many might be reluctant simply to

lump humans together with mice, rabbits and deer and other animals of that sort.

Though they would still be considering the utility of nonhuman animals rather

than excluding them completely from the discussion, as was done in the case of

the original Repugnant Conclusion, these consequentialists might be tempted to

draw a second, more anthropocentric conclusion using the "total" view, an

"Environmentally Repugnant Conclusion 2":

Other things being equal, since the best outcome is the one in which there
would be the greatest total quantity of utility (happiness, preference-
satisfaction, intrinsic value, as before), and since human beings generate
more utility on a one-to-one basis than any nonhumans, attempting to
maximize utility overall will be best served by maximizing the number of
human beings on the planet, with any remaining space and resources being
devoted to attaining the greatest number of efficiently sentient nonhuman
beings, the entire process occurring at the expense of less efficiently sentient
and less individually sentient nonhuman beings.

It is not clear whether or not any utilitarian has ever actually drawn such a

conclusion in full cognizance of its ramifications for the less sentient and less

efficiently sentient forms of life. However, in introducing the presumed great

value disparity between humans and nonhumans into such a discussion, Singer

comes close to suggesting a similar conclusion in an attempt at refuting the

"replaceability" argument in Animal Liberation:

One final point on the argument that the loss of an animal is compensated for
by the creation of a new one. Those who use this ingenious defense of their
desire to eat pork or beef rarely follow out its implications. If it were good to
bring beings into existence then presumably, other things being equal, we
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ought to bring as many humans as possible into existence too; and if we add
the view that human lives are more important than the lives of animals-a
view the flesh-eater seems sure to accept--then the argument may be turned
on its head, to the discomfort of its original proponent. Since more humans
may be fed if we do not feed our grain to livestock, the upshot of the
argument is, after all, that we ought to become vegetarians!155

It must be noted that, while it is unclear that Singer would actually make this

argument, since he appears quite dubious of the "total" view, it would seem quite

an easy step for Attfield, who both embraces the "total" view and the idea that

human lives are, on the whole, of much greater value than those of nonhumans.

And, while the argument may indeed support vegetarianism and thus the

reduction of the suffering of "factory-farmed" domestic animals, it can also be

seen to be a death knell for a great number of wild nonhumans that would be

classified as either less sentient or less efficiently sentient, the ones that, as will

be discussed in greater detail shortly, are already barely hanging on to existence

in the face of exponentially increasing human land alterations.

Since the focus of this dissertation is on wild nonhuman organisms, the

figures given above for nonhuman animals are based on densities found in the

wild. I have not attempted to calculate the different numbers of domesticated

animals that could be maintained at different levels of intensity of husbandry,

though one might expect the "efficiency" of land use of such animals to begin in

the vicinity of that calculated for deer and increase rapidly with the degree to

which human beings take over the task of meeting their needs within smaller and

smaller areas, until a falling "quality of life" began to cancel such gains.

However, it can certainly be shown that, were humans to take very seriously the

directive of maximizing total utility and to count that of relatively "efficient"

155Singer, Animal Liberation. 230, emphasis added.
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nonhumans as an important part of the ultimate product, much more could be

obtained by the humane farming of large numbers of contented small mammals,

as noted briefly by both Singer156 and Hart.157 A quick calculation of what such

intensive husbandry might enable us to bring about can be made in regard to

mice and rabbits, assuming that densities of one (domesticated) rabbit or twenty

(equally docile) mice in a three foot square cage could be maintained in a

reasonably happy state; at 4,840 square yards per acre, allowing some aisle

space for human caretakers, such an arrangement could easily result in the

following yield of QALYs on one acre:

Table 4 6. Utility-Generating Efficiency, Selected Domestic Nonhuman Animals

rabbit mouse

4000/acre x 80,000/acre x
6 x 2 x

30 10

Utility (QALYs per acre)

720,000 1,600,000

1 ^"Defenders of meat-eating had better hope that they can find a reason why
it is better for there to be happy people rather than just the maximum possible
number of happy beings, because otherwise the argument might imply that we
should eliminate almost all human beings in order to make way for much larger
numbers of smaller happy animals"; Singer, Practical Ethics. 122.

157"The Total View, however, does not merely authorize or require
replacement of a happy animal killed, but except in a situation where the world's
population of happy animals is at its optimum it would require us to breed
additional happy animals of every sort, and not merely animals of use to human
beings"; Hart, "Death and Utility," 29.
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If certain areas were set aside for constructing such housing for small mammals,

not as factory farms but as "happiness" generators, on the order of solar

collectors, say, but aimed at producing utility rather than simply gathering energy,

the world's total utility could be raised by a massive amount. Furthermore, over

the course of a human lifetime, for instance, the output of QALYs per acre

generated by such a facility would be:

Table 4.7. Time-Corrected Utility-Generating Efficiency, Selected Domestic
Nonhuman Animals

rabbit mouse

720,000 x 1,600,000 x
12 35

Utility (QALYs per acre)

8,640,000 56,000,000

Working out the proper proportions of numbers of human beings and very

efficiently sentient nonhumans would thus be seen to be of prime importance for

the "total" utilitarian who acknowledges that nonhumans must be considered and

who is willing to countenance some degree of human "maintenance" work in

bringing into being and sustaining these happy nonhumans.

It should also be noted at this time that very much the same kind of thinking

is at work within the "production" school of wildlife management. Efforts are

made to increase the numbers of certain kinds of wild nonhuman animals, not for

any belief in the desirability of increasing the quantity of their utility overall

(indeed, the often very great disutility of being "harvested" is generally totally
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disregarded), but on the assumption that increasing human pleasures is the

(sole) aim and providing an "excess" for humans to hunt or otherwise harvest

and consume will, in effect, increase that sum of utility (several intervening levels

of economic utility may be present within the calculations, of course).158

A Few Simple Ecological Principles

The ecological implications of ERC1 and ERC2 need to be further explored,

however. If the numbers of the most efficiently sentient nonhuman animals are

to be "maximized," or at least greatly increased, and if the process is to take part

on the finite surface of our planet, then something will have to be correspondingly

diminished-in this case, numbers of less sentient beings and also the less

efficiently sentient beings, however highly sentient they may be individually. That

the lives of a certain number of creatures may have to be sacrificed to achieve

the "greater good" is not necessarily in itself repugnant to adherents of the

classical "total" view: if some "receptacles" that require a great deal of land and

resources for their maintenance can hold only what is still a relatively small

quantity of pleasureable experience, the panther or wolf, for example, perhaps

158ln such cases, elimination of large predators may also be seen to be
"efficient." For example, one simulation of a wolf-ungulate system, to take a
random example, found that "wolf predation can become an increasingly
important. . . mortality agent on ungulate populations that are reduced from
natural levels by hunting," and concluded, after running multiple simulations, with
varying numbers of wolves and moose, that the "optimal policy" might consist of
trying "to remove [the wolves] entirely if the control cost is low and if they are not
abundant in the first place." The "control cost" is said to be "considered as a
penalty for killing wolves," with a high such cost implying "a strong conservation
lobby against wolf control." See Carl J. Walters, Max Stocker, and Gordon C.
Haber, "Simulation and Optimization Models for a Wolf-Ungulate System," in
Charles W. Fowler and Tim D. Smith, Dynamics of Large Mammal Populations
(New York: John Wiley & Sons, 1981), 336. It should be noted that the authors
find these results "not intuitively appealing."
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it's just as well that they fall by the wayside in order make room for additional

vessels of a different type, such as rabbits or mice, that require a lot less for

holding their own modest amounts of pleasureable experience-the gains must

surely outweigh the losses. Likewise, when it comes to choosing between the

life of a rabbit and that of a grasshopper or an earthworm, we must surely choose

the rabbit, and at the end of a long sequence of such one-on-one choices we

should end up with a fair number more rabbits than earthworms and

grasshoppers--the overall balance of sentience will certainly be improved if we do

so, won't it?

Unfortunately for proponents of the "total" view, that's just not the way the

ecosystem works. Natural selection has seen to it that organisms are relatively

efficient in their use of energy, but not necessarily in their conversion of a portion

of that energy into "happiness"; while presumably pleasurable and painful

experiences have a role to play in enabling an organism to satisfy its needs

("preferences"?) while avoiding harms, the relationship between a capacity for

"happiness" and evolutionary "fitness" could hardly be said to be a direct one.

There are, however, fairly concrete reasons why kinds and sizes of organisms

come in the numbers that they do. In Why Big Fierce Animals are Rare,

ecologist Paul Colinvaux explains in simple language the reasons for some of the

proportions that we observe in nature.

The first important observation has to do with size: "that small things were

common and large things rare has been known by everybody since the dawn of

thought," Colinvaux tells us,159 but it was not until pioneer ecologist Charles Elton

15SPaul Colinvaux, Why Big Fierce Animals are Rare. 20.
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considered the observation more deeply in the early decades of this century that

the reasons behind some of the obvious relationships began to be understood. It

must first be noted that animals tend to "come in discrete sizes":

A fox is ten times the size of a songbird, which is ten times the size of an
insect. If the insect is one of the predacious ground beetles of the forest
floor, which hunt among the leaves like the wolf-spiders, then it, in turn, is ten
times bigger than the mites and other tiny things that they both hunt.160

As Elton considered the size discontinuities to be found in nature, he realized

that these "discrete sizes came about from the mechanics of eating and being

eaten";161 an animal needs to be big enough and fast enough to capture and

consume its prey, and hence the discrete sizes are due to the fact that, as a rule,

"each kind must evolve to be much bigger than the thing it eats."162
The ultimate source of energy for every living thing is the sun, however, and

this solar energy is captured by the photosynthetic activities of green plants.

Plants use some of the energy for their own growth, maintenance, and

reproduction, and some of the plants are eaten by animals. The biological

energy conversions are not quite as efficient as those of Mackaye's "steam

engine" example, since a steam engine runs at about 20%-30% efficiency;163 the

grass in a meadow will manage to capture only about 2% of the radiant energy

striking it from the sun, and about another 2% of the energy embodied in that

grass will be converted into energy in a plant-eating animal that grazes upon it,

160lbid., 18.

161 Ibid., 20.

162lbid., 21.

163lbid., 33, 39.
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while another 2% of the energy embodied in that herbivore will be converted into

energy in a carnivore feeding upon it--"each level of consumer should be

considered 50 times more difficult to support."164 The different levels of energy

consumers are known as trophic levels, there being less and less total energy

subsequently available as one ascends through the trophic levels of plant,

herbivore, and one or more levels of carnivore. And ultimately what is limiting to

the number of creatures that can be sustained altogether, as well as to that on

each successive tier, is physical law: "the grand pattern of life" is, in the final

analysis, "clearly and directly a consequence of the second law of

thermodynamics."165

Elton didn't know the details of the energy conversion process, but his

thinking about the sizes and numbers of organisms led him to envision "The

Pyramid of Numbers," or what today is sometimes called the "Eltonian Pyramid,"

as described by Colinvaux in the following passage:

He saw in his mind's eye a mighty host of tiny animals supporting on their
backs a much smaller army of animals ten times as big. And this array
supported, in turn, other animals ten times bigger still, but these were a
select few. It was a graph of life he imagined with numbers of individuals
along the horizontal axis, and position in the chain of eating, together with
size, on the vertical.166

164See Stephen R. Humphrey, ""How Species Become Vulnerable to
Extinction and How We Can Meet the Crisis," in R. J. Hoage, ed., Animal
Extinctions (Washington. DC: Smithsonian Institution Press, 1985), 21. Others
sometimes take 10 percent as an "upper limit" to the energy available from one
trophic level to the next above it; see, e.g., Colinvaux, Why Big Fierce Animals
Are Rare. 46, and Paul Ehrlich, The Machinery of Nature, The Living World
Around Us and How It Works (New York: Simon & Schuster, 1986), 260.

165Colinvaux, Why Bio Fierce Animals Are Rare. 27.

166lbid., 23.
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The higher an animal is within the Eltonian pyramid, or "on the food chain," the

more it is faced with the problem of having "yet a smaller fraction [of the total

available energy] to support even bigger and fiercer bodies"; this, then, is,

according to Colinvaux, "why large fierce animals are so astonishingly (or

pleasingly) rare."167

Colinvaux also discusses the ecological niche of an organism, "its place in

the grand scheme of things." The concept will be examined for its potential

usefulness in constructing an environmental ethical framework in the next

chapter, but it is also of considerable bearing to our present discussion

concerning the numbers of organisms. Colinvaux introduces the idea of the

"niche" through a simple example:

Consider a wolf-spider as it hunts through the litter of leaves on the woodland
floor. It must be a splendid hunter; that goes without saying for otherwise its
line would long since have died out. But it must be proficient at other things
too. Even as it hunts, it must keep some of its eight eyes on the look-out for
the things that hunt it; and when it sees an enemy it must do the right thing to
save itself. It must know what to do when it
rains . . .

Wolf-spidering is a complex job, not something to be undertaken by an
amateur. We might say that there is a profession of wolf-spidering.168

In drawing an analogy between an organism's niche and a human profession,

Colinvaux notes that there is a limit on the number of creatures that can fill the

niche, just as "there can only be as many professors in any city as there are

teaching and scholarship jobs for professors to do." To continue with his

example,

167lbid., 26-27.

168lbid., 10.
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Wolf-spidering needs the right sort of neighbors living in the right sort of
wood, and the number of times that this combination comes up in any
country is limited. So the number of wolf-spiders is limited also; the number
was fixed when the niche was adopted. This number is likely to stay
constant until something drastic happens to change the face of the
country. . . .

. . . there cannot be more wolf-spiders than there are wolf-spider jobs,
antelopes than there are antelope jobs, crab grass than there are crab grass
jobs. Every species has its niche. And once its niche is fixed by natural
selection, so also are its numbers fixed.169

Colinvaux also goes on to note that "the way an animal breeds has very little

to do with how many of it there are"; "the reproductive effort makes no difference

to the eventual size of the population."170 Each individual may invest a great deal

of energy in attempting to maximize the number of its offspring to "fill the niche-

space jobs of the next generation," but the "actual number of those who will be

able to live in that next generation has been fixed by the environment," the total

population thus being "a function of the carrying capacity of the land for animals

of this kind in that time and place."171 He recounts two polar reproductive

strategies organisms may follow, the "small-egg gambit," whereby many, many

small eggs or offspring are produced, with relatively little parental investment of

energy or care in each one and a high rate of loss sustained among them, and

the "large-young gambit," whereby a few large eggs or offspring are produced,

each receiving a relatively high investment of parental energy and care.1/2 In

ecological parlance, organisms following the first strategy are termed "r-selected"

(r signifying the intrinsic rate of growth in population growth equations), while

169lbid., 12.

170lbid.

171 Ibid., 12-13.

172lbid., 13-16.
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those following the second are termed "K-selected" (K being the term referring to

the carrying capacity in such equations). Typical "r-selected" organisms are

smaller, develop and reproduce faster, and put out many more offspring per

individual in a lifetime; since populations of such organisms have a high intrinsic

rate of growth, they tend to do well in variable or unstable environments,

experiencing periods of "boom" or "bust" in numbers according to prevailing

environmental conditions. Typical "K-selected" organisms, in contrast, tend to

have larger body sizes, longer lifespans, later age at first reproduction, and put

out far fewer offspring in a lifetime; they are often associated with more stable

environments, with increases in their numbers tending to level off as the carrying

capacity of a particular habitat is approached and a longer time being required to

rebuild their populations if circumstances reduce them in size. Most organisms

fall somewhere in between these two extremes of life history characteristics, but

the distinction is often useful for ecological considerations.173 The point to be

made here, however, is that, regardless of what sort of reproductive strategy an

organism utilizes, the number of organisms of that particular kind that can be

accommodated in a given place is limited; the size of the population is set within

certain boundaries, which may show dynamic fluctuations over time,174 but which

within a certain habitat are not arbitrary.

173For a discussion of K- and r-selection, see, for example, Eric R. Pianka,
"On r- and K-Selection," The American Naturalist 104: 1 (1970): 592-97.

174Though population sizes are limited by certain constraints, they should not
be construed as static, but rather as continually changing over certain ranges in
response to a variety of factors. For an extended examination of some of the
changes ecosystems undergo over time, see Stuart L. Pimm, The Balance of
Nature?.
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Now that we have a grasp of some of the more fundamental ecological

matters that go into determining the numbers of different organisms to be found

in a certain locale-matters that may as yet not be widely understood but that are,

at base, not really so "enormously complicated"175-we can begin to make sense

out of what were previously just simple observations. There are reasons why

creatures such as panthers and wolves are so rare within their ecosystems, and

thus, for purposes of "total" utilitarianism, so inefficient at generating "happiness"

per unit land area: they're large-bodied and live at the tops of their food chains,

while the more "efficient" utility-producers are generally smaller and live far lower

on their food chains, thus taking up far less space and energy. These are also

some of the reasons why such creatures as panthers and wolves appear on the

lists of endangered species, it might be noted. Biologist Stephen R. Humphrey

recognizes an important category of organisms that may be said to have a

"biological predisposition" making them vulnerable to extinction: these are

"animals perfectly well adapted to the world in which they live but possessing

adaptations that become dangerous for them when man adds new pressures."176
The kinds of adaptations that biologically predispose organisms in this category

to vulnerability include large body size and high trophic level, because of the

more extreme energy requirements imposed on them, which become all the

more difficult to meet as humans encroach upon the large expanses of land they

need, and also a tendency toward K-selection, since populations of such more

175See Hare, "Why I am only a Demi-Vegetarian," 235. That such matters
may seem enormously complicated should perhaps be taken as part of the
challenge to professional ecologists in attempting to raise the level of
understanding on the part of the public at large as to how ecosystems function.

175Stephen R. Humphrey, "How Species Become Vulnerable," 11.
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slowly reproducing organisms are likely to be less able to bounce back to their

original numbers after a disturbance takes its toll. (A fourth biological

characteristic predisposing to extinction vulnerability is possession of narrow or

rigid habitat requirements, as will be discussed later; an example of this kind of

vulnerability might be the spotted owl, which not only lives at a high trophic level

but also seems to have a fairly rigid requirement for large expanses of

undisturbed old-growth Douglas-fir forest.177) Another category recognized by

Humphrey consists of species not necessarily biologically predisposed to

vulnerability from human disturbance but rather just "in man's way";178 we might

think of the myriad insect species disappearing with the tropical forests in such a

light. And, on the basis of some of the foregoing discussion, it should also be

appreciated that there are reasons why the numbers of creatures of this sort,

which contribute relatively little to the planet's overall utility because of a
%

presumably low degree of sentience per individual animal, remain within the

ranges that they do, barring human interference; whether widespread and

common or localized and rare, the less sentient have an important place within

the Eltonian pyramid, and niches to fill that are inextricably interwoven with those

of creatures "above" and "below" them within that "grand scheme of things."

Why the "Environmentally Repugnant Conclusions" Are Still Repugnant

If one reason the original Repugnant Conclusion was repugnant lay in its

complete neglect of the utility of nonhumans, this defect has been corrected in

the two Environmentally Repugnant Conclusions. The science of ecology can

17'See, for example, David S. Wilcove, "Of Owls and Ancient Forests," in
Elliott A. Norse, Ancient Forests of the Pacific Northwest. 76-83.

178Humphrey, "How Species Become Vulnerable," 12.
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now offer us a reasonably good description of what numbers and combinations of

organisms of different species do live in different locations on the planet, and on

the basis of considerations such as those indicated above it also provides us with

some idea of the ranges of numbers and kinds that can coexist in different

places, important facts that need to be known, as Hare points out, before ethical

conclusions are drawn as to how many there ought to be.179 I do not doubt that

we can, within certain limits, pursue the directives of the Environmentally

Repugnant Conclusion 1, as we seem to be doing now if our herds of cattle,180
which are expanding virtually worldwide along with us, are considered to be

"efficiently sentient beings," or the directives of the Environmentally Repugnant

Conclusion 2, as we may well have to do when our numbers rise to the point that

even those of us in the industrialized world will have to begin eating lower on the

food chain.181 Why, then, should these conclusions, too, be seen as repugnant?

One possible answer, of course, would parallel that made by Hare primarily

in reference to human beings: the conclusions are not necessarily so repugnant if

it is understood that the disutilities incurred in the process or the final result would

limit the increase in numbers relatively quickly. As will be discussed in the next

chapter, I agree that the disutilities produced will be great enough to impose a

179Hare, "Why I am only a Demi-Vegetarian," 232.

180And possibly also certain wildlife populations that are being artificially
expanded on the "production" model.

1811 do not, of course, think that we are pursuing such a course of action in
order to carry out such ethical directives; I think what is happening is largely a
result of social systems simply proceeding on their own inertia, with assumptions
such as that more people and more affluence, e.g., in the form of cattle, are
always better, if consciously formulated, tending to maintain and reinforce the
inertial course.
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limit, if we will recognize and attend to them as a society, but as in the earlier

discussion regarding human beings and the original Repugnant Conclusion, I

believe we may well have reached if not exceeded that limit already, and hence

even giving the appearance of encouraging further "growth" of components that

may already be too abundant is repugnant.

Even if such practical considerations are taken as providing an immediate

limit, however, I could not countenance either of these conclusions conceptually.

If it were possible to capture all the sentient beings inhabiting an area slated for
ft

clearcutting or bulldozing, for instance, and painlessly euthanize them

beforehand, eventually removing all nonutility-efficient beings from our concern,

and then acting to "maximize" the happiness of those select few types that would

remain, would it be the proper thing to do? I think not, for several reasons.

One reservation I have concerns the common intuition, needed to arrive at

RC2 and likely to be prominent in the apportionment of different types of beings

in RC1, that freely assigns nonhumans a much, much lower "quality of life" than

that applied to human beings. As Singer notes, though he himself seems to

agree with it, John Mill’s argument in favor of a human being dissatisfied over a

pig satisfied or Socrates over a fool satisfied is "weak": "it just does not seem true

that the more intelligent being necessarily has a greater capacity for happiness;

and even if we were to accept that the capacity is greater, the fact that, as Mill

acknowledges, this capacity is less often filled (the fool is satisfied, Socrates is

not) would have to be taken into consideration."182 The issue of attempting to

compare different animals' experiences, or satisfaction of different creature's

182Singer, Practical Ethics. 108.
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"preferences," will be addressed to a greater degree in the next chapter. It may

be-the possibility certainly should not be ruled out of court-that some other

animals experience degrees of pleasure exceeding our own-birds or bats in

flight, for instance, or cetaceans swimming and calling together. It may also be

that, if the satisfactions of a variety of "lesser" creatures were indeed not so

acutely felt as our own-if the reader will indulge me, perhaps consider the placid

satisfaction of a ruminent chewing her cud, for instance, or the pleasantly full

sensation of a snake after swallowing two or three baby birds, or even the

internal harmony of a cricket adding to the chorus on a summer night-but the

great number and variety of all such positive experiences occurring within a

reasonably rich and diverse ecosystem were added together, the overall sum of

utility would not be far from, or might even exceed, that obtained from the

humans dwelling on a simplified system of concrete, asphalt and weeds covering

an equivalent area of land. It might even be that, if such measures could only be

known, the "amount" of happiness to be found over different portions of the

planet's surface of equivalent nutrient, water and energy richness might be

roughly equal, if portioned out differently among human beings, large and small

vertebrates, and myriads of invertebrate organisms. (I do not mean to suggest

that a "law" of physics or biology would insure such a relationship, but rather that,

to the extent that utility can be construed as a quantity existing in different-sized

parcels, its distribution could be envisioned as evening out among the different

numbers and kinds of vessels potentially available to "hold" it, if we could only

overcome our tendency to assume that the capacity of our human "vessel" is of a

completely different order of magnitude relative to that of the other forms of life.)
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In addition, there is what seems to be an even more significant objection to

the latter two Repugnant Conclusions (and, in fact, applicable to the original as

well), divisible into two parts, one general and one somewhat more specific, both

having to do with my requirement for seamlessness with our empirical view of the

world. Ecology tells us about the way ecosystems are constituted, but we can

get away with altering them to some extent. We can replace diverse plant and

animal communities to grow our agricultural crops, and if the monocultures

thereby produced are more vulnerable to infestation by certain insects, there are

further measures we can take to deal with that situation. We can eliminate the

larger carnivores, simplifying food chains over different regions of the globe, and

if we thereby create a problem with overpopulation by the large or small

herbivores these carnivores once preyed upon, we can take over the "jobs" of the

panther and the wolf ourselves, staging "mercy" hunts of deer and rabbits "for

their own good." We might even try eliminating some of the seemingly

unnecessary beings of lesser sentience, taking increasing responsibility for

maintaining, say, certain songbirds or some of the smaller carnivores more

"efficiently" by caging them and feeding them artificial high-protein diets, allowing

us to dispense with many of the insects and other invertebrates that currently

process quite a bit of energy while yielding little return in sentience through their

own lives. A problem with these different scenarios, however, is that they take

no account of the inherent ecosystemic structure nor of the underlying reasons

why such structures arose, and would continue to reestablish themselves in the

absence of human interference, as explained by Colinvaux. These courses of

action thus, in a sense, all amount to "swimming against the stream." While

ecology does not tell us that these things cannot be done, at least as long as we
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stay within certain boundaries of expectation, it does tell us that what we are

proposing as something we "ought" to do will be moving us ever farther away

from the way such energy flows occur within the natural world, and that these

goals can only be met, if at all, by means of an increasing amount of human

expenditure of effort. Furthermore, if we proceed toward such goals by

permitting losses from the system-allowing such "inefficient" animals as the

panther and the wolf to become extinct, for instance-our path will be irrevocable;

we humans will then become committed to taking over the panther and wolf

"jobs" forever onward, or living with the problems that would result from such

important roles being permanently missing from ecosystems that were designed,

through the inexorable forces of natural selection, to incorporate such roles. My

judgement is that such "swimming against the stream," in general, would be

seriously at odds with a seamless meshing of a scientific and an ethical

worldview.

Furthermore, such considerations lead me to a more specific concern: just

what the human role ought properly to be within the scheme of things. Is it

appropriate for us to take on a greater and greater share of "running the system"

in order to get it to act in ways that go counter to the ways in which millions of

years of evolution have tailored it to behave? Just what, in fact, is the

appropriate niche for the human "kind" of organism? These are questions I will

take up in chapter 6. For now, they provide an indication of perhaps my most

important reason for finding all of the "Repugnant Conclusions" repugnant: in

making the numbers of different kinds of organisms seem arbitrary, or at least

open to redesign upon our own (very arbitrary) human estimations of what a

utility maximum might be, they blind us to a nonarbitrary structure that I believe is
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preexisting within "the grand scheme of things," and blind us not only to the

proper place for other forms of life within this structure, but to that of our own. I

will attempt to devise a framework to help alleviate this difficulty in the next

chapter.



CHAPTER 5
A FRAMEWORK FOR CONSIDERING NONHUMAN INTERESTS

Traditional ethical frameworks were developed in the context of governing

human interactions with other humans. If we are to utilize an individual-centered

framework for our relations with nonhumans, how shall we best proceed, and

what differences between human-human versus human-nonhuman interactions

should be kept in mind as we do? This chapter will attempt to sketch an

approach to answering such questions, seeking the common core of much

traditional ethical thinking and then determining the proper place at which

relevant differences in kind should be figured into our conclusions. I will maintain

that, within a theory that is both simple and seamless, that place can be

significantly "downstream" from where some of the contemporary thinkers have

been locating it, and so positioning it will render unnecessary some of the value

disparities heretofore postulated.

A Common Core of Ethical Thought

As R. M. Hare has pointed out, and as Singer discusses in introducing

ethical thinking in his Practical Ethics, one common theme found in many

different traditions, from the JudaeoChristian concept of the "Golden Rule," to the

Categorical Imperative of Immanuel Kant, through the utilitarianism of Jeremy

Bentham and a variety of different approaches employed by contemporary moral

199
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philosophers, is that "ethics takes a universal point of view."1 Hare’s own theory,

universal prescriptivism, "demands that we treat other people's prescriptions (i.e.,

their desires, likings, and, in general, preferences) as if they were our own."2 By

this method, when a moral agent judges the proper course of action to take in a

situation described in "universal terms," omitting all references to particular

people, places, or times, he or she is simultaneously making a judgment about all

other situations descriptively similar to it except for the roles which he or she may

occupy, and hence no judgment will be acceptable "which does not do the best,

all in all, for all the parties" involved.3

Hare arrives at his account through an examination of the logical properties

of the moral words, which can be determined by appeal to our linguistic (as

opposed to moral) intutions, examining what people mean when they use moral

language rather than simply considering the opinions on "matters of moral

substance" with which they may have been inculcated.4 According to Hare,

moral judgments possess properties of both prescriptivity and universalizability:

they entail at least one imperative (a sentence such as "'You must do it, but

don't'" would generally be considered self-contradictory5), and they commit us to

treating the prescriptions of others as we would our own ("if we make different

moral judgments about situations which we admit to be identical in their universal

1 Peter Singer, Practical Ethics. 11.

2R. M. Hare, Moral Thinking. 17.

3lbid., 42.

4lbid., 11-13.

5lbid., 23.
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descriptive properties, we contradict ourselves"6). Hare recognizes two levels of

thinking at which substantial moral questions may be judged, the intuitive, on

which principles, instilled in us by our upbringing or by previous critical thinking,

enable us to decide quickly on day-to-day courses of action, and the critical, on

which considered reflection about a particular situation will lead to a decision that

respects the preferences of all participants equally with our own.

Hare likens utilizing the "prima facie principles" available at the intuitive level

to the "conformity (for the most part) to received opinion" found with rule-

utilitarianism, whereas thinking at the critical level, in permitting the moral agent

to examine a situation in complete specificity, he considers to be compatible with

act-utilitarianism and also with specific rule-utilitarianism,7 a position which "holds

that we ought on any occasion to do that act which is required by the set of

principles whose universal observance would best serve the interests of all," and

which, since its principles can be made as specific as each individual case

demands, collapses down into a "universalistic act-utilitarianism."8

Hare finds that the above three theories, his universal prescriptivism,

universalistic act-utilitarianism, and specific rule-utilitarianism, share a common

core with two other contemporary moral theories, the ideal observer theory, such

as has been outlined by R. B. Brandt, and the rational contractor theory, as has

6lbid., 21.

7lbid., 43.

8See Hare, "Rules of War and Moral Reasoning," Philosophy & Public Affairs
1 (1972): 167-70.
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been proposed by John Rawls and others.9 The ideal observer theory holds that

"we are to think like a person who gives equal, and positive, weight to the

interests of all the parties and to nothing else, and in serving these makes no

conceptual errors," where that person has "access to complete knowledge of all

the facts."10 The rational contractor theory, as construed by Hare,11 on he other

hand, holds that "what we ought to do is follow those principles which would be

adopted by a set of rational people, each prudently considering his own interest,

who were seeking agreement with each other on the principles which should

govern their conduct in a society of which they were to be members," where

those contractors "are presumed to have complete knowledge of all facts about

the society and the environment in which they are to live, except the particular

role which is to be played by each individual one of them."12 While the rational

contractors are ignorant of their own positions in the envisioned society, and

hence cannot act to favor themselves, the ideal observer, although possessed of

full knowledge, is constrained to be impartial. On both theories the moral agents

9lbid., 168; Hare refers his reader to R. B. Brandt, "The Definition of an 'Ideal
Observer' Theory in Ethics," Philosophy and Phenomenological Research 15:
(1955); 407-413, and John Rawls, A Theory of Justice (Cambridge: Harvard
University Press, 1971), among others.

10lbid.

11 Hare notes that John Rawls's A Theory of Justice was in preparation but still
unpublished and unavailable to him at the time he wrote the article examining the
commonness of the five theories; see "Rules of War and Moral Reasoning," 168.
Hare's version of the rational contractor theory must be construed as somewhat
different from Rawls's version.

12lbid.
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therefore "will give equal weight to the interests of both parties."13 The weight

that is given them, moreover, will be "positive," in one case by stipulation and in

the other because the rational contractors will be adhering to prudence in

seeking their own interests, and thus result in "impartial benevolence."14 Hare

concludes that, "for practical purposes." there seems to be little significant

difference between any of these five contemporary theories "as regards the

method of moral thinking which they generate."15

Hare also maintains that a striking parallel can be found between several

formulations of Kant's Categorical Imperative and Bentham's famous injunction

"everybody to count for one, nobody for more than one," both leading to the

treating of "equal preferences as of equal weight."16 One of Kant's formulations

enjoins us: "Act so that you treat humanity, whether in your own person or in that

of another, always as an end and never as a means only."17 Kant offers four

examples in illustration of the principle embodied in this formulation, concerning

suicide, promise-keeping, self-development, and general benevolence. The

fourth notes that "the natural end which all men have is their own happiness,"

and that, while "humanity might indeed exist" if people only refrained from acting

against the happiness of others, "this harmony with humanity as an end in itself is

13lbid„ 169.

14lbid.

15R. M. Hare, "Rules of War and Moral Reasoning," 167.

16Hare, "Could Kant Have been a Utilitarian?" Utilitas 5 (1993): 5; see also,
e g., Moral Thinking. 4-5.

17lmmanuel Kant, Foundations of the Metaphysics of Morals, translated by
Lewis White Beck (New York: Macmillan, 1985), 39 [429].
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only negative rather than positive if everyone does not also endeavor, so far as

he can, to further the ends of others"; it concludes: "For the ends of any person,

who is an end in himself, must as far as possible also be my end, if that

conception of an end in itself is to have its full effect on me."18 Kant is here using

"end" in different senses, of course: as an "end in itself," a rational being, the

object of our moral consideration, is not to be subordinated to the purposes of

another; such a being will have "ends" or purposes of her own, one of which, "by

a necessity of nature," will be her own happiness.19 To take the "ends" of such

rational beings and make them one's own ends would seem very much the same

process as putting one's self in the position of the others involved in a given

situation and choosing that course of action having the best outcome for all

concerned, a seemingly "utilitarian" solution.20

A second formulation of the Categorical Imperative holds: "Act only

according to that maxim by which you can at the same time will that it should

become a universal law."21 In this version, the demand for universalization in our

ethical decision-making is even clearer. As Hare paraphrases the injunction:

18lbid., 48-49 [430],

19lbid., 33 [415],

^Upon examining these passages in considerably greater detail than I have
done here and considering Kant's view of the relation between one's ends and
the will, Hare reaches the conclusion that one might say of Kant, on the basis of
his second and fourth (other-regarding) examples, "that he was a sort of
utilitarian, namely a rational-will utilitarian"; he notes, however, that the first and
third of Kant's illustrating examples, concerned with suicide and with cultivating
one's own talents (duties to oneself), "are inconsistent with a utilitarian
interpretation." See "Could Kant Have been a Utilitarian?," 3-4.

21 Kant, Foundations of the Metaphysics of Morals. 39 [421],
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I have, that is, to will it not only for the present situation, in which I occupy
the role that I do, but also for all situations resembling this in their universal
properties, including those in which I occupy all the other possible roles. But
I cannot will this unless I am willing to undergo what I should suffer in all
those roles, and of course get the good things that I should enjoy in others
of the roles. The upshot is that I shall be able to will only such maxims as
do the best, all in all, impartially, for all those affected by my action. And
this, again, is utilitarianism.22

Hare goes on to conjoin this formulation of the Categorical Imperative with the

previous one, finding that it becomes: "if I am to universalize my maxim, it must

be consistent with seeking the ends of all the other people on equal terms with

my own."23 Furthermore, even the apparently nonutilitarian parts of Kant's moral

philosphy, such as those concerned with "duties to oneself," illustrated in Kant's

first and third examples mentioned above, which appear rather to be

perfectionist in nature, can be seen to be consistent with utilitarianism as well

when it is understood that "a morally perfect character, or good will," for Kant, "is

one formed by its own framing of universal laws in accordance with the

Categorical Imperative."24 Hare suggests that "the perfection we are after is one

of form, not of content": "In other words, the moral perfection of a good will is a

perfection of form, and the form is the form of practical love, which is utilitarian, in

that it seeks to advance the ends of all impartially."25
Hare further reminds us that Kant carefully distinguishes "between the

empirical and rational parts of moral philosophy," with the Foundations of the

22Hare, "Could Kant Have been a Utilitarian?" 6-7.

23lbid„ 7.

24lbid., 9.

25lbid.
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Metaphysics of Morals being devoted almost solely to the latter, as largely "a

purely logical enquiry into the nature of moral reasoning."26 One of the reasons

why many have assumed that Kant's philosophy is antithetical to utilitarianism,

Hare believes, is Kant's stress that this particular work, being concerned with the

rational part of moral philosophy only, "cannot appeal to anything contingent and

empirical; and desires and preferences are of this sort."27 Central to this work,

for example, is Kant’s doctrine of the autonomy of the will, which holds that the

will of a rational being legislates for itself, unconstrained by impinging

contingencies of the empirical world, but rather constrained only by "'the fitness

of its maxims for its own making of universal law."' This constraint is a matter of

purely formal consideration; thus, according to Hare, "it is only the universal form

of what we are going to will that constrains us, and not any content."28 However,

a utilitarian framework, likewise, may be divided along formal and substantial

lines, as Hare indicates:

A utilitarian system also has a pure formal part. ... It operates, indeed, with
the concept of preference ... but it does not assume that preferences have
any particular content. What people prefer is an empirical matter; it has to
be ascertained once we start to apply our system of reasoning, but in order
to set up the system we do not need to assume that people prefer one thing
or another; that is, in setting up the system we look merely at the form of
people's preferences, not at their content.29

26 Ibid., 11. Hare notes that the last chapter of the Foundations goes beyond
logic to metaphysics in arguing for the possibility of a practical synthetic a priori

27 Ibid.

28 Ibid.

29 Ibid.
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For the application of either system to concrete situations, Hare maintains,

empirical constraints must be brought into play. If one is a Kantian, one will be

constrained by the formal requirement that one must will universally; however, in

particular situations wherein one is contemplating telling a lie, for instance, or

pulling the trigger of a gun pointed at another, one would be constrained from

willing such actions universally by the empirical facts that the person to be so

treated would not will to be the object of such actions. To this extent, Hare notes,

"it is hard to see how anyone, Kant included, could fail to be a consequentialist";

in these examples, clearly, "the intended consequence is what makes it wrong."30
Within a utilitarian framework, likewise, the practical component must come by its

content from consideration of the consequences of the actions relevant to the

empirically discernable preferences of the parties concerned.31
As will be developed more fully shortly, Hare's observation that moral theory,

both Kantian and utilitarian, can be divided into formal and substantial elements

provides a powerful insight into a way of conceptualizing the common core of

moral thinking in such a way that the different kinds of beings to be treated by

environmental ethics can be considered adequately. Before proceeding to

develop this framework, however, it must be noted that there are those who

disagree with Hare's claim that the logical properties of moral language lead

directly to utilitarianism or with the belief that utilitarianism provides the only

“Ibid., 15.

31 See ibid., 13.
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effective way of implementing universal prescriptivism.32 Singer indeed, takes a

more modest position when he observes that "if we describe the universal aspect

of ethics in bare, formal terms, a wide range of ethical theories, including quite

irreconcilable ones, are compatible with this notion of universality."33 However,

he illustrates a very basic core of ethical thought through the provision of an

example of possible "first steps toward ethics" taken by an early human ancestor,

an example that also serves to provide a "seamless" bridging between social

nonhumans and preethical but language-using human societies:

A dog may growl at one stranger and wag her tail at another without having
to justify the apparent discrimination; but a human being cannot so easily
get away with different ethical judgments in apparently identical situations. If
someone tells us that she may take the nuts another member of the tribe
has gathered, but no one may take her nuts, she can be asked why the two
cases are different. To answer, she must give a reason. Not just any
reason, either. In a dispute between members of a cohesive group of
reasoning beings, the demand for a reason is a demand for a justification
that can be accepted by the group as a whole. Thus the reason offered
must be disinterested, at least to the extent of being equally acceptable to
all.34

32See, for example, J. L. Mackie, Ethics: Inventing Right and Wrong (New
York: Penguin Books, 1977), 83-102; Singer, "Reasoning towards Utilitarianism,"
in D. Seanor and N. Fotion, eds., Hare and Critics: Essays on Moral Thinking
(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1988), 147-59; Bernard Williams, "The Structure of
Hare's Theory," in D. Seanor and N. Fotion, eds., Hare and Critics: Essays on
Moral Thinking (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1988), 187; Kenneth E. Goodpaster,
"Universal Prescriptivism and/or Utilitarian Methodology," manuscript, 1974, as
quoted in Lynne S. Arnault, "The Radical Future of a Classic Moral Theory," in
Gender/Bodv/Knowledae: Feminist Reconstructions of Being and Knowing, ed.
Alison Jaggar and Susan Bordo (New Brunswick, NJ: Rutgers University Press,
1989), 199; see also Arnault, ibid., 191.

33Singer, Practical Ethics. 12.

34Singer, The Expanding Circle: Ethics and Sociobioloov (New York: New
American Library, 1991), 93.
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Singer finds that "we very swiftly arrive at an initially utilitarian position once we

apply the universal aspect of ethics to simple, pre-ethical decision-making."35 He

concludes "the utilitarian position is a minimal one, a first base that we reach by

universalizing self-interested decision making"; "we cannot, if we are to think

ethically, refuse to take this step."36 If we are to "go beyond utilitarianism," on the

other hand, to embrace, say, "theories of rights, of justice, of the sanctity of life,"

then "we need to be provided with good reasons for taking this further step."37 In

my own search for the simplest adequate theory for use in an individual-centered

environmental ethic, I find this "minimal" position that seems to form the core of

several time-honored ethical systems highly attractive: we should grant "equal

consideration for equal interests," following that course of action that has the best

consequences for all, all things considered. The many rules and principles

incorporated into the theories of Regan and Taylor may be avoided without loss, I

believe, if this simple position is adopted and employed with the degree of

specificity demanded by particular situations. If this minimal utilitarian position is

understood as providing the formal element of our ethic, moreover, there is

ample room left for according different treatments to different kinds of beings

when the substantial element subsequently comes into play.

The Limits of Moral Considerabilitv

Before the requirements of this substantial element are investigated further,

however, a consideration of just what is to be included within the moral

35Singer, Practical Ethics. 14.

36lbid.

37lbid., 14-15.
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community served by an individual-centered environmental ethic would seem in

order. With respect to what sorts of beings are we enjoined to "consider equal

interests equally"?

Kant, of course, was quite specific about the way in which nonhuman

animals fit into his moral universe. Though he might be said to avoid the most

blatantly speciesist view by virue of speaking in terms of "rational beings" rather

than of "human beings," Kant distinguished such rational beings sharply from all

nonhuman forms of life we are familiar with by postulating their possession of

(moral) autonomy, the ability to act in freedom according to laws they make for

themselves, whereas nonhuman animals possess only heteronomy, the ability to

act only as determined by the laws of nature.38 Rational beings are to be treated

as "ends in themselves" and "never as a means only," but, Kant tells us, in his

Lectures on Ethics:

Animals are not self-conscious and are there merely as a means to an end.
That end is man.39

Practicing kindness and showing sympathy toward animals are to be

commended, according to Kant, not for the sake of the animals themselves but

"because thus we cultivate the corresponding duties toward human beings";

hence "our duties towards animals are merely indirect duties towards

humanity."40 Since nonhuman animals are not "rational" or capable of moral

38See, e.g., Kant, Foundations of the Metaphysics of Morals. 46 [428], 71
[452],

39Kant, Lectures on Ethics, translated by Louis Infield (New York: Harper &
Row, 1963), 239.

40lbid., 239-40.
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decision-making, we need not be directly concerned about the way our treatment

affects them, a view that has been succinctly caricatured by Stephen Clark as

"We are absolutely better than the animals because we are able to give their

interests some consideration, so we won't."41

However, Kant's position with respect to nonhuman animals was amended

by his follower, Leonard Nelson, writing in the early part of this century. Nelson

follows the development of Kant's thought quite closely on most matters, but on

this issue he differs significantly. At the heart of his formulation of "the moral

law," for example, beings who have interests are termed "persons," and it is out

of regard for their interests that our freedom of choice in carrying out our actions

is restricted:

According to the principle of personal dignity, every being that has interests,
in other words, every person, has a claim to respect for his interests. This
claim is the person's right.4?

Unlike Kant, Nelson differentiates very clearly between "subjects of duties" and

"subjects of rights." Subjects of duties are held to be those who are both capable

of acting according to their own will and capable of grasping the concept of duty,

or "rational beings"; "on the other hand," Nelson maintains, "any being capable of

having interests can be a subject of rights."43 Since, in his view, "pleasure and

pain designate those interests of which we are conscious independently of any

judgment," he finds that "any being that can feel pleasure or pain is therefore a

41 Stephen R. L. Clark, The Moral Status of Animals (Oxford: Clarendon Press,
1977), 108.

42Leonard Nelson, System of Ethics, translated by Norbert Guterman (New
Haven: Yale University Press, 1956), 99.

43lbid.
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subject of rights, and has dignity in the sense defined above."44 Nelson thus

concludes that "we have duties to animals, and that these duties are direct, i.e.,

that they are not derived from duties to men, or rational beings."45 In the course

of his discussion, moreover, he makes an observation that could be construed as

an answer to Clark's satirical remark:

Finally, by virtue of its rationality a being is not only invested with rights, but
also assumes duties. A man who shirks his duties is certainly not superior
to an animal, which is not even capable of committing a wrong. Whoever
takes this fact honestly into account, will hesitate before justifying an injury
to an animal's interests on the sole ground that his own life is rational.45

A number of utilitarians, of course, have included the sentient nonhuman

animals within the moral community, from the time Jeremy Bentham penned his

famous passage:

The day may come, when the rest of the animal creation may acquire those
rights which never could have been withholden from them but by the hand of
tyranny. The French have already discovered that the blackness of the skin
is no reason why a human being should be abandoned without redress to
the caprice of a tormentor. It may come one day to be recognized, that the
number of the legs, the villosity of the skin, or the termination of the os
sacrum, are reasons equally insufficient for abandoning a sensitive being to
the same fate. What else is it that should trace the insuperable line? Is it the
faculty of reason, or, perhaps, the faculty of discourse? But a full-grown
horse or dog is beyond comparison, a more rational, as well as a more
conversable animal, than an infant of a day, or a week, or even a month,
old. But suppose the case were otherwise,, what would it avail? the
question is not, Can they reason? nor, Can they talk? but, Can they
suffer?47

44lbid., 100.

45lbid„ 137.

46lbid„ 144.

47Jeremy Bentham, An Introduction to the Principles of Morals and
Legislation, reprinted in The Utilitarians (Garden City, NY: Anchor Books, 1973),
381. Singer cites this passage in Practical Ethics. 56-57.
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John Stuart Mill seems to agree with Bentham's position on this issue, speaking

in his Utilitarianism, for example, of "the end of human action" as being the

securing of an existence "exempt as far as possible from pain, and as rich as

possible in enjoyments, both in point of quantity and quality," not only with

respect to "all mankind" but also, "so far as the nature of things admits, to the

whole of sentient creation."48 As a contemporary utilitarian considering the class

of morally relevant facts, Hare is "happy to accept" the vegetarian's amendment

of substituting, in "the likely effects of possible actions ... on people," "instead of

'people', 'sentient beings', in order to include other animals within the scope of

morality."49 Singer, of course, extends the moral community to all sentient

animals, taking, like Bentham, the capacity "for suffering and/or enjoyment or

happiness" as "the vital characteristic that entitles a being to equal

consideration."50

Others, however, including two of the environmental philosophers

considered here, have extended the set of beings to be considered morally

beyond just those that we could consider sentient, on a criterion such as Singer

poses above. Some of the apparent differences of position on this issue arise

out of differences in the way certain terms are used, while other differences are

more substantial; I will attempt a clarification by first indicating agreements and

48John Stuart Mill, Utilitarianism, reprinted in The Utilitarians (Garden City,
NY: Anchor Books, 1973), 412-13.

49Hare, Moral Thinking. 90-91.

^Singer, Practical Ethics. 57.
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disagreements on terms and concepts, and will then later specify which terms

and concepts I would prefer to use.

Among those who would extend the moral community beyond the

boundaries of the clearly sentient, there seems to be general agreement that

nonsentient living beings can be said to have "a good of their own." Paul Taylor,

for example, takes "entity-having-a-good-of-its-own" to be a central concept in his

own theory, membership in the class of such entities being determined by

"whether it makes sense to speak of what is good or bad for the thing in

question."51 Robin Attfield speaks similarly of, for instance, "the good of trees,"52

and he refers his readers to Georg Henrik Von Wright's exploration of the

question "What kinds or species of being have a good?":

A being, of whose good it is meaningful to talk, is one who can meaningfully
be said to be well or ill, to thrive, to flourish, be happy or miserable. These
things, no doubt, are sometimes said of artefacts and inanimate objects too-
-particularly when we feel a strong attachment to them. 'My car does not
like the roads of this district very much, as shown by the frequent
overhaulings which it needs', we may say. But this is clearly a metaphorical
way of speaking.

The attributes, which go along with meaningful use of the phrase 'the
good of X', may be called biological in a broad sense. . . . What I mean by
calling the terms 'biological' is that they are used as attributes of beings, of
whom it is meaningful to say that they have a jife. . . .

Artefacts, such as cars and watches, have a life and therefore a good,
only metaphorically. Plants and animals have a life in the primary sense.53

51 Paul Taylor, Respect for Nature. 60-61.

52See Attfield, "The Good of Trees," in D. VanDeVeer and C. Pierce, eds.,
People. Penguins, and Plastic Trees (Belmont, CA: Wadsworth Publishing
Company, 1986), 96-105.

53Georg Henrik Von Wright, The Varieties of Goodness (London: Routledge &
Kegan Paul, 1963), 50.
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Kenneth Goodpaster also recognizes hfe in this biological sense as "something to

take into account, something that is not merely 'potential sentience' and which

surely does qualify beings as beneficiaries and capable of harm."54 Attfield turns

to a point emphasized by Goodpaster for justification in including such beings

within the scope of morality, "the centrality in morality of beneficence"; "granted

this centrality," Attfield maintains, "it is hard to resist the conclusion that whatever

has a good of its own, and thus can be benefited, also has moral standing."55

Much disagreement, however, seems to center around the issue of whether

or not nonsentient creatures, even if they are held to have "a good of their own,"

can be said to have interests. Taylor, for example, holds that "there are some

entities that have a good of their own but cannot, strictly speaking, be described

as having interests"; "they do not have interests because they are not interested

in, do not care about, what happens to them."56 Singer also appears to define

"interests" in such a way as to link them necessarily with sentience: "the capacity

for suffering and enjoying things is a prerequisite for having interests at all, a

condition that must be satisfied before we can speak of interests in any

meaningful way."57 Likewise, Joel Feinberg, against whom Attfield is arguing in

defending "the good of trees," seems to share the same understanding: "interests

are compounded out of desires and aims, both of which presuppose something

54Kenneth E. Goodpaster, "On Being Morally Considerable," The Journal of
Philosophy 75 (1978): 316.

55Attfield, A Theory of Value and Obligation. 18.

56Taylor, Respect for Nature. 63.

57Singer, Practical Ethics. 57.
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like belief, or cognitive awareness"; and hence, "if desires or wants are the

materials interests are made of, mindless creatures have no interests of their

own."58

Attfield finds a second notion of "interests" within Feinberg's own remarks,

however, since Feinberg also links them to "conative life," said to include "latent

tendencies, direction of growth, and natural fulfillments" as well as such things as

"conscious wishes, desires, and hopes," and he finds that "without interests a

creature can have no 'good' of its own," while at the same time considering that

"plants, unlike rocks, are capable of having a 'good.'"59 Attfield finds Feinberg's

second construal of "interests" to be persuasive, implying that "all individual

animals and plants have interests," since "all have latent tendencies at some time

or other, all have a direction of growth, and all can flourish after their natural

kind."60 Goodpaster, as well, notes Feinberg’s two senses of "interest," and he,

too, opts for the second: "in the face of their obvious tendencies to maintain and

heal themselves, it is very difficult to reject the idea of interests on the part of

trees (and plants generally) in remaining alive "61 Also taking note of Feinberg's

differentiation of plants from "mere things" and the place in "conative life" for such

things as "latent tendencies" and "directions of growth," Goodpaster concludes

that "the interest principle either grows to fit what we might call a 'life principle' or

58Joel Feinberg, "The Rights of Animals and Unborn Generations," in William
T. Blackstone, ed., Philosophy and Environmental Crisis (Athens. GA: University
of Georgia Press, 1974), 52-53.

59lbid„ 49-51.

“Attfield, "The Good of Trees," 97.
61Goodpaster, "On Being Morally Considerable," 319.
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requires an arbitrary stipulation of psychological capacities (for desires, wants,

etc.)" which he finds neither warranted by Feinberg's argument "nor

independently plausible."62

Should the word "interest" be understood so stipulatively as effectively linked

to desiring, believing, or other such states requiring significant mental capacities?

In keeping with simplicity, I would think not, if such a linkage is not already

thoroughly established by our ordinary language use, and such seems not to be

the case. The Oxford English Dictionary provides the following, nonstipulative

definition of "interest":

2. The relation of being concerned or affected in respect of advantage or
detriment; esp. an advantageous relation of this kind.
• • • •

b That which is to or for the advantage of any one; good, benefit, profit,
advantage.
• • • •

c. In the interest (interests) of: on the side of what is advantageous or
beneficial to.63

long before it offers the following more restricted, sentience-dependent sense:

7. The feeling of one who is concerned or has a personal concern in any
thing; hence, the state of feeling proper to such a relation, or a particular
form or instance of it; a feeling of concern for or curiosity about a person or
thing.64

I myself find the term interest, in its nonstipulative sense indicative of

something that is to the benefit of or tending to further the good of, a useful term

indeed as applied with respect to a living organism. In fact, I would find myself in

62lbid„ 320.

63The Oxford English Dictionary (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1933), vol. 5, 393.

64lbid., 394.
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agreement with quite a number of ethical claims in which this word is used,

though originally made with the explicit or implicit understanding that only

sentient beings were the objects under consideration, if the scope of the term,

and the claims, were expanded so as to include living nonsentient beings as well

as the sentient. A case in point would be Nelson's statement, mentioned earlier,

holding that "every being that has interests . . . has a claim to respect for his

interests."

My reasons for wishing to expand the boundaries of the moral community so

as to include the living but nonsentient are, I think, in line with those of Attfield

and Goodpaster. In keeping with a demand for a seamless "fit" of the moral with

the empirical, if the boundary between the living and the lifeless is a sharper

division than that between the sentient and the nonsentient, and if all living

organisms can be said to have a "good" that can be benefited, then it would

seem more appropriate to draw the line of moral considerability at the edge of life

rather than somewhere in that hazy region where the sentient presumably trails

off into the nonsentient.

And, as was discussed in chapter 2, it appears that we have good reason for

clearly distinguishing the living from the nonliving. Ernst Mayr, in arguing for the

scientific autonomy of biology, characterizes "some of the fundamental

differences between organisms and inert matter" as follows:

Living systems are characterized by a remarkably complex organization
which endows them with the capacity to respond to external stimuli, to bind
or release energy (metabolism), to grow, to differentiate, and to replicate.
Biological systems have the further remarkable property that they are open
systems, which maintain a steady-state balance in spite of much input and
output. This homeostasis is made possible by elaborate feedback
mechanisms, unknown in their precision in any inanimate system. . . .
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The complexity of living systems exists at every hierarchical level, from
the nucleus, to the cell, to any organ system (kidney, liver, brain), to the
individual, to the species, the ecosystem, the society. . . .

To be sure, hierarchical organization is not altogether absent in the
inanimate world, where elementary particles form atoms, which form
molecules, and then crystals, and so on. But order in the inanimate realm is
several levels of magnitude below the order of ontogenetic development, as
illustrated by the growth of the peacock's tail or the organization of the
central nervous system. . . .

. . . when such a system is assembled from its components, new
characteristics of the whole emerge that could not have been predicted from
a knowledge of the constituents. Such emergence of new properties occurs
also throughout the inanimate world, but only organisms show such
dramatic emergence of new characteristics at every hierarchical level of the
system. . . .

Organisms are unique at the molecular level because they have a
mechanism for the storage of historically acquired information, while
inanimate matter does not. ... All organisms possess a historically evolved
genetic program, coded in the DNA of the nucleus (or RNA in some viruses).
Nothing comparable exists in the inanimate world, except in man-made
machines. . . .

The genotype (genetic program) is a product of a history that goes back
to the origin of life, and thus it incorporates the "experiences" of all
ancestors. . . . The genotype also endows [organisms] with the capacity for
goal-directed (teleonomic) processes and activities, a capacity totally absent
in the inanimate world.65

Goodpaster, in answering an objection to the effect that "life itself cannot "be

given a precise definition," comes up with one considerably more succinct than

Mayr's characterization:

The typifying mark of a living system . . appears to be its
persistent state of low entropy, sustained by metabolic
processes for accumulating energy, and maintained in
equilibrium with its environment by homeostatic feedback
processes.66

and he goes on to suggest, in view of this definition, that "the core of moral

concern lies in respect for self-sustaining organization and integration in the face

65Ernst Mayr, Toward a New Philosophy of Biology. 14-17.

66Goodpaster, "On Being Morally Considerable," 323, quoting K. M. Sayre,
Cybernetics and the Philosophy of Mind.
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of pressures toward high entropy," presumably when such is taken as the

empirical account of the "good" toward which we may exhibit beneficence.

As noted by Von Wright, it is true that we sometimes speak metaphorically

about human artifacts as having "goods," and some human-created machines

may appear to duplicate certain of the properties of living things to some degree,

but, in the opinion of biologists such as Mayr, at least for our present state of

technological achievement, no present artifacts come near the sort of "self-

sustaining organization" that can lead one to say, of lifeforms, that they have

interests.67 Metaphors aside, it should be clear that the "good" of a car or a

bicycle, or even of a computer or a heat-seeking missile, really is determined

only in relation to the "good" of its human possessor or user, whereas for living

creatures, even for the bacterium or the amoeba, there seems to be something

more, a nonderivative focus of individuality that can sustain benefit or harm in

and of itself, something that has at the very least, as put by Goodpaster, an

interest "in remaining alive."68 This focus or center to the living organism that

differentiates it from even highly organized nonliving matter is difficult to describe

further in a way that is not of necessity tied to sentience as we know it (though it

can be construed as potentially in continuity with such sentience), but an attempt

has been made by Adolf Portmann, as interpreted by Marjorie Grene, who has

coined for it the term "centricity":

67Perhaps the day may come when self-sustaining artifacts exhibiting
emergent properties such as those shown by Star Trek's Commander Data are
created, at which time the "moral community" may need to be further expanded
to accommodate artificial beings which do have "goods of their own" and hence
interests.

^Goodpaster, "On Being Morally Considerable," 319.
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Consciousness in us, or sentience in a broader sense in animals generally,
is again but the inner expression of centricity as such: of the fact that
organisms are centers of metabolism and development, of ordered reaching
out toward an environment and taking in from it, of birth and death. It is this
centered dynamic, dependent as it is on the existence of individuals, that is
characteristic of all life and is not characteristic of inorganic phenomena.69

Of such living experience potentially so radically removed from our own it

becomes very difficult to speak, yet the usefulness of having such a term comes

into play, I think, when issues of the "interests" of the nonliving are brought up,

usually with the intent of providing a reductio of the position that we should

expand the range of our moral concern. When asked by W. Murray Hunt, "Why

should not the condition of being in existence be the criterion of moral

considerability?"70 Goodpaster could only reply:

Inanimate objects have no interests. So they cannot be given moral

consideration in the relevant sense. Full stop. End of slippery slope 1

Since it is apparently not immediately obvious to all why "inanimate objects have

no interests" yet the animate do, perhaps a more fully developed understanding

of the concept to which the term "centricity" has been applied will be helpful in

fleshing out this distinction in the future.

Another term that has sometimes been introduced into the discussion of the

limits of moral considerability is "value." Attfield, for example, as discussed

earlier, subscribes to the notion that there exists something he terms "intrinsic

69Marjorie Grene, Approaches to a Philosophical Biology (New York: Basic
Books, 1968), 29-30.

70W Murray Hunt, "Are Mere Things Morally Considerable?" Environmental
Ethics 3 (1980): 61.

71Goodpaster, "On Stopping Everything: A reply to W. M. Hunt,"
Environmental Ethics 3 (1980): 282.
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acknowledges that there are "metaphysical, epistemological and motivational

objections" that can be raised regarding this notion.72 I cannot pursue such

objections in this dissertation, other than to say that I find the postulation of some

such "value," as is widely done within the field of environmental ethics, to come

at times dangerously close to mystification through reification, and my proposed

solution is to return to using "value" primarily if not solely as a verb. R. M. Hare

has written an essay in which he attempts to classify various entities of potential

environmental concern on the basis of their relationship to such properties as

"being capable of valuing" and "having value," and while I will end up disagreeing

with his position in a number of ways, an examination of the relevant section of

this essay should help clarify these points in regard to both our positions.

In "Moral Reasoning about the Environment," Hare is seeking "some

account of the way in which one should reason about environmental issues, and

the principles that such reasoning leads to."73 His first objective in this effort is to

attain "a careful delimitation of the interests that have to be considered," of which

various potential candidates could be, in addition to the interests of sentient

nonhuman animals and humans, those of "'Nature, the biosphere," "the

ecosystem," "lakes, valleys, and mountains," and "plants and non-sentient

animals." Hare, it is clear, accepts there being a necessary link between having

"interests" and having mental states of some sort. He remarks that "we could

,2Attfield, A Theory of Value and Obligation. 26.

73Hare, "Moral Reasoning about the Environment," in Hare, Essays on
Political Morality (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1989), 236.
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rule all these latter classes of things out of court if it is impossible to have

interests without having desires for their furtherance or regrets if they are not

preserved; for desires and regrets are conscious experiences which nonsentient

things cannot have."74 He leaves for later in the discussion his actual argument

against there being morally relevant interests for such entities, however.

Hare proposes, first, that we attempt to classify such different entities into

several groupings on the basis of the ways in which they could be said to "have

value."75 In setting up his classification scheme, he assumes that "valuing is one

kind of desiring," with a relation existing "between having an interest and valuing"

that is a "special case of the relation between "having an interest and desiring,"

such that "if a values b," "then a has an interest... in the existence of b." An

entity is placed in class alpha "if it has value to itself." "Most humans fall into this

class, because they value, and therefore have an interest in, their own continued

existence"; "other higher animals" may be placed here also, since, "for example,

it seems likely that cows, as sentient creatures, value their own existence."76

Entities of class beta, on the other hand, "though not valuable to themselves, are

valuable in themselves to other entities," entities which are capable of valuing.

Examples of such entities include lakes and trees, things that do not themselves

value but that some people may value very highly/7 In the third class, gamma,

are placed entities which are valued by such entities as can value, not "in

74lbid., 237.

75lbid., 239.

76lbid., 239-40.

^Ibid., 240.
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themselves" but rather "instrumentally, for the use made of them"; such entities

might include "crops, natural commodities like gravel, and some artefacts."78

Hare considers a class omega, to include "entities which have value . . . though

they do not have value . . . to anything, even to themselves," but declares any

such possible class to be empty, since "to think that an entity has value although

nothing is valuing it is incoherent."79 It seems, then, that environmental entities,

to be of value, must either be sentient entities, humans and sentient animals that

value themselves (entities of class alpha), entities incapable of valuing

themselves, but which are valued by a sentient entity in themselves (not merely

instrumentally) (entities of class beta), or nonsentient entities that are valued by

some sentient entity, but only instrumentally (entities of class gamma). Hare

further goes on to claim that it is possible for an entity to be capable of valuing

without that entity being valued by another entity, and so lack "value" itself even

though it could be said to "have interests," interests in those things which it

valued; the example he gives is that of "a very unhappy man" who "might value

his children's continued existence, even though he did not value his own, and

neither did anyone else."80

My initial response to Hare's classification scheme is that classification on

the basis of "having value" illustrates well some of the problems encountered in

construing entities as being invested with a quantity of "something" that can, to

be sure, only incoherently be separated from the act of valuation itself. I think

78lbid.

79lbid., 240-41.

80lbid., 239.
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unhappy man" had no "value," just because he "did not value his own" continued

existence and "neither did anyone else"? What could it mean for one's existence

to be invested with "value" that could at some later time be withdrawn, like the

shutting off of a tap, once it were no longer the focus of someone's "valuing"

attention? How well must some other person know and care for one, in order

that one's lifegiving stream of "value" might continue to be received? How

"unhappy" must one be with one's own life for it to be judged, not just unhappy,

but no longer invested at all with such "value"? There exist, to be sure, suicide

prevention centers that might intercede to increase the "unhappy man's" self¬

esteem and hope to return him to the state of "valuing" his own life once more,

but if he were never to make the acquaintence of such mental health workers--

professional "valuers," one might say, whose role it is to provide the service of so

investing strangers, temporarily, say, or for a fee-would he be totally lacking in

this mysterious substance or property?

When construed in this way, moreover, the problem of "having value"

becomes even worse in the case of nonhuman animals. In human society, the

"unhappy man" who ceases to value his own existence is at least the exception;

with nonhuman animals, it may be difficult to establish that they value "their own

continued existences" at all. To do so, must they be the sort of beings that

Singer would consider "persons"--beings that are "self-conscious" and with a

sense of themselves as entities existing over time? If so, there could be

considerable difficulty in establishing such a fact for any animal. The signing

great apes may be able to demonstrate their own self-awareness and self-
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valuation, and those sympathetic to animals, such as Singer, may be willing to

extend "the benefit of the doubt" to "whales, dolphins, monkeys, dogs, cats, pigs,

seals, beas, cattle, sheep, and so on,"81 but such a criterion-a requirement for

conceptual reflexivity, if you will, that may indeed prove to be linked to linguistic

ability--would leave the door open wide to skepticism from various quarters.82
And even if it were possible to establish such a capacity for members of selected

species, or even for "all mammals" and possibly birds as well, using such a

capacity as a criterion for having "value" at all would still cast the net much more

narrowly than would simply taking the subset of all sentient beings. It seemingly

would consign such creatures as reptiles and fish, for instance, at best into the

class beta, if they happen to be so fortunate as to be valued in themselves by

some human beings, class gamma if some other beings, say, simply like to eat

them, and the zone of total valuelessness if neither of the above happen to apply.

What I would suggest, as an alternative view, is that we dispense with the

notion of being invested with value for the time being and focus instead on the

key property of being able to value, as Hare rightly, I think, links with "having an

interest" but wrongly, I also think, with "desiring," insofar as the latter

presupposes the existence of some sort of mental states. As I mentioned in

chapter 3, I would recognize a continuity spanning the spectrum of lifeforms,

running from one human, say, valuing another "in herself," to an amoeba valuing

81Singer, Practical Ethics. 132.

82Donald Davidson, for example, would deny that even animals such as dogs,
not being language users, could have any beliefs, desires, or other mental states
at all; see "Rational Animals," Dialéctica 36 (1982): 318-27, and "Thought and
Talk," in Mind and Language, ed. S. Guttenplan (Oxford: Clarendon Press,
1975), 7-23.
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a food particle within its near environment-in each scenario, an organism could

be said to "have an interest" in the existence of the thing that it was valuing, with

that thing, in one way or another, furthering the "good" of the valuing organism.

All such organisms capable of so "valuing'-capable of having interests-would be

morally considerable, since they all have a good which can be benefited or

harmed.

To clarify my scheme, let me propose some new classes: alphal would be

the class of all valuers, coterminal with the class of all living things and also with

that of all morally considerable beings, since all would have "interests" and a

"good"; betal would actually represent a merging of Hare's classes beta and

gamma, including all things that are valued, with the degree of "instrumentality"

involved in the valuing of a thing quite variable and situation-dependent; and

oammaf would include whatever nonliving things exist that at any given time are

not being valued by a living valuer. The class omega, as defined by Hare, I am

happy to agree would remain empty.

On my scheme, the "fuzzy line" would lie, not between those beings able to

value themselves-as indicated above, a difficult thing to determine-and those

unable to do so (and hence requiring that they be valued by something else in

order to "have" value), as on Hare's scheme, but between those things that were

valued by valuing beings merely instrumentallv and those that were valued "in

themselves"-again, a difficult thing to determine, but in this case not a

characteristic marking the vital difference between being morally considerable

and not. And indeed, to what extent a being might be capable of valuing another

entity "in itself rather than "merely" for meeting a need or needs of its own is
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likely to provide great room for debate. Even in the best of marriages, for

example, to what degree is one partner valued "in herself as opposed to

instrumentally? Must we consider that the British environmentalist values

Wastwater solely "in itself," or might there be a significant degree of furthering his

more narrow interests in obtaining outdoor recreation or perhaps championing a

fashionable cause? We may doubt that the amoeba values its food particle in

any other way but as an embodiment of nutrition, but where within the

evolutionary tree might we begin to find nonhuman animals valuing each other "in

themselves"--among the primates and social carnivores, surely, but what about

in, for instance, birds, reptiles or fish protecting their young? I would like to

believe my cat values me "for myself," rather than merely for the ways I fill her

needs, but how should I ever establish that? These are questions that may be

difficult or impossible to answer, but, fortunately, being unable to come up with

ready answers will not leave us at a loss for setting the boundaries of our moral

community on this scheme, or trying to explain why one being might be said to

"have value" while another, very like it in many ways, would be seen as totally

bereft of it. My scheme would, of course, leave inanimate entities such as lakes

and mountains wholly as entities that can be said to have neither interests nor

goods of their own and hence unable to do any valuing, but rather things to be

valued, in part or in whole, by many different living valuers, to different extents

and with widely differing degrees of instrumentality.

I must also beg to differ with Hare on two points he makes in his discussion

of value. While I agree that it is incoherent to hold that an entity "has" value even

though no being is valuing it, I disagree with his view that thinking such a state of
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affairs obtains is similar to "thinking that some statement is true although nobody,

not even oneself, believes it."83 Of course, if, "in thinking it true, one is believing

it," then it is contradicting oneself to maintain that "nobody, not even oneself,

believes it." Setting this concern to one side, however, if, before the Copernican

Revolution, nobody (let us say) believed the Earth and other planets moved

around the sun, such a statement could still be said (now) to have been true, to

the extent that any of our present scientific beliefs can be said to be "true." I find

such a situation, made possible by intersubjectively determinable truths waiting

to be uncovered in the world as science "progresses" (if it can be said to do so),

importantly different from supposing that deposits of "value," disconnected from

living valuers, are present somewhere in the world (though, of course, there may

exist things that will be valued but are not yet because their existence, or their

use, is currently unknown). This is because (to put aside a number of

epistemological concerns that could additionally complicate the picture) what

makes such a statement true is a state of affairs that can exist independently

outside of the current beliefs of a given set of believers, whereas there seems not

to be an independent value-creating state of affairs existing separately from a

given set of valuers.84 I also must disagree with the view that it would be

incoherent to say that "we somehow make things valuable by valuing them";85 I

believe, rather, that that's exactly how things come to be called "valuable"~by

being valued bv a valuer. A clear-cut illustration of this might be the case of a

83Hare, "Moral Reasoning about the Environment," 241.

84Though value-objectivists, such as Attfield, would, of course, disagree.

85Hare, "Moral Reasoning about the Environment," 241.
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one, or, better, a one hundred or a one thousand dollar bill—if we did not make

such things valuable by giving them a place within our human symbol system

they would remain equally worthless strips of paper.86 I think that most

discussions of "value" in general would be vastly simplified and clarified if we

were to refrain from saying things "have value" or "are valuable" and instead

confined ourselves to simply saying certain things are valued by some sort of

living valuer.

Following his examination of the ways in which entities can be said to have

value, Hare turns to the problem of "delimiting the class of beings that can have

morally relevant interests and rights." Attempting to put into practice his theory of

universal prescriptivism, with its method of mentally taking the position of each

party to be affected, he holds, "we have to ask what we wish should be done to

us, were we in the position of the victim of a certain action."87 He encounters no

difficulty taking the position of those people who may live in his home after his

death, nor even that of a sentient animal that might suffer if he were to pollute the

garden with hazardous waste, but he finds that, upon imagining himself to be "a

tree in the garden," he "could not care less" what were to happen in that case,

since he would lack a nervous system and, presumably, the ability to suffer in

any way for that reason. "In consequence," he concludes, "a 'golden-rule'

^How such value comes to be established intersubjectively or accepted by an
entire community is a topic for further exploration.

87Hare, "Moral Reasoning about the Environment," 242.
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method of moral reasoning will not ascribe any morally relevant interests to trees,

nor any rights that we have a duty to respect."88

Again I must beg to differ, however, at least with the apparent claim that the

method of moral reasoning employed in Hare's universal prescriptivism must

render the living nonsentient outside the bounds of morality, and perhaps the

example of considering whether or not to bury toxic wastes in a garden may

prove an apt one for illustrating the point. In order to try to show that Hare's

method might be utilizable with respect to nonsentient living entities, however,

perhaps I should back up and review certain moves he makes with respect to

humans and other sentient beings.

From the logic of the moral language Hare derives the "formal foundation" of

his theory. It is the "in the endeavor to find lines of conduct which we can

prescribe universally in a given situation that we find ourselves bound to give

equal weight to the desires of all parties . . . ; and this, in turn, leads to such

views as that we should seek to maximize satisfactions."89 He notes, however,

that the utilitarian propensity for theorizing in terms of "pleasure" or "happiness"

is not always easily translatable into speaking of satisfaction of desires or of

inclinations or interests, nor vice-versa;90 the notion of "happiness," for example,

is "very far from being an empirical concept,"91 whereas questions of the intensity

of people's desires are at least open to "empirical investigation" through such

88lbid„ 243.

89Hare, Freedom and Reason. 123.

“Ibid., 122.
91 Ibid., 129.
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means as "systems of measurement" "based on people's behavior in carefully

determined situations."92

Hare details certain difficulties encountered when utilitarianism "is

formulated in terms of pleasure, regarded as a recognizable state of feeling," and

finds the same problems would also apply to an account put in terms of

satisfactions, if such were also conceptualized in terms of feeling.93 However, he

notes that "this is not what the word 'satisfaction' means," and he suggests the

possibility of a utilitarian formulation "providing an account of satisfaction in terms

of the desires, inclinations, &c., of people, and thus in terms of people's

interests," then remarking "and it might be better to by-pass the elusive concept

of satisfaction and go to these direct."94 He often speaks as if his own

preference is for formulation in terms of interests, where his definition of having

an interest is "for there to be something which one wants, or is likely in the future

to want, or which is (or is likely to be) a means necessary or sufficient for the

attainment of something which one wants (or is likely to want)."95
Such a formulation in terms of interests leads to a need for taking into

account possible future desires, and Hare, in fact, locates the main difference

between happiness and preference versions of utilitarianism as determined by

their treatment of future desires. The person attaining the "greatest happiness"

over a lifetime will have her preferences satisfied maximally at all times, both

92lbid., 119.

93lbid„ 133.

94lbid.

95lbid, 122.
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attaining now what is wanted now and attaining in the future what is most desired

at that future time. If "now-for-then" preferences, desires expressed now

regarding a future time that may run counter to preferences that will be held

when that time actually comes to pass, are not excluded from consideration,

however, they may outweigh her future "then-for-then" preferences, and the

result will not be the greatest happiness at all times. His own theory can, in fact,

be turned into a sort of "happiness theory," Hare maintains, by adding what he

terms "the requirement of prudence." "that we should always have a dominant or

overriding preference now that the satisfaction of our now-for-now and then-for-

then preferences should be maximized."96 In universalizing our prescriptions in

situations of moral choice, we should likewise "consider only those prescriptions

and preferences of others which they would retain if they were always prudent,"

and our ability to judge what these preferences are will seemingly be determined

largely through empirical considerations97-through scrutinizing such situations in

relation to, as put previously by R. B. Brandt, "logic and the facts."98

While these two different approaches to utilitarianism can semingly be made

comparable in this manner, an additional advantage of assessing situations of

moral choice in terms of preference satisfaction and respect for interests rather

than in terms of happiness is the greater ease of application of a formulation in

terms of satisfactions or interests in situations wherein one party is likely quite

^Moral Thinking. 103-105.

97lbid., 105-106.

98R. B. Brandt, A Theory of the Good and the Right (Oxford: Oxford University
Press, 1979), 11 Iff.
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different from us in his desires and their satisfactions, such as the "mental

defective" discussed in Freedom and Reason. Since this person's likes and

dislikes may be very far from those we can imagine ourselves as having, we may

have a considerable degree of difficulty in pronouncing him "happy" on any

concept of happiness with which we are familiar, according to Hare, but whether

or not his desires are satisfied is a "factual statement."99 Hare thus finds that,

overall, "less trouble will be incurred," seemingly in particular with respect to such

situations, if the assessment is made in terms of, "not what it is to maximize the

happiness of all parties collectively, but of what it is to do justice as between the

interests of the different parties severally."100
As we begin to consider nonhuman organisms in our moral judgments,

beings whose differences from us are even more pronounced than those of the

"mentally defective" human, such a strategy would seem all the more desirable,

since the experiences of organisms of other species will likely range far astray of

our own notions of "happiness," while an empirical picture of what kinds of things

could arguably be said to be in their interests can be seen to be emerging from

several biological disciplines. Hare recognizes, for instance, that there are

"practical difficulties in getting to know the states of mind of other sentient beings,

which increase with the remoteness of their experiences from ours," and, again,

his recommendation for attempting to overcome such difficulties is to turn to the

empirical~"by getting as closely acquainted as we can with their circumstances,

"Freedom and Reason. 127-28.

100lbid., 129.
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verbal and other behaviour, anatomies, etc., and comparing them with our

own."101

Hare's strategy for determining the preferences or interests of those beings

increasingly different from us, as we encounter increasing difficulty in arriving at a

subjective evaluation, seemingly is to rely increasingly on empirical

measurements of how well their preferences might be satisfied or their interests

fulfilled. The question might now be posed: could not this same strategy be

extended to apply in situations wherein subjectivity and inner "experiences" are

lacking altogether, but where there is still a "good" that can be objectively

assessed? Taylor appears to take this sort of approach with his notion of "the

objective value concept of a being's good," which he would apply to both sentient

and nonsentient animals as well as plants, finding even the latter case

unproblematic:

Once we separate the objective value concept of a being's good from
subjective value concepts, there is no problem about understanding what it
means to benefit or harm a plant, to be concerned about its good, and to act
benevolently toward it. We can intentionally act with the aim of helping a
plant to grow and thrive, and we can do this because we have genuine
concern for its well-being. As moral agents we might think of ourselves as
under an obligation not to destroy or injure a plant. We can also take the
standpoint of a plant and judge what happens as being good or bad from its
standpoint.102

If one's initial reaction is to find Taylor's notion of "taking the standpoint" of a

plant to be incoherent, since a plant is a kind of being that, we assume, cannot

have a subjective point of view, one might consider linking his notion with

Grene's concept of "centricity." While a visual metaphor may be inappropriate,

101 Hare, Moral Thinking. 127.

102Taylor, Respect for Nature. 67.
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there is, in a sense, a center of individuality to a plant that interacts with the

world, a coherence to its being that will be maintained if the plant is able to meet

its needs, obtain those things that are in its interests, such as water, sunlight, and

nutrients, and that may be lost if the plant is harmed, treated with an herbicide,

say, resulting in its death. One might also think of a simple, presumably

nonsentient animal even more easily as having such a "standpoint," or

"centricity." An amoeba, say, might be observed under a microscope to stretch

out a pseudopod toward a speck of protein, or perhaps quickly withdraw one

upon encountering a drop of acid, and we needn't postulate much in the way of

subjectivity, or imagine any sort of pain or suffering on its part, to get an idea of

what might or might not be in its interests purely on the basis of the behavior it

exhibits, presumably an evolved set of responses furthering its survival and

hence promoting its interest in remaining alive.

As Hare examines the usual sorts of situations wherein we find the need for

making moral decisions, knowing what it is like for another is of crucial

importance: knowing what it is like to be in a collision and suffer a broken neck is

and should be of great relevance to one's decision not to tailgate, for instance.103

In the discussion following his tailgating example, Hare considers that suffering

may possibly consist of three separately identifiable states, the affective,

seemingly a direct experience of unpleasantness, the cognitive, a state of

consciously knowing that one is suffering, and the conative, the motivational

103Hare, Moral Thinking. 91-92.
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state impelling one to end the suffering.104 In considering the possible

consequences resulting from our inflicting a "harm" upon a tree or an amoeba, it

is most likely true, given what we know about the functioning of nervous systems,

that the first two elements would be absent; the third, however, might still be

present, and, indeed, its effects discernable in some empirical manner-the

avoidance response of the amoeba, perhaps an attempt to send roots or shoots

in a different direction on the part of the tree.

To return, finally, to Hare's exercise of attempting to put himself in the place

of a tree in his garden, whether or not he might "care" what happened to himself

then might be a matter of just how far he was able to project himself in

imagination into, if not the "mind," perhaps the "centricity" of a very different

being. It is quite likely such a projection simply lies beyond what Hare himself

would be willing to undertake; staving off "philosophical skepticism about other

minds"105 may be well and good when it comes to attempting to represent to

oneself the experiences of sentient nonhumans, but trying to represent "no mind

at all" may simply be asking too much. At the same time, however, the method

of putting oneself in the place of the tree and envisioning one's roots growing into

a cannister of hazardous material, drawing noxious chemicals back up through

one's trunk, having one's leaves turn brown and wither, perhaps sending

alternate roots out in an opposite direction when the primary ones die, as if in

one final attempt-conative if not cognitive-to survive, might serve to add yet

another set of considerations when deciding how best to dispose of one's toxic

104lbid., 92-93.

105lbid., 127.
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wastes. There might not be anything "that it is like" to be the tree in terms of

subjective experience, but clearly there is something describable in terms of

objective behavior, and if we are to turn increasingly in that direction for help in

using the "golden rule method" with more remote minded creatures, could we not

also utilize it in taking that remoteness "to the limit" and considering mindless

creatures, solely in objective terms? I see no reason why the method itself would

preclude such employment. A different difficulty may lie in arriving at a construal

of "interests" that is not bound to the concept of having "desires," but, just as

Hare found that the word "satisfaction" need not be linked to "states of feeling,"

so we have seen that the word "interest" need not be linked to the having of

mental states at all.

Considering the Interests of Nonhumans

It will be taken, then, on the basis of both preceding sections, that ethical

thinking may be divided into formal and substantial elements, with the purely

formal "common core" of a number of approaches being the method of

universalization; the course of action to be chosen by a moral agent for the

situation at hand must be the same as that which would be chosen for any other

such situation like it with respect to its universal properties, regardless of the role

the agent herself might play; the result will be the granting of equal consideration

of equal interests. If the word "interests" is used in its more general sense, its

meaning is not necessarily linked to the having of mental states or subjective

experience; the method can be applicable to the nonsentient as well as the

sentient, as long as the being in question can be considered to have a "good" in

regard to which an interest or benefit might be ascribed. The content of the
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interest is not specified on this purely formal formulation; it is only when one

moves from the formal to the substantial, in putting one's moral judgments into

practice in the concrete situation, that the content of each being's interests must

be specified.

When we begin to examine what is involved in the putting of such judgments

into practice in the sorts of situations falling under the purvey of "environmental

ethics," however, it becomes apparent that the content of the different parties'

interests will have much greater latitude than in situations wherein only human

beings are concerned. If we are going to consider nonhumans morally, we must

come to understand the ways in which we should respond to them that are

similar to those in which we respond to other humans, and we must understand

the ways in which we should treat them differently. Since our traditional ethical

theories were developed for application to people, as we make the transition from

considering situations of purely intrahuman conflict of interest to intraspecific

conflicts of interest, we will need to become aware of the scale or grain of the

overall picture. When we confine our attention strictly to human beings, humans

appear to be a very heterogeneous group; their needs, desires, inclinations and

motivations are seen to be quite diverse and frequently at odds. In considering

intrahuman conflicts, we generally take for granted all the ways in which human

beings have needs and preferences that are basically the same. Human beings

all need food their digestive tracts can handle, for example, not wood fibers or

coarse grasses, and if we are discussing ways of feeding a populace or even a

dispute between individuals over who pays for dinner, we can assume such

items are not likely to be on the menu, whereas if some of the interested parties
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under consideration happen to be ruminants, the discussion may go in an entirely

different direction. However diverse they may be with respect to the turn of their

collars, it is apparent that, when it comes to digesting cellulose, all human

beings, for practical purposes, can be considered to be the same on a coarse¬

grained view of the total situation, and equally different from members of other

species that have special adaptations in that particular dietary direction. The

kind106 of being something is on this coarse-grained view can thus be seen to be

critical in determining how that being should be treated.

The several philosophers whose theories we have been considering have

acknowledged the importance of kind briefly within their expositions. Hare

observes that "a corollary of the requirement of universalizability," also a "purely

formal principle," is that, if it is held that two beings "ought to be treated

differently, some difference must be cited as the ground for these different moral

judgments."107 When it comes to deciding upon the practical aspects of what to

do, if there is a "real and relevant difference between men and animals" in some

respect, such as one having the capacity for setting up a system of self-

government and the other lacking it, as in the illustrative example he gives, or

one having the capacity for digesting cellulose and the other lacking it, as in

mine, our "mode of reasoning allows us to make the many distinctions that are

106lt should be noted that I am using the word "kind" in a very general sense
throughout this dissertation, in hopes of avoiding several sorts of complications
that might accompany using the word "species," but neither is my notion of "kind"
intended to carry any essentialistic connotations of the sort that surround the
philosophical idea of "natural kind," an unhelpful conception in biology, as
discussed in chapter 2.

1C7Hare, Freedom and Reason. 118.
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necessary in assessing our obligations towards different kinds of people, and

indeed of sentient beings."108 Attfield, similarly, notes that "flourishing," the state

which he holds to be of "intrinsic value" with respect to all living creatures, is "a

species-dependent notion,": "to flourish as a member of one's species or natural

kind," he contends, "involves developing or having developed all or at least most

of the essential capacities of that species or kind, to the point of the ability to

exercise them,"109 a definition that would surely entail, for instance, a calf having

access to adequate roughage in order to chew a cud, something that many

modern veal "production" methods deny. Taylor, likewise, recognizes that:

The particular conditions that make up the content of an animal's or plant’s
good will depend on the kind of animal or plant it is. What furthers the well¬
being of one species of organism will not necessarily further that of another,
and indeed may be harmful to it. In order to know what a particular
organism's good consists in, as well as what is good or bad for it, it is
necessary to know its species-specific characteristics.110

Attfield recognizes life itself, though not itself of "intrinsic value," to be a

"precondition" of the flourishing of an organism that is of such value, and thus he

gives a priority to the fulfillment of the survival-related "basic needs" that make it

possible for an organism "to live well as a member of that species,"111 over and

above less basic needs, or "mere preferences," at least when the interests of

creatures whose lives are assessed as having similar degrees of value are under

108lbid., 223.

109Attfield, A Theory of Value and Obligation. 45.

110Taylor, Respect for Nature. 68.
111Attfield, A Theory of Value and Obligation. 62.
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discussion.112 Taylor, similarly, differentiates "basic and nonbasic interests,"

where "one interest is of greater importance than another to the extent that the

nonfulfillment of the first will constitute a more serious deprivation or loss than the

non-fulfillment of the second," and "the most important interests are those whose

fulfillment is needed by an organism if it is to remain alive."113 Interestingly, both

Attfield and Taylor explicitly recognize my point in asserting that on a coarse¬

grained view the interests of human beings will in general be the same. Attfield

noting that "survival-related needs will be needs which human beings have in

common,"114 and Taylor observing "the nonbasic interests of humans thus vary

from person to person, while their basic interests are common to all."115

Taking it that plants and other nonsentient organisms have at least an

interest "in remaining alive," or perhaps more properly in light of evolutionary

considerations, in living and reproducing, we can proceed to understand what

such basic interests entail through an empirical study of what their actual

requirements for living are. With respect to beings that are sentient, of course,

one consideration that is obviously of immense importance is whether what that

creature is experiencing is, on the whole, pleasurable or painful, a consideration

that will also, in large part, depend upon whether or not that creature's basic

112lbid., 85-86.

113Taylor, Respect for Nature. 269-71. It should be noted that, in this
discussion, Taylor allows the link he previously accepted between "interests" and
mental states to be broken, stating here simply that he shall "use the term
'interests' to refer to whatever objects or events serve to preserve or protect to
some degree or other the good of a living thing."

114Attfield, A Theory of Value and Obligation. 62.

115Taylor, Respect for Nature. 273.
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interests are satisfied. (To an extent, this might be seen to be a way in which

considerations of environmental ethics differ from considerations pertaining to

purely intrahuman ethics: in many fine-grained examinations of human conflicts

of interest, it is taken for granted that the basic needs or interests of humans will

be met, and attention may be directed toward weighing intensities of preferences

or qualities of experiences, often with difficulties arising out of attempting such

comparisons;116 on the coarse-grained analysis of environmental ethics, in

contrast, it is generally survival itself that is at stake, with all the nonhuman

interests involved being basic interests.) How should the quality of the subjective

experience of a wild sentient nonhuman be assessed in relation to the fulfillment

of its basic interests? There is potentially a bifurcation in our thinking on this

question, and hence a somewhat closer look may be required.

In the current debate, attempts to "maximize pleasure and minimize pain"

have been interpreted by some of the ecosystemic holists as reinforcing their

rejection of centering an environmental ethic on individual organisms to any

extent. Bryan Norton, for example, in Why Preserve Natural Variety?, echoes

Mark Sagoff in stating that "the best means to protect individual members of

nonhuman species from pain and death is to remove them from the wild and

place them in zoos and botanical gardens."117 As offered, this is a rhetorical

claim that Norton obviously intends as a reductio of the individual-centered

ethicists' point of view; that it is not wholly off the mark, however, might be

116See, for example, Hare, Freedom and Reason. 120-21 and Moral Thinking.
109-111.

117Norton, Why Preserve Natural Variety?. 167; he refers the reader to Mark
Sagoff, "On Preserving the Natural Environment."
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construed from Singer's remark that "one might question whether life for animals

in a natural environment yields a surplus of pleasure over pain, or of satisfaction

over frustration of preferences."118 One may conceive, then, of two different

versions of the "good" life for a sentient nonhuman animal: the well-fed, well-

groomed, pampered life of an animal in the care of conscientious human beings,

versus a life in the wild, a life potentially fraught with the dangers of predation

and disease, food scarcity, exposure to the elements, and other vagarities of the

natural environment, but also a life of freedom to fulfill one's various capacities

according to one's kind. Which should be the aim, so far as the pleasurable

experiences of sentient wild animals are concerned?

I would maintain that, in light of evolutionary considerations, we must go with

the latter. If the subjective experiences of animals are themselves the product of

millions of years of evolutionary history, it seems highly likely that the more

rewarding, pleasurable experiences will be, in general, the ones that accompany

the vital activities engaged in by those animals that were successful at living their

lives in the wild through that historical past-experiences accompanying the

stalking and capturing of prey, for instance, or migrating across the landscape in

search of proper graze, and interacting with one's own kind, perhaps bonding

and successfully mating with an appropriate conspecific. It must be admitted

that, in comparison to animals in captivity, whether well cared for "companion"

animals or animals in the livestock or research industries, animals living in the

wild are likely to experience a higher incidence of parasitism and disease, and

many, particularly younger animals in a less than bounteous habitat, may die of

118Singer, Practical Ethics. 276.
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starvation if not by predation. Deaths from such causes are likely, in most cases,

however, to be quicker and hence less marked by the kind of prolonged misery

made possible by maintenance in a highly restricted and confining environment,

such as the laboratory or the factory farm (cases wherein basic needs for food

and water have been artificially separated from the array of other interests the

animal might have, which may arguably be said to be equally "basic"), and the

fear accompanying violent death, such as that resulting from predation, may be

buffered somewhat by the release of endorphins.119

The place for predation within a scheme that recognizes the life in the wild

as the optimal state for a wild creature, however, should be clear. While the act

of being preyed upon may not, strictly speaking, be in the interests of the

particular animal that happens to be the prey, that there be predation will be in

the interests of its conspecifics in order that the optimum number for the habitat

is not exceeded. Furthermore, given that making the fullest use of one's

capacities, adaptations that are the result of the being's evolutionary history, is

part of the second, preferred version of the "good" life for a wild creature, being

exposed to the stimulus of the presence of predators in the environment could

also be said to be of positive benefit to the creatures that sometimes make up

part of their prey. Predation upon wild creatures by other wild creatures is thus

not ruled out by our framework but rather seen as an important part of it (though

the issue of predation upon wild creatures by humans may be another matter, to

be discussed subsequently).

119See, for example, Stephen St C. Bostock, Zoos and Animal Rights: The
Ethics of Keeping Animals (London: Routledge, 1993), 64-66.
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Stephen Bostock, though writing in defense of zookeeping, provided it is

done with both a thorough scientific understanding of and an ethical concern for

the interests of the animals involved, recognizes the probable linkage between a

wild animal's evolved behavior and its subjective enjoyment,120 and adheres to

the following standard:

As a working rule, we should assume an animal is well off in
the wild, is best off there, and is likely to be much less well
off in captivity.121

Bostock grounds this presumption on the fact that "all animals are adapted to life

in their natural habitats (the 'wild')."122 While acknowledging some of the above-

mentioned health problems of animals living in the wild, he distinguishes two

different senses of health, that of being free of disease and parasitism and that of

being "fit" and "able to cope" with, for instance, transient infections. The wild lion,

he believes, is comparable to the human athlete or wilderness explorer; "if we

rule these last to be unhealthy because of their 'scratches' or even more serious

injuries, we are judging by externalities or trivialities, as we are if we rule the wild

lion to be unhealthy compared to the artificially protected one in the zoo."123

Bostock also appears to agree, furthermore, with the assertion of James

Rachels that "liberty is necessary for many nonhuman animals if they are to live

120lbid., 82.
121 Ibid., 75.

122lbid., 72.

123lbid., 68.
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the sorts of lives, and thrive, in ways that are natural to them,"124 and his work

with respect to zoos, which he finds valuable on important conservation and

other grounds, includes efforts to allow captive animals to live lives as near to

being "free," as closely approximating those under natural conditions, as

possible. Taylor has developed even more fully a notion of freedom applicable to

humans and nonhumans alike. This sense of freedom is said to be "equivalent to

absence of constraint." of which Taylor lists four types: external positive, such as

cages and wire fences; internal positive, including "uncontrollable cravings and

desires" and "extreme physiological needs"; external negative, such as the

absence of food, water, and the necessities of life; and internal negative,

including lack of skills, knowledge, or health.125 With respect to nonhuman

animals, Taylor finds that "an organism may be said to be free if it has the ability

and opportunity to promote or protect its good according to the laws of its

nature":

To be free in this sense is to be able to pursue one's ends because no
restrictions, obstacles, or forces frustrate one's attempt (absence of positive
constraints) and because one has the necessary abilities, opportunities, and
means to gain one's ends (absence of negative constraints).126

On such a scheme, both a lion in a cage, say, and a lion trying to make a living

within a territory becoming progressively more impoverished biologically,

inhabited by fewer and fewer prey animals, for instance, or increasingly crossed

124See James Rachels, "Why Animals Have a Right to Liberty," in Tom Regan
and Peter Singer, eds., Animal Rights and Human Obligations (Englewood Cliffs,
NJ: Prentice Hall, 1989), 130.

125Taylor, Respect for Nature. 108.
126lbid , 108-109.
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by roads and other barriers separating him from his potential mates, would be

unfree to realize their interests, one by virtue of Taylor's "external positive"

constraints and the other as a result of "external negative" ones. Taylor

considers freedom within the context of it being one of several important facts of

life we humans share with other living beings, a central characteristic "of our

common existential situation."127 I would maintain that it should be viewed either

as a basic interest in and of itself, essential to an individual's "flourishing," and, in

the case of sentient wild animals, closely linked to the fullest possible realization

of positive subjective experience.

If the life that both plants and animals live "in the wild" is taken to be that

way of life that is most in their interests, then our empirical knowledge of how

they typically live can be of great use to us in thinking concretely about the

content of interests for both the nonsentient and the sentient. In the last chapter,

several passages from Paul Colinvaux centered around the concept of the

"ecological niche," a concept that could be very helpful in this regard, since, while

its use within the science of ecology may frequently be rather technical and

specialized, the idea on several of its more general construals can help convey

the way in which what things are in the interest of a creature can be related to its

kind.

127 Ibid., 111.
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A Closer Look at Niches. Kinds, and Interests

In his groundbreaking Animal Ecology, first published in 1927, Charles Elton

introduced the concept of the ecological niche128 by emphasizing the way in

which the coarse-grained "niches" of the various creatures making up an

ecosystem may be seen as somewhat analogous to the roles or professions that

figure prominently in a fine-grained picture of a human society:

When an ecologist says "there goes a badger" he should include in his
thoughts some definite idea of the animal's place in the community to which
it belongs, just as if he had said "there goes the vicar."129

128lt must be noted that the concept of the "ecological niche" has evolved over
time. According to T. W. Schoener, writing on "The Ecological Niche" in J. M.
Cherrett, ed., Ecological Concepts (Oxford: Blackwell, 1989), 79-113, the term
was apparently first used by R. H. Johnson, and was developed by Joseph
Grinnell from 1913 through the 1920s before Elton utilized it at length. Schoener
claims that both Grinnell and Elton "see niches primarily as largely immutable
'places' or 'recesses' in the community," 87, whereas G. E. Hutchinson
developed, from 1944, a new notion of the niche as "a region of n-dimensional
hyperspace" comprising "the sum of all the environmental factors acting on the
organism," 88, and modern "niche theory" conceives of the niche as the
"utilization distribution" of resources for a particular species population, within a
theoretical area largely concerned with the effects of competition among
organisms. Paul Colinvaux presents three differing accounts of the niche that do
not correspond precisely with Schoener's, and since Colinvaux's descriptions are
intuitively simpler they will be utilized here for purposes of explanation. It must
also be noted that, among other "shifts in fashion" within recent ecological
thinking, has been "the decline in status of the 'niche paradigm' and its
accompanying view of biological communities as highly integrated by competitive
interactions," along with increasing emphasis on "the 'individualistic' paradigm of
community composition, which posits that the collection of species that exist in a
particular space is a matter of historical accident and species-specific,
autecological requirements"; see Michael E. Soulé, "The Onslaught of Alien
Species, and Other Challenges in the Coming Decades," Conservation Biology 4
(1990): 234. Here, however, the intention is to convey relatively simple ecological
concepts for their heuristic value in enriching ethical discussions, not present the
cutting edge of predictive scientific theorizing.

129Charles Elton, Animal Ecology, 2d ed. (New York: Macmillan, 1935), 64.



Elton conceives of an organism's ecological niche as "its place in the biotic

environment," primarily construed in terms of "its relation to food and
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enemies.
II 130 Since all animals are ultimately dependent upon plants for trapping

the energy of the sun, the animals that first obtain plant energy are critical to all

others, and Elton continues the analogy with human societies by construing such

herbivores as "the basic class in animal society, ni 31 the "key-industries" "which

feed upon plants and which are so numerous as to have a very large number of

animals dependent upon them,"132 thus:

The small herbivorous animals which form the key-industries in the
community are able to increase at a very high rate (chiefly by virtue of their
small size), and are therefore able to provide a large margin of numbers
over and above that which would be necessary to maintain their population
in the absence of enemies. This margin supports a set of carnivores, which
are larger in size and fewer in numbers.133

In keeping with his view of a niche as a role or a profession within the ecosystem,

Elton notes that "very different animal communities may resemble each other in

the essentials of organisation":

For instance, there is the niche which is filled by birds of prey which eat
small mammals such as shrews and mice. In an oak wood this niche is
filled by tawny owls, while in the open grassland it is occupied by kestrels.134

As discussed in the last chapter, the larger animals, and particularly the

carnivores, will have greater nutritional requirements that are likely to lead to a

130lbid.

131 Ibid., 56.

132lbid., 57.

133lbid., CD CD •

134lbid„ 64.
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need for movements over a wider range, and their spacing needs are in part met

by the establishment of home ranges that may exclude others of their type. Elton

explains the reasons behind the folk saying "one hill cannot shelter two tigers":

In other and less interesting words, many carnivorous animals, especially at
or near the end of a food-chain, have some system of territories, whereby it
is arranged that each individual, or pair, or family, has an area of country
sufficiently large to supply its food requirements.135

Elton also uses an analogy with human beings to consider the appropriate

number of a given kind of organism on a given piece of land:

To take a simple case: when a man is running a farm he cannot afford to
employ more than a certain number of men on it, since after a certain point
the income he gets from the farm begins to diminish. ... If a new invention
or a new idea opens up new lines of production, then it becomes possible to
employ more men with advantage, but not more than a certain number. On
the other hand, it does not pay the owner to employ less than a certain
number of men if he is to get the maximum return from his outlay.136

He considers several different cases of animal numbers being too high or too low

for particular habitats, including certain protozoa, for which, under laboratory

conditions, "it has been found that if there are too few individuals in a culture they

do not live so successfully," and deer multiplying in the absence of "cougars or

wolves," which are found to be "in fact only hostile in a certain sense," "for the

deer as a whole depend on them to preserve their optimum numbers and to

prevent them from over-eating their food supply."137 When an organism of one

species consumes one of a different predatory species, its effect on the prey of

that latter species may sometimes be difficult to predict, but Elton observes such

135lbid., 68.

136lbid., 113.

137lbid., 115-16.
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examples tend to show that "in fact, no species in a community, unless it

happens to live a very isolated life or be very rare, is without effect upon numbers

of the rest of the community."138 The numbers of many kinds of animals can

show wide fluctuations in a given place over time, which Elton ultimately traces

most often to "pulsations or changes in the environmental conditions" such as

climate.139 In considering the number of animals generally, however, Elton finds

that, as we considered before,

If we go into the question carefully, it soon becomes clear that there is an
optimum density in numbers for any one species at any one place and time.
This optimum number is not always the same and it is not always achieved,
but in a broad way there is a tendency for all animals to strike some kind of
mean between being too scarce and being too abundant.140
Elton's account is concerned with the relationships among animals, but

particularities of soil, water, light, temperature and spacing may be specified in

regard to plants along somewhat similar lines, if less interestingly tiered in terms

of trophic level. A seedling will have to have available to it not only adequate

water and nutrients, for example, but also enough sunlight to meet its energy

needs; a seed falling too close beneath the mother tree or too near to others of

its type may never thrive, whereas one fortuitously carried some distance away

by a squirrel and buried where there is no shading canopy or competing

seedlings may grow to produce seeds of its own. Some plants, if such

requirements are met, have the ability to become the dominant features of a

landscape, while others are destined to make up the groundstory or occupy an

138lbid., 122.

139lbid., 141.

140lbid., 114.
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intermediate position with respect to height, and the existence of cover, perching

or nesting sites at the proper distance from the ground may be an essential

element in there being a "niche" in a particular place for a certain kind of animal.

At increasingly closer degrees of examination, we may come to appreciate

the physiological parameters that underlie an organism's ability to occupy a

particular niche in a particular way, such as the different adaptations that allow

ruminent wildebeest and nonruminent zebras, both large-bodied grazing

herbivores, to feed on different parts of the grasses of the Serengeti plain,141 or

behavioral differences that may facilitate similar species "partitioning" a resource

such that both can share it, such as one type of lizard preferring a higher perch

than another or being active during a different period of time.142 Paul Colinvaux

describes additional ways of construing the niche of a living organism that move

somewhat beyond the "human role" analogy in Elton's rather broad conception of

a niche as a "community function." A more precise characterization that

effectively limits a single niche to a single species is as follows: a niche, from the

point of view of an individual of that species, is "a specific set of capabilities for

extracting resources, for surviving hazard, and for competing, coupled with a

corresponding set of needs."143 This sense of niche, Colinvaux notes,

corresponds to the way an ecologist conceives of "what a species is," not "a

group of individuals classified by possessing a common shape and represented

141 See, for example, Ehrlich, The Machinery of Nature. 243-46.

142See, for example, Eric Pianka, "Niche Relations of Desert Lizards," in M. L.
Cody and J. M. Diamond, eds., Ecology and Evolution of Communities
(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1975), 292-314.

143Colinvaux, Ecology (New York: John Wiley & Sons, 1986), 29.
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by type specimens in a museum," but rather "a population of individuals suited to

a particular way of life for which their common shape is adapted."144 Colinvaux's

emphasis on the shape of organisms in relation to their niches will be of

importance later in this discussion; he elaborates:

What has been fixed by natural selection is the program of behavior, habits,
and special skills that lets individuals of a species win resources. Since the
shape of individuals within a species varies little, so that we can always
recognize individuals for what they are, so the niche of individuals varies but
little also.145

A third way of viewing the niche that Colinvaux identifies is "as a quality of

the environment," which he defines as "that set of ecological conditions under

which a species can exploit a source of energy effectively enough to be able to

reproduce and colonize further such sets of conditions"; such a conception is

said to be complementary to that of the species niche, "a mirror image niche, as

it were."146 The advantage of this third conception is that it has proven more

useful to ecological scientists in suggesting ways in which the significant

dimensions of a niche might be measured. Taking this third approach, Colinvaux

explains, G. E. Hutchinson conceived of the niche as "a multidimensional

hypervolume of resource axes."147 Though the definition may sound somewhat

intimidating, the general conception is simple and will also be of use later in the

discussion. Colinvaux illustrates it graphically by showing a three-dimensional

volume enclosed by a set of three axes representing temperature, food size and

144lbid.

145lbid., 30-31.

146lbid., 31.

147lbid.



the density of tree branches, each measurement increasing as one progresses

along each axis from their meeting-point at the origin; within the total space so

represented, a rectangular volume can be outlined demarcating the set of

combinations of these three variables likely to be of most use to squirrels in

meeting their habitat needs, with habitats falling outside this volume being

unlikely to be suitable for squirrels to live in. As Colinvaux clarifies, "adding more

axes to make a hypervolume," in order to consider other factors, such as, for

example, the spacing between trees or the density of certain predators, "can be

understood intuitively and mathematically although it cannot be drawn."148

One possible danger inherent within conceiving of the niche in any of these

three ways is that all might convey the impression that organisms and their

niches are static; if niches are identified in relation to their occupants, their

occupying organisms are in a sense already perfectly adapted to them, and the

question might arise as to how evolution through natural selection could be

taking place. Colinvaux attempts to correct this impression by introducing L. Van

Valen's "Red Queen hypothesis":

This hypothesis states that the environment of all organisms is always
changing. ... But if adaptation to the existing environment were already
perfect, then all changes in the environment represent effective decay.
Natural selection continually adapts organisms to meet these changes. The
process is not one of perfecting an adaptation already perfect, but of
maintaining an adaptation to an environment that always changes for the
worse. Evolution "runs hard" just to maintain perfection, like the Red Queen
in Through the Looking Glass, who told Alice she ran so hard to stay where
she was.149

148lbid., 32.

149lbid., 32-33.
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Colinvaux also notes that a somewhat different, and historically older, viewpoint

within ecology would look first to the physical and chemical features of the

environment that might be needed by or limiting to an organism, and only

secondarily to its biotic features, the other living things that inhabit and influence

its immediate surroundings. All of these different considerations, adapted from

their technical use within the science of ecology, can be of use in indicating the

kinds of things that might need to be taken into account when attempting to reach

an understanding of what might be said to be in an organism's interests.

To take some specific examples, recalling the energetic demands of large

and carnivorous animals as discussed earlier, it must be recognized that having

a large territory over which to roam, large enough to encompass an adequate

food supply and sufficiently continuous to allow unconstrained interaction with

members of the opposite sex, is essential to this kind of animal. The home range

of an adult male Florida panther living in South Florida, for example, has been

estimated to be, on average, about 200 square miles (128,000 acres), sufficient

not only to supply him with the equivalent of 30-50 white-tailed deer per year but

also to take in the home ranges of several female panthers (which average about

75 square miles, or 48,000 acres each, and overlap somewhat).150 Other large

mammals that feed at lower trophic levels may also have very large ranges. The

average total home range of a male Yellowstone grizzly bear, a representative of

"the world's biggest omnivore,"151 feeding mostly on berries, roots, tubers,

insects, grubs, and some small vertebrates, has been estimated at about 3757

150Logan et al., Draft Florida Panther Habitat Protection Plan. 6-7.

151R. Edward Grumbine, Ghost Bears. 64.
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square kilometers (almost 930,000 acres), with that of a female being 884 square

kilometers (over 200,000 acres).152 By one report, a herd of 48 African

elephants, mostly browsers on trees and brush, has been found to range over

5,200 ha (almost 13,000 acres),153 though, as mentioned in the previous chapter,

some believe the territory elephants would naturally traverse is much, much

larger than this. The ability to range over a very large block of territory must thus

be considered to be a basic interest of wild animals of this very general kind,

those possessing a large body size, with the amount of territory needed likely to

increase further the higher on the Eltonian pyramid the animal feeds.

Another way the kind of creature can be important to its interests, however,

is a function of how flexible the organism is with respect to the habitat conditions

it can tolerate. Raccoons, rabbits, and Norway rats, cardinals, pigeons and

English sparrows can live just about anyplace, and often in very close proximity

to human beings and their associated activities. Animals that have typically been

considered "game" species, such as deer and quail, benefit from edges cut into a

forest, areas where different types of habitat come together to provide both food

and cover. Other types of animal are obligate forest interior species, however,

and require blocks of uniform habitat, sometimes very large blocks; "edges" cut

into a forest, as from logging operations or even roads and powerlines, can allow

greater penetration of sun and wind, having a drying effect and bringing about

changes in vegetation, and encourage the invasion of parasites and predators,

152See Bonnie M. Blanchard and Richard R. Knight, "Movements of
Yellowstone Grizzly Bears," Biological Conservation 58 (1991): 41.

153John F. Eisenberg, The Mammalian Radiations. 213.
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effects which certain types of organisms cannot withstand. Some songbirds,

including many kinds of warblers, are of this sort, and some may need hundreds

to a thousand or more acres of unbroken forest interior to breed.154 The northern

spotted owl is perhaps the most famous example of such a requirement for forest

interior, with 2,300-3,800 acres estimated to be needed per pair,155 and the forest

type further restricted to the old growth of the Pacific Northwest, the mature stage

of forest succession having its own characteristic physical structure and species

composition. Another kind of rigidity can be seen in kinds of creature that have

very specific requirements for feeding or breeding, even if the area needed is not

that large; examples of this sort of habitat narrowness include the Hawaiian

honeycreeper, a nectar-feeding bird restricted to localized patches of very

particular nectar-producing plants, and populations of gray bats requiring

different types of caves for summer and winter living.156

Organisms of different kinds can thus, in a very general sense, be seen to

depend upon there being the proper kind and number of other organisms around

them, as well as the proper conditions of the nonliving environment, for the

realization of their own interests. In certain cases, two or more particular species

154See Neil F. Payne and Fred C. Bryant, Techniques for Wildlife Habitat
Management of Uplands (New York. McGraw-Hill, 1994), 23; data is adapted
from C. S. Robbins, D. K. Dawson, and B. A. Dowell, "Habitat Area
Requirements of Breeding Forest Birds of the Middle Atlantic States," Wildlife
Monographs 103, 1989. The black-throated blue warbler is shown as requiring at
least 1000 ha (2473 acres) of forested area for breeding.

155David S. Wilcove, "Of Owls and Ancient Forests," 81.

156See Stephen R. Humphrey, "How Species become Vulnerable to Extinction
and how We Can Meet the Crisis," in R. J. Hoage, Animal Extinctions. 11-12; see
also John Terborgh, "Preservation of Natural Diversity: The Problem of Extinction
Prone Species," BioScience 24 (1974): 715-22..
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have developed adaptations very closely dependent upon each other, such as

plants and their specific pollinators, a phenomenon known as pairwise

coevolution.157 The members of some ecological communities, such as coral

reefs and tropical rain forests, may be interconnected so tightly that the loss of a

few species may interfere with their functioning, with long periods of time being

required to return to conditions similar to those prevailing prior to a

disturbance.158 Some organisms are designated keystone species, because a

variety of other organisms depend upon or benefit directly from their presence: in

the American Southeast, the gopher tortoise fills such a role in the hot, dry

uplands, its long, cool, moist burrows providing habitat for as many as 60 other

vertebrate species and over 300 invertebrates,159 as well as serving as a seed

disperser for certain plants, while the alligator, likewise, creates water-holding

depressions in its wetland habitats that maintain other aquatic species, buffering

them from water level fluctuations.160 Certain large, long-lived animals, such as

the elephant, the bison, and the whale, are capable of dominating the structure

and function of the ecosystems in which they occur, controlling the flow of energy

157Douglas J. Futuyma and Montgomery Slatkin, Coevolution (Sunderland,
MA: Sinauer Associates, 1983), 2.

158See, e g., R. V. O'Neill, D. L. DeAngelis, J. B Waide, and T. F. H. Allen, A
Hierarchical Concept of Ecosystems (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press.
1986), 114.

159Dale R. Jackson and Eric G. Milstrey, "The Fauna of Gopher Tortoise
Burrows," in Joan E. Diemer, Dale R. Jackson, J. Larry Landers, James N.
Layne, and Don A. Wood, Gopher Tortoise Relocation Symposium Proceedings
(Tallahassee: Florida Game and Fresh Water Fish Commission, 1989), 87.

1600'Neill et al, A Hierarchical Concept of Ecosystems. 165.
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and nutrients within the system as well as the composition of other species.161 In

all such examples, the "fit" between one kind of organism and another is critical

to the satisfaction of each one's interests, some "fits," however, being tighter than

others.

A Possibly Useful Visual Metaphor

To help us better envision the variety of interests of all the different kinds of

organisms that can make up an intact, functioning ecosystem, I would like to

propose the following visual metaphor, as an exercise in trying to "visualize" the

relationships among the various entities that, within my framework, qualify for

moral considerability. We now have a rough idea of some of the empirical

considerations that correspond to the interests of a variety of organisms, sentient

and nonsentient alike, and we know that such organisms can occur together in

ecological communities, with greater or lesser degrees of functional

interconnection. Let us begin to structure our image of such a community, in the

abstract, by imagining the Eltonian "pyramid of numbers," with, for example, a

great number of individual plants forming the basal layer, above which lie

invertebrate animals, also in large numbers, a smaller number of herbivorous

vertebrates, such as the mice and rabbits, above them, and much smaller

numbers of the larger, carnivorous vertebrates at the top. In order to give the

"picture" a feel of boundedness, however, a sense of the "systemic," let us

imagine the pyramid rotated around its apex to form a circle or, better, in three

dimensions, a sphere. The myriad small and less sentient beings will now lie

along the perimeter, while larger and more carnivorous beings will be found

161 Ibid., 207.
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toward the interior in smaller numbers, with perhaps only one or two of the rarest

types, such as panthers, falling at the center. Such a positioning will get the

numbers and kinds approximately right.

We can next proceed to "fine tune" our image, representing in our mind's

eye each different kind of being as an irregularly shaped piece of a jigsaw puzzle,

fitting together with the complementary "shapes" of the other kinds of organisms,

but with the "shape" we imagine being something other than just the physical

outline of the creature. Let us imagine that it corresponds in some way to the

niche of that organism, just as Colinvaux's notion of the species niche was

indicated by, though not identical with, the animal's shape, and hence that it

meshes in some intricate way with the "shape" of all organisms it interacts with,

as we know the niches do in nature. A mosaic in the abstract can thereby be

produced,162 only with the understanding that there is more to the interaction

than can be represented visually. If we would like to add another important

feature of the interests of different kinds of organisms, we might stipulate that

those organisms having very rigid habitat requirements be visualized as having

irregular shapes with very "sharp" edges, while those organisms that are more

flexible, with more general habitat requirements, are seen as rounder, and less

closely intermeshing with the "shapes" of the pieces around them.

162Visual representations that come close to the kind of interlocking patterns
am suggesting can be found in the work of M. C. Escher, including "Mosaic I"
and "Mosaic II," in The Graphic Work of M. C. Escher. introduced and explainec
by the artist (New York: Ballantine Books, 1967), 33-34; examples of circular
forms composed of peripheral small forms grading toward central, larger forms
include "Circle limit I," "Circle limit III," and "Circle limit IV," 22-24.
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Furthermore, more information can be added to our image if we attempt to

make it dynamic. The rapid turnover of relatively more r-selected organisms,

organisms of the kind that reproduce quickly and prolifically, as introduced in

chapter 4, in contrast to the slower replacement of the more K-selected, those

that reproduce more slowly and tend to live longer, could be incorporated in our

scheme; a succession of many, many more "rabbit'-shaped pieces would be

generated,163 for example, "moved across the screen," over the same time it

would take one "tortoise"-shaped piece to replace itself once.164 Shifting

environmental conditions and constant "Red Queen" exertions might also be

thought of as adding to the overall motion of the diagram. Though perhaps a

very crude attempt at representation, something of the sort must make up an

ecologist's implicit "picture" of organism interaction and turnover that consititutes

the workings of nature.

Importantly, however, another feature must be added to our picture for it to

begin to approach ethical adequacy: let us imagine creating yet an additional

significant dimensional axis to the ethical "hyperspace" in which we are working,

163Cottontails can reproduce at a rate of 3-4 litters per year, 4-7 rabbits in
each litter, according to William H. Burt and Richard P. Grossenheider, A Field
Guide to the Mammals (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1964), 220.

164A female tortoise may successfully hatch a clutch of 5-6 eggs about once in
ten years, according to J. Larry Landers, James A. Garner, and Alan McRae,
"Reproduction of Gopher Tortoises (Gopherus Polyphemus) in Southwestern
Georgia," Herpetologica 36 (1980): 360. Hatchling mortality may be well over
90%, but the tortoise, once mature, can live 40-60 years and possibly to more
than 150 years, according to James Cox, Douglas Inkley and Randy Kautz,
Ecology and Habitat Protection Needs of Gopher Tortoise
(Gopherus Polyphemus) Populations Found on Lands Slated for Large-Scale
Development in Florida (Tallahassee: Florida Game and Fresh Water Fish
Commission, 1987), 17, putting out one clutch year after year until another
tortoise finally makes it to maturity.
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the dimension of sentience.165 Perhaps, in our visualization, we might represent

this important dimension by color, with the larger, vertebrate animals we assume

to be more sentient painted, say, in brighter and brighter hues, with the extent to

which they experience pleasure or pain indicated, possibly, by colors "warm" or

"cool." What must it be like to the panther finding a new road cut through his

territory, cutting him off from his mates if not eventually bringing about painful

injury or death on impact with a car, or observing his lowland habitat invaded by

hordes of airboaters and off-road vehicle enthusiasts, reducing the number of

deer as they degrade the vegetation? What, indeed, must it be like for the

snakes and the lizards, the field mice and the rabbits falling beneath the

bulldozer's blade as land is scraped to make way for the shopping center, or for

the gopher tortoise that dies a very, very slow death over months or possibly

even years, entombed beneath its concrete and asphalt? Such centers of

negative experience we might represent to ourselves as pockets of bright blue,

standing in stark contrast to the pinks and reds of satisfied creatures living their

lives on habitats still relatively intact.

165l am not suggesting that such a dimension simply be "added" to the
ecological conception taking in the sum of all environmental factors acting on an
organism, but rather stretching the analogy of "hyperspace" to indicate that we
need to create a "space" within which all the important ethical considerations we
are dealing with may be conceptually assembled. However, the added factor of
positivity of subjective experience might be visualized by using Colinvaux's
description of the three-dimensional niche space along these lines: imagine that,
within the total "volume" suitable for occupancy by squirrels that exists inside all
possible space defined by axes of temperature and density of tree branches,
conditions toward the periphery are marginally suitable and the experience of
squirrels living in these areas is less positive or pleasurable, while squirrels living
under conditions falling near the center of the circumscribed "squirrel" space are
healthier and generally happier.
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What we now have is an admittedly very crude but possibly useful coarse¬

grained representation of some of the most outstanding features of the different

kinds of creatures that interact to make up a functioning ecosystem, features that

could all be construed as in some way importantly related to their interests. As a

pictorial composed of many individual "shapes" from which a pattern of the

"whole" emerges, it constitutes my attempt at indicating an answer to my

paraphrase of Tom Regan's rhetorical question, "Were we to show proper

respect for the interests of the individuals who make up the biotic community,

would not the community be preserved?"166 It would seem that, if we were to

show proper respect for the interests of each different kind of being, proceeding,

through a formal process of universalization, to sit at each different place at the

table, occupy each differently shaped "piece" within our abstract diagram,

determine to the best of our ability what the content of the interests of each piece

might be, and then to choose the best course of action for all as they mesh

together, the functioning of "the system" would be preserved at the same time as

the interests of those individuals would be realized.

1660ne possible tack that might be taken in regard to such a construal of the
fitting together of interests of different kinds of organisms would be to attempt a
blending of a utilitarian concern for sentience with a perfectionism that would
attend to the more empirical interests of different beings. In his essay "Two
Theories of the Good," in Ellen Frankel Paul, Fred D. Miller, Jr., and Jeffrey Paul,
eds., The Good Life and the Human Good (Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 1992), 1-14, L. W. Sumner considers certain advantages a perfectionist
theory might have for an environmental ethic. Thomas Hurka's Perfectionism
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1993) relies on the notion of essence for that
which is to be "perfected," but, given the evolutionary rejection of the notion of a
fixed "natural kind" with an immutable "essence," a notion such as Mayr's
"properties in common," used to characterize a species, might be substituted.
Unfortunately, it seems that I will not have the time to develop this line of thinking
further here.



CHAPTER 6
THINKING ETHICALLY WITHIN THE FRAMEWORK

On such a scheme, thinking ethically with respect to the environment would

be a matter of seating oneself at a very large table with many, many chairs,

moving one's perspective from one to another until the goods, and hence the

interests, of their occupants, coming from all the various positions of the

"sphere," from inner, higher trophic levels to outer, lower ones and from rigid,

tightly fitting niches to softer, rounder, more fluid ones, have been appreciated.

Large-bodied, wide-ranging mammals that occupy the inner levels will have

strong interests in there being large blocks of territory for them to traverse;

organisms with very strict requirements for the interiors of forests will have strong

interests in large, unbroken blocks of forest remaining; creatures that depend

upon other kinds of organisms, such as gopher frogs on gopher tortoises to dig

the burrows that they dwell within, will have strong interests in those other beings

not disappearing from the landscape. As moral agents, we humans should

identify these various interests, consider them on a par with our own, and choose

that course of action that will do the best for all, overall.

There are several difficulties with this scheme, of course. At first glance, it is

likely to appear immediately unsatisfying in that it seems to ask, of a human

moral agent, both too little and too much: too little, in that most of the time the

265
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"good" of these other beings requires nothing from us by the way of positive

action-perhaps enjoining simply a form of "negative utilitarianism"1--and too

much, in that many of us are not accustomed to yielding any of the particular

preferences we might have in deference to even the most basic interests of

nonhumans, at least not to those of creatures that we consider far "beneath" us

on an assumed "value" differential.

Let us first scrutinize the appearance that it asks too little of us. Setting

aside for the moment issues of land and waterways that have already been

degraded but that might be restored, if we were to leave alone those beings that

are currently doing quite nicely without us, we would indeed be best realizing

their interests, on this scheme. The good of a great variety of wild nonhuman

organisms, some more sentient than others but all bound up together, more and

less tightly within a functional ecosystem, lies in continuing to live and interact as

they currently are, assuming the system is reasonably intact; disappointing as it

might be to potential interspecific philanthropists, they don't need much of

anything from us to enhance their welfare. The problem lies with the fact that we

seem not to be content to leave things as they are for them; we humans desire to

take away those things--space and resources--on which they currently depend.

The interests of humans appear not to be realizable, or at least so many assume,

with what already has been brought under the influence of the human realm

because something-human numbers, human "demand," or both-has grown

beyond the point where such interests are materially satisfiable with the

resources presently available. Fulfilling the interests of humans thus means

1See, e.g., Michael Lockwood, "Killing and the Preference for Life," 164.
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allowing human beings to encompass the space and resources presently being

utilized by nonhumans, thereby overriding nonhuman interests. We will return to

the problem that we seem unable to fulfill even the injunctions of a "negative"

utilitarianism with respect to nonhuman interests later in this discussion. We will

next consider the second impression likely to be conveyed by thinking morally

within this framework, that it may appear to be asking too much of us.

Some Obstacles to Considering Nonhumans Equally: Dualism and Hierarchy

Let us step back now and examine some of the features of construing our

environmental ethical decision making in this manner. First of all, it should

become clear that such situations are "many-many" problems, not binary

choices. Let us, in fact, consider the ramifications of, say, trying to populate an

ecosystem on a binary principle. Imagine taking on a role something like that of

St. Peter, admitting different beings, not into Heaven, but onto an "empty" plot of

ground, a piece of land that has been emptied of its nonhuman animals, scraped

bare of its vegetation, fumigated to destroy its microorganisms. Would it make

sense to have them approach the gatekeeper two by two, awaiting a decision as

to which should live and which should die, on the basis of, say, which one

possesses the greater amount of sentience? The rabbit would have to come

before the tuft of clover and the robin before the earthworm, supposedly, and on

an "either/or" paradigm, were they paired in such a way, we could never establish

the bottom of the pyramid, the outer layers of our "sphere." We might end up

with a collection of intelligent and sensitive creatures, but they would soon

become very hungry unless we also undertook their total care and feeding as

part of the bargain. Of course, such does seem the direction in which following
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the "total" utilitarian view would take us, as was discussed in chapter 4, even

without explicit binary choices being in the bargain. Demurring from the binary,

therefore, is not the only way out of some of the perplexities encountered in

environmental ethics, but becoming aware of the potential for our predilection for

binary thinking (one aspect of our culture's standard approach to many types of

conceptual problems that has been noted in some feminist critiques, some of

which will be mentioned shortly)2 to obscure the broader view could be an

important part of correcting our course.

The second, and probably greatest, obstacle to carrying out the suggested

approach, I think, is our ingrained acceptance of hierarchy. Attfield, for example,

is quite explicit that, while he acknowledges the considerabilitv of organisms

where sentience is low or lacking, he finds large differences in their moral

significance.3 such that "different capacities and vulnerabilities provide for

different degrees of value in different forms of life,"4 and he thus has no objection

to "preferring the interests" of creatures that are accorded greater "value" on the

basis of their possessing greater capacities, such as self-consciousness, since

2A predilection of our Western culture for binary thinking, or the drawing of
dualisms, is a major theme in much ecofeminist criticism of the patriarchal
"conceptual framework" that is identified as underlying much of our human
destructiveness with respect to the environment; see, for example, Karen
Warren, "Feminism and Ecology: Making Connections," Environmental Ethics 9
(1987):6 and Warren, "The Power and the Promise of Ecological Feminism,"
Environmental Ethics 12 (1990): 128-30. However, recognition of our tendency
toward drawing lines and creating dualisms where a better response to the
evidence at hand might be recognition of a graded continuity of differences is
not limited to the feminist literature; see also, e.g., Richard Dawkins, "Gaps in
the Mind," mentioned in chapter 2.

3See Attfield, A Theory of Value and Obligation. 18, 82.

4lbid., 85.
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'they stand to gain or lose muchmore."5 It is at this point, I think, that an

important difference between Attfield's strategy, which specifically involves

making estimates of amounts or degrees of intrinsic value and then attempting to

maximize it, and Singer's strategy, which is stated to be one of according equal

consideration to equal interests, should come to light, though Singer appears to

move to Attfield's approach in the final analysis of certain kinds of choices. I will

claim that no such move is necessary, nor is it desirable within the larger picture

of ethical environmental decision making.

Singer sets forth a form of preference utilitarianism that is reached through

"universalizing our own interests," and he differentiates it from classical

utilitarianism insofar as it is the furthering of these interests rather than the

maximization of pleasure or the minimization of suffering at which we are to aim.
6

have adopted such an approach, utilizing an expanded notion of "interests" to

allow for the inclusion of the nonsentient, and it is through the possibility of

furthering interests of living but nonsentient beings that such inclusion is

possible, since they appear to present us with no amount of positive subjective

experience that can be "maximized." Attfield avoids this limitation by focusing on

"well-being and flourishing," which may be said to pertain to the nonsentient as

well as the sentient, but then he maintains that this "actual or potential condition"

can be said to be "of intrinsic value,"7 an "objective property" which can, like

pleasure, be maximized. Now, one may speak, of course, of "maximizing" the

5lbid., 84.

6See, e.g., Singer, Practical Ethics. 14, 94.

7See Attfield, A Theory of Value and Obligation, 40.
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degree to which a being's interests are realized, but in such a case the degree to

which they are will be relative to the possibility of their being entirely fulfilled,

100% realized, for that particular organism; keeping the focus on the verb, to

further or to realize the interests of something, indicates an ideal at which to aim

that can apply equally across species lines, since all organisms will have at least

the possibility of having their interests 100% realized (though in the actual case

this ideal may rarely if ever be attained). Aiming at such a goal, however,

requires us to perform no estimation of relative amounts of "value" inhering in

organisms of different kinds. In contrast, linking "flourishing" to value, a noun

that carries quantificational implications that are no longer seen as simply

proportional to the particular good of a given kind of being but seemingly can be

"summed" across beings, returns us to the view that one is dealing with a

quantity of something, like "milk" held within a receptacle.

It is clear that Singer follows Attfield in assigning different amounts or

degrees of "value" to different kinds of lives. As was mentioned in chapter 3,

Singer performs the thought experiment of imagining "being able to turn myself

into an animal," such as a horse or a mouse, and then to "enter a third state in

which I remember exactly what it was like" to be these different sorts of beings.8
He finds that he can "make some sense of the idea of choosing from this

position," and is "fairly confident that from this position, some forms of life would

be seen as preferable to others."9 Since "we can make sense of the idea that the

life of one kind of animal possesses greater value than the life of another" by

8Singer, Practical Ethics. 106-107.

9lbid., 107.
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comparing lives on such a "more objective-or at least intersubjective-stance,"

he concludes that "it would not necessarily be speciesist to rank the value of

different lives in some hierarchical ordering."10 He then goes on to discuss

situations wherein we are "forced to choose between killing" different kinds of

creatures, apparently using, as a criterion for sparing the life, a value differential

similar to Attfield's: "the more highly developed the conscious life of the being,

the greater the degree of self-awareness and rationality and the broader the

range of possible experiences, the more one would prefer that kind of life" from

this presumed "intersubjective" position, and so, therefore, that presumably is the

life we should save.

Is such a view consistent with granting "equal consideration of equal

interests"? Singer is questioned closely on this point by David DeGrazia, who

concludes, from Singer's willingness to judge the life of a self-aware being "more

valuable" than that of a being that is not, that "the life of a normal adult human

and that of a mouse are not to be given equal consideration, for if one must

choose between them, one should, on this view, save the human."11 DeGrazia

then poses, to Singer:

Fine, but what determines whether two interests, or sets of interests,
are identical, or sufficiently similar that equal consideration applies to
them?12

Singer's reply is the following:

10lbid.

11 David DeGrazia, "Review of Singer: Animal Liberation (second edition),"
Between the Species 9 (1992): 49.

12lbid.
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The conclusion is right, but the first part of the assumption is very
loosely put; one should give the mouse and the human equal
consideration (that is, the scales by which one compares what the
human gets out of life should be impartial), but the upshot of that equal
consideration will be, I suggest, that we value the life of the norma
human more highly than that of the mouse, because from an impartial
perspective, the normal human does have more to lose.13

He then goes on to declare "So there is no question of 'what determines whether

two interests, or sets of interests, are identical or sufficiently similar that equal

consideration applies to them.'"14 He does at the same time acknowledge,

however, that it may be "very difficult to compare different interests across

species, and hence very difficult to determine when one interest is or is not equal

to another."15

The relationship between giving equal consideration to equal interests and

the taking of different lives is explored more fully by DeGrazia in a second essay

In it he distinguishes between equality of consideration of interests and equality

of moral status, where he defines "moral status" as "the degree (relative to other

beings) of moral resistance to having one's interests-especially one's most

important interests-thwarted."16 He finds that "differences in moral status

appear most vividly . . . with respect to life."17 Since "the value of a given life is a

function of its riches," according to R. G. Frey, with whom DeGrazia apparently

13Peter Singer, "A Response to David DeGrazia," Between the Species,
winter 1992, 52.

14lbid.

15lbid., 53.

16David DeGrazia, "The Distinction Between Equality in Moral Status and
Deserving Equal Consideration." Between the Species 8 (1991): 74.

17lbid.
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agrees, human life "simply overwhelms in value the life of an animal."18
DeGrazia thus finds that "humans have greater moral status than animals," but

concludes that "this thesis is perfectly compatible with the principle of equal

consideration."19 I find I must disagree with this conclusion, whether drawn by

DeGrazia or implied by Singer. Different beings have a variety of different

interests, many of the more basic of them related to the maintenance of the

organism's life. If one is to thwart a basic, survival-related interest of one kind of

being while realizing a similar interest of another kind of being, one cannot be

said to be treating equal interests equally. One may make a choice between two

different kinds of lives based on one's estimation of a difference in "richness" of

those lives, coupled with a moral injunction that, when faced with such a binary

decision, one ought to preserve the "richer" life (the one having "more to lose"),

but I will maintain that such a choice is not one that is made on the basis of

granting "equal consideration to equal interests." I will attempt to illustrate my

thinking on this matter.

Now, I think it must be recognized, first of all, that making the decision to

take a life, or let one cease, at least within the human realm, is not an everyday

occurrence for most people, nor is there any kind of consensus as to what rules

we should follow if we should be "forced to choose between killing" (or letting die)

two different human beings, as discussed by Singer in a recent address on the

18lbid., 75-76. DeGrazia refers the reader to Frey, "Animal Parts, Human
Wholes: On the Use of Animals as a Source of Organs for Human Transplants,"
in James M. Humber and Robert F. Almeder, eds., Biomedical Ethics Reviews
1987.

19lbid., 75-76.
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role of ¡mpartialism in ethics.20 In the cited case, William Godwin found that

Fenelon, "the illustrious archbishop of Cambrai was of more worth than his

chambermaid," and hence should be saved preferentially from his burning palace

over her, or, for that matter, one's own wife, mother or father; the reason for his

greater worth, however, was held to be his role in "promoting the benefit of

thousands" through his writings.21 In contrast, if we were to evaluate different

human lives, not in relation to their potential for producing benefits for others but

by following Singer's "thought experiment" above, in imagination placing

ourselves not in the positions of other animals on a coarse-grained scheme but

rather within a finer-grained intrahuman realm of comparison, it would seem that,

after having experienced "what it was like to be" different people living in various

particular contexts, we might possibly again find that "some forms of life would be

seen as preferable to others." The life of a ghetto youth might perhaps be ranked

below that of a philosophy professor, for example, in terms of what we would

prefer from a supposed "more objective--or at least intersubjective--stance," and

quite likely the professor might be said to have "more to lose"; should the

youngster's life thereby be said to possess less "value" according to some

hierarchical ranking scale? Perhaps, in the very unusual circumstance of "being

forced to save one or the other," we might, indeed, make such an evaluation, and

^Singer, "May I Save my Father from the Flames? Partiality and Impartiality
in Ethics," paper presented at Hare's Heritage: The Impact of R. M. Hare on
Contemporary Philosophy, a symposium in honor of R. M. Hare, Gainesville,
FL, 25 March 1994.

21from William Godwin, An Enquiry Concerning Political Justice and Its
Influence on General Virtue and Happiness (New York: Knopf, 1926), 41-42, as
cited by Singer in the above address.
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might perhaps even bolster our decision by bringing in considerations of the good

the professor, like Fenelon, was doing for society; but taking the view that, in

general, one such life was of more "value" than the other would, I believe, be

held to be repugnant by most. The forced, binary choice between lives is a most

exceptional case within the human realm, and not at all illustrative of what we

mean by "showing equal consideration for equal interests." It should be seen as

equally misleading within the interspecific realm.

It should be no surprise to Singer that DeGrazia made the slide from

according differential "value" to the lives of different creatures to the view that two

different sets of interests "need not be given equal consideration."22 This is, in

fact, what Attfield does conclude, since by his theory the comparable interests of

"creatures with relatively complex and sophisticated characteristics" are "to be

preferred."23 Attfield's theory is a "maximization" theory rather than an "equal

consideration" theory from the beginning, so he at least faces no problem of

consistency. Since Singer centers his thinking on granting "equal consideration

for equal interests," however, the fact that such a slide is so readily made should

be seen as potentially problematic for him.

Singer and Attfield both agree that the interests of sentient beings not to

suffer should be given equal consideration, whatever the kind: "the basic need of

humans not to suffer prolonged or intense pain or misery can scarcely be denied

to be equally a need of sentient nonhuman animals, wherever they are

22DeGrazia, "Review of Singer," 49.

23Attfield, A Theory of Value and Obligation. 86.
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vulnerable to similar sufferings," according to Attfield,24 while Singer holds "no

matter what the nature of the being, the principle of equality requires that the

suffering be counted equally with the like suffering--in so far as rough

comparisons can be made-of any other being."25 Singer goes on to observe if

one were to hold that, in cases where the actual degree of suffering were equal,

"the suffering of the self-conscious being is more important [than that of the

merely conscious] because these are more valuable types of being," one would

thereby be "introducing nonutilitarian claims of value-claims that do not derive

simply from taking a universal standpoint."26 Singer makes it clear that equal

treatment is not necessarily implied by equal consideration of interests, since, for

example, giving a "hard slap" to a horse would inflict a lesser amount of pain than

would administering an equal blow to a human infant;27 but such a differential

presumably would arise out of.the difference in the kinds of beings that they are,

the horse having much tougher skin than the baby. By the same token, cutting

the limbs off a fruit tree would occasion no pain at all,28 whereas attempting to do

the same to the horse, without anesthetic, would occasion an enormous amount

of suffering. Moreover, even with anesthetic, the same action would cause a

significant degree of disability in the horse, since it, unlike the plant, also has a

significant interest in mobility.

24Attfield, A Theory of Value and Obligation. 84.

25Singer, Practical Ethics. 57.

26lbid., 74.

27lbid„ 59.

28As in the example of Hare, Freedom and Reason, 182-83.
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It would seem, however, that the comparability of a variety of other interests,

in addition to the interest in avoidance of suffering, could be similarly judged: the

human, the horse, and the plant all have an interest in obtaining adequate water

and nutrients, for example, and such interests are "equal" insofar as the role their

realization plays in the continuation of the life of the creature is pretty much the

same, though the ways in which they might be satisfied, in terms of in what

quantity, in what form, and over what time course these vital resources must be

supplied might differ quite a bit for each organism. We would be able to judge,

moreover, from their state of health and general well-being, whether or not they

were obtaining such necessities, and hence be able to pronounce on roughly to

what degree these interests were being realized, and perhaps what additional

conditions might help facilitate a fuller realization.

Similarly, we might make such judgments with respect to the ghetto youth

and the professor. While it would likely be a difficult and probably unwarranted

undertaking to try to define in any detail what their different interests might be on

the fine-grained view (considering highly idiosyncratic preferences each might

have as individuals), the coarse-grained interests that they have in common as

human beings, including such basics as access to food, water, clothing, shelter,

and also such needs as developing their capacities, as recognized by Attfield,29
for autonomy or for meaningful work could certainly be assessed in terms of

degree of realization. Likewise, in considering disabled human beings, we

should have no difficulty in assessing the degree to which, for example, an

interest in autonomous mobility might or might not be satisfied, and we are

^See Attfield, A Theory of Value and Obligation. 48-50 and 54-66.
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becoming aware that treating such an interest of a "differently abled" person,

perhaps blind or paraplegic, on a par with the same interest of nondisabled

humans can lead to the provision of enabling adjuncts, such as seeing-eye dogs

and wheelchairs, and the planning of buildings and facilities in such a way as to

more fully realize such interests for all parties involved.

If we were to stick with a pure "interest" theory in these different cases, we

might be able to estimate, say, that the interests of the college professor were

being realized to about 90% of what might ideally be possible for him, while those

of the disabled person, prior to the modification of her living and working

conditions, around 60%, and those of the ghetto youth perhaps only 40% (these

are, of course very arbitrary figures, and their very arbitrariness serves to

underscore the difficulty of comparing even different kinds of basic interests

within the bounds of a single species). We might then take it as our goal to try to

raise the percentage of interest-realization with respect to those for whom it is

under-realized, in order to be treating all of their generally equal interests equally:

for example, retrofitting the living space of one to improve her mobility, and

working to improve social and economic conditions for the other (unfortunately

probably a much more difficult undertaking). Similarly, if we were to examine the

state of general health and well-being of, say, a panther living in a habitat

relatively depleted of deer, fragmented by roads and subject to increasing human

disturbance, we might be able to estimate that her basic interests were only

about 40% realized, and take steps to improve her overall living conditions, such

as reducing the level of the hunting of deer by humans and making certain areas
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off-limits to vehicles.30 In none of these cases, however, short of the imposition

of some unusual conditions for purposes of creating a philosophical example, is

there a pressing reason for us to make judgments as to the differential "value" of

the lives of the beings under consideration.

One might, of course, following Singer after he switches from his interest-

theory onto Attfield's playing field, claim that, if both sorts of beings, humans and

panthers, were to have their basic interests 100% realized, the lives of the

humans would still be "richer," having "more to lose," and hence more invested

with "value" than those of the panthers. But consider the intrahuman

comparisons that such a move makes possible, if we do not simply rule them out

of court. Attfield, for example, in discussing "essential capacities and value,"

finds that "sight is a faculty characteristic of normal human life, whose unimpeded

exercise is an unending source of delight, sparking a world of possibilities which

would otherwise be lost in darkness," and "as such it is of intrinsic value"; if one

loses the "blessing" of this facility, one counts "its loss a major injury and the lack

of it a serious impoverishment."31 Were all of the human interests in the above

example realized as fully as possible under the given circumstances, might not

one still be able to judge, then, for example, that the blind person, say, even if

her interests were 100% realized, met to the fullest extent possible for her life as

a person who was blind, had a life that was in this sense less "rich," and, if such

30See Ken Alvarez, Twilight of the Panther, for a listing of suggestions to
improve the living conditions for the Florida panther, 79-83, and an examination
of some of the bureaucratic wrangles that have served to block the
implementation of many of these suggestions, 99-107.

31Attfield, A Theory of Value and Obligation. 47.
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richness is linked with "value," of less such "value" than the lives of sighted

humans? It seems to me that making such a judgment about the relative "value,"

on such a basis, of the life of the panther versus any human is quite parallel (and,

indeed, equally arrogant) to making a judgment about the "value" of the life of a

blind human as being relatively the lesser in comparison with that of a normally

sighted one. There may exist certain grounds on which a judgment of relative

"richness" might be made; but, as I have said before, I am not quite sure what it

means to go on to say that something is invested with "value" in a way that is

separated from the being that is valuing it, and furthermore, I fail to see in what

way these comparisons are relevant to a theory that is concerned with granting

egual consideration to egual interests, as opposed to one attempting to

"maximize" such "value." The point of the former injunction, in my view, is that

we are to determine what the interests of the various beings under consideration

are and in what ways they might be best realized, and then to attempt to go

about realizing them across the board, to the best of our abilities; the theory itself

provides no place for the tallying of "value" and the giving of unequal treatment to

equal interests subsequent to that calculation.

This is not to say that the decision to terminate a life, human or nonhuman,

might not be the best course of action to take under certain circumstances;

certainly, for example, where substantial suffering is quite likely to be the

alternative, the ending of a life, and similarly the prevention of a birth, may be

quite appropriate, though a full discussion of such issues would fall well beyond

the confines of this dissertation. I am simply urging extreme caution in the

making of such decisions on the basis of a supposed determination of an amount
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of "value," in disconnection from considerations of the interests of the beings

concerned.

An objection has been lodged, from within the ranks of feminist thinking,

against the widespread tendency of most of us, conditioned as we are by our

Western culture and perhaps also predisposed by our biological roots as social

primates, to set up hierarchical ranking schemes, assigning judgments of

differential "value" to different kinds of things and then using such judgments to

justify taking certain kinds of actions. In an analysis of patriarchal conceptual

thought, Elizabeth Dodson Gray examines "Myth #1 -- Reality is Hierarchical":

Our first mental picture of ourselves comes from our Judeo-Christian
heritage. You find it expressed most succinctly in Psalm 8, which says:
"What is man that thou art mindful of him? Thou hast created him a

little lower than the angels and have put everything else underneath his
feet." And there you have the basic flaw in this mental picture, namely
a cosmic hierarchical ranking of values. The illusion is that you can
look at reality, find out what the value of each thing is, and then rank it
according to that which is more valuable (and is always "up") and has
dominion over that which is of lower value (and is "down").32

"We have developed veritable contact lenses through which we now look every

time we encounter diversity," Gray continues. The process may well have

started when "males created a society in which males were ranked above

females"; the upshot, however, has been that "that male thought-world of

patriarchy got into ranking all diversity":33

32Elizabeth Dodson Gray, Patriarchy as a Conceptual Trap (Wellesley, MA:
Roundtable Press, 1982), 80.

33lbid., 101.
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And we always ask ourselves, "Which of us is better?" Whites look at
blacks and ask "Which of us is better?" Civilized look at "primitive" and
ask "Which of us is better?"34

And, of course, by the same token, human beings look at other forms of life and

ask, "Which of us is better?" But, maintains Dodson, "diversity does not exist to

be ranked."35 Ecofeminist Karen Warren has carried her analysis of such

thinking even further, to include identification of a "logic of domination," according

to the following scheme of an "oppressive conceptual framework":

(1) value-hierarchical thinking, i.e., "up-down" thinking which places
higher value, status or prestige on what is "up" rather than what is
"down";
(2) value dualisms, i.e., disjunctive pairs in which the disjuncts are seen
as oppositional (rather than as complementary) and exclusive (rather
than as inclusive), and which place higher value (status, prestige) on
one disjunct rather than the other. . . .

(3) logic of domination, i.e., a structure of argumentation which leads to
a justification of subordination.36

Warren holds that "even 'value hierarchical thinking' may be quite acceptable in

certain contexts," such as when a particular property or ability is specified for

purposes of comparison; for example, "one could truthfully say that humans are

better equipped to radically reshape their environments than are rocks or plants-

a 'value-hierarchical' way of speaking."37 "The problem," Warren goes on to say,

"is not simply that value-hierarchical thinking and value dualisms are used, but

the wav in which each has been used in oppressive conceptual frameworks to

34lbid.

35lbid.

36Karen J. Warren, "The Power and the Promise of Ecological Feminism,"
Environmental Ethics 12 (1990): 128.

37 Ibid.
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establish inferiority and to justify subordination."38 She maintains that "without a

logic of domination, a description of similarities and differences would be just

that--a description of similarities and differences." This distinction can be clarified

by means of an example concerning the way in which we view environmental

entities:

Consider the claim, "Humans are different from plants and rocks in that
humans can (and plants and rocks cannot) consciously and radically
reshape the communities in which they live; humans are similar to
plants and rocks in that they are both members of an ecological
community." Even if humans are "better" than plants and rocks with
respect to the conscious ability of humans to radically transform
communities, one does not thereby get any morally relevant distinction
between humans and nonhumans. . . .

Without the two assumptions that humans are morally superior to
(at least some) nonhumans . . . , and that superiority justifies
subordination .... all one has is some difference between humans and
some nonhumans. This is true even if that difference is given in terms
of superiority.39

If estimations are made of the "richness" of the lives of different kinds of beings,

such estimates are converted in some way to "value" determinations, and then

the differential used to justify the granting of unequal consideration for the

interests of different kinds of beings, then I would have to say that Warren's "logic

of domination" appears to be at work.

Considering the Kind-Including the Human Kind

We are likely to think that, if we abandon our deeply held notions of an

existing value hierarchy in regard to the lives of different kinds of organisms, and

then attempt to consider equal interests equally, we will end up with some very

counterintuitive conclusions: that I am asking that the lives of human beings be

^Ibid., 128-29.

39lbid„ 129.
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considered in some way "the same" as those of mosquitoes or earthworms, for

example. I am doubtful, however, of the extent to which this would be the case,

because of the fact that in filling out the content of their interests we will be

considering the kind. The lives of different creatures can be very different in kind,

even if not necessarily disparate with respect to some sort of undifferentiated

"value." Humans have interests that extend in various ways over dimensions of

time and space. What do earthworms have an interest in? Perhaps in having

available several cubic yards of soil to tunnel through. Are our human interests

seriously at risk in considering earthworms enough to grant them that?

As on Attfield's example of the plant and the person who both are in need of

water during a water shortage, one might judge that, as a result of the differences

in the kinds of things they are, a human might have a more immediate and

pressing need for water than a plant, because, for one thing, of the human's higher

metabolic rate; also, of course, significantly, the human would have a capacity for

suffering that the plant would lack. Recognizing such differences and providing

water preferentially to the human need not imply that a "value" differential must be

assigned to their lives overall, but rather may simply be taking that course of action

that frustrates interests least, where interests could be said to exist and "must" be

frustrated to some extent (again a forced binary choice). Likewise, granting

consideration to the interests of plants does not mean that humans should starve

themselves, since human interests both in continuing to live and in not suffering

must be taken into account.

Fully concretizing the many-many problems that we are faced with in

considering our impacts upon our environment, of course, demands that we put
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ourselves within the picture. If we continue to utilize the visual metaphor

developed in the previous chapter, we must envision human beings as living

somewhere in the space within the "sphere." Just where should that be, and how

should we construe the tightness of our "fit"?

Ecologist Paul Colinvaux observes that "the crucial thing setting people

apart from all other living things is their ability to change their niche at will."40 As

Attfield observes, however, contra Oakshott and Sartre, humans can be said to

"have a nature"; they are "not so protean as to lack a generic essence

altogether."41 Many things can be said about human beings, on the coarse¬

grained view that we have adopted in our model: they are relatively large-bodied

mammals, for example; they are primates, likely to have a propensity for social

living; and, perhaps most importantly, in contrast to the majority of the other

beings considered here, while not free of a "nature," they are extremely flexible

creatures. On our fanciful conceptualization of the "shapes" of different kinds of

beings' interests, this means that, instead of the "sharp edges" of the puzzle-

pieces belonging to habitat specialists, we humans have very rounded, plastic,

conformable "shapes"; we can insert ourselves into all manner of positions within

the "sphere."

Physiologically, we are most adaptable. Humans can live at the equator and

near the poles, at sea level and thousands of feet above it, in widely varied

40Colinvaux, Why Big Fierce Animals are Rare. 219.
41Attfield, A Theory of Value and Obligation, 44-45. My use of this quote is

for the purpose of conveying the point Attfield is making and should not be
taken as an endorsement of
essentialism.
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terrains; we are most definitely not limited by rigid habitat requirements, as many

others are. In addition, over and above the biological, we have the power of

conceptual thought and of a developed technology to adapt less hospitable

environments to accommodate us if we so desire. Moreover, we have the

capacity for reasoned choice to guide us in the ways in which we insert ourselves

into the ecological "sphere" that is our planet.

The basic constraints of the trophic-level structure continue to hold for us,

however, and it is clear that, within a given ecosystem structure, the higher on

the food chain an organism eats, the fewer of those organisms that can be

supported within that system. It would seem that, if we are trying to live out a

vision of "the greatest good for the greatest number" that includes bringing the

diets of all people "up" to the standards of those of us living in the industrialized

nations of the world, that is, a diet high in meat and other animal products, we

are trying to elude another "impossibility theorem" of the type identified by

Herman Daly in chapter 4: considering the constraints that are built into the

system, moving an ever-increasing number of people ever higher on the trophic

pyramid just won't work. And, if we are to consider the coarse-grained "shape" of

our own kind against a background of other beings, it seems we might also begin

to ask why we should want to try. Of our closest evolutionary relatives, the great

apes, the gorillas and the orangutans are virtually exclusively vegetarian, and

animal products make up only a small percentage of the diets of our very closest

relations, the chimpanzees, mostly in the form of insects. The widely propagated

"man the hunter" myth notwithstanding, it seems that humans did not evolve with

large amounts of meat in their diets. Jared Diamond offers the following view:
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Studies of most modern hunter-gatherers with far more effective
weapons than early Homo sapiens show that most of a family's calories
comes from plant food gathered by women. Men catch rabbits and
other small game never mentioned in the heroic campfire stories.
Occasionally the men do bag a large animal, which does indeed
contribute significantly to protein intake. But it’s only in the Arctic,
where little plant food is available, that big-game hunting becomes the
dominant food source. And humans didn't reach the Arctic until within
the last few dozen millennia.

I would guess that big-game hunting contributed only modestly to
our food intake until after we had evolved fully modern anatomy and
behavior. I doubt the usual view that hunting was the driving force
behind our uniquely human brain and societies. For most of our
histories we were not mighty hunters but skilled chimps, using stone
tools to acquire and prepare plant food and small animals.
Occasionally, men did bag a large animal, and then retold the story of
that rare event incessantly.42

It should come as no surprise that medical science is finding a link between a high

level of consumption of animal products and certain degenerative diseases; our

bodies did not evolve in adaptation to a large percentage of animal fat and protein

in our diets. One explanation that has been given of the foods that many within our

Western culture tend to choose is that they are a result of "adaptive inertia"-

"biological evolution less rapid than environmental change."43 Since the small

amounts of animal matter and seasonally available ripe fruit that our ancestors

came across relatively infrequently represented concentrated sources of nutrition

that were of great value against a background of mostly fibrous vegetable matter,

we developed strong preferences for such foods, preferences that we have only

very recently become able to satisfy, in some parts of the world, to a virtually

42Jared Diamond, The Third Chimpanzee, 40.

43See William J. Hamilton III, "Omnivorous Primate Diets and Human
Overconsumption of Meat," in Marvin Harris and Eric B. Ross, eds., Food and
Evolution: Toward a Theory of Human Food Habits (Philadelphia: Temple
University Press, 1987), 117-32; this terminology appears on p. 117.
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unlimited extent. The suggestion has thus been made that "overconsumption of

meat and sugar by some contemporary human populations may be based in part

upon the dietary predilections of our omnivorous ancestors."44 I present this

information, not to maintain that we should read what we "ought" to eat directly

from what we think our evolutionary ancestors did eat, but to question the

assumption, often made by those of an "ecocentric" bent, that we humans naturally

have a predatory niche to fill.

When it comes to considering the interests of all the different beings

gathered around the table, however, or filling out all the different nooks and

crannies of the "sphere," it seems that we might take our not being carnivores as

a very good thing indeed. Insofar as what we must do to realize our own

interests, we need not dine on sentient creatures at all, and thus we need not

inflict pain and suffering in such a manner for our own survival. Indeed, if we

take our very flexibility to be one of our most prominently distinguishing

characteristics on a coarse-grained view, we will see that we have the capacity

for going a very long way in a variety of directions toward allowing the interests of

other beings to continue to be fulfilled. Loggers of the Pacific Northwest, for

example, speak of being themselves an "endangered species" not unlike the

spotted owl (an example of intergroup conflict to which we will return, very

briefly), but indeed, on an individual level, the interests that are being compared

are not at all the same. The owls depend upon the unbroken old-growth forests

for their very survival; the interests of the human beings who have heretofore

made their livings cutting trees seem to lie in their not undergoing a change of

44lbid., 118.
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culture and lifestyle, a transition perhaps accompanied by a certain amount of

disutility but certainly not an "equal" interest to that of the owls in staying alive.

Very simply, if we are to "consider equal interests equally," we humans, flexible

primates that we are, can meet our own needs in other ways and allow the

beings that can't to go on living as they must.

One way, in fact, to construe the uniqueness of our position relative to other

beings is that we enjoy a great deal of "good fortune" in our high degree of

intelligence, very great range of adaptability, and presently enormous

technological prowess. It is possible to conceive of such "good fortune" in

relation to others not so blessed, not as an indication of one's greater inherent

"value" and hence of the priority of one's own interests, but rather as a condition

of obligation. William T. Blackstone, in an essay entitled "The Search for an

Environmental Ethic," uncovered a passage from Albert Schweitzer that seems

most apropos in this context:

No one has the right to take for granted his own advantages over
others in health, in talents, in ability, in success, in a happy childhood or
congenial home conditions. One must pay a price for all these boons.
What one owes in return is a special responsibility for other lives.45

The view has been developed to some extent by Herbert Spiegelberg as

Schweitzer's "other thought," the notion, concisely put, that "good fortune

45William T. Blackstone, "The Search for an Environmental Ethic," in Tom
Regan, ed., Matters of Life and Death (New York: Random House, 1980), 309,
citing Albert Schweitzer, The Teaching of Reverence for Life. Most surprisingly,
to me, Blackstone applies the perspective to considering that more fortunate
people may have an obligation to help "ecologically handicapped" people and
nations, but he fails to look beyond the species boundary to find an even more
compelling case to be made on this coarse-grained scale.
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obligates,"46 but in relation to other human beings. Our examination of possible

ways of furthering the interests of both panthers and disabled human beings,

however, by which the more priviledged among us "step back" to accommodate

those less able under certain circumstances, would seem to make this an apt

comparison, and a further development of this idea will be among my plans for

future work.

The Environmentally Repugnant Conclusions Reconsidered

If we take seriously our framework for considering nonhuman interests, will it

offer us any means for avoiding the two "Environmentally Repugnant

Conclusions" that were drawn in chapter 4? I think it may, in two different ways.

The second such conclusion, it might be remembered, the "Environmentally

Repugnant Conclusion 2," was arrived at by assuming that humans have a

much, much higher "quality of life" than nonhumans, and the aim was overall

utility-maximization rather than maximal realization of

interests, as differentiated above. It would seem that finding the "quality of

life" of human beings to be much higher than that of other sorts of beings is

closely akin to according human life greater "value" on the basis of it being

"richer" or embodying "more to lose" than other life, and that the kind of

hierarchical thinking that leads to human life always winning out within the binary

choices is also at work in yielding this more "holistic" goal. Without the automatic

assumption of a great human/nonhuman "value" differential, we would at least be

thrown back to the "Environmentally Repugnant Conclusion 1."

46See Herbert Spiegelberg, "Good Fortune Obligates: Albert Schweitzer's
Second Ethical Principle." Ethics 85 (1975): 227-34, and Speigelberg,
Steppinastones Toward an Ethics for Fellow Existers: Essays 1944-1983
(Dordrecht: Martinus Nijhoff Publishers, 1986), 219-29.
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We arrived at the "Environmentally Repugnant Conclusion 1," however, with

little appreciation of the ways in which the various different kinds of organisms fit

together to make up an ecosystem. Ecological factors were at play in calculating

the "efficiency" of different kinds of beings at generating a (presumed) certain

amount of "happiness" or utility per acre of land, but, to the extent that we could

make alterations in natural systems that would "produce" larger numbers of more

utility-efficient animals, we humans would be left with filling in the "gaps" that

would be created within our "sphere" as more and more of the less "efficient"

beings were dropped from their niches within the system. Particularly as we

come to examine more closely just what the "shape" of the human piece of the

puzzle might more appropriately be (a second issue that I hope to develop more

fully in later work), our willingness to commit ourselves irreversibly to such a role,

by allowing the extinction of many creatures that currently occupy such spaces

within the "sphere," should be seriously questioned.

Furthermore, if we begin to take seriously our status as highly flexible

organisms, able to exert control over virtually all aspects of our behavior by

conscious choice, combining this view of ourselves with the notion that "good

fortune obligates" on the coarse-grained level of analysis should lead us to the

obvious conclusion with respect to our procreative decisions. The interests of the

other beings that are still with us (tabling, for the moment, the issue of the many,

many individual nonhumans whose space and resources we have already

engulfed and whom we have thus eliminated) can continue to be realized only to

the extent that we do not continue to "grow," in our demands and in our numbers,

and thereby to deprive them of those things that constitute their interests. It is
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one thing to attempt to chart a course that will most satisfy and least frustrate the

interests of all the beings gathered around our moral table now; when many,

many more human beings, with all their attendant interests, are figured into the

bargain, treating "equal interests equally" will grow ever more difficult. On a pure

"interest" theory, whereby estimations of "value" disparity are rejected, I believe

the issue of considering the interests of the "possible people" who might be born

would simply be counterbalanced by the equally demanding consideration of the

interests of "possible nonpeople," who would be precluded from being born by

the additional humans who were. Taking a "prior existence" view would, of

course, amount to holding an "interest" theory limited to beings that actually do

exist, with attempts at maximally realizing interests limited to the numbers and

kinds that we have now, human and nonhuman alike, and thereby block the

drawing of any sort of Repugnant Conclusion at the same time as it maintained

roughly the same kinds and numbers that presently make up the ecosphere

believe that, in order for us actually to begin to grant consideration to wild

nonhumans on anything like an "equal" basis with ourselves, such interests must

be figured, along with our own concerns, into the immediate individual

procreation decisions that we make. In light of the concrete changes in the

environment that are direct consequences of human "growth," as have been

indicated in earlier chapters of this dissertation, and the negative impact these

changes have upon individual nonhuman creatures, we must at the very least

consider their interests at the same time that we consider our own interests in
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procreation.47 A passage from John Mill, contrasting "two sets of actions," one of

harming a living person (or other being) and one simply of preventing a person

being born when that birth may occasion a life of suffering, made in the context of

a debate over the morality of birth control and abortion, would seem applicable to

the present situation, with nonhumans included around our moral table as well:

By one set misery is inflicted, by the other set, no evil whatever is
occasioned. Thus by killing a fellow-creature, pain is inflicted on the
murdered person and his connexions, and other persons are alarmed
for their own safety. By checking population, no pain is inflicted, no
alarm excited, no security infringed. It cannot, therefore, on any
principles, be termed immoral.48

Though I am arguing for the introduction of such considerations at the level

of individual decision making rather than as a matter of social policy, Michael

Bayles, in an examination of population policy issues, makes the excellent point

that "it is useful to emphasize separately the freedom to determine the number of
%

children one has, which may be denied without denying the right to have at least

some children."49 Certainly, within the industrialized nations, in light of the vastly

47An important topic for further exploration will be, what kind of an "interest" is
an interest in procreation? At one level, the evolutionary one on which the
propagation of our species can be compared to that of any other, it is a most
fundamental one; yet on the level of the individual organism, it cannot be said to
be a "basic" interest in the sense of being necessary for one's own survival,
unless one is dealing with a society in which the "extra pair of hands" issue is
actually a vital one. Obviously, such an interest as held by human beings will be
highly influenced by culture and probably also, perhaps in some cultures more
than others, quite idiosyncratic. The extent to which people's perceptions of such
interests might be altered by considerations such as some of those presented
here might also be a topic generating abundant future projects.

48John Stuart Mill, "Question of Population [2]," in Ann P. Robson and John
M. Robson, eds., Newspaper Writings bv John Stuart Mill (Toronto: University
of Toronto Press, 1986), 90.

49Michael Bayles, Morality and Population Policy. 38.
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greater amount of space and resources claimed by each additional child in

fulfilling his or her "interests," having more than one or at most two children

should be considered a substantial luxury, enjoyed only by placing an additional

burden upon all those portions of the planet from which that child's society draws

Yet, to date, we make such decisions with the most casual abandon, as the

following lines from a popular situation comedy so pointedly illustrate:

guess I thought a baby [they already have three children] would make
me happy. I don't know why I said I wanted a baby. I could've just as
easily said a new car or a pool table.50

Since we export our popular culture to all parts of the world, it should come as

little surprise that people in many less privileged places may look to our example

rather than to our words when we urge them to limit their population growth

The Objections of the Ecocentrists Reconsidered

As I try to conclude this dissertation, I must briefly return to its starting point,

the skepticism of the ecocentrists that a satisfactory environmental ethic can be

generated utilizing an individual-centered approach. The efforts of Paul Taylor,

Robin Attfield and others have, I believe, gone far toward realizing such an aim,

and I have attempted to suggest a method whereby, if we utilize a universalizing

"interests" approach and then bring concrete considerations arising out of the

kind of organisms involved into the discussion, we may arrive at a view that may

be more "holistic" in its effect while still retaining a focus on the individual, as I

believe is necessary to do for human and nonhuman alike in view of our

evolutionary continuity with other beings.

50Spoken by John Goodman as Dan Conner on Roseanne. 23 February
1993.
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The place of predation, which Callicott sees as the "Achilles' heel" of Tom

Regan's rights approach to an environmental ethic,51 seems not to be unduly

problematic if one takes the sort of life that a wild organism is adapted for living

as the "good" that is most in its interests, nor do his objections to imposing a

tame and pampered condition appear to pertain to this view.

In so far as he and, especially, Bryan Norton find an opposition of interests

existing between what is "good for the individual" and what is "good for the

population or species," I can only reply that such apparent conflicts arise only as

a result of our continuing human encroachment upon land and other resources.

There is no sense in which the "culling" of African elephants is good for elephants

at any level, individual, family group, population, or species. It is a measure that

we humans impose on them, even if undertaken "humanely" and with the intent

of preventing a greater amount of suffering in the form of starvation; it is a result

of our swelling numbers in combination with expanding agricultural activities

constraining them to blocks of habitat that are already too small to fully realize

their interests. I must repeat again my paraphrase of Tom Regan in maintaining

that, if we were to show proper respect for the interests of all the individuals who

make up the biotic community, including the actual and demanding interests of

such creatures as African elephants, Florida panthers, spotted owls and grizzly

bears, the community itself, as well as all its component species, would indeed

thereby be preserved.

51 See Callicott, In Defense of the Land Ethic, 46.
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I must, however, at the end of this long effort, confess to being unable to

generate a basis for the preservation of endangered species per se. beyond the

many reasons why an individual-centered ethic would lead to their protection as

individuals with interests and as important components of the habitat space for

many other individuals with interests. I must also confess to having the intuition

that there is some additive wrong to humankind destroying a species, driving an

entire kind of being out of existence. I do have a suggestion, on which I am not

able to act at the present time, for construing the problem as one not merely of

eliminating biological species but of destroying kinds of the sort that we are

concerned about when we condemn human genocide. A similar suggestion is

made by Alastair Gunn, to the effect that "the relevant human analogy is really

that of endangered cultures,"52 but to my knowledge this idea has not been

further developed. Interesting philosophical discussions are being conducted in

regard to the issue of one's responsibility as a member of a group for actions with

respect to members of other groups within the human realm,53 and the discourse

seemingly could be enlarged to extend beyond species boundaries. Certainly the

notion of eliminating entire groups of human beings is considered a far worse

crime than murdering a single individual, but the extent to which the wrongness

of this crime goes beyond the collective harm to individuals is also yet to be fully

52See Alastair S. Gunn, "Why Should We Care about Rare Species?"
Environmental Ethics 2 (1980): 34.

53See, for example, Ins Marion Young, Justice and the Politics of Difference
(Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1990), and Larry May and Stacey
Hoffman, eds., Collective Responsibility: Five Decades of Debate in Theoretical
and Applied Ethics (Savage, MD: Rowman & Littlefield, 1991).
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fleshed out. A third possible construal of the problem of species extinction might

have to do with questioning the justification for our human role not merely in

eliminating those other beings with which we coevolved but in shutting down the

very process whereby we ourselves were generated, but such a topic will have to

wait for development until another day.
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